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Abstract
With energy transition in the Netherlands yet to pick up necessary pace, many are questioning the capacity
of Dutch urban agglomerations, or cores, to meet their renewable energy (RE) targets. Given their
considerable spatial presence, allocating space for RE generation, and more specifically wind energy
landscapes, in densely populated and spatially complex cores is extremely challenging. Consequently, by
force of circumstances, peripheral landscapes are seemingly marginalised and burdened by the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes. In the context of Dutch Regional Energy Strategies (RES), this
research explored dynamics inherent to core-wind energy landscape interplay. More specifically, utilising
qualitative and exploratory data collection means, territorialisation-related dynamics were sought after in
energy regions ‘Noord-Holland Noord’ (NHN) and ‘Noord-Holland Zuid’ (NHZ) that are both situated in the
Province of North-Holland. Taking advantage of content analysis and semi-structured interviews with
stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts, numerous insights emerged. First and foremost, it is
apparent that the RES’ of NHN and NHZ are political in their storylines. While there is an unavoidable
material truth to the complexities of wind energy landscape materialisation in cores, the scaling of
geopolitics and identification of search areas is bound to sub-regional spatial scales. Search locations for
wind energy landscapes are situated on municipal, sub-regional, and regional borders, giving rise to crossjurisdictional implications and conceptualisations of a spatially and socially fragmented provincial
landscape. Furthermore, developments are illustrative of poor inter-stakeholder decision-making whereby
wind energy landscape search areas are conceivably substandard from landscape and spatial quality frames
of reference. Ultimately, this research questions the applicability of the terms core and periphery to the
spatial context of North-Holland. While undertakings make references to conventional undertones of what
core and periphery entail, the distinction between the two within the highly urbanised provincial landscape
is extremely blurry.

Key Words: Core, periphery, regional energy transition, wind energy landscape, search areas, decisionmaking, cross-jurisdictional implications, territorialisation, scaling, and geo-politics
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Executive Summary
For centuries, urban agglomerations, or cores, have been closely related to their peripheral surroundings.
Despite spatial relations between core and periphery having significantly evolved over time, cities do find
themselves becoming increasingly dependent on their hinterlands and fringe regions for energy provision
and a multitude of other services. With urban areas requiring an uninterrupted supply of energy and,
according to the United Nations Human Development Programme, consuming approximately 75% of global
primary energy, limited spatial options signify that only small amounts of energy can be generated and
stored locally. In many regards, developments in the Netherlands are particularly illustrative of the latter
and in 2022, many are questioning the capacity of Dutch urban agglomerations, or cores, to meet their
renewable energy (RE) targets. Given their considerable spatial presence and supra-local implications,
allocating space for RE generation, and more specifically wind energy landscapes in densely populated and
spatially complex cores is challenging. Consequently, by force of circumstances, a substantial amount of
energy supply is being generated regionally whereby, peripheral landscapes are seemingly being
marginalised by the materialisation of wind energy landscapes.
Building on concessions made under the 2019 Dutch Climate Agreement, the National Programme for
Regional Energy Strategies (NPRES) was fabricated to marshal a comprehensive energy transition and
shape greater societal acceptance for undertakings. The Netherlands was subdivided into 30 energy
regions who, together with a consortium of external parties and stakeholders in 2021, have identified
search areas for RE generation and further contributions towards quantitative and qualitative energy
transition targets in their RES 1.0 bids. Giving consideration to its highly contested nature and status as
significant contributor to RE shares of the Dutch energy mix, onshore wind as a standout source has
received particular attention in RES, while more generally also in societal and scientific realms. Despite a
long-standing history with wind energy and there being significant potential for its upscaling, achieving
maximum yield in the Netherlands is extremely challenging. Complicating matters are stringent
policymaking and consenting frameworks, and importantly also, the context of a complex spatial
environment. In such a way, the limited space that is available must be used for a multitude of functions
and spatial claims.
Employing qualitative and exploratory data collection means, this research sought to explore dynamics
inherent to interactions between cores and peripheral wind energy landscapes in energy regions ‘NoordHolland Nord’ (NHN) and ‘Noord-Holland Zuid’(NHZ), or the Province of North-Holland. Specifically
directing attention towards notions of territorialisation and its contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation
related variables, this research sought to answer the following research question: within the context of RES,
do urban agglomerations marginalise peripheral surroundings for their onshore wind energy targets? More
specifically, in order to answer the main research question, interviews were conducted with stakeholders
of RES and energy transition experts and additionally, an extensive analysis of content took place to
scrutinise how the RES’ of NHN and NHZ have materialised since 2019, the innerworkings and of the
stakeholder network and underlying relationships, the spatial planning deliberations for wind energy
landscapes in both energy regions, and lastly, whether territorialisation related developments could be
identified in both RES 1.0 undertakings.
The findings of this research reveal numerous thought-provoking insights. First and foremost, it is apparent
that the RES’s of NHN and NHZ are extremely political and emotional in their storylines. Correspondingly,
in the context of this research, energy transition has revealed itself to be people’s work. Considering the
former, one must contest the professed bottom-up nature of NHN and NHZ’s process designs and
trajectories. In essence, substantial steering can be traced to wind energy landscape design principles,
statements of intent within initial memoranda, and most importantly, the deadlines and pressure cooker
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within which undertakings are to take place, all of which arguably are reminiscent of top-down methods
and means. Directing further attention to the process and trajectory designs of NHN and NHZ, sub-regional
approaches to finding search areas for wind energy landscapes seemingly inhibit regional and provincial
coherence. Moreover, such developments give rise to deliberations of poor inter-stakeholder decisionmaking, particularly among municipalities, who thanks to the decentralisation of tasks, have become
responsible for allocating search areas.
In view of the latter, this research brings forward conceptualisations of a fragmented provincial landscape,
both from social and spatial frames of reference. Building on the previously discussed poor interstakeholder decision-making, one must also question whether desired levels of momentum and societal
acceptance for energy transition have been achieved. Proceedings in Amsterdam and other sub-regions
arguably suggest otherwise. With regards to spatial fragmentation, the majority of search areas for wind
energy landscapes in NHN and NHZ are substandard from landscape integration and spatial quality
perspectives. Comparatively, desires to cluster demand and supply and make efficient use of energy and
network infrastructure received amper attention in decision-making procedures and ateliers, leaving
North-Holland’s grid in an even more vulnerable position than it already was prior to RES. Combining social
and spatial ideals, despite RES striving for 50% local ownership of energy landscapes it is apparent that
local communities are not reaping the benefits of wind energy landscape materialisation. Moving forward,
in anticipation of RES 2.0 and 3.0, society must converse on how to improve a given landscape or region
that has become subject to RE siting and consequential materialisation. Financial ownership or combining
RE with other spatial claims or tasks have presented themselves as suitable options.
Ultimately, in review of the main research question, this research contends that urban agglomerations are
not marginalising peripheral landscapes for their wind energy ambitions. While there is no doubting the
complex nature of siting wind energy landscapes in cores and matters such as supra-local and crossjurisdictional implications of wind energy landscapes certainly do allude towards more informal alterations
of marginalisation, the process designs of RES NHN and NHZ inhibit core-wind energy landscape interplay.
Subsequently, flaunting with such a conception is far-fetched and cannot be substantiated. The
identification of search areas is clearly bound to the sub-regional spatial scales, signifying that urban
agglomerations have no part in appointing search locations for wind energy landscapes in other subregions, let alone, the energy region within which they are situated. While search locations may be situated
in fringe or border regions, urban agglomerations have managed to identify search areas under constraints
specified by the NPRES. Whether such potential wind energy landscapes can help make urban
agglomerations self-sufficient with regards to their energy generation is however another question. To
conclude, this research questions the applicability of the terms core and periphery to the context of NorthHolland. While certain undertakings refer to conventional core versus periphery undertones, the
distinction is blurry in the case location, and more generally also, in a highly urbanised Netherlands.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The Dutch Energy Transition
Following the launch of the National Environmental Policy Plan in 2001, the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement
of 2015, and the 2021 Glasgow Climate Change Conference, the Dutch energy transition is yet to pick up
necessary pace. While notable progress has been made, energy security challenges still cloud
advancements that address the transition to a low-carbon economy. Fossil fuels, and more importantly,
natural gas, remain “the largest source of domestic energy production, and a key fuel for industry and the
heating of the building stock” (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.11) in the Netherlands. In 2018,
according to the International Energy Agency (IEA) (2020, p.14), natural gas “accounted for 90% of
residential heating demand, 76% of domestic energy production, 51% of electricity generation, 43% of total
primary energy supply, and lastly, 34% of total final consumption”. Despite a multitude of nations
worldwide regarding natural gas as the ultimate transition fuel, the Netherlands has opted to progressively
cease extraction for “domestic supply and exports” purposes (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.12)
from the renowned ‘Groningen’ gas field. Building on the targets set out under a “detailed yet broad policy
frameworks focussed on supporting policies and measures” (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.11) such
as the 2019 National Climate Agreement, the Netherlands has committed herself to mitigating her
greenhouse gas emissions by at least 49% in 2030 and 95% in 2050 (in comparison to 1990 levels)
(Government of the Netherlands, n.d.) and 95% in 2050 (International Energy Agency, 2020).
Conductive to reaching her energy and climate goals is the rapid scaling up of renewable energy (RE)
production. More specifically, in order to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and facilitate the
electrification of the energy mix and society at large, annual national onshore RE generation capacity needs
to meet 35 TWh in 2030 (Nationaal Programma Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). Hitherto, the integration
of RE into the Dutch energy mix has been a draining process. With regards to other IEA member countries,
the Netherlands in 2018 had “the third lowest share” (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.12) of
renewables in her energy mix. A lack of “local and regional acceptance”, along with “local issues such as
land-use conflicts and lead times for legal proceedings” insinuates the latter and alludes towards the harsh
reality that the Netherlands is by no means close to meeting its energy targets (Koelman et al., 2021, p.8;
PBL, 2019, p.10). The share of renewables in the Dutch energy mix in 2020 was approximately 11.1%, an
assured increase of 2,3% since 2019 (CBS, 2021), however, 2.9% short of its 14% target (Koelman et al.,
2021). In 2021, the production of RE has on average amounted to 3.02 GW. Wind energy (both on- and offshore) and biogas are large contributors while solar energy, although marginally, has also been conductive
(Klimaatakkoord, n.d.). Advantageously, according to the IEA (2020, p.12), “it is expected that increasing
generation from renewables will shift the Netherlands from her historic status as net importer to net
exporter of electricity in the early 2020s”.
Essential for the success of the Dutch energy transition is the National Programme for Regional Energy
Strategies (NPRES and RES). Supporting the nation’s 30 energy regions (as visualised in Figure 1) that must
each devise an individual strategy plan, RES will help “local governments, in co-operation with network
operators, the private sector, and social organisations” (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.13) to
determine where, how, and with which stakeholders, RE can best be produced (Nationaal Programma
Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). Considering their demonstratable reliability and capacities to be
implemented on a mass scale in the immediate future, wind and solar energy are detrimental to RES
(Nationaal Programma Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). Furthermore, RES are to envision so-called ‘heattransitions’ through which the consumption of natural gas for heating and cooking related activities within
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the building stock must be downscaled. The Dutch Government has opted for a regional approach, placing
confidence in the nation’s ability to take full advantage of integrated and mixed-function opportunities,
such as combining agricultural land-use functions with (de-centralised) RE generation (Louwerse &
Gietema, 2020). Together with a consortium of external parties, each energy region has proposed their
potential contributions and bids in the delayed RES 1.0 deadline of July 2021. Given the stark differences
that exist between the regions with regards to their size and borders, but also available skills, knowledge,
information, and (administrative) capacity (Louwerse & Gietema, 2020), the underlying differences with
regards to their contributions towards the overall 35 TWh target are in question.

Figure 1, (LEFT) Overview of Dutch energy regions (adapted from 'Regiocommissie als antwoord op de RES?' (2020))
Figure 2, (RIGHT) Amount of onshore wind turbines in the Netherlands per region (adapted from Bosch & van Rijn (n.d.))

1.2 Onshore Wind as a Standout Source
Within the confines of the Dutch energy transition and RES, onshore wind as a standout source deserves
particular attention given on the one hand, its highly contested nature (Frantál & 2014; Klimaatakkoord,
n.d.; Koelman et al., 2021; Nauman & Rudolph, 2020), while on the other, its status as a significant
contributor (38.49% of the 2021 3.02 GW share). For centuries, alongside nations such as Denmark and
Germany, the Netherlands has been renowned for its pioneer status within the realm of wind energy
production (de Jong & Stremke, 2020) and it is no secret that the Dutch Government holds its potential in
the highest of regards. While “approximations of the spatial impact of energy transition generally are
unknown”, the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands (2016, p.50) has assumed that “rough
estimates of required production capacities”, based on proceedings in 2016, will demand between two and
eight thousand onshore turbines. As depicted in Figure 2, in 2022, 2100 turbines can be found dispersed
across the Dutch landscape, predominantly situated in ‘Hollands-Kroon’, the ‘Noordoostpolder’,
‘Zeewolde’, and ‘Het Hogeland’ (Bosch & van Rijn, n.d.).
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Despite the potential for onshore wind in the Netherlands being enormous, achieving maximum yield is
under no circumstances a straightforward task. Stringent national restrictions for the construction of wind
energy landscapes and context of a densely populated and complex spatial environment (Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, 2021) signifies that the “limited space that is available must be used for a wide range of
functions” (Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016, p.50). In such a way, “new and clean
forms of energy generation, such as onshore wind energy landscapes, are to be incorporated in the areas
where the Dutch population live, work, and recreate” (Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands,
2016, p.50). Under ideal (meteorological and technical) circumstances, the maximum yield of existing
onshore turbines in 2021 is 6.67 GW (Bosch & van Rijn, n.d.). In anticipation of the upscaling of onshore
wind energy in the coming years, Kuijers et al. (2018) have assumed the technical potential for the wellknown and widely adopted 3 MW turbines in open landscapes to be 50 GW. This could amount to 75 GW
when protected nature areas under the ‘NatuurNetwerk Nederland’ (NNN) are also deemed as suitable
locations for siting.
Although the materialisation of new wind energy landscapes is encouraging, the repowering of existing
wind turbines (and landscapes) could also have further implications on maximum yield, namely by
increasing its potential by an additional 5 GW (Kuijers et al., 2018). In consideration of the ‘trias energetica’,
a strategy or guiding principle that can be taken advantage of to instigate energy-saving measures, and in
more general terms, “increase the sustainability of energy systems” at micro, meso, or macro levels
(Vandevyvere & Stremke, 2012, p.1314), the repowering of existing turbines is necessary given their
lifetimes of approximately 15 to 20 years (Breeze, 2016), the technological advancements in the field of
wind turbine technology, but more importantly in view of the scarcity of space. In its simplest form, the
‘trias energetica’ details the need to decrease overall energy demand, make greater use of renewable (and
sustainable) energy sources, and lastly, if necessary, exploiting fossil fuels in an efficient manner
(Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2013). These measures have been developed in such a way that are able
to work together in a harmonious and efficient manner, serving as a bedrock from which the Dutch
Government and its energy transition can, under complex and challenging circumstances, facilitate and
ultimately ensure a RE mix (and future) and low-carbon economy.

1.3 The Demand for Spatial Resources
A multiplicity of foregoing research has sought to scrutinise the “intricate relationship” (O’ Sullivan et al.,
2020, p.3) that defines the interconnection between energy and space, while similarly also, further
quandaries that epitomise contemporary problems faced by (energy and) spatial planners. While RE may
be pervasive or ubiquitous in nature, its intermittent character and nominal levels of energy density mean
that nowadays, locations of large-scale RE extraction and generation are primarily “determined by the
availability of accessible land” (Nauman & Rudolph, 2020, p.99). In spite of increased efficiencies and
densities of RE technologies in recent years at the hand of research, development, and innovation, RE does
remain significantly less energy dense than traditional fossil fuel sources, insinuating that more land is
needed to generate comparable amounts of energy. To such a degree, a “demand for spatial resources”
(Nauman and Rudolph, 2020, p.99), or in other words, increasing spatial claims, are becoming more
apparent within the context of energy transition and subsequent desires for new wind energy landscapes.
In their research, de Jong and Stremke (2020, p.1), describe the “interrelations between energy
development and landscape transformation that are long-lasting and manifold”. With society being in the
midst “of another energy transition” (de Jong and Stremke, 2020, p.1), such entanglement is still very much
unconcealed. Although rural landscapes and economies have perpetually been interconnected with wind
energy throughout the course of history, in recent decades, “profound changes have occurred through
13
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which rural landscapes are utilised, perceived and governed” (Frantál et al., 2014, p.3; Koelman, 2021). To
a great extent, the demand for spatial resources, that besides energy transition has root in the context of
other spatial claims has put such landscapes at the crosshairs of wind energy landscape materialisation,
and moreover also, climate adaptation, and the Dutch housing crisis. While “powerful social dynamics, such
as the desire to protect valued landscapes from urban development”, have for decades, reigned spatial
planning perspectives and approaches, the expansion of RE according to Cowell (2009, p.223) “threatens
to transgress these categories, and challenges the institutionalised presumptions of land-use planning”.
Already in 2016, the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands (2016, p.51) in her ‘Energy Report:
Transition to sustainable energy’ study acknowledged that “not every city and region in the Netherlands
will be able to meet its own energy demand”. As a consequence, “some locations have limited (spatial)
options meaning that some regions will become net energy producers while others will consume more than
they produce” (Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016 p.51). In other words, “only a portion
of the energy generated and stored at the same location where it will be used meaning that a substantial
part of the energy supply will need to be generated regionally, or even further away” (Ministry of Economic
Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016 p.51). In a similar fashion, research by Louwerse and Gietema (2020)
substantiates the latter. Simply put, with most of the Netherlands’ densely populated Randstad areas
having “a far greater energy demand than can be generated” (Louwerse & Gietema, 2020, p.3) within their
municipal borders, urban agglomerations are thus looking elsewhere, towards more rural-esque
landscapes to realise their wind energy ambitions. Moreover, the Amsterdam Institute of Metropolitan
Solutions (n.d.) has recognised the matter of contention by stating that “cities depend on their surroundings
for energy production, because the total amount of required energy cannot be generated within city limits”.
The acquisition of “extra land for RE production and accompanying infrastructure” is a complex subject
matter (Koelman et al., 2021, p.2). With the implications of energy transition being very much crossjurisdictional in nature, extending far beyond municipal, regional, and national borders, the materialisation
of RES since 2019 has given rise to deliberations that concern the diverse impacts of RE on “existing land
uses” (Koelman et al., 2021, p.2) and the combined or uneven geographical development of regions, and
its users. Moreover, quandaries of (environmental or) energy (in)justice, energy governance, the legitimacy
of actions and decision-making, and lastly also, the ‘not in my back yard’ (NIMBY) debate sustain the
problematique, and perplexed nature of energy transition intensification, and consequently also, wind
energy landscape materialisation. According to the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (2021), forthcoming
(wind) energy projects with spatial claims are not to be enforced in a unilateral manner. Rather,
consultation is to be held with stakeholders that command values and interests in the area under scrutiny
in order to ensure that “the incorporation of energy infrastructure is transparent and well considered”
(Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016 p.52). “Community participation will help to ensure
that besides burdens”, the benefits of energy transition will be evenly distributed among local communities
(Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016 p.51).
To a great extent, the demand for spatial resources is contributing towards increased tensions between
urban agglomerations and rural areas. Building on aforementioned notions of energy justice and
governance, within the context of academia, such tensions and developments arguably can be fixated
within the greater scheme of core-periphery interplay, transition-periphery dynamics, and spatial
differentiation. When taken together, such interactions have allowed for burdened and marginalised areas,
often “encapsulated within place bound conditions of systematic vulnerabilities and disadvantages'' to be
coined as energy peripheries (O’ Sullivan et al., 2020, p.4). Progressively, the obstacle of any energy
transition is less and less one of an evolution towards a “less carbon intensive regime” (O’ Sullivan et al.,
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2020, p.1), but instead, striving to overcome “dominant political economic ideologies and geographic
imaginaries” (Calvert, 2015, p.111) that overshadow decision-making and dictate the materialisation wind
energy landscapes. The notion of an energy region that generates more than its own needs, and therefore
must subsequently be able to benefit from a contribution to other tasks, seems to be an absolute
precondition for establishing connections between urban and rural areas (Louwerse & Gietema, 2020).
Slowly but surely, landscape as discussion topic has worked itself back “into national politics, societal, and
policy agendas” (PBL, 2019, p.5) in the Netherlands. Particularly, throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the
importance of (rural) landscape for nature, recreation, and other purposes has become increasingly evident
(Slabbers, 2021). In the aftermath of the Second World War, rapid urbanisation, agglomeration, and
accompanying land-use changes and shifts have become apparent (PBL, 2019). Although “rural
representations in the Netherlands” are diverse, according to Haartsen et al. (2003, p.135), “these tend to
be oriented towards agriculture”. Despite agricultural destined land-use surface area having drastically
shrunken from 75% in 1945 to less than 54% in 2020 (2.2 million hectares) (CBS, 2020), the PBL (2019, p.1718), in review of research by Sijmons et al. (2017), has recognised that from a quantitative viewpoint,
“space is not on a critical path”. Rather, in consideration of the various transitions, crises, and spatial claims
that are present in the Netherlands in 2021, there is an abundance of space (PBL, 2019). Albeit, given all
the “emotional and symbolic meanings” that are associated with landscape, one may suggest that “space
is the tournament field on which the energy transition is to be won or lost” (PBL, 2019, p.17-18). Barring the
repowering of existing landscapes, the siting of new wind energy landscapes generally tends to recognise
two classifications of land-users. These are farmers possessing substantial land designated for agricultural
activities and nature management organisations (Kuijers et al., 2018).
In consideration of the further evolution of the NPRES in the coming years and significant uncertainty
surrounding the qualitative and spatial outcomes of energy transition, one cannot help themselves but
envisage two hypothetical scenarios. In an ideal world, all 30 RES’ will be attuned to each other and in sum,
flawlessly amount to the annual quantitative 35 TWh RE production target. Consequently, by 2030,
greenhouse gas emissions will have been mitigated and the NPRES will have succeeded in its mission to
foresee the Netherlands of RE future. Conversely, the regional bids show extreme contrast and don’t equal
national renewable production objectives. The Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency’s (also
known as the PBL) preliminary analysis of the 2020 concept-RES has promisingly indicated that while 35
TWh of RE production in 2030 is attainable, the productivity of RES is ultimately dependent on energy
regions and municipalities developing their qualitative and quantitative targets or ambitions into concrete
and implementable action plans. In consideration of the second scenario, the NPRES and ‘Route35’ (process
to facilitate successful completion of RES) will have to contemplate means to hold regions responsible, but
more importantly designate landscapes for outstanding wind energy production. Given that the transition
in the Netherlands is still yet to gain momentum and search locations for onshore wind energy are to be
finalised, deliberations on the distribution of burdens, consequent of the transition’s “geographically
diverging nature” are most certainly not overdue (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.501).

1.5 Core & Periphery, the (Historical) Relationship between the City & its Hinterland
According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2020, p.76), “cities have
numerous functional relationships with their hinterland with regards to energy, and more generally also,
mobility, and food systems”. For decades, scholars have sought to comprehend how urban spaces, often
referred to as ‘cores’ in political, planning, and economic philosophy, interact with, and rely on their
hinterland, rural, or ‘peripheral’ surroundings for a diversity of services. In his book titled ‘Nature’s
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Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West’, William Cronon (1992) reflected on the structural dynamics
through which Chicago and its hinterland, over the course of the 19th century, have been able to shape
each other’s development. Gray Brechin’s (2006) ‘Imperial San Francisco: Urban Power, Earthly Ruin’ took
on a similar approach and scrutinised how San Francisco, as an urban concentration, has imposed its power
on its hinterland by producing a series of peripheral landscapes. With a multitude of other research existing
on core-periphery dynamics (such as that of Kühn (2013) and Ehrlich et al. (2012)), it is safe to say, barring
energy transition frames of reference, that the relationship that exists between cities and rural landscapes
dates back many centuries, is extremely complex and delicate.
According to Krausmann (2012, p.264), “spatial relations between the city and its resource-supplying
hinterland have changed with the energy system and its corresponding technologies”. Moreover, such
changes have not taken place in the context of a “continuous process”, but rather, “different phases in
energy transition can arguably be distinguished” (Krausmann, 2012, p.264). Nowadays, in 2022, urban
agglomerations around the globe are considered by many as “centres of consumption” (Krausmann, 2012,
p. 248). In view of the vast “industrial processes, buildings, and transportation vehicles” located within
cities, requiring large quantities of high-quality energy, research by Bristow and Kennedy (2012, p.41)
highlighted that energy consumption within cities is extremely “pivotal to their growth” and upkeep
(Bristow & Kennedy, 2012, p.41). Moreover, according to the United Nations Human Settlements
Programme (n.d.), “urban areas require and uninterrupted supply of energy, consuming 75% of global
primary energy”. In such a way, with the slight majority of the 2021 global population living in urban spaces,
cities find themselves increasingly “drawing on their vast hinterland surroundings for their supply of energy,
water, and other raw materials” (Krausmann, 2012, p.248).
In further review of research conducted by Krausmann (2012), core-periphery dynamics have often been
studied from ‘systems’ thinking and ‘urban metabolism’ specific lenses. Already in 1965, Abel Wolman was
able to acknowledge the “physical inputs of materials and energy” that cities require, while furthermore
also, the consequential production of “waste streams, emissions, and environmental pressures”
(Krausmann, 2012, p.248). Moreover, scientific approaches such as those previously specified have enabled
scholars and researchers “to trace the origin and destination” of among other resources, energy, “in order
to understand the relationships between cities and other spatial areas (hinterlands) that lead to political,
social, and environmental consequences” (Bahers et al., 2020, p.1). With “urban resource use being a major
driver of global environmental change”, Krausmann (2012, p.248) has argued that a more comprehensive
understanding “of cities as socio-ecological systems” and more generally also, the “relationship between
cities and their resource-providing hinterland” is necessary. In sum, his comprehensive review of Vienna’s
energy transition highlights that “urban centres never have been, nor will they be self-sufficient with respect
to their resource needs” (Krausmann, 2012, p.265).

1.6 Objective(s) & Relevance of Research
Alongside the RES 1.0 deadline, instigating this research is the need to explore and study the consequences
of core-wind energy landscape interplay. In such a way, the societal objective of this research is to help
stakeholders of energy transition to gain greater insight into the geopolitics of RES, and the mechanisms
through which urban agglomerations could be marginalising their peripheral surroundings for onshore
wind energy production. Furthermore, this research wishes to contribute towards deliberations on
resource allocation and (the equitable) distribution of burdens and benefits associated with onshore wind
energy production. In light of Calvert’s (2015, p.111) discussion on “bringing together social groups into
conversations about allocation, costs and benefits, but also acceptable end uses”, the societal relevance of
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my research entails contributing towards conversations and debates on (onshore wind energy) resource
allocation and the equitable distribution of burdens and rewards of onshore wind energy production. While
the success of any energy transition most certainly rests on overcoming technological obstacles, societal
and institutional challenges arguably present themselves greater and more significant challenges to
surmount. Ultimately, in order for the NPRES to succeed in its role of facilitating the Dutch energy
transition, relations between urban agglomerations and rural areas must be favourable (Louwerse &
Gietema, 2020).
With regards to the scientific objective(s) and relevance of my research, there is a clear lack of research
scrutinising “uneven geographical development resulting from core and periphery divisions, especially at
sub-national or sub-regional levels” (O’ Sullivan et al., 2020, p.2). Research by Nauman and Rudolph (2020)
further implied this, additionally claiming that forthcoming research could pay greater attention to “the
dangers of stigmatising rural areas within the realm of RE production” and how energy transitions tend to
shape such landscapes (Nauman & Rudolph, 2020, p.103). Concerning wind energy (landscapes), Frantál
and Nováková (2019, p.80) claim that “academic literature dealing with regional differences in wind energy
development is scarce, quantitative in nature, and only involves a few countries”, namely the UK, Czech
Republic, Germany, Sweden, USA, and China. In light of the latter, there is little (or even no) literature that
focusses on the Netherlands as a case study. Proving the existence of uneven geographical development
in the Netherlands is a complex and endless task, particularly when considering the extensive and multiscalar nature of the phenomenon, and quantitative means that are necessary to determine its existence.
In general terms, according to Avila (2018, p.23), “geographical and theoretical expansion is needed,
because the land uses, power structures and potentially affected populations might differ significantly from
those analysed by existing literature”. In such a way, this research will contribute to research gap(s) in
academia by merging the core-periphery debate with that of spatial differentiation to explore mechanisms
of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the Netherlands.
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2. Theoretical Framework
In this section, a description of the definitions, concepts, and underlying theory derived from academia
that are relevant for this research are presented. Firstly, in section 2.1, I discuss spatial differentiation and
highlight its core and contextual function within this research. Secondly, in section 2.2 core-wind energy
landscape interplay is scrutinised which, in 2.3, is followed by a theorisation of energy transition
frameworks and underlying regional, urban, and rural constituents. Next, laying the foundations for a
comprehensive analysis of energy transition stakeholders in section 2.4, I theorise such a method together
with notions of power and interest. Moreover, section 2.4 takes a closer look at spatial planning and its
interlinkage with energy transition frameworks. To conclude, I assess underlying relationships between the
theories, concepts, and themes, and will present the research questions.

2.1 Spatial Differentiation
To a great extent, the principle of spatial differentiation serves as the centrepiece of this research within
which, broader deliberations of Dutch energy transition, the interrelation between onshore wind energy
production and urban agglomerations can best be situated. In a broader non-energy- and academic-related
context, spatial differentiation is understood to be a “process of simultaneous equalisation and
differentiation” that has “the potential to produce new patterns of uneven development” while furthermore
also, to “create geographies of winners and losers” (Bridge et al. 2013, p.337). More straightforwardly, one
may best understand the notion in the context of its capacity to describe the “production of geographical
difference” among landscapes (Frantál & Nováková, 2019, p.80). In most instances, as concerns energy
transition, spatial differentiation is consorted with, or is the result of complex, yet fundamental processes
of innovation diffusion (Frantál & Nováková, 2019). Such mechanisms often are superimposed “upon
existing socio-economic structures which are far from homogenous” (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.501) and
ultimately should not be understood to be static in nature. Rather, they are dynamic given certain
equalising or differentiating capacities that depend on contextual circumstances (Bridge et al., 2013).
Essential to an analysis of spatial differentiation and its constituents is first and foremost, an inquiry into
the discipline of energy geography. As defined by Solomon and Pasqualetti (2013, p.1), the field of study
embodies the analysis of “energy development, transportation, markets, or use patterns and their
determinants from a spatial, regional, or resource management perspectives”. Over time, the discipline has
evolved from a sub-discipline of industrial geography to one that is all encompassing, for example of
economic sectors (Frantál et al., 2014). Building on Solomon and Pasqualetti’s (2013) definition, topics now
covered include among others matters, “the uneven distribution of primary energy sources and patterns at
all scales, land use conflicts, and adaptive management strategies within landscape planning and facility
siting” (Frantál et al., 2014, p.3). As to be elaborated on in section 2.3, conceptualising energy transition “in
geographical terms” is necessary given that “energy systems are spatially constituted and are networked in
nature, producing geographies of connection, dependency, and control” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.333). To a
great extent, such becomes clear when examining RE sources and their spatially dispersed complexions that
require “substantial land resources in comparison to conventional fossil fuel energy sources” (Frantál et al.,
2014, p.3).
One of the many important geographical perspectives on the energy transition as discussed by Bridge et al.
(2013, p.337) is that of “spatial variation”, or more specifically, “the so-called production of geographical
differences”. With regards to spatial variation, energy transitions and their distinct compositions and
specifications are likely to be determined by “existing regional differences” which consecutively could
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“deepen existing inequalities” (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.501). While some energy transition activities are
able to unite regions, or “promote spatial convergence”, most “will enhance the degree of difference
between places” and will thus “re-work established patterns of core and periphery at multiple scales” (Bridge
et al., 2013, p.337). Ultimately, the capacity for a region to “take up RE technologies” or the extent to which
it is spatially differentiated is undoubtedly dependent on its inherent geographical conditions, “as well as
being mediated by prevailing conceptions of landscape quality” (Bridge et al., 2013. p.337). With regards to
the discussion on differential regional wind energy uptake, literature is scarce as briefly touched upon in
section 1.6. Notwithstanding, Frantál and Nováková (2019, p.81) have explored relevant literature and case
studies on the subject matter and have concluded that “geographical characteristics, such as wind
resources, the availability of not restructured sparsely populated land, and access to infrastructure facilities
best predict wind energy development in an area”.
Other relevant geographical components of energy transition are notions of location and (energy)
landscape. In review of Bridge et al. (2013, p.334), location is a twofold concept and must be studied both
in terms of its “absolute characteristic (latitude and longitude)” and its relative characteristic that “describes
the relational proximity of an element in the system to another”. Focus here is placed on the “spatiality” of
the energy system through which “interlinked elements occupy locations in space” (Bridge et al., 2013,
p.334). In such a light, decarbonisation activities are “associated with shifts in the nature and location of
primary energy sources” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.334). The notion of (energy) landscape is to be further
scrutinised in section 2.2 howbeit, for now, it “describes the assemblage of natural, cultural, and material
features across a broad space, and the history of their production and interaction” (Bridge et al., 2013,
p.335). According to Bridge et al. (2013, p.336), landscape is particularly convenient to comprehend energy
transition related developments given its capacity “to draw attention to the interaction of natural, technical,
and cultural phenomena in a geographical setting”, but also, how such phenomena interact and change
over space and time. While traditional “manufactured” (fossil fuel energy) landscapes have become
“normalised”, many contemporary (RE) landscapes are deeply contested, ultimately “raising questions
about which landscapes should be made, and who (energy) landscapes are for” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.336).
Building on the latter, the notion of landscape can consequently be an extremely “powerful tool” to frame
complex energy transition issues (Bridge et al., 2013, p.336).
Together with location, and landscape, the notion of territoriality can determine the extent to which spatial
differentiation is present within a given landscape. Being an additional geographic component of energy
transition, territoriality refers to the organisation and exercising of social and political power over a given
space (Bridge et al., 2013). In light of this research and its objective(s), building an understanding of
territoriality and further conceptualisations of the “interaction of political power and bounded space”
(Bridge et al., 2013, p.336) is essential to gain greater insight into mechanisms of core-wind energy
landscape interplay. Furthermore, territoriality presents a valuable frame of reference through which one
can comprehend the specific geographic organisation of energy production networks to “generate and
capture value” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.336). According to Bridge et al. (2013, p.336), the territorialisation of
energy infrastructure can be assessed with regards to its contiguity (“dispersion and density”), connectivity,
and centralisation wit contiguity and connectivity to be scrutinised in parallel. With regards to
centralisation, urban agglomerations are considered to be “important sites of political action” in the context
of energy transition activities (Bridge et al., 2013, p.336). To such an extent, centralisation entails the degree
to which critical capacity and supply decisions are centralised and co-ordinated by a single body” (Bridge et
al., 2013, p.336). This arguably has major consequences for the geographical organisation of energy
networks, while similarly also, relationships between urban agglomerations and their peripheral
surroundings (as to be explained in section 2.2).
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Relevant to deliberations of territoriality is the concept of scaling. In the context of energy transition, the
notion has numerous connotations. With regards to energy infrastructure or more spatial and physical
aspects of energy transition, scaling is understood to refer to or describe “the material size and areal extent
of phenomena”, and more specifically, “the different geographical forms in which different energy
technologies can be deployed” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.337). Additionally, from a more socio-technical point
of view, scaling can also embody “the varying, geographical reach of different political structures, such as
local, regional, or national tiers of government, and forms of economic organisation” (Bridge et al., 2013,
p.338). According to Bridge et al. (2013, p.338), while considerations of scaling often are uncontested, they
“pervade energy policy” and are of particular importance to RE technologies such as onshore wind. In light
of core-wind energy landscape interplay and consequential uneven geographical development, scaling can
help to launch discussions on which stakeholders are affected by certain decisions, those stakeholders who
are capable and empowered to take action, and lastly, “where the boundaries of responsibility lie” (Bridge
et al., 2013, p.338). As to be demonstrated later, scaling is further embodied within, and relevant to the
transition-periphery dynamics debate.
Research by Nijkamp (1980) and Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015, p.501) globally discussed so-called “two-way
interactions between the spatial differentiation of activities and the energy sector”, resulting in uneven
development at the regional level. Many years ago, Nijkamp (1980) was already able to foreshadow and
highlight discrepancies between the supply and demand of energy at regional levels. Although focussed on
conventional energy sources and their implications on society, Nijkamp was able to conclude that “regional
disparities in energy consumption” could be attributed to “differences in sectoral composition of regions”
and their underlying “spatial location(s) and settlement patterns” (Nijkamp, 1980, p.300). Arguably in the
twenty-first century, such phenomena are observable, particularly when considering energy security or
varying availability of wind energy among regions. Such alludes towards the need to acknowledge
Nijkamp’s theorisations and conceptualisations. In light of his work, a research agenda constituting five
themes was established to gain greater insight into the dynamics at play between spatial developments
and energy related issues. In sum, as per Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015, p.501), firstly, the “impacts of changes
in the energy sector on the spatial distribution of activities and vice versa” must be acknowledged; secondly,
the “examination and comparison of regional energy, economic and technical variations”; thirdly, the
“exploration of different policy options, possibly via scenarios and simulation models”; fourthly, the “use of
a multidimensional approach to shed light on regional economic and environmental linkages”; and lastly,
the “analysis of distributional impacts of distributional impacts of energy issues”.
Building on Nijkamp’s (1980) research and its first and final points in question, Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015)
discussed factors through which energy transition can provoke spatial differentiation and uneven
development at the regional level. Firstly, by means of the clustering of low carbon technologies, “higher
levels of electricity demand may cause congestion at distribution network level”, ultimately requiring
significant network investment (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.502). Next, differences between urban and rural
areas, consequent of “variations in energy behaviours and perceptions towards technologies” may also
result in uneven development at regional spatial scales (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.503). Thirdly, with
prospective green economy development having the capacity to unfold in many ways, it could be the case
that “systems of highly distributed micro-generators and demand-side flexibility” result in unprecedented
“social interactions and expectations at local levels” (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.503). Additionally,
liberalised markets and the emergence of new stakeholders can be problematic, particularly “if the benefits
of technologies lie across parties” with in such instances, questions emerging that pertain to issues of cost
paying and freeriding (Balta-Ozkan et al., 2015, p.505). Lastly, Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015) discussed the
problematic nature of agglomeration economies and network constraints.
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Figure 3, Dynamics of spatial differentiation

Taking research by Bridge et al. (2013), Frantál and Nováková (2019), and Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015) into
consideration, this research attempts to define the notion of spatial differentiation as uneven geographic
development at the regional level caused by an aggregation of energy transition related activities and their
spatial distribution that reworks established patterns of core-periphery interplay. As suitably described by
Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015, p.80) and visualised in Figure 3, spatial differentiation is the aftermath of complex
“two-way interactions” that exist between energy transition and foreseeable energy transition related
activities and their spatial distribution. With regards to the latter, the spatial distribution of activities is
ultimately dependent on geographical conditions, such as location, landscape, and territoriality, as well
more general conceptualisations and sentiments of landscape quality. This research’s understanding of
spatial differentiation further emulates research by Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015) by recognising five factors
through which energy transition can instigate dynamics of spatial differentiation. Although having directed
their attention to the United Kingdom and its energy transition, their research can arguably be applied to
numerous other contexts in the Westernised world, such as that of the Netherlands. As stipulated above,
these are: technology clustering; dissimilarity between urban and rural behaviours and conceptions; green
economy development; diverse stakeholder network(s); and the agglomeration of economies (Balta-Ozkan
et al., 2015). Table 1 further outlines the notion of spatial differentiation together with its underlying
constituents.
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Table 1, Defining Spatial Differentiation

OVERARCHING
CONCEPT

DESCRIPTION

Spatial Differentiation

Uneven geographic development at the regional level caused by an aggregation of energy
transition related activities and their spatial distribution that reworks established patterns of
core-periphery interplay

COMPONENTS
Spatial Distribution of
Energy Transition
Activities

Varying levels of technology uptake resulting in dynamics of equalisation and differentiation.
Specific outcomes include technology clustering; differences between rural and urban
behaviours and perceptions; green economy development; presence of diverse stakeholder
networks; and lastly also, agglomeration economies

Location

Absolute and relative spatiality of the energy system (Based on Bridge et al., 2013)

Landscape
Territorialisation
Scaling
Regional Level

Assemblage of natural and cultural features across a broad space, and the history of their
production and interaction (Based on Bridge et al., 2013)
Organisation and exercising of social and political power over a given space that is dependent
on notions of contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation (Based on Bridge et al., 2013)
The material size and areal extent of spatial energy transition activities, and geographical reach
of political structures (Based on Bridge et al., 2013)
Spatial scale at which differentiation occurs and ultimately also can best be analysed

2.2 Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay
Progressively, as acknowledged by the Territorial Agenda of 2020 of the European Union, many of Europe's
developed countries such as the Netherlands are becoming “characterised by a growing divide and
polarisation between dynamic, growing, metropolitan areas and rural regions'' (Kühn, 2013, p.367).
Arguably, the notion of polarisation, which often occurs in combination with, or as an indirect consequence
of processes of peripheralisation and centralisation, can best be used to define the frictions that occur
between urban and rural landscapes, that tend to result in increasingly spatially differentiated landscapes
and regions. Theorising and conceptualising such processes is challenging given the extensive amount of
literature available on the subject matter, in addition to varying contextual factors such as “political
traditions and frameworks, historical conditions, and former paths of economic development” within which
they are vested and influenced by (Ehrich et al., 2012, p.79). Despite this, research by Kühn (2013); Ehrlich
et al. (2012); and Munro (2019) serve as suitable starting points from which later on, the dynamics at play
between energy transition and the materialisation of wind energy landscapes can best be understood.
In his research, Kühn (2013, p.368) referred to peripheralisation as a theory that is concerned with “social
relations'', having specific “spatial implications''. Paramount here are the “dynamic political, economic,
social, and communicative processes through which peripheries emerge” and engage with their urban
centre counterparts (Kühn, 2013, p.368). Peripheries, according to Kühn (2013, p.368) “are traditionally
defined as outskirts, and are determined by their distance to a centre”. Through geographic or spatial
planning lenses, they are understood to be static landscapes that have non-urban applications and are pregiven in nature (Kühn, 2013). More specifically, peripheries can be “sparsely populated rural regions,
remote areas, border regions, or suburban fringes of cities'' (Kühn, 2013, p.368). Kühn’s approach to
defining peripheralisation is multidimensional, allowing for the simultaneous analysis of aforementioned
“economic, social, and political developments and dimensions'' (Kühn, 2013, p.374). Furthermore, the term
is understood to be relational, given its interconnectedness with the notion of centralisation; processcentred with emphasis being placed on the dynamics that give rise to the rise and fall of spaces, rather than
them being “static locations of remoteness”; multi-scalar given its capacity to be “applied to any spatial
scale”, whether this be at the macro, meso or micro scale; and lastly, temporal with deperipheralisaiton
occurring, or the role of a periphery potentially changing over time (Kühn, 2013, p.374).
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As visible in Figure 4, peripheralisation and peripheries are relational terms and must be understood in
connection with “complementary notions of centres and processes of centralisation” Kühn (2013, p.376).
According to Kühn (2013, p.376) the “emergence of peripheries through peripheralisation is not only the
structural opposite of the process of centralisation, rather, peripheries and centres mutually influence each
other” (Kühn, 2013, p.376). Centres, also referred to as ‘cores’ by scholars, are “autonomous” regions that
have developed at the hand of processes of centralisation (Kühn, 2013, p.375). Thanks to “certain
advantages that have allowed them to exploit peripheral areas, cores tend to “evolve faster than
peripheries'' (Munro, 2019, p.275). The dynamics at play here often revolve around the migration of
populations or “means of resource exploitation” thanks to higher levels of “economic productivity” and
certain inferior “infrastructural functions'' (Ehrlich et al., 2012, p.79). In consideration of such activities,
one may deliberate on the directionality of the relationship between core and periphery, and subsequently
also, the power relations that define their relationship. Kühn (2013, p.375) argued that relationships
between cores and peripheries “are less of a spatial fact” and must be viewed as “social configurations
that rest on unequal power relations that lead to uneven spatial development”. Accordingly, Bridge et al.
(2013, p.336) have defined centralisation as “the degree to which critical capacity and supply decisions are
centralised and co-ordinated by a single body”. In sum, the political context within which the relationship
is vested is crucial and can be described as “power in the centre and powerlessness at the periphery” (Kühn,
2013, p.375).
According to Ehrlich et al. (2012), processes of peripheralisation and centralisation further entail, and may
also be explained using the theory of polarisation. In his essay on ‘rural-urban conflicts and opportunities’,
Antrop (2004, p.1 & 3) discussed that “a general polarisation between land-use intensification and
extensification” is observable when considering “actual changes in landscapes''. Similar to Kühn’s (2013)
multidimensional notion of peripheralisation, Lang et al. (2021, p.3) have also claimed polarisation to be a
“relational and multidimensional phenomena'' that “includes socio-economic, demographic, cultural,
political and discursive processes” of producing cores and peripheries that occur at varying, but traverse,
spatial scales. Theorising and conceptualising the notion insinuates a relational approach as previously
hinted at that ultimately gives rise to an understanding of the formation peripheries by defining cores as
“regions that attract economic activity and internal migrants'' (Lang et al., 2021, p.3). Building on the latter,
such a lens allows one to temporarily discard habitual views and characterisations of peripheries as regions
of “population shrinkage(s) and weak economic basis”, while instead allowing for questions about “where
power and decision-making are concentrated in terms of resource allocation” (Lang et al., 2021, p.3).
Although placing emphasis on its economic underpinning (economic polarisation theory at the hand of new
economic geography), research by Kühn (2013) can also be used to define more general processes of
polarisation. According to him, polarisation theories entail “cumulative processes of growth and shrinkage
between regions” caused by “principles of circular causation” (Kühn, 2013, p.370). More specifically, the
expansion of the core is linked to processes of contraction within peripheries “via interregional mobility of
people, goods, and capital” (Kühn, 2013, p.370). In review of research by Friedmann (1972), Kühn (2013,
p.370) refers to the relations between, and “spatial system” that encapsulates peripheral regions and socalled growth centres or poles. In particular, one must consider the “self-reinforcing dynamics” that cover
domination effects (resource extraction), information effects (clustering of information in cores),
psychological effects (clustering of interactions), modernisation effects (widespread liberalist values,
attitudes and institutions in the core), coupling effects (the emergence of new markets in the core at the
hand of innovation diffusion), and lastly, production effects (a decrease in production costs in cores at the
hand of innovation diffusion) (Kühn, 2013, p.370). In sum, cores emerge by means of “the advantages that
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cities have as agglomerations, their density of services and activities” and are thus able to “further extend
their advantages over rural regions, which become peripheral” (Kühn, 2013, p.370).
Considering core-periphery interplay and processes of polarisation, one must reflect on the separation
between the two landscapes in order to determine at what point or distance, a landscape can be
characterised as a periphery. While Kühn (2013) has for example broadly attempted to define peripheries
in relation to their distance to a centre and Friedmann (1966) has “underlined the importance of spatial
distances from the core” (Klimczuk & Klimczuk-Kochańska, 2019, p.3), academia has thus far failed to
deliberate on absolute distances through an urban planning or energy transition lens (in terms of
kilometres or other metric units). Rather, research on the matter has directed its attention to discussions
on agglomeration economies and socio-economic characteristics such as income and employment
(Klimczuk & Klimczuk-Kochańska, 2019). Despite this, one may arguably derive various generalisations from
such discussions by other disciplines. With research by Varol and Sat (2021) having characterised the nonmutual exclusive nature of core-periphery interplay, one may arguably define the distance between the
two as relative. Peripherality most certainly is complex and according to Klimczuk and Klimczuk-Kochańska
(2019, p.8), “the identification and classification of a given area as peripheral depends on adopted criteria
and a point of reference”.

Figure 4, Core-periphery interplay

2.2.1 Resource Peripheries as Wind Energy Landscapes
According to Munro (2019, p.276), “core-periphery processes have been a part of many types of
sociotechnical transitions with respect to energy and other resources''. With these processes fundamentally
emerging “as new resources are created and exploited” (Munro, 2019, p.274), the notion of resource
peripheries has come into existence. Research by Murphy and Smith (2013) and O’ Sullivan et al. (2020)
has highlighted the relevance of the concept for energy transition and ultimately also, academic debates
on onshore wind energy generation. Resource peripheries can be defined as “deeply contested spaces
where environmental, cultural, and geopolitical factors intersect with industrial dynamics” (Murphy &
Smith, 2013, p.694). Given an abundance of natural resources, resource peripheries are regarded as
suitable locations for (wind) energy projects, particularly in light of their sparsely distributed populations,
and “relatively poor economic, social, and political power” (O’ Sullivan et al., 2020, p.3 & 4). Resource
peripheries often “align with places of rurality” and are no different to regular peripheries given their
dependency on “the politics of cores, and disadvantages by an unequal exchange in trade between lowvalue resources and high-value goods” (Kühn, 2013, p.369 & 372). Considering the former, one may
understandably consider peripheries and resource peripheries as separate entities. Despite this, as
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demonstrated in Figure 5, this research strives to situate resource peripheries within the greater peripheral
landscape as ultimately, resource extraction is one of the many activities taking place in such settings.
With the above in mind, this research builds on O’ Sullivan et al. ‘s (2020) presumption that reconstructs
the notion of resource peripheries into energy peripheries. Similarly, making use of research by the likes of
Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018), but also de Jong and Stremke (2020), energy peripheries can best be
characterised as energy landscapes. Although the notion of an energy landscape is a relatively new
phenomena, ‘landscape’ as a stand-alone term according to the Council of Europe Landscape Conservation
(ELC) (n.d.) is understood to be “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action
and interaction of natural and/or human factors”. As previously hinted at, landscape is one of the many
geographical components necessary when deliberating spatial differentiation. According to van Grieken
and Dower (2017, p.495), the ELC’s definition encourages one to think beyond traditional understandings
and definitions of landscape within which “aesthetics and visual amenity” play pivotal roles. The ELC is said
to “encourage a focus on landscape as a resource in its own right, and not just on the setting for human
activity” (van Grieken & Dower, 2017, p.495). In such light, as per Antrop (2005, p.21), building an
understanding of the relations that exist between humans and landscapes is crucial as “the processes and
management in past traditional landscapes and the manifold relations people have towards the perceivable
environment and the symbolic meaning it generates, offer valuable knowledge for more sustainable
planning and management for future landscapes''. (All) Together according to Pasqualetti and Stremke
(2018, p.97), the terms ‘energy’ and ‘landscape’ entail “all principal elements that appear at the confluence
of energy and technology”, these either being “technical, visual, social, ecological, or political” in nature.
Although such a confluence can manifest itself within many different environments and context, it is the
substantive or spatial landscape that springs to mind when postulating the concept.
Energy landscapes may be conceptualised and characterised in several ways. According to Pasqualetti and
Stremke (2018), three differentiations exist, namely: a substantive qualification, spatial qualification, and
lastly, a temporal qualification. The substantive qualification entangles the “direct influence of an energy
resource on the physical appearance of an energy landscape” (Pasqualetti & Stremke, 2018, p.99). In similar
fashion, spatial qualifications are connected to issues of appearance however, in a different manner,
“spatial expanse and the visual dominance of energy infrastructure(s)” determine “the appearance of
energy landscapes” (Pasqualetti & Stremke, 2018, p.99). With regards to both substantive and spatial
qualifications, comprehending levels of energy density can help bring “the amount of space required for
energy development” to mind, and ultimately also, what materialisation may look like (Pasqualetti &
Stremke, 2018, p.100). Temporal qualifications concern “degrees of permanence of energy landscapes” and
generally range from dynamic landscapes to those that are increasingly permanent (Pasqualetti & Stremke,
2018, p.99). The three qualifications are nested in nature implying for example that “the spatial
characteristics depend on the substantive characteristic, while temporal characteristics depend on both the
substantive and spatial ones” (Pasqualetti & Stremke, 2018, p.99). The addition of a socio-technical
component could help to further explain such nested relationships, for example how energy landscapes
emerge from the interplay between components of the energy system and stakeholders of energy
transition. In the context of general processes of peripheralisation, centralisation, and polarisation,
qualifications of energy landscapes have been visualised in Figure 5.
Taking Pasqualetti (2012, p.33) interpretation of “wind energy landscapes as being extremely difficult to
hide” into consideration, energy landscape qualifications can arguably be used to characterise and assess
the dynamics at play in such areas. With regards to appearance, and thus both substantive and spatial
qualifications, small generating capacities along with aerodynamics and efficiencies among other aspects
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contribute towards the supremacy of wind energy infrastructures in landscapes. In its essence, as referred
to by Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018, p.95), the wind energy debate “is a conflict of geographical
incompatibility that owes its intensity to the site-specific nature of wind power itself”. As per Sijmons and
van Dorst (2012, p.47), wind energy landscapes are very much “emotional landscapes'' given their
“spinning, glinting, bird-chopping, and noisy impositions on land” (Pasqualetti & Stremke, 2018, p.95).
Turbines and wind farms must be established where deemed suitable and “are thus not amenable to
resiting, simply for the aesthetic convenience” of outspoken individuals and communities who renounce
the energy source, but ultimately also, conflicts between rural and urban agglomerations (Pasqualetti,
2012, p.34).
Barring theoretical deliberations on landscape, academia has also sought to build on understandings of the
specifics of wind energy’s substantive and spatial components while similarly looking at the fundamentals
of harnessing energy from wind. Although this research will pay little attention to the physics and
technicalities of wind energy, a brief assessment of such domains is most certainly necessary in order to
among others, comprehend decision-making processes that surround the scouting or siting of wind energy
landscapes. In simple terms, wind “is the movement of air in the earth’s atmosphere close to the ground”
caused by pressure differences that are “generated by solar energy input(s) into the air” (Breeze, 2016,
p.9). By means of turbines that are typically 125 to 300 metres in height with “generating potentials of 23.5 MW” (van Grieken & Dower, 2017, p.500), wind energy “can be exploited to generate electricity”
(Breeze, 2016, p.9). Wind energy landscapes, or wind farms as referred to in academia, are spaces
comprising of one or more wind turbines, “placed in a group formation or in a grid or in a straight, curving,
or random line”, leading to “a composition of objects that can be observed by people from different angles”
(van Grieken & Dower, 2017, p.504). While some wind farms are home to hundreds of turbines, typical
wind energy landscapes in the Western Europe, the USA, and China are composed of at least ten turbines
(van Grieken & Dower, 2017).

Figure 5, Formation of wind energy landscapes (adapted from Pasqualetti & Stremke (2018))

2.2.2 Transition-Periphery Dynamics
Research by Munro (2019, p.276) characterised the “complex” processes taking place in resource
peripheries as so-called ‘transition-periphery’ dynamics. Such deliberations revolve around a “combined
approach of sociotechnical transitions and core-periphery dynamics” that allows one to comprehend the
emergence of resource peripheries within which “resource making and exploitation” takes place (Munro,
2019, p.276). In further review of her work, three essential elements to transition-periphery dynamics
include infrastructure, ownership, and scale. Concerning infrastructure, spatially differentiated or uneven
development resulting from “the enclosure and commodification of resources” is considered essential in
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“reproducing classic core-periphery dynamics” (Munro, 2019, p.278). Additionally, given that as previously
discussed, “resources tend to be located in the periphery and the people who live in these areas are
vulnerable to their lands being appropriated through green grabbing” (Munro, 2019, p.278).
To a great extent, the theorisation and conceptualisation of (wind energy) infrastructure can be further
reinforced by research by Carroli (2018). According to her, infrastructure systems “are understood as sociotechnological constructs that are woven into human lives, settlements and societies” and are often
“comprised of a combination of hardware and software” that tend to “include material, institutional and
social elements and relations” (Carroli, 2018, p.82). Cities and regions are extremely dependent on
infrastructure systems given their capacity to deliver (renewable and wind energy) “services, and access to
services” (Carroli, 2018, p.82). In such a way, infrastructural systems most certainly “enable settlements to
function” (Carroli, 2018, p.82). Giving consideration to section 2.2 and Kühn’s (2013) deliberations of power
struggles between core and periphery, infrastructure systems arguably are at the centre of such
interactions. Accordingly, Carroli (2018, p. 82) has acknowledged such after having claimed that
infrastructure systems “are sites of political and policy contestation” and thus also sites of convergence for
spatial planning and energy transition related activities.
With regards to scale, one must consider the means through which “RE is developed in peripheries and
exported to cores” (Munro, 2019, p.279). In section 2.1, notions of scaling and territorialisation and their
implications on uneven geographical development were discussed. Concerning the geographical reach of
political structures, development of peripheral resources “can be controlled and developed at various
scales, for example the national-scale with national-scale priorities, or more locally” (Munro, 2019, p.279).
Notions of scale and territorialisation are often intertwined with those of ownership. As stipulated by
Munro (2019, p.279), it often is the case that “peripheries have limited control and ownership” of resources
such as wind energy. In light of such, deliberations of ownership of (and rights associated with) wind energy
landscapes are embodied within greater power plays and struggles because of the impacts on land and the
benefits to be gained (or lost) from such activities (Munro, 2019). Taking the latter into account, Murphy
and Smith (2013, p.705) claimed that deliberations of transition-periphery dynamics continue to show their
worth, especially when considering the “tensions and conflicts” that persist among stakeholders, while
conversely also, the “new opportunities” that may arise subsequent to the generation of “new assets and
capabilities” that could be “locally controlled”. In review of research by Munro (2019) and Murphy and
Smith (2013), Figure 6 visualises the interaction taking place between transition-periphery dynamics and
wind energy landscapes.

Figure 6, Transition-periphery dynamics (adapted from Munro (2019); Murphy & Smith (2013))
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In consideration of the theories and conceptualisations as presented above, this research strives to take
on a global and holistic approach to defining core-wind energy landscape interplay and the materialisation
of wind energy landscapes. To such a degree, I define core-wind energy landscape interplay as processes
of polarisation, centralisation, and peripheralisation that are fixated within the greater scheme of spatial
differentiation, whereby cores, peripheries, and consequently also wind energy landscapes materialise.
Table 2 as presented below summarises and further elaborates on the definitions chosen by this research
to define such interplay. For instance, rather than peripheralisation, centralisation, or polarisation being
individually responsible for the growing divide between core and periphery, this research defines and
considers such dynamics in junction with each other, as suggested by Figures 4 and 5. Despite this,
polarisation plays a crucial role in dictating the relationship between urban and rural areas, particularly
when considering the flow of people, goods, and capital as stipulated by Kühn (2013). In light of research
by Munro (2019), O’ Sullivan et al. (2020), and Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018), I consider wind energy
landscapes as constituents of greater peripheral areas. More specifically such spaces epitomise vast
landscapes, characterised by an abundance of natural resources and reliance on the core. Expropriating
Munro’s (2019) definition, this research not only defines the dynamics taking place in wind energy
landscapes as transition-periphery dynamics, but also as those responsible for their emergence.
Table 2, Defining core-wind energy landscape interplay

OVERARCHING
CONCEPT

DESCRIPTION

Core-Wind Energy
Landscape Interplay

Processes of polarisation, centralisation, and peripheralisation fixated within the greater
scheme of spatial differentiation, through which cores, peripheries, and consequently also
wind energy landscapes materialise and interact

COMPONENTS
Peripheralisation

Multidimensional process that is responsible for the formation of peripheries

Centralisation

Multidimensional process that is responsible for the formation of cores

Polarisation
Core & Periphery
Wind Energy Landscape
Transition-Periphery
Dynamics

Multidimensional and cumulative process that is responsible for land-use intensification or
extensification, consequently dictating the formation of peripheral landscapes in relation to
their urban cores
Detached yet mutually exclusive geographic entities or archetypes that are separated by a
relative distance
RE landscapes situated within the greater peripheral area designated for wind energy
production, encompassing 10 or more wind turbines (of varying sizes and generating
capacities)
Dynamics that take place in wind energy landscapes that consist of or are influenced by
matters concerning the scale of resource extraction, infrastructure needed for such activities,
and the ownership of land

2.3 Energy Transition
Within the context of this research, theories of spatial differentiation and core-wind energy landscape
interplay find themselves embedded within broader notions of energy transition. Despite a mutual
understanding of energy transition’s “implications of a change in conditions”, a universal definition is hard
to come by according to Bridge et al. (2013, p.332). As per Cherp et al. (2018, p.175) the complications of
defining the concept tend to stem from the “disciplinary diversity of required scholarly approaches” and
thus, the consequential variance in scopes and methods used in prevailing research. While some scholars
show a tendency to focus on ‘energy transition’, others have opted to adopt alternative viewpoints by
coining notions of ‘low carbon’ or ‘sustainability’ transitions (Cherp et al., 2018). To some extent, such
theorisations and conceptualisations certainly do overlap, however, “they are clearly not identical” (Cherp
et al., 2018, p.176). Although varying assumptions and complexities make it challenging to define energy
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transition, the Dictionary of Energy has oversimplified the concept and refers to it as a “change in the form
of energy consumption of a given society” (Cleveland, 2015). In such light, Bridge et al. (2013) have similarly
also attempted to establish a universal definition. According to their research, the so-called “energy
challenge of the twenty-first century is to bring about a new transition, towards a more sustainable energy
system that is characterised by universal access to energy services, and security and reliability of supply
from efficient, low-carbon sources” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.331).
Although ambitions to achieve net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 prevail amongst most nations
worldwide, it is the process, or so-called ‘roadmap’ through which the previously mentioned change in
conditions are to be achieved that deserves substantial attention. As implied by Halseth (2019), transition,
as a stand-alone term, refers to a a process of change from one state to another. Even though change and
its constituent impacts vary in size, it is the cumulative nature of energy transition impacts that must be
assessed, rather than a pursuit of “isolated project or sector-based” perspectives (Halseth, 2019, p.6). In
review of research conducted by Grübler et al. (2016), Cherp et al. (2018) similarly adopt and highlight the
importance of a so-called process and systems approach to energy transition. In such a light, scientific
consensus at large generally tends to acknowledge that in order to “mitigate the risks of climate change
and address other sustainability challenges, deeper transitions are required that involve many different
technologies and encompass various spatial scales” (Cherp et al., 2018, p.176). Building on the latter,
research by van Leeuwen et al. (2017) recognised six areas of energy transition, namely: energy source
transition(s), energy consumption transition(s), social transition(s), agricultural transition(s), tax
transition(s), and lastly, macroeconomic trade transition(s). Halseth’s (2019) broader deliberations of
cumulative impact thinking allow for an analysis of all transition areas. More specifically, their
interconnectedness with various systems, how they “have developed in accordance with environmental
and energy paradigms”, and how they “impact one another moving forward” (Halseth, 2019, p.6).
Simply put, the Dutch Government has defined its energy transition as a shift from fossil fuels to sustainable
energy sources (RIVM, n.d.). Research by Kemp (2010, p.291) assessed the Dutch energy transition’s
“corporatist approach” through which it is hoped that “innovation, and the enrolling of businesses in
processes of transitional change should lead to a more sustainable energy system”. Emphasis has been
placed by the Government on framing their transition as a “major spatial issue, with a focus on increasing
the quality of life within living areas” by means of “energy inclusive spatial planning” (Koelman et al., 2021,
p.7). According to his research, Kemp (2010) stipulated that existing literature on the Dutch transition
signifies the “changes in functional provision and consumption” of energy and its embeddedness within a
socio-technical framework (Kemp, 2010, p.292). The Government has been coined as “process manager”
through which it seeks to “facilitate learning and change” rather than controlling or directing the process
(Kemp, 2010, p.299). Together with various stakeholders from the private and public sector, academia, and
civil society, seven ‘transition platforms’ have been devised under common ambition for “developing
pathways” through which transition experiments can be suggested and tested (Kemp, 2010, p.299). In
many ways similar to van Leeuwen et al. ‘s (2017) pathways, these platforms are: new gas; green resources;
chain efficiency; sustainable electricity supply; sustainable mobility; built environment; and lastly, energy
producing greenhouse(s) (Kemp, 2010). Research by Halseth (2019), van Leeuwen et al. (2017), and Kemp
(2010) has been consolidated into Figure 7 in order to generalise processes of Dutch energy transition.
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Figure 7, Processes of Dutch energy transition (adapted from van Leeuwen et al. (2017); Kemp (2010)

2.3.1 Regional Energy Transitions
Traditionally, energy transition scholars have sought to analyse the socio-technical process on national and
urban scales. Conversely, on reasonable grounds, the regional scale, which according to Hoppe and
Miedema (2020, p.2) has “received little scholarly attention”, is progressively receiving greater
consideration within academia. As claimed by De Laurentis and Cowell (2021, p.2), regions are understood
to be “sub-national levels of government with significant supra-local governance capacity and
cohesiveness”. More specifically, in review of research by Hoppe and Miedema (2020, p.2), ‘regions’ are
territories that are situated between provinces and more local areas where “configurations of more or less
collaborating municipalities in certain delineated geographical spaces” are situated (Hoppe & Miedema,
2020, p.3). Building on the latter, research by Mattes et al., (2015, p.256) has maintained the belief that
municipalities are often thought to be “starting points of systematic transformation” and “seedbeds for
transition”, thus highlighting the growing importance of needing to take “regional and local levels of energy
transformation” into account. The “alternative spatial frame” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.2) that comes
to light when analysing energy transition on regional grounds arguably “draws attention to the uneven
distribution of innovation processes and how these are influenced by actors, networks, and institutions at
the spatial level” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). Balta-Ozkan et al. (2015, p.506) confirmed the latter
having stated that the regional energy transitions “presents a suitable scale where temporal and spatial
differences can be analysed, interpreted, and monitored over time, both within and between regions”.
Research by Coenen et al. (2021) broadly highlighted the diverse value chains, contextual factors, forms of
agency, and production of outcomes that constitute regional energy transitions. In review of their findings,
value chains entail the various components of the energy system that are necessary for energy production
or consumption (Coenen et al., 2021). Additionally, the positioning of regions is considered, either
upstream as resource peripheries where “value is extracted and captured by actors located elsewhere”, or
downstream where “fuel switching and energy demand reduction activities at household or industry level
become important” (Coenen et al., 2021, p.224). Contextual factors refer to socio-economic aspects such
as “visions and policies of actors and organisations, market characteristics, and existing natural resource
endowments” but also future expectations and place-based transition perspectives (Coenen et al., 2021,
p.223). Next, the assumption that regional energy transitions are executed through agency, rather than
specific actors “avoids reproducing expectations that specific actors may exercise” while also “reducing the
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risk of considering regions as a closed-system trap” (Coenen et al., 2021, p.223). Lastly, the outcomes of
regional energy transitions are likely to give rise to changes in energy systems and also those that “extend
beyond regional borders” (Coenen et al., 2021, p.225).
Synonymous with Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018), Chlebna and Mattes (2020) adopted a similar, yet more
process-oriented approach, to theorising regional energy transitions, using domains, either of which are
socio-technical, spatial, or temporal in nature. Under the socio-technical domain, one must consider the
interplay and interrelations within diverse networks between “institutions, technologies, and actors”
(Chlebna & Mattes, 2020, p.67). The spatial domain covers aspects that revolve around place-dependency
and multi-scalarity. Regarding place-dependency, one must consider the following facets: urban and
regional visions and policies that “co-determine the evolution and transition processes”; informal localised
institutions that “are strongly rooted in particular localities and form the backbones for niche evolution”;
local natural resource endowments that “stimulate investments and influence which renewables can be
installed where”; local technological and industrial specialisation which “provide conditions for the
development of innovations”; and lastly, “highly localised” consumer and local market formation(s)
(Chlebna & Mattes, 2020, p.68). With regards to multi-scalarity, the interdependence between various
levels highlights that “localities and regions are fundamentally influenced by policies created at higher
administrative levels” (Chlebna & Mattes, 2020, p.68). The temporal domain distinguishes four phases of
progression of energy transitions, namely, the take-off phase, which is followed by a breakthrough,
acceleration, and lastly, a stabilisation phase (Chlebna & Mattes, 2020, p.68).

Figure 8, Regional energy transition framework (adapted from van Coenen et al. (2021); Chlebna & Mattes (2020))

2.3.2 Energy Transition in Urban & Rural Landscapes
Urban and rural components of energy transitions have similarly also become trending topics within the
academic debate. Although research tends to examine both components as separate and distinctive
entities, they are interconnected and accommodate regional energy transitions as visible in Figure 9, and
drive transition-periphery dynamics. As discussed in section 1.3, a demand for spatial resources has seen
rural-esque landscapes become focal points of transition debates given their transition into “unevenly
structured spaces'' and thus deeply contested nature (Nauman & Rudolph, 2019, p.99). Research by
Nauman and Rudolph (2019, p.99) has contended habitual assumptions that rural landscapes, given their
“sparsely populated”, “economically undeveloped” features, are “spacious sites where energy transitions
simply materialise”. Rather, they have chosen to emphasise the role of new energy facilities in transition
processes that ultimately allow for such landscapes to become “emancipatory spaces, allowing for more
than just development” (Nauman & Rudolph, 2019, p.99). In light of the latter, rural areas can most
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certainly benefit from energy transition. In developed countries such as the Netherlands, the transition of
rural areas into energy regions strives to mitigate inherent and characteristic “dynamics of decline, out
migration, and peripheralisation” principally by means of “additional income and economic ownership of
the means of energy production” or “benefit sharing in the context of commercial and corporate energy
projects” (Nauman & Rudolph, 2019, p.99).
Concerning urban spaces and their function(s) within energy transitions, Hoppe and Miedema (2020, p.23)
have defined such as cities, or “loci in regions”, and consider the interplay with their rural counterparts as
crucial in order to understand the dynamics at play. Cities are large “entities” that hold large shares of
energy use and are “key targets of energy transitions, as well as key instruments in delivering it” (Rutherford
& Coutard, 2014, p.1354). While Couture et al. (2019, p.31) have highlighted the lack of “international
criteria or standards to determine what cities are”, they have defined the specific contributions of cities
towards shaping urban energy transitions, namely as target setters, energy consumers, energy producers,
owners and operators of infrastructure, regulators and policy makers, facilitators, or aggregators, and
lastly, as financing entities. Habitually, research on cities and urban energy transitions place significant
emphasis on simulating “prospective implications and future sustainability” by means of quantitative
approaches that model and shape the transition as “a challenge for governance and institutional
configurations” (Rutherford & Coutard, 2013, p.1358). Despite this, one must also consider the sociotechnical implications of urban energy transitions while also, the “varied, contrasting, and sometimes
competing, political projects for which it works” (Rutherford & Coutard, 2014, p.1358). In such light,
research by Köhrsen (2018) analysed urban energy transitions as social fields through which the interplay
and dynamic relationships that exist between various stakeholders is considered crucial.

Figure 9, Dynamics of energy transition

Building on the aforementioned theories and conceptualisations of energy transition by scholars, I will now
attempt to define the concept in a manner relevant for my research. Using Kemp (2010) and the RIVM’s
definitions as a basis for interpretation, I understand energy transition as a multi-scalar socio-technical
process through which the fossil fuel-based energy system is transformed into one that is reliant on
sustainable energy sources. Emphasis is placed on temporality, or the process of transition whereby an
alteration of traditional consumption and provision patterns takes place by means of the various transition
areas as presented by van Leeuwen et al. (2017). As hinted towards, this research’s energy transition
definition directs further attention towards interaction between humans and technology. This is important
when considering the synergies among diverse stakeholder networks upon which the energy transition
relies on, but also the intrusive and decentralised nature of its activities. Incorporating a multi-scalar
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component in my definition is essential when taking into account that energy transition can be applied to
any scale or spatial situation, whether this be at national, regional, municipal, or local community level.
Within the context of my research and given the nature of RES’, the regional level is underlined and thus
visualised in Figure 9 as an all-encompassing dimension of energy transition. As highlighted by Mattes et
al. (2015, p.256), examining energy transition through a regional lens is necessary given the status of
municipalities as “seedbeds for transition”, but also spatial clusters of decentralised energy technologies.
Table 3 provides an overview of energy transition and its components.
Table 3, Defining energy transition

OVERARCHING
CONCEPT

DESCRIPTION

Energy Transition

Multi-scalar socio-technical process through which the fossil fuel-based energy system is
transformed into one reliant on sustainable energy sources

COMPONENTS
Multi-scalar

Applicability of the energy transition to various spatial scales

Socio-Technical

Various interactions and interplays between technologies and stakeholders

Energy System

Aggregation of energy consumption and production mechanisms

Process of
Transition

Various energy transition pathways and platforms resulting in changes in the energy system, taking
place over time

2.4 Stakeholders & Spatial Planning for Energy Transition
Within the realm of academia, a multitude of scholars have sought to conceptualise and theorise means to
conduct stakeholder analysis and more generally also, the applicability of spatial planning to energy
transition contexts. The following sections attempt to scrutinise research by the likes of Jones (1997),
Flyvbjerg (2004), Ackermann and Eden (2011), and lastly, Carroli (2018), in order to cast light on among
others, matters such as power-interest dynamics among stakeholders and shortcomings of spatial planning
for energy transition.

2.4.1 Energy Transition Stakeholders
As alluded towards in previous sections, energy transition’s socio-technical component encompasses
diverse interaction taking place between humans, or stakeholders, and technology. While Chlebna and
Mattes (2020) highlighted the importance of considering varying levels of interplay and interrelations that
exist among institutions, technologies, and actors under the transition’s socio-technical domain, Kemp
(2010) underlined the need for collective responsibility among transition stakeholders to ensure that
pathways can be developed through which experimentation can flourish. In contrast, Coenen et al. (2021)
interestingly adopted a more nuanced approach by disputing the belief that stakeholders execute energy
transitions. Instead, as previously discussed, one must consider the materialisation of energy transitions
through an agency perspective given its capacity to prevent particular expectations that certain
stakeholders possess over from vanquishing developments and considering transition landscapes as socalled closed-system taps (Coenen et al., 2021). All in all, as highlighted by Reed et al. (2009, p.1934), there
is an increasing need among decision-makers to recognise and understand “who is affected by the decisions
and actions they take”, but also “who has the power to influence various outcomes”. Given the energy
transition’s intrusive nature, particularly when considering developments surrounding wind energy, such
deliberations are necessary.
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In recent decades, many scholars have attempted to define stakeholders within theoretical and conceptual
frameworks. Not only is devising a universal definition challenging given the varying business or natural
resource management and political science perspectives that can be adopted, but also as per Reed et al.
(2009, p.1935), the consideration of fundamental issues that for example concern apprehending the
legitimacy of interests and stakes of stakeholders in an organisation, or specific matter. While some
theories have adopted “narrow and instrumental definitions” through which stakeholders are claimed to
be “groups of individuals without whose support, organisations would cease to exist”, others have taken
on and proposed “broader and more normative views of stakeholders” conceptualising them “as any
naturally occurring entities that are affected by organisational performance” (Reed et al., 2009, p.1935).
Despite such varying deliberations, Freeman’s (1984) definition of a stakeholder seems to be the most
seminal and thus also commonly cited in literature. In review of the latter, Reed et al. (2009, p.1935) and
Eskerod and Larsen (2018, p.162) consider stakeholders as “those who are affected by a decision or action”,
but contrarily also, “any individual or group who can affect the project process or project outcomes”.
Ultimately, identifying and defining stakeholders is extremely context specific and is connected to the
“multifarious nature of demands'' that can be made on their behalf (Ackermann & Eden, 2011, p.179).
Alternatively stated, establishing a concrete understanding of stakeholder behaviour would, among other
outcomes, help relevant parties “perform effective project stakeholder management” (Eskerod & Larsen,
2018, p.163). In consideration of the latter, Eskerod and Larsen (2018, p.161) proposed the ‘shadows of
the context’ concept through which representatives of for instance RES’ must consider their project “as
embedded in the stakeholder’s perception of experiences, the expectations of the future, and other
concurrent activities, relationships, and networks”. According to Reed et al. (2009, p.1934) in such a light,
stakeholder analysis as a tool is useful to: “define aspects of social and natural phenomenon affected by a
decision or action”; “identify individuals, groups, and organisations who are affected by or can affect those
parts of the phenomenon”; and lastly, “prioritise these individuals and groups for involvement in the
decision-making process”. From a natural resource management perspective, the stakeholder analysis
emphasises inclusivity and the need to empower marginal groups that lack “access to well-established
networks” (Reed et al., 2009, p.1935). Additionally, there is consideration for power dynamics that
characterise and often tend to undermine decision-making processes of development projects (Reed et al.
2009). Ultimately, when done correctly, stakeholder analysis has the potential to influence the feasibility
of an organization or movement in “achieving strategic goals, and ensuring long-term viability”
(Ackermann & Eden, 2011, p.180-181).
Building on the above, dynamics that accentuate levels of power and influence among stakeholders in
developmental projects (such as materialising wind energy landscapes) are important to take into
consideration when conducting stakeholder analysis. Among others, scholars such as Freeman (1984) and
Ackermann and Eden (2011) advocate for a so-called ‘power-interest’ matrix that enables one to categorise
stakeholders either as ‘subjects’, ‘players’, ‘crowd’, or ‘context setters’. While subjects are considered
stakeholders with low levels of power and high interest, players both possess high power and high interest
in a project. On the contrary, crowds are those stakeholders with both low levels of power and interest,
whereas context setters have high power and low levels of interest. Figure 10 outlines what such a matrix
could look like. According to Wageningen Centre for Development Innovation (n.d.), variables influencing
the power and interest of stakeholders among formal organisations could include “legal hierarchy”,
“control of strategic resources”, and “possession of specialist knowledge and skills”. Corning informal
interest groups and other primary stakeholders matters of “social, economic, and political status”, “degree
of dependence on other stakeholders”, and “informal influence” all determine their power and levels of
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interest within the greater scheme and context of a given project (Wageningen Centre for Development
Innovation, n.d.).

Figure 10, Power-interest matrix (adapted from Ackermann & Eden (2011))

Research by Flyvbjerg (2004) on phronetic approaches to planning can also be used to identify and clarify
the “values, interests, and power relations” that exist in, and define spatial planning (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p.9).
When answering four so-called value-rational questions as presented by Flyvbjerg (2004), any researcher
can “provide concrete examples and detailed narratives of the ways in which power and values work”, but
similarly also “suggest how relations of power and values could be changed to work with other
consequences” (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p.25). In sequence, the four value-rational questions are: Where are we
going? Who gains and who loses, and by which mechanisms of power? Is this development desirable? and
lastly, what, if anything should we do about it? With regards to ‘we’, Flyvbjerg considered “those planning
researchers asking the questions and those who share the concerns of the stakeholders, including people in
the community or planning organisation under study” but also that ‘we’ is always situation and context
specific (Flyvbjerg, 2004, p.10). The latter is also of relevance when defining ‘gains’ and ‘loses’. As Flyvbjerg
(2004, p.10) described, “what is a ‘gain’ and a ‘loss’ often depends on perspectives taken, and in zero-sum
games given that one person’s gain may be another’s loss”. Respecting Ackerman and Eden’s (2011) powerinterest matrix, the value-rational questions can arguably be used to identify subjects, players, crowds, and
context setters within development projects such as the materialisation of wind energy landscapes.
Ultimately, stakeholder analysis and underlying notions of power, influence, and (vested) interest
determine the participation of stakeholders in development projects. The (non-)involvement of certain
stakeholders in the siting of wind energy landscapes does give rise to deliberations of (a lack of)
participation in the context of RES. In such a way, although not being its primary objective, my research
must arguably acknowledge the notion given its capacity to reinforce and explain deliberations of corewind energy landscape interplay and make my research’s stakeholder analysis intelligible. Within the realm
of spatial planning, participation has been heavily scrutinised and over the years, there has been a
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noticeable increase in literature on the subject matter. One of the most cited pieces of participation related
research is Arnstein’s (1969) ‘Ladder of Citizen Participation’. Although directing her attention to, as the
title suggests, the participation of citizens in politics and society, Arnstein’s research to a great extent can
be applied to my research and thus contextualise the lack of power in peripheries to influence the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes at the hand of urban agglomerations. According to Arnstein
(1969, p. 216), “citizen participation is a categorical term for citizen power” and is a “strategy by which the
have-nots join in determining” how for example, “information is shared, and goals and policies are set”.
Her research has identified eight types of participation which range from ‘manipulation’ (as full-scale nonparticipation) to ‘citizen control’ (Arnstein, 1969).

2.4.2 Spatial Planning for Energy Transition
On numerous occasions throughout Chapter 1 and foregoing sections of Chapter 2, this research has
identified the interrelations that exist between energy and space. Building on theorisations and
conceptualisations of energy transition, apprehending spatial planning can to a great extent be used to
further contextualise spatial differentiation related dynamics and core-wind energy landscape interplay. A
myriad of research has sought to define the spatial planning and comprehend its wider contributions
towards, and capacity to facilitate energy transition at large. In consideration of the latter, research
conducted by Carroli (2018) and the PBL is particularly useful to assess the discipline’s engagements.
According to Carroli (2018, p.82), spatial planning can, in general terms, be defined as a “government-led
policy process afforming sustainable development, ecological protection, settlement pattern and growth
management, and infrastructure coordination”. The PBL has defined spatial planning as a framework for
decision-making through which “broad considerations” (PBL, 2019, p.34) are made with regards to landuse and ensuring that functions or activities are assigned to the right location in the most democratic
possible way. Moreover, spatial planning not only facilitates means to conduct “fair, transparent decisionmaking processes in which all stakeholders have sufficient say” (PBL, 2019, p.34) but also, ensures sufficient
“interconnection of people, places, activities, and territories” (Healy (2005) cited in Beauregard, (2013, p.8).
Over the years, spatial planning has transformed from a discipline with modernistic values and frames of
reference into one that is now more consensus and process based. While this research pays little attention
to planning history, understanding its narrative and development over time is arguably relevant for
deliberations of core-wind energy landscape interplay, and more specifically, deliberations behind the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes. For many years, approximately up to the 1970s, modernism, as
a paradigm, defined the discipline, and processes of spatial planning (PBL, 2019). According to the PBL
(2019, p.36), modernism in spatial planning can best be understood in terms of its “function optimisation,
and top-down blueprint” approach, with steering (“spatial developments”) and coordination (“between
interests and spatial claims”) as primary functions or objectives. Succeeding a series of failed planning
interventions, the modernistic paradigm became heavily criticised for its lack of sensitivity and awareness
for local circumstances (PBL, 2019). This point was particularly emphasised by Jane Jacobs in her book ‘The
Death and Life of Great American Cities’ (PBL, 2019). In consideration of research by Arnstein (1969),
planning theorists published extensive literature on the need for spatial planning to become more reliant
on bottom-up processes (PBL, 2019). While spatial planning most certainly, in 2022 still has its flaws, to a
great degree, its contemporary consensus and process-oriented approach has allowed for greater
participation and inclusion of diverse stakeholders.
Reflecting on spatial planning’s lack of awareness for local circumstances and contexts, research by
Beauregard (2013) suitably addresses the discipline’s shortcoming. His research’s considerations of notions
of place (or site), location, context, and thus also the (absolute or relative) distance between the
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stakeholder or party in charge and the planning site are particularly relevant for (planning-oriented)
deliberations of wind energy landscapes as (marginalised) sites of resource extraction. It is to his belief that
while significant attention in spatial planning is “directed at places that have or are already being planned”,
there is less consideration for those places “where planning actually occurs and the influence these places
have on how planning decisions are made” (Beauregard, 2013, p.8). Places (or wind energy landscapes) and
their participants must be viewed as interconnected and “not autonomous factors in the crafting of a
planning event” (Beauregard, 2013, p.14). The number of decisions that are to be made with reference to
places are “political decisions” and ultimately are “dependent on the distribution of power across the groups
and organisations involved”, or in other words centralisation (Beauregard, 2013, p.14). In consideration of
the latter, Beauregard (2013) concluded his research by reviewing criticism of mainstream spatial planning.
Building on the criticism of the likes of Healey (2005), and Stephenson (2010), he claimed that spatial
planning is “dominated by an essentialist, Euclidean view of the world that casts place as an absolute
location within a passive and empty space that becomes a container for objects” (Beauregard, 2013, p.15).
In many regards, spatial planning is extremely relevant for energy transition. Although specific to the MultiLevel Perspective Model and Australian planning regime, research by Carroli (2018) can be used to reflect
on and scrutinise the role of spatial planning within energy transition but more generally also, its predefined duty to shape complex, multi-scalar urban and regional environments. According to her research,
“roles of planning in sustainable transitions are not static or singular, with planning playing multiple, often
related, roles in differing contexts over time” and can either hinder or be a catalyst for “transitional
dynamics” (Carroli, 2018, p.83). More specifically, in view of the multiple roles that it can take on, Carroli
(2018, p.82) has defined spatial planning “as a diverse field of theory and practice that can be viewed as
high-level policy for guiding decisions across levels of government, stakeholder interests, socio-technical
systems and geographic scales”. When scrutinised, the “interface” of energy transition and spatial planning
can enable and achieve greater reflexivity in planning “and its role in energy or infrastructure transitions”
(Carroli, 2018, p.82). In review of her work, seven roles of spatial planning were identified, namely: legacy,
obstacle, limitation, management, facilitation, leverage point, and opportunity.

2.5 Underlying Relationships
Thus far, this research has attempted to grasp notions of energy transition, core-wind energy landscape
interplay, spatial differentiation, stakeholder analysis, and lastly also, spatial planning within the context
of energy transition. Building on research conducted by a multitude of scholars and experts, I have
theorised, conceptualised, and defined such notions within the context of my research and its underlying
objectives. In this chapter, I describe the interactions between, and relationships among relevant concepts
and theories that constitute this research’s theoretical framework, subsequently allowing for certain
presumptions to be made on mechanisms of core-wind energy landscape interplay. More specifically, I will
substantiate the decision to regard spatial differentiation as an overarching theme and outcome of corewind energy landscape interplay; highlight the importance of cores as driving forces of transition-periphery
dynamics, regional energy transition, and thus also uneven geographical development; reiterate the
resemblance between peripheralisation, centralisation, and polarisation given their relational and multidimensional particularities; and lastly also legitimise the positioning and arrangements of stakeholders
within the overall framework and complexity of energy transition activities. To conclude, I will visualise my
theoretical framework (in Figure 11) by means of a flowchart and present the research questions that will
guide the remainder of my research.
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In many regards, spatial differentiation is an all-encompassing theory. On the one hand, the notion unifies
and contextualises notions of core-wind energy landscape interplay, the spatial distribution of energy
transition related activities, transition-periphery dynamics, and stakeholder involvement, while on the
other, it arguably also characterises spatial energy transition related developments at the regional spatial
scale. In consideration of the theories and conceptualisations as presented in previous chapters, this
research strives to take on a global and holistic approach to defining core-wind energy landscape interplay.
Having defined spatial differentiation in connection to the spatial distribution of energy transition activities,
consequential uneven geographic development is attributable to a combination of multidimensional and
relational processes, through which cores, peripheries, and wind energy landscapes (that are contained
within the greater peripheral landscape) are able to emerge and interact. In view of such landscape
formation processes, polarisation dynamics play a critical role in determining the distance, or extent of the
divide as visualised in Figure 11. Given its capacity to exacerbate and “re-work” (Bridge et al.,2013, p.337)
the already growing divide between core and periphery (and wind energy landscapes), unevenly developed
regional landscapes are likely to become more prevalent as a consequence of polarisation.
Aside from being situated within the context of spatial differentiation, processes of core-wind energy
interplay and transition-periphery dynamics ultimately are manifested in regional energy transition
frameworks (and thus also RES). The multi-scalar aspect of this research’s energy transition definition
allows for such a lens through which I am not only able to assess the interactivity between dominant cores
and their ambitious wind energy targets and the (rural) landscapes that become responsible for realising
such goals, but also the “temporal and spatial differences both within and between regions” (Balta-Ozkan
et al., 2015, p.506). In light of such prospects, regional energy transitions are to be analysed on the basis
of their socio-technical, spatial, and temporal components as elaborated on in section 2.3. While such
components are not directly visible in Figure 11, they are inexplicitly immersed in the interactions taking
place between phenomena, factors, and geographic entities. Socio-technical contentions embrace among
other interactions, those taking place between core and transition-periphery dynamics. While energy
transition is very much concerned with technological proceedings, the interaction that transpires among
humans and technology must not be overlooked. With regards to its spatial component, regional energy
transitions and fundamental processes of core-periphery interplay are bound by the scale of wind energy
extraction activities and the infrastructure necessary to realise such activities. Such factors most evidently
manifest themselves in absolute and tangible spatial terms. Concerning its temporal component, the
spatial distribution of energy transition activities, the materialisation of wind energy landscapes, and
consequent flow of (wind energy) resources to the core are processes that have come (or are to) unfold
over the course of time.
Building on Kühn’s (2013) discussion of the core and its politics and Calvert’s (2015, p.115) view of cities
“as critical nodes in energy systems'', this research strives to regard urban agglomerations as drivers of
spatial differentiation, transition-periphery dynamics, and the spatial distribution of energy transition
activities. According to Rutherford and Coutard (2014, p.1371), cities, “are not just secondary entities
expected to contribute to one unique national, let alone global, energy transition; they are the communities,
spaces and political arenas through which change is invented, implemented, enacted, and experienced”. As
stipulated by Klimczuk and Klimczuk-Kochańska (2019, p.4), “cities typically have a high potential for
innovation (improvement) and growth, which shapes the geographic diffusion of innovations”. Although
interrelations between core and periphery, but also the region at large, are very much spatial in nature,
one should be aware of the underlying power relations through which wind energy landscapes become
disadvantaged and marginalised by an “unequal exchange in trade between low-value resources and highvalue goods” (Kühn, 2013, p.369, 372, & 375). As demonstrated, “the lens of energy periphery can thus
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reconcile the paradox that the burden of primary energy production lies predominantly with the periphery,
but the same periphery may still experience energy precarity” (O’ Sullivan et al., 2020, p.4).
Transition-periphery dynamics and territorialisation arguably serve as separate yet interconnected
mechanisms through which cores can (geographically and politically) distance themselves from wind
energy landscapes but also exploit them in order to realise their energy goals. As visible in Figure 11, such
detachment mechanisms are affiliated with or embodied within greater processes of polarisation. In many
ways, transition-periphery dynamics and territorialisation are indistinguishable and concurrent,
particularly when considering underlying notions of infrastructure, scale(ing), ownership, contiguity,
connectivity, and centralisation. For instance, one may refer to the resemblance of notions of centralisation
and ownership. With urban agglomerations dictating RES developments and acting as drivers of uneven
geographical development, considerations of, or extent to which ownership of wind energy landscapes and
thus also decision-making is centralised or unilateral in nature is synonymous. Arguably, the same can be
said for notions of connectivity, contiguity, and scale(ing) in the context of infrastructure as ultimately,
scaling, or “the material size and areal extent” (Bridge et al., 2013, p.337) of onshore wind energy
infrastructure is conditional to either, the dispersion or density of the infrastructural system in place.
To a great degree, diverse stakeholder networks are found entangled in mechanisms of core-wind energy
landscape interplay and more specifically, transition-periphery dynamics and territorialisation (of energy
infrastructure). With varying interests and expectations present among stakeholders of energy transition,
ensuring an equitable distribution of onshore wind energy costs and benefits is a strenuous task. The
organisation of social and political power or degree to which activities are traditionally centralised and
coordinated by a specific body arguably complicates and exposes already controversial matters of wind
energy landscape ownership, the infrastructure needed to exploit the resource, and similarly also, the scale
at which exploitation (is to) take place. Along these lines, stakeholder analysis that builds on Reed et al.
(2020) and Flyvbjerg’s (2004) conceptions of ‘power’ and ‘interest’ is fundamental to deconstructing spatial
differentiation and its components. While placing energy transition stakeholders in the predetermined
categories of ‘subjects’, ‘players’, ‘crowd’, or ‘context setters’ is disputable given the rigidity of such means
of analysis and the diverse roles stakeholders can take on, it does serve as a suitable basis from which my
research will be able to comprehend diverse stakeholder networks.
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Figure 11, Theoretical framework, dynamics of core-wind energy landscape interplay

Stakeholders of regional energy transition frameworks that are present within the above framework:
National Government; Province; Municipalities; Communities; Individual citizens; Intermediary consultants
and Research Institutes; Transition Managers or RES Programme manager(s); Energy Companies and grid
managers; Landowners.

2.6 Research Questions
Building on societal and scientific objectives of my research and the theoretical framework as presented in
Chapter 2, my research will strive to answer the following research question (RQ): Within the context of
RES, do urban agglomerations marginalise peripheral landscapes for their onshore wind energy targets?
In order to answer the RQ, the following sub research questions (SRQs) have been formulated.
1. How have the RES 1.0 bids come into existence?
2. Who are the stakeholders of RES’ and what are their vested interests in, and levels of influence on
the RES 1.0?
3. What are the spatial planning deliberations and criteria for wind energy landscape site-selection?
4. What territorialisation related processes can be identified in RES’?
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3. Research Design & Methodology
Having specified my research’s various societal and scientific objectives in section 1.6 and research
question(s) in section 2.6, I will now address the technicalities of the research design and its methodology.
Firstly, I provide an overview of my SRQs and specify their operationalisations. Subsequently, I introduce
the case location and give an explanation for its selection after which a discussion on the qualitative and
exploratory data collections means employed by this research.

3.1 Overview & Operationalisation of (Sub-)Research Questions
Giving consideration to the theoretical framework as presented in Chapter 2.6 and underlying constituents
of spatial differentiation, core-wind energy landscape interplay, regional energy transition framework(s),
spatial planning for energy transition, and lastly, stakeholder analysis, I was consequently able to
operationalise the SRQs and examine the interoperability between urban agglomerations and wind energy
landscapes in a case location of choice. Necessary for such an undertaking was the identification of an
indicator, and consequently its operationalisation. In view of its capacity to gage the organisation and
exercising of political power (over energy infrastructure) in a given space, this research opted to
operationalise the notion of territorialisation. According to Bridge et al. (2013), the concept can best be
understood with reference to its variables, or in other words, notions of contiguity, connectivity, and
centralisation that can be utilised to describe and comprehend the structure, innerworkings, and
importantly also, the territoriality of energy infrastructure. Although contiguity and connectivity are
distinguished and autonomous variables, Bridge et al. (2013) recommended to scrutinise them in
conjunction with each other as ultimately, the dispersion or density of energy infrastructure is highly
dependent on connectivity.
In order to ultimately recognise mechanisms of territorialisation in the case location, this research
identified a series of key words and concepts that symbolise or embody notions of contiguity, connectivity,
and centralisation. Building on research conducted by Carroli (2018), this research opted to centre the
operationalisation around an interpretative coding method whereby, an analysis of content and transcripts
generated by interviews with stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts could be used to identify
contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation related undertakings, and ultimately also, to answer the SRQs.
Through the medium of deduction, key words and concepts were derived from academia prior to data
collection. Giving consideration to the latter, research by Bridge et al. (2013) and Carroli (2018) was
particularly useful to deduce key words prior to data collection, along with other research that has been
exploited in my research’s theoretical framework. Throughout the analysis of content and meaning units
derived from interview transcripts, induction was used to substantiate deductive means, allowing for an
all-encompassing list of key words and concepts to be generated. In Table 4, this research has made a clear
distinction between the indicator, variables, and key words and concepts that were exposed during the
course of the research trajectory.
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Table 4, Indicators & variables of core-wind energy landscape interplay

INDICATOR

VARIABLES

KEY WORDS & CONCEPTS
DEDUCTION

INDUCTION

Contiguity &
Connectivity

(Resource) periphery, wind energy
infrastructure, scale, distance,
dispersion, density, interaction,
integration, spatial forms, city, network

Demand & supply, cluster; (de-)
concentration; cohesion; ubiquity

Centralisation

Core, ownership, location, control, lockin, scaling, capacity, management,
unilateralism, top-down, decisionmaking, facilitation, (non-)participation,

Agency, macro problem framing,
(spatial) selectivity, land-users

Territorialisation

3.1.1 SRQ 1: How have the RES 1.0 bids come into existence?
By scrutinising how and why the RES’ 1.0 have come into existence, this research intended to familiarise
itself with the technicalities of the Netherlands’ regional energy transition framework. Building on section
1.1’s brief introduction to the NPRES and aspirations of Dutch energy transition, the operationalisation of
SRQ 1 necessitated the need to further examine decision-making processes and proceedings that have
defined the evolution of NPRES since the programme’s commencement in 2019 and consequential
unravelling of the RES’ 1.0 in July of 2021. In such a fashion, relevant themes and subject matters that were
explored centred around defining RES and its quantitative and qualitative ambitions, discerning the
premises upon which the delineation of energy regions took place, becoming acquainted with RES
stakeholders and underlying working structure, and lastly, the general process design and undertaken
trajectory. Giving consideration to the indicator, SRQ 1 primarily directed its attention towards
centralisation related dynamics, and moreover, key words and concepts that symbolise the
aforementioned to-be explored subject matters and themes.

3.1.2 SRQ 2: Who are the stakeholders of RES’ and what are their vested interests in, and levels of
influence on the RES 1.0?
While SRQ 1 and 2 may be separate RQs, they are very much interdependent. In order to comprehend how
and why the RES 1.0 bids have come to materialise, this research looked into the organisation of the RES
programme and sought to identify those stakeholders and parties that were, and still are in 2022,
detrimental to RES and its trajectory or design. In section 2.4.2, stakeholders were not only defined as
“those who are affected by a decision or action”, but moreover also, “any individual or group who can affect
the project process or project outcomes”. Stakeholders were included in this research’s analysis based on
their relevance to, and participation or involvement in decision-making activities. As discussed in section
2.4.1, participation and involvement are determined by vested interests on spatial wind energy landscape
claims, and underlying levels of influence on possible RES outcomes. In such a light, similar to SRQ 1, SRQ
2 strived to highlight the existence of centralisation related dynamics by means of stakeholder analysis.
Flyvbjerg’s four value-rational questions were used to guide and operationalise my research’s stakeholder
analysis and infer dynamics of territorialisation.

3.1.3 SRQ 3: What are the spatial planning deliberations and criteria for wind energy landscape siteselection?
With the siting of wind energy landscapes being extremely complex, the process can arguably be
marshalled, manoeuvred, or even simplified when guided by spatial planning related proceedings or frames
of reference. In a spatially complex and constrained environment such as that of the Dutch landscape,
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spatial planning is essential to ensure a sense of stability in light of the multitude of spatial claims and
varying degrees of expectations and desires among stakeholders. While SRQ 1 and SRQ 2 provide insight
into how the RES 1.0 bids have come to materialise, but also those stakeholders relevant to the process
and the status underlying relationships and partnerships, this research must also consider the
contemplations that are, and were made by urban agglomerations, clients, or wind energy landscape
developers when siting suitable locations in the case location. The operationalisation of SRQ 3 was centred
around the exploration of among other subject matters and themes, the technical considerations, design
principles that are to be administered, and the various wind turbine arrangement possibilities. In such a
light, SRQ3 hoped to shed light on territorialisation by means of exploring wider notions of contiguity and
connectivity and relevant key words and concepts.

3.1.4 SRQ 4: What territorialisation related processes can be identified in RES’?
With this research striving to help stakeholders of energy transition gain greater insight into mechanisms
of core-wind energy landscape interplay and stimulate discussions on matters that concern the distribution
of benefits and burdens of wind energy landscapes, SRQ 4 served as a point of reflection that built the
foundations for and guided the discussion of results in Chapter 5. The operationalisation and consequential
identification of territorialisation related processes in RES’ was dependent on the outcomes of SRQ 1, 2,
and 3. Having determined variables of territorialisation as those relevant to contiguity, connectivity, and
centralisation, this research was wary of all key words that are recognised in Table 4 when collecting
information by means of the to be discussed methods of data collection. Interpretative coding, as
previously briefly touched upon, helped my research to structure its data collection given its capacity to
“fragment and reorganise data in order to identify themes” (Douglas, 2017, p.3).

3.2 Introduction to Data Collection
As stated by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (2021, p.8), “energy transition is people’s work” and in
review of research by Kühn (2013), underlying interactions between core and wind energy landscape are
very much constrained by power structures and struggles. Giving consideration to such proclamations, this
research’s objectives and the operationalisation process as previously specified require for qualitative and
exploratory methods whereby core-wind energy landscape interplay could be investigated. According to
Stebbins (2001, p.5), social science exploration can in general terms be defined as “a broad-ranging,
purposive, systematic, prearranged undertaking designed to maximise the discovery of generalisations
leading to description and understanding of an area of social or psychological life”. Building on such an
explanation, exploration is arguably necessary when researchers are in possession of “little or no scientific
knowledge about a group, process, activity, or situation” that is in need of examination, however, there
may be “reason to believe it contains elements worth discovering” (Stebbins, 2001, p.5). Correspondingly,
potential evolvement of core-wind energy landscape interplay as RES nears its 2030 time crunch and
foregoing research that arguably lacks “flexibility and open-mindedness” (Stebbins, 2001, p.7) warrants the
need for greater exploration. In the coming sections, I will elaborate on this research’s choice to employ
content analysis and interviews with stakeholders as key data collection mechanisms.

3.2.1 Content Analysis
In online environments such as the NPRES website and that of the Dutch Government and her ministries,
extensive documentation can be found concerning core-wind energy landscape interplay. Having
manufactured an extensive theoretical framework in Chapter 2, the analysis of content directed its
attention towards more defined topics within academia. According to Krippendorf (2003, p.17), content
analysis can best be defined as the “analysis of the manifest and latent content of a body of communicated
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material through classification, tabulation, and evaluation of its key symbols and themes in order to
ascertain its meaning and probable effect”. This method of research has three “distinguishing
characteristics”, namely that it is “empirically grounded, exploratory in process, and predictive or inferential
in intent” (Krippendorf, 2003, p.17); in many ways it “transcends traditional notions of symbols, contents,
and intents” (Krippendorf, 2003, p.18); and lastly, it possesses over its own methodology, namely “one that
enables researchers to plan, execute, communicate, reproduce, and critically evaluate their analyses
whatever the particular results” (Krippendorf, 2003, p.20). In many ways, an analysis of content is necessary
given its capacity to “handle unstructured matter as data” (Krippendorf, 2003, p.41). Furthermore, its
ability to deal with a variety of different communicated materials allows for the “preservation of
conceptions of the data’s sources, which structured methods” tend to ignore (Krippendorf, 2003, p.41).

3.2.2 Interviews
Alongside the analysis of content, interviews were necessary to better comprehend the existence of corewind energy landscape interplay and more generally also, RES-related developments. Interviews are useful
to explore the “views, experiences, beliefs, and motivations of individuals on specific matters” (Gill et al.
2008, p.292). According to Gill et al. (2008, p.292), “qualitative methods, such as interviews, are believed
to provide a deeper understanding of social phenomenon than would be obtained from purely quantitative
methods” or the analysis of content alone. In view of the latter, policy documentation, arguably tends to
be associated with subjective frames of reference which in many instances can give rise to fallacious
understandings or perspectives of the matter in question. In such a way, this research hoped to obtain an
uncoloured understanding of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the to-be specified case location.
Moreover, “interviews are appropriate where little is already known about the study phenomenon or for
exploring sensitive topics, where participants may not wish to talk about such issues in group environments”
(Gill et al. 2008, p.292). In view of the latter, this research appreciates the delicate nature of core-wind
energy landscape interplay, particularly in view of strenuous task that defines the materialisation of wind
energy landscapes.

3.2.3 Interpretative Coding of SRQs
Adding further detail to the operationalisation process, diverse themes and subject matters could be
deductively and inductively devised from the analysis of content and interview transcripts that are relevant
to each of the four SRQs. As visible from Table 5, a multitude of themes and concepts were identified that
illustrated or depicted how the RES has materialised since 2019, who the stakeholder are and what can be
said about varying degrees of power and interest within the RES stakeholder network, what spatial
planning-related deliberations are relevant to the siting and materialisation of wind energy landscapes,
and lastly, building on these conceptualisations, what territorialisation-related developments could be
identified in RES. In order to distinguish the four conceptualisations from each other and ultimately
structure Chapter 4 and responses to each of the four SRQs in Chapter 5, colour codes were employed.
When analysing content and interview transcripts, this research would be warry of the deduced and
induced themes. For instance, having identified a meaning unit in content of interview transcripts that
embodied conceptualisations of wind turbine or energy landscape arrangement considerations, such
would be highlighted as green, subsequently marked as relevant, catalogued in an extensive outline, and
ultimately included in Chapter 4, or later in Chapter 5. Further information specified in Table 5 are the
targeted interviewees for each of the SRQs.
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Table 5, Coding & operationalisation of SRQs
SRQ

1

2

OPERATIONALISATION
METHOD

TARGETTED
INTERVIEWEES

DEDUCED THEMES

Content analysis +
Interviews

Intermediary
consultants; Transition
Managers or RES
Programme manager(s);
municipalities

Regional energy
transition framework
justification; what is
RES?; delineation of
energy regions; process
and trajectory design;
RES 1.0

Concept-RES; RES
capacity; wind
energy landscape
search area
formulation; RES
2030 outlook

Content analysis +
Interviews

National Government;
Province; Municipalities;
Communities; Individual
citizens; Intermediary
consultants and Research
Institutes; Transition
Managers or RES
Programme manager(s);
Energy Companies and
grid managers

Stakeholder role;
stakeholder ambition;
stakeholder opinion;
stakeholder
responsibility;
stakeholder
participation

Cross-jurisdictional
implications

Opportunities and
compromises;
mixed land-use
possibilities;
clustering of
demand and
supply; rural
landscape
significance

INDUCED THEMES

3

Content analysis +
Interviews

Intermediary
consultants; Province;
Grid managers

Spatial considerations;
technical
considerations; policy
considerations; design
principles; wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities; spatial lens
necessity

4

Content analysis +
Interviews

All of the above + energy
transition experts and
scholars

Contiguity; connectivity; centralisation (see
Table 4 for further information)

COLOUR
CODE

3.2 Case Selection & Identification
In order to build conceptions of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the context of RES, this research
explored relevant proceedings in a case location, or RES energy region of choice. Having theorised and
conceptualised the interaction between urban agglomerations, or cores, and their peripheral surroundings
in connection with regional energy transition and onshore wind energy production in Chapter 2, the case
location needed to adhere to various criteria and conventions. First and foremost, relevant were presence
of the in section 2.2 identified geographic archetypes, namely core and periphery. Herein, a diversified
geographic landscape or spatial environment would be fitting whereby stark differences can be identified
between the archetypes, while moreover also, sufficient interactivity exists, or in other words, clear
centralisation, peripheralisation, or polarisation dynamics can be identified. Next, RE production targets
must be taken into consideration given that these serve as statements of intent whereby energy regions
highlight their commitment, or lengths they will go to upscaling RE within the confines of their regional
borders. Furthermore, relevant are suitable conditions for wind energy production in the case location. In
brief, maximum yield can be achieved in the context of among other matters, appropriate wind speeds and
availability of sufficient spatial resources.
When applying the criteria to the thirty energy regions, the RES’ of ‘Noord-Holland Noord’ (NHN), ‘NoordHolland Zuid’ (NHZ), ‘Flevoland’, ‘Friesland’, and ‘Groningen’ arguably stood out. To commence with NHN,
noteworthy of considering are the multitude of wind energy landscapes that already exist in the energy
region, the contrast between vast open or rural landscapes and urbanised municipalities such as ‘Alkmaar’
and ‘Den Helder’, and lastly, suitable average wind speeds as illustrated in Figure 26 (that is located in
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Annex 1). Similar to NHN, NHZ is home to a diverse geographic or spatial landscape. More specifically, the
energy region is home to the most populous city of the Netherlands, namely Amsterdam (‘Largest cities of
the Netherlands’, 2021) and various open landscapes near the coast, presumably ideal for onshore wind
energy production. Giving consideration to RES ‘Flevoland’, the energy region encircles ‘Lelystad’, the
largest city in the Netherlands with regards to surface area (‘Largest cities of the Netherlands’, 2021) and
vast wind energy landscapes such as ‘Zeewolde’. Moreover, as stipulated in Table 6, ‘Flevoland’ is
extremely ambitious with regards to her RE production targets in 2030. Lastly, the RES’ regions of
‘Friesland’ and ‘Groningen’ standout given that their landscapes are predominantly rural in nature while
furthermore also they are seemingly committed to RES given their high RE production targets.
Table 6, Application of case selection criteria to energy regions (adapted from Bosch & van Rijn (n.d.); RES Documentation of
Respective Energy Regions; ‘Largest cities of the Netherlands (2021); KNMI (n.d.))

ENERGY REGION

2030 RE
PRODUCTION
TARGETS (TWh)

AVERAGE WIND
SPEEDS (M/S)

‘Noord-Holland
Noord’

3.6

7-8

‘Noord-Holland
Zuid’

2.7

7-8

‘Flevoland’

4.7

7 - 7.5

‘Friesland’

3.0

7-8

‘Groningen’

5.7

7-8

LARGEST MUNICIPALITIES
BY POPULATION
Alkmaar, Heerhugowaard,
Hoorn, & Den Helder
Amsterdam, Haarlem,
Haarlemmermeer, &
Zaanstad
Almere, Dronten, &
Lelystad
Drachten, Heerenveen
Leeuwaarden, & Sneek
Delfzijl & Groningen

PRESENCE OF OPEN
LANDSCAPE (YES/NO)
Yes
Yes (although limited)
Yes
Yes
Yes

While each of the five energy regions present themselves as suitable case locations within which core-wind
energy landscape interplay can be scrutinised, giving further consideration to time constraints and other
research related hindrances, RES NHN and NHZ ultimately do coincide best with the objectives and
intentions of this research. Interestingly, given their close proximity to each other, positioning within the
Province of North-Holland, and similar stakeholder networks, the two energy regions are often scrutinised
in conjunction to each other. Appraising developments in both energy regions does cohere with the crossjurisdictional implications of regional energy transition frameworks, while furthermore also, the forces of
personality of urban agglomerations that similarly also extend beyond certain borders. In view of the latter,
the scope of the case location could arguably have been expanded to energy region ‘Flevoland’ given the
subsistence of the Metropolitan Region Amsterdam (MRA). Dissimilar to the other three energy regions,
both RES NHN and NHZ are home to spatially and geographically diverging landscapes, with a selection of
vast open landscapes and heavily urbanised regions. While NHZ’s RE production targets may be less
ambitious in comparison to other energy regions, the lack of spatial resources arguably makes amends for
such, thus alluding towards potential core-wind energy landscape dynamics. Lastly, taking a closer look at
suitable conditions for wind energy landscape materialisation, both NHN and NHZ are home to supreme
average wind speeds, as visualised by Figure 26 (that is located in Annex 1).
Building on the descriptions of NHN and NHZ in the previous paragraph, Figures 12 and 13 visualise the
positioning of the energy regions within the Province of North-Holland. Clearly visible is the province’s
peninsula like form and proximity to the North-Sea which according to the PBL (2019), gives rise to
favourable physical conditions for onshore wind energy production. According to the Netherlands
Enterprise Agency (2021), of all Dutch provinces, North-Holland came the closest to realising her 2020 wind
energy production targets with 94.1% of its 685.5 MW achievement target having been met making use of
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the 532 turbines (Bosch & van Rijn, n.d.) that are already stationed in the case location. As previously
mentioned, the complex and diverse geographic and spatial environments of NHN and NHZ make them
appealing to scrutinise core-wind energy landscape interplay. In further review of research by the PBL
(2019), while the Province of North-Holland may be one of the most urbanised provinces of the
Netherlands, areas such as ‘Wieringermeer’, ‘West-Friesland’, and ‘Texel’ are renowned for their “wide and
open” character (PBL, 2019, p.77). Lastly, noteworthy of mentioning is the province’s repute given her
“proactive spatial policies” and “modern planning system” under which, space and landscapes are “actively
being sought after to achieve MW targets for onshore wind energy” (PBL, 2019, p.77).

Figure 12, (LEFT) Province of North-Holland (adapted from Google (n.d.))
Figure 13, (RIGHT) Energy regions NHN and NHZ (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord (2021); NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid (2021))

With energy regions NHN and NHZ (and more generally speaking, the Province of North-Holland) having
been selected as the case location within which core-wind energy landscape interplay is to be scrutinised,
further action required this research to specify an urban agglomeration, or core, to scrutinise. Initially, this
research sought to explore developments pertaining to two agglomerations, however, at the hand of nonresponses to interview requests, such a target could not be obtained. Notwithstanding, in many regards,
the Municipality of Amsterdam, situated in NHZ, presented herself as the archetypical locality or testing
ground. From the outset of energy transition, Amsterdam has highlighted her ambition to be frontrunner.
Barring energy transition related contexts, Amsterdam’s force of personality can arguably be felt well
beyond her municipal borders, particularly in light of the Metropolitan Region Amsterdam and more
generally speaking also, the city’s functional urban area. Having established the Roadmap Amsterdam
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Climate Neutral 2050 in 2020, the capital city of the Netherlands has identified a series of short- and longterm energy and climate related targets. In the context of RES, the city has the objective to realise up-scale
her total installed capacity from 75 MW to 127 MW by constructing 17 additional turbines of either 2 or 3
MW (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2021).

3.4 Data Collection in Energy Regions NHN & NHZ
Having previously affirmed the analysis of content and interviews as this research’s primary means of
collecting data, and furthermore also, the identification of NHN and NHZ as case locations, I will now go
into further detail on the specifics of such means.

3.4.1 Content Analysis Specifics
In order to obtain content that is relevant to developments in energy regions NHN and NHZ, this research
made use of multiple sources. Wageningen University and Research’s online library and other online
databases such as Elsevier, ScienceDirect, and Taylor and Francis served as suitable starting points from
which this research was able to acquire open access journals. Furthermore, the Dutch Government and her
various ministries and agencies have published comprehensive documentation on many core-wind energy
landscape-related subject matters such as policymaking for onshore wind, siting procedures, safety criteria
and restrictions, and lastly, consenting procedures. Additionally, the websites of energy regions NHN and
NHZ were used to retrieve RES documentation and subsequently, information on the process designs and
trajectory, decision-making procedures, working structures, and target setting. To conclude, the Province
of North-Holland has also made a series of reports available to the public within which insights into possible
wind energy landscape arrangement possibilities, design principles, and negotiating terms can be found.
To keep track of the content gathered and ensure that sufficient overview could be maintained, ‘Mendeley
Reference Manager’ was used to systematise content into diverse folders and categories. Meaning units
derived from Dutch documentation can be found translated into English in Annex 4.

3.4.2 Interviews Specifics
In an effort to comprehend the “views, experiences, beliefs, and motivations of individuals” (Gill et al., 2008,
p.292) on core-wind energy landscape interplay, this research sought to reach out to stakeholders in the
case location. More specifically, in order to identify, and subsequently obtain an objective stance on the
phenomena in energy regions NHN and NHZ, diverse stakeholders were required to partake in this
research. Having identified a preliminary list of stakeholders engaged in core-wind energy landscape
interplay and RES in section 2.6, I sought to take account of all relevant stakeholder groups, or in other
words “those affected by a decision or action” (Reed et al., 2009, p.1935) and “any individual or group who
can affect the project process or project outcomes” (Eskerod & Larsen, 2018, p.162). In review of section
2.6, these stakeholders include the various tiers of government (National Government, the province, and
municipalities), communities, citizens, intermediary consultants, research institutes, transition managers,
RES programme manager(s), energy companies, and lastly also, grid managers. Besides conducting
interviews with stakeholders of RES’ NHN and NHZ, this research sought to interview energy transition
experts and scholars in order to evaluate the chosen theoretical framework and lenses specified in Chapter
2, and furthermore also, reflect on proceedings in NHN and NHZ from an outsider’s perspective.
Overall, and within the two interviewee groups, this research strived for equal representation of RES
stakeholders and energy transition experts. Prior to the recruitment trajectory, I had envisioned conducting
between 10 and 15 interviews. Recruitment was a continual process which spanned three months,
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commencing in November 2021 and ending in the later stages of January 2022. The contact details of RES
stakeholders could be obtained from relevant policy documentation and websites of NHN and NHZ. With
regards to the recruitment of energy transition experts, I made use of professional connections within and
outside the Wageningen University and Research. Lecturers and professors were contacted based on their
affiliation with energy transition and wind energy landscape related subject matters. Concerning interview
preparation, potential interviewees were made aware of the research topic, objectives, and for which
purpose or reason the information gathered in that specific interview would be used. In such a way, as
claimed by Gill et al. (2008, p.291), “respondents were given some idea of what to expect from the
interview” which ultimately would “increase the likelihood of honesty” and contributes towards formalities
such as informed consent. Taking potential non-responses and rejections into account, a total of 20
interview requests were made. Tables 7 and 8 provide an overview of the final list of interviewees and nonresponses or rejections. Asterisks are symbolic of informal or non-recorded interviews with stakeholders
or energy transition experts that were useful for imaging or visualising.
Table 7, List of rejected interviews & non-responses

ORGANISATION

STAKEHOLDER GROUP

DATE CONTACTED

Municipality of Alkmaar

Government

02/12/2021

Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord

RES Manager

02/12/2021

Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid

RES Manager

02/12/2021

Municipality of Beverwijk

Government

02/12/2021

Residents/ Local Community

09/12/2021

Tennet

Grid Manager

09/12/2021

Municipality of Diemen

Government

14/09/2021

‘Windalarm’

Action Group/ Local Community

05/01/2022

AMS Institute

Research Institute

07/01/2022

‘Stichting Kritisch Platform Ontwikkeling’

Table 8, Overview of conducted interviews

INTERVIEWEE

Stakeholder
of RES

Energy
Transition
Expert

ORGANISATION

FUNCTION

DATE

CODE

Province of North-Holland

Policy Advisor Energy Transition

04/01/2022

SR-1

Municipality of Medemblik

Programme manager Sustainable Medemblik

14/12/2021

SR-2

Municipality of Amsterdam

Project Manager

13/01/2022

SR-3

Municipality of HollandsKroon

Energy advisor

18/01/2022

SR-4

Generation.Energy

Landscape Architect & Designer

06/01/2022

SR-5

Generation.Energy

Participation & Process/Product Development

12/01/2022

SR-6

University of Durham

Department of Economic Geography

07/01/2022

EET-1

University of Wageningen

Department of Landscape Architecture

17/01/2022

EET-3

University of Cardiff

Professor of Environmental Planning

19/01/2022

EET-4

Platform31

Project Leader ‘Rethinking Economics’

13/01/2022

EET-2

11/01/2022

N.A.

*Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency

Preceding the commencement of the interviews, interviewees were asked for consent with regards to
recording the interview for and ultimately also made aware of their anonymity throughout my research.
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Taking time and COVID-19 constraints into consideration, interviews took place online, via MicosoftTeams,
and lasted between 30 and 45 minutes. Given the case location within which this research sought to
explore mechanisms of core-wind energy landscape interplay, interviews were mostly conducted in Dutch.
After having conducted an interview, a standardised transcription and analysis process was pursued. On
the same day as the interview, recorded interview files were converted from their mp4 video formats into
mp3 audio files. Next, the audio files were uploaded into a Microsoft Word OneDrive document within
which automatic transcription could take place. Together with content and other to-be coded material,
transcripts were subsequently transferred to an offline Microsoft Word Document within which analysis
could take place. Making use of the coding scheme as specified in section 3.1 and Table 5, I was able to
catalogue meaning units based on their applicability to the various SRQs and notions of territorialisation.
When deemed relevant to the results chapter and discussion, Dutch meaning units were translated into
English. Together with the 10 transcripts, the translation of these units can be found in Annex 3.
This research sought to make use of a semi-structured approach to conducting interviews with
stakeholders of NHN and NHZ and energy transition experts. In essence, “semi-structured interviews consist
of several key questions that help to define areas to be explored, but also allow the interviewer or
interviewee to diverge in order to pursue an idea or response in more detail” (Gill et al. 2008, p.291). Such
an approach, according to Dunn (2005, p.80), thus makes allowance(s) for “some degree of predetermined
order but still ensures enough flexibility in the way issues are addressed by the informant”. In such a way,
there was sufficient room for interviewees to express and explore his, her, or their standpoint on a given
subject matter within the constraints of my questions. In view of research by Gill et al. (2008, p.291),
flexibility provided by semi-structured approaches ultimately “allow for the discovery or elaboration of
information that is important to participants but may not have previously been thought of as pertinent”.
Interview questions were thus formulated in an open-ended manner, allowing for a combination of factual
and descriptive information to be elicited, rather than simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers. With each interview
“requiring its own preparation, thought, and practice” (Longhurst, 2003, p.106), standardisation was
arguably hard to achieve. Where possible, comparable questions were posed to interviewees. In Appendix
2, I have specified the interview questions for both interview groups and the themes or topics that these
have sought to address.

3.5 Credibility of Research Findings
According to Noble and Smith (2015, p.34), “qualitative research is frequently criticised for lacking scientific
rigour with poor justification of the methods adopted, lack of transparency in the analytical procedures and
the findings being merely a collection of personal opinions that are subject to researcher bias”. Giving
consideration to such remarks, where possible, this research has made concessions for achieving
respectable levels of credibility within the findings and outcomes. Concerned with credibility are notions
of reliability and validity, which in further view of research by Noble and Smith (2015, p.34), “requires for
researchers to make judgements about the soundness of the research in relation to the application and
appropriateness of the methods undertaken and the integrity of the final conclusions”. Foremost, I am
warry of researcher bias and the subjective stance whereby certain assumptions were made prior to data
collection that rendered urban agglomerations as leading in the marginalisation of peripheral landscapes
for wind energy landscapes. To such a degree, the exploratory approach to conducting research has
allowed me to remain open-minded and flexible through which new insights, perspectives, and takes on
core-wind energy landscape interplay could be generated.
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In view of researcher bias and more generally speaking reliability and validity, I have employed and
incorporated a series of “methodological strategies to ensure the trustworthiness” (Noble & Smith, 2015,
p.34) and credibility of my findings. Firstly, in some measure and where possible, I have sought to
triangulate the methods used to attain data where possible. As stipulated in section 3.3, a combination of
content analysis (of various content such as policy documentation, reports, and appraisals) and interviews
were used to scrutinise RES undertakings in the case location. In such a way, “similarities and differences
across accounts could be made to ensure different perspectives are represented” (Noble & Smith, 2015,
p.35). In Table 5, I have sought to specify the methodology for each of the SRQs, and the targeted
stakeholder or energy transition expert group with which an interview was sought after. While the
definitive list of interviewees may not be representative of all stakeholders within the RES networks of NHN
and NHZ, this research made a clear effort, as indicated in Tables 7 and 8, to involve diverse parties. Giving
consideration to reflexivity and reflection, I have to the best of my abilities specified and clarified thought
and decision-making processes, particularly in Chapter 2 whereby an attempt was made to bridge and
connect constituents of core-wind energy landscape interplay. To conclude, this research consciously
sought-after respondent validation through which at the back of interviews, I made sure to ask participants
whether I had overlooked or omitted certain elements.

3.5 Research Trajectory
The research trajectory spanned a total of six months, commencing in the first week of September 2021
and finishing in the later stages of March 2022. The initial eight to ten weeks were dedicated to establishing
a solid and comprehensive understanding of the research topic and the societal and scientific context(s)
within which it is situated. Furthermore, a methodology was thought out through which this research could
operationalise its objectives and acquire credible findings on core-wind energy landscape interplay in
energy regions NHN and NHZ. Following the completion of an initial colloquium whereby I presented and
received feedback on the research proposal, I was able to recruit interviewees and commence with the
analysis of content. Having finalised the data collection midway through January 2022, I proceeded to
reconstruct findings to a series of conclusions or research outcomes. To conclude the research trajectory,
I presented and defended my findings in a conclusive presentation to the Landscape Architecture and LandUse Planning Chair Group and faculty members of the Wageningen University and Research.
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4. Results
In the following chapter, I will summarise the findings that my research has obtained from the analysis of
content and interviews with stakeholders and experts of energy transition. Chapter 4 has been structured
according to the sequence of the research questions. Firstly, in section 4.1, I will decompose and detail the
specifics of the RES’ of energy regions NHN and NHZ. Secondly, in section 4.2, I will present the stakeholder
analysis within which underlying relationships and collaborations within RES are described. Thirdly, in
section 4.3, I will specify the spatial planning deliberations for wind energy landscape site selection and
materialisation and to conclude, section 4.4 will direct its attention towards the exploration of
territorialisation and its variables in the case location.

4.1 RES Explained
Having outlined the basics of the RES in section 1.1, section 4.1 will expatiate on the instrument and its
specifics, provide an overview of its process design and trajectory in both NHN and NHZ and specify the
working structure.

4.1.1 Intricacies of RES
The NPRES and its underlying RES’ form the groundwork for Dutch energy transition. According to the PBL
(2021, p.4), the RES is an instrument that has been employed to systematise and marshal the “spatial
integration” of energy transition related activities in concert with “societal participation” and
subsequently, “multi-year collaboration amongst stakeholders in the energy regions”. Moreover, in light of
societal participation, “the purpose of the RES, in addition to meeting quantitative and qualitative targets
is to gain support” for energy transition according to the Province of North-Holland’s advisor for spatial
quality (PARK) (Slabbers, 2021, p.1). Altogether, with a horizon of 2030 and an outlook on 2050, the RES
has two purposes (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Firstly, it establishes a “quantitative
ambition” for all 30 energy regions who must collectively produce at least 35 TWh of RE from “large-scale
solar and wind installations on land” and secondly, it has a process-oriented goal through which energy
regions must formulate “regional visions for heat transitions” (PBL, 2021, p.4). In its essence, the
instrument takes on the form of an official document within which the tasks and activities that are
necessary to actualise RE production and natural gas free spatial archetypes are not only stipulated (for
and by each of the 30 energy regions), but consequently also the intentions of the parties involved to
commit to processes of energy transition can be found (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019).
Building on the latter, the RES specifies the “necessary work structure, decision-making frameworks and
processes of participation” and thus is not to be mistaken with an integral assessment framework such as
a spatial policy (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.6).

4.1.1.1 Quantitative Ambition
Taking its first purpose and the 2019 Dutch Climate Agreement into consideration, the RES’ 2030 35 TWh
RE production target has great significance for core-wind energy landscape interplay. With the reduction
of carbon dioxide emissions by 49% in 2030 presenting itself as a substantial obstacle, large-scale RE
production is necessary. In order to meet its mitigation targets, the Dutch Government has calculated that
70% of electricity in the Netherlands must be generated by sustainable energy sources (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020). More specifically, the production of RE must be up-scaled to 84 TWh in 2030
(Regionale Energie Strategie Noord-Holland Zuid, 2019). Simulations of RE projects and activities envision
that off-shore RE production will approximately amount to 49 TWh in 2030, implying that on-shore
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activities must deliver at least 35 TWh (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Moreover, the
maximisation of rooftop solar opportunities is said to approximate to 7 TWh of RE, allowing for some
flexibility within the bounds of onshore production (Regionale Energie Strategie Noord-Holland Zuid, 2019).
Although national onshore wind energy targets (6000 MW of installed capacity) were not met in 2020, the
RE source most definitely has proven its worth to energy transition. In review of section 1.2, onshore wind
is a significant contributor to the renewable share of the energy mix.

4.1.1.2 Delineation of the Energy Regions
As indicated in section 1.1, and is illustrated by Figure 1, the 30 energy regions were established by the
NPRES prior to the commencement of the RES trajectory in 2018. Despite policy documentation and other
forms of content having revealed little on the exact process of delineation, Hoppe and Miedema (2020,
p.3) revealed that the delineation of regions generally occurs “geographically, culturally or historically” in
addition, or simultaneous to, consideration(s) of functionality (Hoppe & Miedema, 2020, p.3). Interviews
with stakeholders of RES confirmed the latter and shed light on the “organic” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022) delineation process that characterises RES. According to SR-5 “the
regions were very much able to form themselves” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). With
“it becoming tricky to always have to establish new collaborative partnerships” (SR-5, personal
communication, January 6, 2022), the delineation of the energy regions builds on existing institutional and
business partnerships (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). The PARK’s review of RES
processes in North-Holland highlighted that “the (sub)regions are dictated by administrative rather than
spatial demarcations”, thus confirming the latter (Slabbers, 2021, p.5). Moreover, as indicated by SR-2, the
Province of North-Holland is home to 45 municipalities “so it makes sense to divide the province into
(sub)regions” in order to make collaboration easier (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021),
although this, according to the PARK (Slabbers, 2021, p.5), “is an obstacle to the development of cohesion”.

4.1.2 Overview of RES Stakeholders & Organisation of Programme
The materialisation of energy landscapes requires for “new forms of participation and collaboration
amongst various tiers of government, network managers, citizens, companies, and private actors” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.5). As indicated by De Laurentis and Cowell (2021, p.3), “RE
innovation processes, are not just objects pursued by national government and incumbent actors, but also
involve a host of sub-national actors and social and political interests that can mobilise different visions,
instruments, and responses”. Stakeholders are indispensable to RES, and without a joint effort, the Dutch
energy transition is unlikely to prevail (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2020). According to the initial
memorandum of energy region NHZ (2019), the RES does not simply amount to a simple summation of
individualistic initiatives. Rather, it builds upon “coherence and overlap” through which, stakeholders are
able to “challenge each other to the maximum” when collaborating, evidently without “affecting one’s
autonomy” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.5).
Although the various tiers of government are imperative to RES, the private sector along with communities
and their citizens, may also be regarded as essential to its materialisation. Such parties were also given
sufficient opportunities to voice their opinions on the “projects and RE generating installations” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.5). Interviews revealed that perspectives generally do concur with
regards to the most imperative stakeholders for RES. According to SR-2, municipalities must be regarded
as important stakeholders given that they “are the ones who will have to make energy transition
arrangements, and from a (spatial) planning perspective, will have to make allowances for developments
within their borders” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). Moreover, SR-2 was wary of
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the importance of farmers and the agricultural sector. “A good majority of future energy landscapes will be
sited on land that has been designated for agriculture, so it is important to include parties such as the LTO
in participation trajectories” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). Furthermore, according
to SR-4, local residents must be perceived as pivotal stakeholders, given that “everything that happens in
the municipality occurs at their service” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). Lastly, although
it was not possible to interview the stakeholder group, the regional grid manager, or Liander, is viewed as
imperative to the trajectory by interviewees “as ultimately, all new energy landscapes must be connected
to the grid” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022).
With regards to the specific organisation of the RES programme, the to-be elaborated on general process
design of energy regions NHN and NHZ take advantage of foregoing regional administrative cooperation
and collaboration relationships and networks (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019) as elaborated on
in section 4.1.1.2. Along with an official client group, and official regional coordinator, a steering group was
legitimised to “monitor the progress and quality of the RES program” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.14) and become responsible for achieving pre-determined quantitative and qualitative ambitions.
Although the steering group has not been tasked with “taking decisions on behalf of commissioning
authorities”, it must “validate products of its respective energy region and prepare decisions for decisionmaking by municipalities and the waterboards” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.14). While
according to the NPRES, “the most important stakeholders are to participate in the steering group” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.14), deliberations of essential stakeholders to RES, as that of the
discussion above, and similarly also sufficient representation of relevant parties in the steering group is a
sensitive subject matter, as highlighted by SR-2. In order to validate the conceptualisations of NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid (2019), interviews with the regional coordinator and steering group were
sought after, however, with little luck. In Figure 14, the working structures of energy regions NHN and NHZ
have been visualised. Visible are the interactions that take place between the various components and
stakeholders who together, converse on means to develop energy transition in NHN and NHZ.

Figure 14, Working structure of RES NHN and NHZ (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord (2019))
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Concerning the duties of NHN and NHZ’s official client groups, such embodied “filling in the preconditions
for the implementation of the RES programme” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.15) in
anticipation of its commencement in 2019. The working group on the other hand has been tasked to ensure
the implementation of the programme, its management throughout the energy transition trajectory, and
thus similarly also its direction (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Furthermore, the working
group “provides reporting to administrative and civil servants” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019,
p.16). Regional coordinators of both NHN and NHZ provide supporting functions with regards to the latter
by “coordinating regional partnerships” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.16) with among
other parties, other connecting energy regions, the NPRES, and other so-called umbrella organisations such
as the Interprovincial Consultation (IPO) and Association of Dutch Municipalities (VNG). Listed in
alphabetical order, Table 7 provides an overview of all stakeholders relevant to energy regions NHN and
NHZ that were identified in the analysis of content and interviews while furthermore also, their status of
involvement in RES proceedings.
Table 7, Stakeholders of RES NHN and NHZ and underlying action strategies

ACTION STRATEGY
STAKEHOLDER

ROLE

ACTIVITIES

STATUS

Resistance Groups
Association of Dutch
Municipalities (VNG)

Participants

Object to materialisation of wind energy landscapes
Ensure agreements made by decentralised authorise will
be achieved
Support municipalities and energy regions; Guide design
and spatial ateliers

Ongoing
Ondemand

Safeguard interests of farmers, other stakeholders, and
the agricultural and horticulture industry at large

Ondemand
Ongoing
Ondemand

Consultancy Agencies
Organisation for
Dutch Farmers &
Horticulturists (LTO)
Grid Manager
Interprovincial
Consultation (IPO)

Route35
Intermediary
Party
Participants

Municipalities

Partner

National Government

Partner

‘Natuurmonumenten’

Participant

NPRES

Partner

PBL

Partner

Province of NH
Residents &
Communities
RES NHN & NHZ

Partner

Partner

Monitor and manage energy grid
Ensure agreements made by decentralised authorise will
be achieved
Organise local design and spatial ateliers; Determine
search locations for wind energy landscape
Determines quantitative RE generation ambition
Safeguard nature arears, cultural landscapes, and other
protected spaces
Support energy regions in the formulation of their RES’
Commissioned by NPRES to conduct intermediate
analysis of progress
Framework setting; Safeguard provincial interests
Participation in design and spatial ateliers; safeguard
local interests
Support sub-regions and municipalities

‘Staatsbosbeheer’

Participant

Safeguard interests of nature areas

Union of
Waterboards, UVS
Waterboards
Wind Energy
Landscape
Developers

Partner
Route35

Participants

Route35
Partner
Intermediary
Party

Ongoing

Ongoing
Ongoing
Ondemand
Ongoing
Ondemand
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

Ensure agreements made by decentralised authorise will
be achieved
Framework setting

Ondemand
Ondemand
Ongoing

Facilitate materialisation of wind energy landscapes

Ongoing
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4.1.3 From Initial Memorandum to RES 1.0 & Beyond: The Materialisation of RES
In the following sections, this research will among other subject matters, elaborate on the general process
design and trajectory of both RES NHN and NHZ, application of design and spatial ateliers, and furthermore
also, the blend of top-down and bottom-up demarcations.

4.1.3.1 Starting Points
To a great extent, energy transition was very much already an ongoing process in the Province of NorthHolland prior to the commencement of the RES trajectory in 2019. Moreover, with regards to wind energy
generation, there already was a considerable task in place for wind energy. As indicated in Table 8, NHN
and NHZ collectively generated 1.92 TWh in 2019, making use of wind energy landscapes such as those
situated in close proximity to ‘Wieringermeer’ and ‘Hollands-Kroon’ (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Noord, 2019; Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). According to protocol, in a similar fashion to the
other 28 energy regions, NHN and NHZ stipulated their ambitions and visions of the process in their initial
memoranda. In the greater context of energy transition and climate change, NHN and NHZ indicated their
desire to contribute towards sustainability and climate neutrality ambitions of regional stakeholders and
municipalities. Specific to energy transition, and wind energy landscape materialisation, both energy
regions highlighted their determinations to make use of the various mix land-use and economic possibilities
to best utilise the (already) complex spatial environment that is present in the case location.
Table 8, Onshore wind energy production in NHN and NHZ prior to RES (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord
(2019); Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid (2019))
Energy Region
Noord-Holland Noord
Noord-Holland Zuid

Onshore Wind Production in 2019
1.30 TWh
0.62 TWh

Anticipating the concept-RES and RES 1.0, the Province of North-Holland was also quick to develop her
expectations and negotiating terms for the participation trajectories of both energy regions. The provincial
document ‘Ontwerp Noord-Hollands Perspectief’ provides insight into the latter and strives to describe
“provincial principles that follow from previously established or current policy processes” (Province of North
Holland, 2019, p.4). In review of the document, the province made clear in 2019 that it expects a
“substantial RE generation bid that does justice to the energy consumption pattern and potential of the
North-Holland regions” (Province of North Holland, 2019, p.4) and RES RE generation targets were to be
made as concrete and feasible as possible. An interview with SR-1 revealed that provincial standpoints
prior to RES were very much speculative and qualitative. “We were unsure of the ambition that was to be
present within the individual sub-regions”, in such a way “we strived to at least establish what we, as the
province, wish to achieve at the hand of RES, while similarly also, at what point are we satisfied with
developments?” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022).
Besides the previously mentioned expectations, the environmental vision NH2050 stipulates a series of
‘starting-points’ for onshore RE generation in the case location through which, further grounding and
foresightedness on the materialisation of RES was crafted. The first starting point embodies provincial
desires for RES to possess over an “optimal energy mix” where “energy developments are in line with the
values, characteristics, and bearing capacity of the landscape” (Province of North Holland, 2019, p.7).
Secondly, small-scale RE developments must be taken into consideration, particularly in regions of the
province where cultural landscapes are present (Province of North Holland, 2019). Thirdly, the demand and
supply of RE “must be bundled in such a way that efficient use of energy infrastructure can be achieved”
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(Province of North Holland, 2019, p.7). Subsequently, preferences go out towards the clustering of RE
generation “nearby large energy consumers” (Province of North Holland, 2019, p.7) and, or, where grid
capacity is present. Lastly, the province has made clear that “space is to be reserved for the use, storage,
and transmission of offshore wind generated energy” (Province of North Holland, 2019, p.7).
Building on the NH2050, the Province of North-Holland has worked out the previously discussed ‘starting
points’ within a spatial context. In section 4.3.3, this research will elaborate on the relevance of these
‘starting points’ for wind energy landscapes, however, relevant for the discussion on the province’s
viewpoint on the initial memoranda are the so-called ‘leading principles’. In further review of the NH2050,
North-Holland “is committed to the development of RE that” first of all, “serves several purposes for the
living environment”; secondly, “is applied in an effective manner”; thirdly, “makes and keeps landscape
units legible”; fourthly, “strengthens local identity and quality”; and lastly, “makes way for the development
of the North Sea Canal Area (NKZG) and Den Helder as a hub for new and alternative energy developments”
(Province of North Holland, 2019, p.11).

4.1.3.3 General Process Design of NHN and NHZ
As means to stipulate the RES’ process design in the case location, the initial memorandum of energy region
NHZ can be used to shed light on the complexities of the trajectory and timeline of undertakings. Building
an understanding of the general process design of NHN and NHZ is particularly useful to further
contextualise core-wind energy landscape interplay. More specifically, one is able to understand the
circumstances within which decision-making and interaction among key stakeholders took place, and
consequently also, the contexture within which, search areas for wind energy landscapes were selected
and allocated to specific landscapes within the energy regions. All matters considered, the process design
leading to the materialisation of the RES 1.0 of both NHN and NHZ can best be explained in six steps,
namely: inventarisation; scenario building; local ateliers; formulation of the concept-RES; the response
memorandum, specification of outcomes, and so-called climate tables; and lastly, the formulation of the
RES 1.0. As made clear by NHZ (2019, p.21) stakeholders demanded a transparent procedure within which,
emphasis must be placed on “careful participation and supportive communication” prior to the trajectory’s
commencement. In consideration of the latter, the previously discussed reflective nature of RES
materialisation, and more generally also, the calculated regional approach to energy transition arguably
demands for transparency in all of the six stages.
Following the establishment of the NPRES and delineation of the 30 energy regions in 2018, a preparation
term was established in anticipation of the initial memorandum. For both NHN and NHZ, programme
organisations were launched, initial research and analysis was performed “to develop the substantive
building blocks for RES”, and lastly, relevant authorities and stakeholders were acquainted on the to-be
adopted trajectory (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.5). With regards to the initial research
and analysis, all (sub-)energy regions were tasked to develop so-called ‘photo documents’ within which
inventories of current energy production, energy demand (both current and 2030 predictions), and the
spatial constraints for solar and wind energy landscapes were to be determined (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2021). Building on such research, the initial memoranda can be viewed as official starting points
(barring the Dutch Climate Agreement) through which both energy regions have specified their ambitions,
approaches, and to-be adopted policy frameworks through which regional energy transition bids are to be
formulated (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019).
Subsequent to the ‘photo documents’ and initial memoranda, sub-regions of NHN and NHZ were ordained
to, together with a consortium of consultancy agencies such as Generation.Energy, organise two regional
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work ateliers through which three energy transition development scenarios could be formulated (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). Rather than serving as perspectives for action, the scenarios were to
act as points of inspiration and provided stakeholders with insight into the various possibilities for RE
development in the sub-regions. Scenarios were composed of a series of building blocks (see Figure 16 for
two examples) through which RES managers could explore under what conditions support for RE
generation could be manifested, while similarly also, the amount of GWh of yielded energy that could be
achieved, and spatial effects (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). Fundamentally, the building
blocks consisted of a form of RE generation, a type of location, and additional constraints (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). Having formulated the scenarios and building blocks, regional and local ateliers
were organised (47 in NHN and 44 in NHZ) to determine momentum for RE and the conditions under which
RE implementation would be considered desirable by the local population. Local citizens and stakeholders
were pitched on the scenarios and building blocks and using coloured stickers, preferences for (green), or
inclinations towards (orange) specific developments could be voiced (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2021).
Ensuing the scenario building process and organisation of regional and local ateliers, between February
and May of 2020, both NHN and NHZ formulated their concept-RES’. Along with statements of ambition
and intention, in the concept-RES, preliminary and global search areas for large-scale RE were identified
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). As visible from the response memoranda and the amount of
feedback received, the selection of search areas was a complex process. In short, the building blocks that
had received the greatest number of green stickers were entered into a calculating software that could
highlight the relationship between the building block and location (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2021). Various zones would appear on which municipal, provincial, or national criteria, constraints, or
(safety) requirements could be applied (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). Following a final (local)
feasibility check, plans for search areas were finalised, and the concept-RES’ of NHN and NHZ were
presented to stakeholders, the PBL, and NPRES in the summer of 2020 (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2021).
In the response memoranda that superseded, feedback on the concept-RES was provided by a diverse
group of stakeholders and participants. For the most part, search areas for large-scale RE production were
found to be deeply contested (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). For topics that had not yet been
decided on, because of a lack of information, knowledge, or coordination, so-called ‘theme tables’ were
organised through which stakeholders could further deliberate on action plans, explore various
possibilities, and receive further clarification on undertakings. Building on the concept-RES and lessons
learned, provincial and municipal councils further brainstormed on their energy transition plans (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2021). In consultation with local citizens and other interested parties and in
the following months, potential search areas for large-scale RE production were further concretised.
Following such communication, municipalities of North-Holland began applying for relevant licences and
emulating zoning procedures in order to be able to construct RE landscapes in the later stages of 2020 and
start of 2021. In the summer of 2021, NHN, NHN, and the 28 other energy regions were able to present
their RES 1.0 bids to the NPRES and rest of the country. In Figure 15, the trajectory or timeline of activities
has been depicted.
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Figure 15, RES trajectory and timeline (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord (n.d.))

4.1.3.4 Design & Spatial Ateliers
Supra-regional, sub-regional, and local ateliers were organised by municipalities, the province, and both
energy regions to facilitate and stimulate dialogue with local residents, communities, and other essential
(local) stakeholders (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Similar to familiarising oneself with RES’
NHN and NHZ’s process design and trajectories, ateliers warrant attention given that in these environments
and social settings, discussions on spatial integration of energy transition, and thus wind energy landscape
siting possibilities take place, while importantly also, potential interactions between key stakeholders, or
core and periphery. According to Kempenaar et al. (2021, p.774), participants of supra-regional and subregional ateliers were selected and subsequently invited to partake “based on their professional
background and involvement in either energy transition or spatial planning”. With regards to local ateliers,
no information could be retrieved on how stakeholders were recruited. As visible in Table 9, an
approximate total of 1200 participants partook in the supra- and sub-regional ateliers (I&O Research,
2022). “By far the largest group of participants” in these ateliers were “civil servants, administrators and
representatives of municipalities, waterboards, and the province” (I&O Research, 2022, p.7). This
stakeholder group, which mainly consists of the various tiers of Dutch government were able to partake in
all stages of the RES trajectories of both energy regions while according to I&O Research (2022, p.7), “local
residents were only able to participate as of phase 3”, or more specifically, the local atelier sessions.
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Table 9, Participants of supra-, sub-regional, and local ateliers (adapted from I&O Research (2022))
STAKEHOLDER

APPROXIMATE AMOUNT

PARTICIPANS OF SUPRA- & SUB-REGIONAL ATELIERS

1200

Government officials & boards

750

Collaborative partners, stakeholders, & interest groups

300

Initiators & individual residents and entrepreneurs

150

Participants of local ateliers

2500

Residents of energy region NHN

1500

Residents of energy region NHZ

1000

In further review of research conducted by Kempenaar et al. (2021, p.763), regional “design ateliers have
become an established practice for envisioning alternative futures for regional development in strategic
spatial planning”. Often also referred to as ‘systematic transition arenas’ within academia, regional design
ateliers may be considered as “environments in which frontrunners, with different backgrounds, expertise,
and purposes come together to explore future pathways towards possible and desirable future situations”
(Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.764). In essence, such ateliers act “as temporary structures that enable planning
actors to develop agency for creating institutional and physical change needed to accomplish the envisioned
new situation” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.764). Specifically, according to Kempenaar et al. (2021, p.765),
regional design ateliers “contribute to transition processes in several ways”. More specifically, by means of
their agenda-setting, proposing, and composing characters, “common denominators can be established in
a region, new challenges and issues can be addressed, decision-making with multiple options can be
supported, and lastly, stakeholders can be connected with actions” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.765).
According to SR-6, the ateliers are “a great way to talk with one another about the future” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022), thus laying the foundations for rewarding discussions.
While the three forms of ateliers are very much homogenous, they do vary with regards to their purposes.
To a great extent, input for local ateliers is determined by the output of the supra- and sub-regional ateliers.
In other words, “a supra-regional start is made to arrive at joint starting points, then a switch is made from
elaboration via the sub-regional level to the local level” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.16).
Subsequently, “all insights are brought together, again to the supra-regional level of the RES for further
analysis” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.16). According to NHZ (2019, p.16), “the subregional scale is the most important intermediate layer given that it is here that the insights from the supraregional and local scales intertwine”. Intermediaries, such as the energy consultants that were interviewed
by this research, were (and still remain) paramount to the design ateliers given that they transfer
knowledge between the three forms of ateliers. In general terms, intermediaries “facilitate and speed up
change in transition processes” by “bridging differences, connecting or linking actors, activities, skills, and
resources, and they facilitate interaction between and within difference scale levels in transition processes”
(Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.765). In tandem with their client(s) (energy regions NHN and NHZ in the context
of my research’s case location), intermediaries are contracted and assigned to “structure and prepare the
atelier sessions, for instance by making maps and visualisations” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.770).
Traditional scenario planning was used by intermediaries to develop three tailored scenarios for energy
transition in each of the sub-regions of NHN and NHZ. Elicited from “calculations on current energy usage,
expected future use, potential for energy reduction, existing RE production, and lastly, the potential for RE
sources in the region” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.769), scenarios according to SR-6 are worked out into a
series of possible narratives and visualisations whereby building blocks, such as those visualised in Figure
16, served as points of negotiation or bargaining among stakeholders. In further review of research by
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Kempenaar et al. (2021, p.771), “the visualisations, and particularly the ones revealing the spatial footprint
of different RE, tended to trigger a lot of discussions serving as boundary objects”. Participants of regional
ateliers, which in most instances are “regime actors in energy and spatial planning domains” such as
“representatives of the various tiers of government, energy network corporations, and energy experts”
(Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.770) were thus able to converse on the “specific potentials of the region in
question, taking regional qualities and characteristics into consideration” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.771).

Figure 16, Examples of building blocks: (LEFT) ‘wind on industry terrain’; (RIGHT) 'sun and wind next to industrial
infrastructure’ (adapted from Tester (2021))

The multitude of insights developed in the regional ateliers were consequently pitched to communities and
residents in the local (or municipal) ateliers and information evenings. As previously specified, green and
orange stickers were used to highlight preferences for diverse building blocks and specific scenarios. In
interviews with stakeholders of RES, the suitability of such means was questioned. Similar to conceptions
of regional and local ateliers, SR-2 indicated that the stickers “served as a solid conversation starter through
which, space could also be created to have other discussions” (SR-2, personal communication, December
14, 2021). Moreover, according to SR-6 “a method will never be perfect”, however, in hindsight, “it could
have been more constructure to turn the conversation around by first conversing on (energy transition)
dilemmas, rather than presenting possibilities” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022).
Additionally, in the opinion of SR-6, some of the building blocks “were rather simplistic and could be found
in multiple scenarios” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022). The building block ‘sun on
rooftops’ was for example used to substantiate the latter as “everyone wants solar panels on their roofs,
there should not need to be a discussion on such a matter” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12,
2022). Notwithstanding, “empowering (local) politicians and civil servants to make certain (or the right
choices by means of the stickers and ateliers is extremely positive” (SR-6, personal communication, January
12, 2022).

4.1.4 Concluding Remarks, ‘RES Explained’
Expanding on the brief introduction that was provided in section 1.1, an inquiry was made into the
delineation of energy regions, quantitative target setting, and the process and trajectory design. The
analysis of content and interviews with stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts revealed and
contextualised the sequence of events catalysing the allocation of search areas for wind energy landscapes
in the case location while furthermore also, the working structure of RES and key stakeholders. Design and
spatial ateliers were recognised as imperative to proceedings and potentially also core-wind energy
landscape interplay. In such environments, together with intermediary consultants, diverse stakeholder
networks at provincial, regional, and municipal scales became engaged in deliberations of potential
scenarios for energy transition in the various sub-regions, building blocks whereby RE could be coupled
with other functions and land-uses, conditions under which wind energy landscapes can be integrated and
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are deemed desirable by local communities and stakeholders, and last but not least also, a multitude of
possible search areas for wind energy landscapes in the municipality, sub-region, or region in question.

4.2 Stakeholder Analysis
At various points throughout this research, and more specifically in section 4.1.2, stakeholders relevant to
the RES trajectories of energy regions NHN and NHN have been discussed and identified. While diverse
stakeholder networks arguably complicate matters of the spatial distribution of wind energy landscape
related developments, they most certainly are requisite to planning and materialisation processes, and
energy transition more generally. In this section, this research will attempt to build on notions of power
and interest in the context of the core-wind energy landscape interplay, and shed light on the intricacies
and underlying interactions and relationships among stakeholders of RES. Section 4.2 has been structured
according to Flyvbjerg’s (2004) four value rational questions and will conclude with a power-interest matrix
through which ‘subjects’, ‘players’, ‘crowd’, and ‘context setters’ of RES have been determined.

4.2.1 Where are We Going? A Post RES 1.0 Outlook
Reflecting on section 1.1, the Dutch Government has committed itself to a multi-year energy transition in
the aftermath of the 2019 National Climate Agreement and Energy Agreement. Under the guidance of the
NPRES, 30 energy regions were delineated and have been tasked to strategise a RES. In concert, the energy
regions must facilitate an electrification of the Dutch energy mix by 2030 and 35 TWh of annual RE
generation, and looking forward, an accomplished energy transition by 2050. In their essence, as discussed
in section 4.1.1, RES’ are instruments that have been employed to systematise and marshal the “spatial
integration” of energy transition related activities in concert with “societal participation” and consequently
also, “multi-year collaboration amongst stakeholders in the energy regions” (PBL, 2021, p.4). Since the
trajectory’s kick-off in 2019, a collective effort among diverse stakeholders has ensured the further
concretisation of plans to upscale RE generation and integrate (wind) energy landscapes into the densely
populated and spatially constraining Dutch landscape. In 2021, both energy regions NHN and NHZ
published their RES 1.0 within which quantitative and qualitative ambitions have been formulated.
Calculations made by the PBL have indicated that together, the 30 RES amount to 52.2 TWh (PBL, 2021).
Despite this striking aggregate, uncertainty does evidently prevail. RE production in 2030 has a bandwidth
of 15 TWh, with a bottom-line production of 31.2 TWh, an average of 38.2 TWh, and an upper line
production of 45.7 TWh (PBL, 2021). Significant unsureness characterises the calculations that were made
in order to arrive at the total bid, and thus further proceedings with regards to the allocation and
concretisation of search areas for wind energy landscapes. Pertinent are the ever-changing meteorological
conditions and patterns above the North-Atlantic Ocean (resulting in yearly variations by the magnitude of
2 to 3 TWh) thanks to climate change and furthermore also, the riddance of wind turbines that are
approaching the end of their 15-to-20-year lifetime (effectuating a potential reduction in RE production of
1.5 TWh from 7.4 to 6 TWh) (PBL, 2021). Moreover, unmistakable from PBL calculations are regional
variations in target setting. The regional bids of all 30 energy regions range between 0.2 and 5.7 TWh and
while some regions “have opted for top-down approaches through which their bids are reliant on the
number of citizens, electricity consumption, or spatial potential of the region”, others have made use of
“bottom-up approaches through which municipalities are responsible” (PBL, 2021, p.22).
According to the PARK, “each of the (sub)regions have done their utmost to meet the targets” (Slabbers,
2021, p.5) set out by the NPRES in 2019. While momentum may be high-reaching and quantitative
proceedings, in light of research by the PBL, look promising, the NPRES is no way near to realising its
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aspirations. Truth of the matter, at the start of 2022, all interviews with stakeholders of RES highlighted
the considerable room for improvement and great deal of hard work that remains to be done, particularly
with regards to allocating and further concretising search areas for wind energy landscapes. Undertakings
in Amsterdam arguably are illustrative of the matter. As indicated by SR-3, “with there being so much
resistance, we (as municipality) decided to enter a six-month reflection phase after publishing our RES 1.0
within which we’ll be conversing with the city and its residents on how to best integrate the envisioned wind
energy landscapes into our spatial environment” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). In
consideration of such complications, the reflective and responsive process design and trajectory of RES in
the case location signifies that “at least every two years, the RES is monitored and updated and achieved
results, developments regarding search locations for RE generation are implemented in the updated RES”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.8). Ultimately, according to SR-4, “it is the responsibility of
all municipalities to further concretise and make their plans and ambitions more tangible” (SR-4, personal
communication, January 18, 2022).
Building on adversities characteristic to proceedings in Amsterdam as illustrated by SR-3, the PARK
questioned whether support for energy transition has been achieved. In his appraisal of North-Holland’s
two RES trajectories, the PARK claimed that “whoever follows the social debate about the energy transition,
does not immediately get the impression of the support that has been obtained, neither among residents
nor specialists of experts of energy transition” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2). Moreover, he noted that “despite all
efforts, the enthusiasm, among the local communities is still very much nil” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2). One can
continue “to ask local communities where they wish to place wind turbines and solar farms, but as long as
the seriousness of the problem is not recognised, the answer will often be that they do not want them at
all, leading to the often-heard response, ‘not in my back yard’ or ‘put them offshore’” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2).
Revisiting the happenings in Amsterdam, SR-3 confirmed the lack of momentum in neighbouring
municipalities among local residents with regards to the allocation of search areas for wind energy
landscapes close to the city’s municipal borders. Ultimately in view of NHN and NHZ’s process designs and
trajectories, according to SR-4, “all municipalities are responsible for the further materialisation of their
energy transition ambitions, and I hope all municipal councils recognise the seriousness and importance of
the tasks that lie ahead” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022).
Supplementing foregoing viewpoints of SR-3 and SR-4 on the matter, other interviewees were receptive to
sharing their perspectives on the capacity of (NP)RES to facilitate energy transition by 2030. Interestingly,
while responses varied, certain viewpoints, topics, and issues prevailed. Elaborating on the PBL’s analysis,
SR-1 stated that “quantitatively speaking, I am positive that RE generation targets will be met, however,
whether we are happy with what this has delivered, from spatial lens, I am unsure” (SR-1, personal
communication, January 4, 2022). Moreover, according to SR-6, the (NP)RES’ 2030 outlook and 2050
horizon can be regarded as somewhat problematic. “It almost is a given that the energy regions will
collectively meet the 35 TWh RE generation ambition, however, there has been little talk thus far of the
energy system of the future” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022). In such a light, SR-5 further
questioned “what is our vision; what will the Dutch landscape look like; what does this concretely mean;
and lastly, what do we actually find acceptable?” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022).

4.2.2 Who Gains, & who Loses, & by which Mechanisms of Power?
To commence with the winners of wind energy landscape siting and materialisation (and in general terms,
energy transition), first and foremost, interviews with stakeholders of RES and an analysis of content
framed society at large as a winner. Although, as previously discussed, ‘unmitigated’ support for energy
transition is yet to materialise, SR-5 conveniently stated that “we all win as ultimately, we are doing it for
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a greater good” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). While opinions will always differ with
regards to the likability of outcomes and energy transition scenarios, theoretically speaking, the RES’ of
NHN and NHZ and their bottom-up processes and trajectory design are accommodating of all perceptions,
opinions, and expectations. Design and spatial ateliers, as elaborated on in section 4.1.3.4, have been
designed, “in close collaboration with regional stakeholders, to generate integrative, appealing, and
persuasive images of possible future situations” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.763) concerning the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes and other energy transition related matters. As highlighted in
Table 7, under ideal circumstances, SR-1 highlighted that the majority of stakeholders partaking in the RES’
of NHN and NHZ are to be considered as equal (negotiation) partners. In his appraisal, the PARK also
confirms the level playing field (within the various tiers of government) having stated that “the Province of
North-Holland has recognised the importance of a bottom-up approach, and thus procedurally, has
indicated that she is equal to other parties such as municipalities and waterboards” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1).
Similar to society at large, interviews with stakeholders and the analysis of content renders the Dutch
Government and its NPRES team as winners. Giving consideration to international and domestic climate
and energy agreements, the Dutch Government, according to Cowell and De Laurentis (2021, p.4), has the
“responsibility to upscale RE generation and intervene in the dynamics of RE development”. Respecting the
size of the task, and to-be elaborated on policymaking approaches to onshore wind, the Government has
decentralised her tasks to regions and municipalities (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022) in
order “to create improved power for steering and change” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19,
2022) and allow for a bottom-up approach to the materialisation of search areas for wind energy
landscapes. According to the PARK (Slabbers, 2021, p.1), after having “recognised the importance of a
bottom-up approach”, the Province of North-Holland has specifically “distanced herself from the directing
role it was used to as an administrative layer between the national and municipal levels”. In view of intergovernmental partnerships, EET-4 argued in favour of the “smaller policy community that can be created,
in which one is much more likely to get collaboration between key actors, than you are at the national level”
(EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022). Moreover, at the regional scale, “multi-level
government systems have levers that can be used to accelerate, impede, and reshape various kinds of
energy transition” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022).
Building on conceptualisations of the Dutch Government as winner of RES and energy transition and wind
energy landscape materialisation, one may distinguish between various roles within the development of
sustainable energy projects, and thus, mechanisms of interest and power. Firstly, the Government may
take on a passive role, through which a strategy is formulated and consequently written out by the market
(National Programme for Regional Energy Strategies, n.d.). Secondly, a facilitatory role could be adopted
whereby the “government provides conditions for the market so that initiatives can be implemented more
quickly, for example, the granting or making available of land” (National Programme for Regional Energy
Strategies, n.d., p.2). Next, an active role can be considered “through which the government applies for
subsidies (or SDE++) and purchasing of locations whereby the market is able to take care of the realisation
and exploitation” (National Programme for Regional Energy Strategies, n.d., p.2) of the project or
development in question. Lastly, a developmental role can be employed through which “there is much
more coordination with the market in all stages” (National Programme for Regional Energy Strategies, n.d.,
p.2). Essentially here, the government is collaborating with a market party to develop and exploit
sustainable energy initiatives (National Programme for Regional Energy Strategies, n.d.).
Commissioned by the National Government, the Netherlands Enterprise Agency has published a series of
documentation within among others matters, spatial planning, safety, and zoning procedures have been
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established for the materialisation of onshore wind energy landscapes. The ‘Procedures for Wind Energy’
report provides insight into the decentralisation of authority for onshore wind energy landscapes in the
Netherlands. As visible in Table 10, in order to determine the to-be adopted procedure and level of
command, one must distinguish between the following wind energy landscape generating capacities: 0-5
MW, 5-100 MW, and lastly, 100< MW (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). Concerning the former,
Dutch municipalities have been delegated authorised supervision with further capacity to make
amendments to local zoning and environmental plans (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). Wind energy
landscapes generating between 5 and 100 MW are sustained by the Province of North-Holland, who similar
to municipalities, can adjust zoning and environmental plans on the provincial spatial scale (Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, 2019). Lastly, landscapes exceeding 100 MW of RE generating capacity are under
authorised supervision of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Interior & Kingdom Relations of the
Netherlands (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). With regards to the role of wind energy landscape
developers, content analysis revealed that this stakeholder group are responsible for requesting necessary
environmental impact assessments (MERs) (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). Interviewees were not
communicative on the matter.
Table 10, Size and consequent authorised supervision of wind energy landscapes (adapted from Netherlands Enterprise
Agency (2019))
POWER
GENERATED

AUTHORISED SUPERVISION

< 5 MW

Municipality

5 – 100 MW

Province

> 100 MW

Ministry of Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Interior
& Kingdom Relations of
Netherlands

ACTIVITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal councils are authorised to adopt environmental permits
Mayors and alderman authorised to structure zoning plans
Provincial councils are authorised to adopt the integration plans
Provincial executives are authorised to grant environmental
permits
Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands and Ministry of
Interior and Kingdom relations are authorised to adopt the
integration plans
Mayor and aldermen of municipality in question are authorised to
grant environmental permits

According to SR-4, municipalities in the Province of North-Holland “have committed themselves to making
their living environment more sustainable and collectively have been looking for the best locations to site
wind energy landscapes” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). In consideration of the latter,
interviews with SR-1 and SR-4 revealed that inter-governmental, provincial, and municipal decision-making
and collaborative partnerships are favourable, with there being frequent dialogue and intermutual
reflection. Specifically, with regards to the ‘West-Frisian’ municipalities in NHN, SR-2 was clear to indicate
that constructive conversations took place that resulted in a collective and unified effort to roll out the
concept-RES and RES 1.0 (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2022). SR-4 confirmed the good
relationship among ‘West-Frisian’ municipalities who make “weekly efforts to meet and converse on energy
and heat transition related developments” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). With regards
to NHZ, SR-3 described the “civil conversations” that have taken place between Amsterdam and other
municipalities in the energy region (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). In consideration of
research by Hoppe and Miedema (2020, p.2) “cross-jurisdictional” activities such as wind energy landscape
siting “requires inter-municipal decision-making in order to avoid zero sum games in which one jurisdiction
will reap the benefits while others suffer from unequal sharing”.
Besides society at large, the Dutch Government, the NPRES, and municipalities of North-Holland, land or
property owners who are subject to the siting of wind energy landscapes can also be regarded as winners.
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According to Kuijers et al. (2018), such undertakings generally tend to recognize two classifications of landusers, namely, farmers possessing substantial land designated for agricultural activities and nature
management organisations. In essence, as attested by EET-1, these land-users “are turning existing assets
and recognising that they can get more value out of that farmland from selling its energy concentration
capacity, rather than its traditional use” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022). To such an
extent, EET-1 referred to “a different dynamic where a small group of active agents in the periphery,
whether these are farms or landowners in particular, who are making money” (EET-1, personal
communication, January 7, 2022). To conclude, supporting claims made by Kuijers et al. (2018), EET-3
remarked that the majority of farmers that own land “are embracing” wind energy infrastructure while
those leasing land tend to “be against it” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022).
The sensitivity of more specific points of discussion among municipalities, such as wind energy landscape
allocation points to an alternative lens through which one can challenge the losers of energy transition and
RES, and thus consequently also, alternative mechanisms of power and interest. As confirmed in multiple
interviews with stakeholders of RES (SR-1 and SR-4), underlying sentiments of inequity or unjustness with
regards to the siting of existing wind energy landscapes and dispersion of turbines over the provincial
landscape can be traced to the case location. According to SR-1, questions and remarks such as “why here
and not elsewhere” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022) frequently recur among local
residents. SR-4 also confirmed the latter, stating that while it may be difficult to prove, “there is a feeling
among residents of why with us, we already have so many wind turbines” (SR-4, personal communication,
January 18, 2022). In such a way, interviewees and the analysis of content have typified inhabitants or local
communities situated within peripheral landscapes as losers, particularly in instances whereby other
jurisdictions are reaping the benefits as described above. According to SR-5, RES managers, the energy
regions at large, and similarly also the Dutch Government “must make clearer what happens with the input
that is generated by local residents in the design and spatial ateliers” prior to the trajectory (SR-5, personal
communication, January 6, 2022), rather than window dressing proceedings. It is the Government “who
has a responsibility to commit herself to energy transition and find the most suitable and agreeable wind
energy landscapes” (SR-5, personal communication January 6, 2022).
In consideration of participation and bottom-up approaches to RES, and similarly also, notions of local
ownership, one must also consider the end-uses of RE that is to be generated by to-be materialised wind
energy landscapes. While such deliberations require for a comprehensive review and understanding of
“macro-structural processes of energy consumption” (Avila, 2018, p.16) and the complexities of Dutch
energy infrastructure and grid workings, SR-1 and EET-3 revealed that in most instances, prospective RE
generation is not consumed locally. In further review of end-use schemes, according to EET-3, these “are
scaled on the national level given that, energy landscapes above two or three wind turbines, are connected
to the national grid” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). Giving specific consideration to
energy infrastructure and section 4.1.3.1 in which desires to cluster demand and supply was discussed, the
lack of local consumption has severe implications for grid capacity and infrastructural workings which are
already struggling to cope with the gradual electrification of the energy mix. As to be elaborated on in
section 4.4.1, interviewees indicated that the grid perspective has received little attention in ateliers and
participation trajectories. In such a light, this research also wishes to regard grid managers as losers. In
further review of RE end-use schemes, SR-1 brought the example of ‘Wieringermeer’ and its prospective
data centres to light. “Wieringermeer has such large wind energy landscapes, but the energy generated is
being swallowed up by Microsoft” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). EET-3 highlighted “the
complication of what we tend to call, regional or national energy landscapes where RE that is generated
‘virtually’ goes everywhere” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022).
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While inter-municipal relationships arguably were previously depicted as beneficent, interviewees
revealed that the allocation of search areas is, however, extremely delicate and “administratively sensitive”
(SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). With the materialisation of wind energy landscapes
within urban agglomerations being spatially and technically unfeasible, multiple interviewees (SR-2, SR-3,
SR-4) were suggestive of border or fringe areas within municipalities or the (sub-)region as losers. Two
examples can best be used to further elaborate on the issue in question, namely, dealings between the
Municipality of Amsterdam and surrounding municipalities, while similarly also among the Municipality of
Hollands-Kroon, and that of Medemblik. With regards to the former, the PARK (Slabbers, 2021, p.5),
acknowledged that “the area north of Amsterdam is historically and geographically part of ‘Waterland’,
however, administratively, it does belong to Amsterdam”. “While there is no room for wind turbines in the
landscapes of ‘Waterland’ and the ‘Zaanstreek’, Amsterdam has decided to keep this option open”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.5). With regards to ‘Hollands-Kroon’ and ‘Medemblik’, SR-2 indicated that “HollandsKroon previously decided to locate many of its energy landscapes on her border, giving anyone driving on
the A7 motorway the impression that these are situated in the Municipality of Medemblik” (SR-2, personal
communication, December 14, 2022).
In view of the latter, elements of power can be traced to the administrative capacity of urban
agglomerations to pursue RES and energy transition developments faster and more efficiently than rural
and peripheral municipalities. According to Hoppe and Miedema (2020, p.2), such is a heated debate in
regions, “with large cities having larger capacities, investment room and interests than their smaller
counterparts”. On numerous occasions throughout interviews with stakeholders of RES, the strengths and
ambitions of urban agglomerations or large municipalities in the case location were enunciated. According
to SR-5, “there simply is no capacity within smaller and more rural municipalities to take on so many tasks,
with on the one hand, a decentralisation of tasks having taken place, while on the other hand, there being
a lack of means to pursue activities” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). SR-6 also confirmed
the latter, applauding large municipalities such as Amsterdam for their professional approach to taking on
energy transition and RES related tasks. As mentioned by SR-1, “in view of their constrained spatial
environment, cities like Amsterdam have really set the bar high with regards to their level of ambition and
intent” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). While, in the opinion of SR-3, “ambition is a
relative term and simply is not the same as target setting, it is too early to start closing doors on
opportunities for wind energy in the city” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022).

4.2.3 Is This Development Desirable?
In consideration of the road forward, many critical questions come to light. According to SR-6, “the ideal
approach will become clear in 2050 if the Netherlands has met her energy targets” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022). In isolation of each other, top-down and bottom-up measures each
have their advantages and disadvantages and thus far, both energy regions have clearly seemed to employ
both. As stated by EET-1, “centralised regimes generally allow for rapid-roll outs whereas regionalised
planning allows for slower, more halting, and patchier, but perhaps more socially durable energy
formations” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022). In light of the PARK’s critique of RES
progressions in North-Holland and section 4.2’s deliberations of undertakings in Amsterdam, it is evident
that momentum and support is somewhat lacking. Intriguingly, as highlighted by interviews (SR-2, SR-3,
and SR-6) and the analysis of content, participation trajectories are, however, indispensable to the
unwrapping of energy transition in the case location. Design and spatial ateliers have allowed for diverse
stakeholder networks to converse on the allocation of search areas for wind energy landscapes and more
generally speaking also, way to advance towards a sustainable and RE mix in 2030.
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As previously discussed, there is no doubt that energy transition is in everyone’s best interest. 2021 and
2022 predictions by the PBL have indicated that the NPRES should succeed in her mission of delivering 35
TWh of annual onshore RE generation. Furthermore, as reported by SR-1, “quantitatively speaking, I am
positive that RE generation targets will be met” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022).
Nonetheless, from alternative, and potentially more qualitative and spatial points of view, we must
question “whether we will be happy with what this has delivered” (SR-1, personal communication, January
4, 2022). In an ideal world, according to EET-3, in order for an energy landscape to be a real landscape, “it
must be accessible and thus lacking strict boundaries in space and con-conceived with the local community
meaning that at least some of the benefits are localised” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17,
2022). Moreover, “roughly 80% of the current search location sites for wind energy landscapes are illsuited” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022) indicating that serious strides are to be made
with regards to creating desirable energy landscapes and directions of development.
While there is no doubting that wind energy landscape materialisation is in everyone’s best interest, it is
apparent that while “energy transition is very technical, it does involve a lot of emotion” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21). Ultimately, the implications of energy transition reach far beyond frontdoors and embody financial choices that are to be made on household, wallet, and backyard levels (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Subsequently, according to Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid
(2019, p.21), (technical) “information cannot always be taken for granted or understood by everyone”.
Participation trajectories are therefore so pivotal, whereby transition managers and the tiers of
government are “to keep in touch with those involved” Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21).

4.2.4 If anything, what should We Do About It?
Within academia, a large volume of research has directed its attention towards notions of environmental
(and energy) justice, benefit and responsibility sharing, mixed land-use functions, and alternative means to
conduct energy transition. In many of the interviews conducted with stakeholders, referrals were made to
the ‘Wieringermeer Polder’ and its extensive wind energy landscapes. As explained by SR-1, this specific
example or case study, was a “wise lesson” to anyone involved in energy transition and the allocation of
landscapes for onshore wind energy production (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). Outlined
briefly, a small group of farmers agreed to lease out their land for the materialisation of wind energy
landscapes and became incredibly affluent. “While everyone suffers from the turbines, some are benefiting
at the expense of others, and this is where the idea of local ownership came into play” claimed SR-1 (SR-1,
personal communication, January 4, 2022). With all energy landscapes under RES striving to maintain a
50% local ownership status (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019), so-called ‘omgevingsfondsen’
(translating in English to environmental funds) have become widely used, showing how, if anything, what
could be done to ease situation and making developments lucrative for local communities and residents.
In short, ‘omgevingsfondsen’ are means through which funds generated by energy landscapes can be (re-)
invested into the local environment (EET-2, personal communication, January 13, 2022).
Building on the latter, when asked about the biggest winners and losers of RES and energy transition,
interviewees indicated that, in going forward, there is an increasing need “to take a closer look at how you
can make a given location of landscape better when siting wind energy landscapes” (SR-1, personal
communication, January 4, 2022). Although dependent on the spatial context of the area in question, wind
energy landscapes can be combined with other land-uses such as nature and biodiversity as indicated by
SR-2 (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). In such a way, interviewees manifested the
importance of a spatial lens to guide energy transition and allow its subsequent developments to co-exist
with other spatial claims in the Netherlands. As stated by SR-6, “the Netherlands quite literally is a post
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stamp within which at least 10 difference spatial claims are taking place” (SR-6, personal communication,
January 12, 2022) and on numerous occasions, zoning regulations for future building stock ambitions have
come to clash with those of wind energy landscapes. Ultimately, “spatial planning is essential, it can
connect, and allows for an integral point of view through which one may look at available space” (SR-5,
personal communication, January 6, 2022) and ultimately should therefore be more central when planning
for future energy transition scenarios.
Thus far, in consideration of NHN and NHZ’s RES 1.0’s of 2021, “little attention has been paid to the aspect
of landscape integration of development areas” for RE generation according to Slabbers (2021, p.3). “At
this stage, at the very least, the need for spatial integration and the conditions it must meet (such as
strengthening expanding recreational outdoor areas, connecting to area characteristics such as size and
scale) should have been established" (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). Improving, “and making the location in question
should always be the starting point for any local development” related intentions according to the PARK
(Slabbers, 2021, p.3). In such a way, “energy generation must always be accompanied by a ‘plus’ that can
allow the wider environment or context to benefit”, thus contributing “to the acquisition of social support”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.3). According to the PARK (Slabbers, 2021, p.3), this so-called ‘plus’ can be realised by
combining RE generation with “other tasks such as combating subsidence, strengthening biodiversity,
creating forests, more space for water storage”, thus “directly benefiting local and public support”.
While there is to some extent a “certain unavoidable material truth” (EET-5, personal communication,
January 19, 2022) to core-wind energy landscape interplay, the path to follow arguably is one that also
revolves around the sharing of responsibility. According to SR-4, “it is too undue to delegate responsibilities
for outstanding wind energy production to other, more rural and peripheral municipalities” (SR-4, personal
communication, January 18, 2022). Larger municipalities with significant energy demands must first look
at what can be done within their municipal borders. “It should not be the precept that because there is no
space in urban areas, that other landscapes become burdened” (SR-4, personal communication, January
18, 2022). While this may be the case, EET-3 stated that “because cities and densely populated areas are
more prone and viable to reducing energy consumption, maybe society can come to an understanding
where providing renewables is just one part of the solution, while efficiency and reducing demand are the
other two strategies” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). According to SR-4, while the heat
transition may require greater consideration of reducing energy demand, “RES does not place enough
emphasis” on looking beyond the materialisation of (wind) energy landscapes (SR-4, personal
communication, January 18, 2022.

4.2.5 Concluding Remarks, Power-Interest Matrix for Stakeholder Analysis
Thus far, in section 4.2, this research has sought to apply Flyvbjerg’s (2004) four-value rational questions
to deliberations of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the context of RES. In the following section, my
research will further address notions of power and interest in order to categorise parties within stakeholder
network that has been brought to light thus far, either as ‘subjects’, ‘players’, ‘crowd’, or ‘context setters’
of RES and wind energy landscape materialisation in the case location. Building on the latter, Figure 17 has
been catalysed to visualise the placement of key stakeholders in the RES sphere.
Considerations of power and interest can be found diffused within foregoing sections, particularly in 4.2.2,
in which those who gain and loose were identified based on an analysis of content and interviews with
stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts. To commence, the NPRES, given its task to support the
energy regions in formulating their RES’ is to be framed as a serious player of core-wind energy landscape
interplay. Next, interviewees and content have illustrated the Province of North-Holland and her
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municipalities to be ‘players’. While authorised supervision varies specifically with regards to NorthHollands’ wind energy landscapes, Table 10 clearly specifies that the level of power is highly dependent on
the generating capacity of wind energy landscapes. As pointed out on numerous occasions and confirmed
in multiple interviews, the decentralisation of power by the National Government signifies that
municipalities are very much responsible for identifying suitable search locations for wind energy
landscapes, hence their ‘player’ status in the power-interest matrix. Moreover, building on deliberations
of varying administrative capacity in section 4.2.2, one must distinguish between two classifications of
municipalities in the case location, namely, urban agglomerations and more peripheral or rural
municipalities. In further view of the decentralisation of tasks and, the Dutch Government can be regarded
as struck between player and context setter and functions.
Specifying a group of stakeholders with little, or no interest in RES and energy transition is challenging.
According to EE-3, claims can be made for labelling those residing in rural or peripheral landscapes or
municipalities as more conservative and questioning climate change or energy transition. Moreover, as
previously discussed, the PARK has questioned whether the RES has achieved its task of ensuring
momentum and gaining support for energy transition developments in the Netherlands. In spite of the
latter, SR-5 made clear inferences towards society’s categorial interest in energy transition as “we all win
as ultimately, we are doing it for the greater good” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). In
such a light, local residents could be regarded as stuck between ‘subject’ and ‘crowd’ representations. SR1 and SR-3 described the tentative nature of wind energy landscape materialisation in Amsterdam, with
participation trajectories having the capacity to overthrow municipal desires and proceedings.
Nevertheless, one must discern between formal and informal influence. Participation trajectories
organised by municipalities in concert with intermediary consultancy agencies have evidently allowed local
residents to partake in design and spatial ateliers. Regardless, the degree to which their input will be made
concrete and taken into consideration is obscure, as highlighted by SR-5.
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Figure 17, Power-interest matrix for RES NHN and NHZ stakeholder network

4.3 Spatial Planning for Wind Energy Landscapes in North-Holland
Having theorized and conceptualized spatial planning in the context of energy transition related activities
in section 2.4.2, this research will now attempt to apply such deliberations to the context of North-Holland.
Building on the deliberations of Carroli (2018) and the PBL (2019), Cowell and De Laurentis (2021, p.1) have
reiterated the significance of spatial planning, and more generally also, project consenting “as critical
institutions shaping RE deployment” while similarly also, managing the expansion of RE and its “potential
disruption to existing environments”. In this section, my research will specify technical deliberations for
wind energy landscapes, while furthermore also, national and provincial deliberations and policymaking
for wind energy landscapes.

4.3.1 Technical Deliberations for Wind Energy Landscapes
To a great extent, spatial planning for wind energy landscapes is highly dependent on technical
deliberations and procedures. While the purpose of this research is not to delve into such specifics, a brief
discussion on the subject matter is extremely relevant, particularly in consideration of forthcoming
reflections on wind energy landscape arrangement possibilities (in North-Holland) and deliberations of
contiguity and connectivity in section 4.4.1. Having defined wind energy landscapes in Chapter 2 as a RE
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landscape situated within the greater peripheral area that is designated for wind energy production,
consequently consisting of 10 or more turbines, research by Breeze (2016) can be used to review important
details such as array optimisation, cable layout, wind turbine transformers, and lastly also the complexities
surrounding the repowering of wind energy landscapes. In his research, Breeze (2016, p.59) has defined
wind energy landscapes, or wind farms, as “a collection of wind turbines that operate together so that from
the perspective of the grid, they appear to form a single power station”. According to his research, the
construction and materialisation of wind energy landscapes is highly complex and “involves a wide range
of considerations that do not come into play for single turbine installations” (Breeze, 2016, p.59).
According to Breeze (2016, p.60) the “layout of a wind farm can have a major effect on the electrical output
it produces, and therefore ultimately also on its economic viability”. Array optimisation, which in simple
terms is centred around wind turbine layout, is an essential factor in the materialisation of wind energy
landscapes. With energy losses stemming from improper layout potentially “amounting to as much as 10%
of a windfarm’s predicted output” (Breeze, 2016, p.61), the behaviour and interactions among individual
turbines are to be studied carefully, bearing the trails of air turbulence that are left in their wakes and daily
fluctuating meteorological conditions in mind. At the disposal of wind energy landscape developers and
energy transition managers are diverse tools that among many things, enable “fluid dynamic modelling”
and allow for “satellite and ground-based measurements” that can predict wind speeds and directions to
“build up a picture of the wind conditions” at any given potential wind energy landscape search location
(Breeze, 2016, p.61). Essential information to be obtained throughout prior analysis “includes wind
magnitudes, directional distributions, and seasonal fluctuations” (Breeze, 2016, p.61). Once sufficient data
has been obtained, analysis can be conducted “to match the best turbines to the site” in question (Breeze,
2016, p.61). Electrical layout, structural engineering, and economic analysis are also said to “play their part
in determining how the wind energy landscape is to be laid out” (Breeze, 2016, p.61).
In conjunction with array optimisation, cable layout is another essential aspect of wind energy landscape
design. Despite varying sizes and production capacities, the power generated by a wind turbine must be
“carried to a transformer substation prior to delivery to the grid” (Breeze, 2016, p.62). With resistive energy
losses and consequential heat dissipation to surrounding environments habitually occurring when energy
is transported by cables over certain (long) distances, “the length of the cabling from each turbine
transformer to the wind energy landscape substation must be optimised” (Breeze, 2016, p.62). The
materialisation of wind energy landscapes of substantial size requires “complex modelling so that a cabling
array can be developed” that results in the “lowest overall losses” (Breeze, 2016, p.62). Such an array often
takes shape in the form of radial cabling arrangements through which the substation is situated in close
proximity to the centre of the wind energy landscape and largest energy flows taking place through “the
shorter cable runs” (Breeze, 2016, p.62).

4.3.2 National Procedures for Onshore Wind Energy Landscape
As framed by the PBL (2019, p.13), “the manner in which the Netherlands currently realises onshore wind
energy was not conceived at once, however, it was a gradual and slow process”. As discussed in section
4.2.2, and also confirmed by SR-1, “a gradual decentralisation process has taken place over the years” (SR1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). While this research does not strive to recapitulate the history
of Dutch wind energy policymaking, certain proceedings must be brought to light in order to comprehend
and frame present time, 2022, onshore wind proceedings and how search area allocation has become a
sensitive subject matter. Under the guidance of the Dutch Government’s foregoing top-down planning
approach to onshore wind energy, policies such as the ‘Crisis en Herstelwet’ and the 2014 ‘Structuur Visie
Wind op Land’ (SvWOL) are said “to have had an everlasting impact, which ultimately gave rise to
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deliberations of local support and bottom-up thinking” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). A
large portion of North-Holland’s existing wind energy landscapes in 2022 originate from antecedent
undertakings that are “reminiscent of post war modernistic blueprint planning” (PBL, 2019, p.8). Such
policies saw landscapes, such as those located in North-Holland, “assigned the function of wind energy
landscape based on technocratic principles” (PBL, 2019, p.8).
Barring the Netherlands Enterprise Agency’s ‘Procedures for Wind Energy’ (2019) report, the ‘Safety and
Wind Turbines’ (2020) report can also be used to shed further light on wind energy landscape
materialisation proceedings in the case location. Given potential accidents that may occur and safety risks
for local communities and the environment at the hand of wind energy landscape, “wind turbines must
meet strict safety requirements” (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2020, p.1). In most instances, safety risks
are calculated using schemes that have been established by the National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment (RIVM) (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). Such schemes are for example able to indicate
the possibility that a wind turbine blade may fall, a must breaks, and relevant safety distances in the
likelihood of such occurrences (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019). As visible in Figure 18, in order to
“limit risks, minimum distances apply to wind turbines for various buildings and objects” (Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, 2019, p.1). For municipalities, wind energy landscape developers, and other relevant
RES stakeholders, “it is important to be warry of the minimum legal and distance requirements for each
object, and in such a way also, what the wishes are of other uses of the space that manifests itself around
a wind turbine”, or wind energy landscape (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2019, p.1).

Figure 18, Wind turbine distance restrictions (adapted from Kuijers et al. (2018))

4.3.3 Provincial Procedures for Onshore Wind Energy Landscape
All things considered, while the (cultural) landscapes of North-Holland are to be cherished for their
qualities, they can undoubtably be used for “new developments such as energy transition” (Province of
North-Holland, 2021, p.3). While this may be the case, energy transition is considered to be the largest and
most exhaustive challenges the North-Holland landscape will have experienced to date (Province of NorthHolland, 2021). One may therefore argue that “it is important to pay attention to the way in which energy
transition unfolds and materialises in coming years” (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.3). By
concentrating on spatial quality, the Province of North-Holland has clearly highlighted its intention to
“strive for the highest possible contribution towards the quality of the build environment” (Province of
North-Holland, 2021, p.3). Building on the aspirations that have been recognised in the environmental
vision ‘NH2050’, wind energy landscapes in the making are to be wary of “development history, planning
principles, and the qualities of the landscape” while not forgetting to ensure sufficient participation and
involvement of local communities and citizens (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.8). In further
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consideration of NH2050, the Province has highlighted the effective and efficient use of energy
infrastructure as one of the biggest challenges for energy transition.
In recent years, the province has made modifications to its onshore wind energy policies. As discussed on
numerous occasions, the decentralisation of energy transition activities by the Dutch Government has
allowed for Dutch provinces to taken on directing roles within energy transition. As indicated by SR-1, in
2022, there is “less and less involvement or influence of the Dutch Government in our provincial and energy
transition policy frameworks” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). Previously established
policy frameworks and existing non-statutory measures (such as the 600m distance requirement to
vulnerable objects and buildings), dating back to 2014 and foregoing top-down energy policy frameworks,
were in 2021, cancelled by the province (Province of North-Holland, n.d.). The delivery of RES 1.0 of both
NHN and NHZ in 2021 has seen the instruments become leading for the Environmental Regulations NH2020
and NH2022 with regards to onshore wind. Noteworthy of reviewing is the Province of North-Holland’s
‘Spatial Guide to Onshore Wind’. In this policy document, the province has clearly mandated (the spatial
planning) procedures for integrating wind energy landscapes into its “open, vastly contrasting, and unique”
provincial landscape (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.8). The ‘Spatial Guide’ has been formulated to aid
municipalities, wind energy project developers and initiators, and other relevant stakeholders to
materialise wind energy landscapes that are considerate of the province’s landscape(s) and spatial
qualities. As to be elaborated on in sections 4.3.3.1 and 4.3.3.2, potential arrangement possibilities have
been formulated in combination with a series of guiding development principles.

4.3.3.1 North-Holland Wind Energy Landscape Arrangement Possibilities
Providing contextures for the materialisation of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the Province of
North-Holland, the ‘Spatial Guide to Onshore Wind’ recognises five types of setups or arrangement
possibilities for wind energy landscapes, namely: solitaire, cluster, line, grid, or family of solitaire. In review
of the spatial guide, Figure 19, visualises such possibilities and has labelled the arrangements in respective
order from A to E. Firstly, as the title suggests, a solitaire arrangement encompasses a single turbine with
“strong place making effects” that has “manifested itself by means of the absence of other turbines in the
area” (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.9). Secondly, cluster arrangements are “small groupings” of two
to four wind turbines that possess over similar strong place making effects to solitaire turbines (Province
of North-Holland, 2021, p.9). Next, line arrangements describe wind turbines that have been ordered in a
line formation (Province of North-Holland, 2021). Fourthly, grid arrangements are groupings “of at least 6
turbines that are to be placed in a rigid raster arrangement” (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.10). Lastly,
family of solitaire arrangements encompass “multiple solitaire turbines with the same spatial principles”
(Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.11). With landscape unrest being easy to incite, wind energy landscape
developers must also consider consonant turbine appearances, axle heights, principles, and surrounding
landscape contexts (Province of North-Holland, 2021).
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Figure 19, Wind energy landscape arrangement possibilities in the Province of North-Holland (adapted from Province of NorthHolland (2021))

4.3.2.2 North-Holland Wind Energy Landscape Development Principles
Substantiating wind turbine arrangement possibilities, the Province of North-Holland has established a
series of development principles for wind energy landscapes. Similar to the arrangement possibilities, such
principles have relevance for core-wind energy landscape interplay given their capacity to shape and
prevent unrest within the provincial landscape. In view of the latter, “due to their size, wind turbines are
visible from great distances, therefore having a supra-local impact on space and rural areas” (Province of
North-Holland, 2021, p.8). Accordingly, “it is important to look at the various scale levels and the effects of
integration of turbine constellations” (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.8). In further review of the
‘Spatial Guide to Onshore Wind’, the first development principle entails that (future) wind energy
landscapes must respect North-Holland’s diverse landscape units and transitional areas (Province of NorthHolland, 2021). Secondly, the desire of the province to connect (future) wind energy landscapes with local
landscape values and dynamics with again here, a distinction being made between organic and designed
landscapes (Province of North-Holland, 2021). Thirdly, (future) wind energy landscapes are to be coupled
with existing landscape structures such as railways or motorways (with the ‘A7 Rijksweg’ being a suitable
example) (Province of North-Holland, 2021). The fourth and fifth development principles make
considerations for not all structures being carriers for wind energy landscapes and that materialisation
requires size at the relevant spatial scale (Province of North-Holland, 2021). Lastly, the Province has
highlighted her preference for to-be constructed turbines to be connected to existing arrangements and a
sober design of the turbine base (Province of North-Holland, 2021).
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Building on section 4.2.4’s discussion on mixed land-use functions as potential means to advance energy
transition, the Province of North-Holland has also taken the combining of spatial claims and functions into
account in her ‘Spatial Guide’ (2021). Barring energy transition, a multitude of other spatial challenges
(such as subsidence, climate adaptation, and vitality of the agricultural sector) have manifested themselves
in the case location (Province of North-Holland, 2021). In view of the complex spatial environment in the
province, “it is important that options for making combinations with other area-specific tasks are always
explored when (re)developing wind energy landscapes” (Province of North-Holland, 2021, p.16). According
to the Province of North- Holland (2021, p.16), in such a way, space can be used efficiently and “work can
be made with work”. To conclude, the ‘Spatial Guide’ (2021) has indicated some examples of combining
spatial claims, such as combining wind and solar energy landscapes with ecology, wind energy landscapes
in combination with open field crop growing, and lastly, using wind energy landscapes to finance other
area-specific developments (such as nature, landscape, or recreation) (Province of North-Holland, 2021).
Figure 20 provides an overview of the formalistic to-be taken steps by initiative takers for the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes in the case location. While interviewees did not disclose any
information on such proceedings, they are relevant to core-wind energy landscape interplay on the
grounds that, similar to turbine arrangement and development principles, they ostensively systematise the
materialisation and concretisation of search areas in NHN and NHZ.

Figure 20, Wind energy landscape materialisation procedure in Province of North-Holland (adapted from Province of NorthHolland (2021))

4.3.4 Wind Energy Landscapes of North-Holland
In consideration of the proceedings between 2019 and 2021, energy regions NHN and NHZ have identified
their search locations for large-scale RE generation in their RES 1.0 bids. While further concretisation of
these energy landscapes is highly contingent on licencing procedures and successful completion of further
steps that have been summarised in Figure 20, Figures 21, 22, and 23 can be used to apprehend the various
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possibilities in the case location, and more importantly also, as grounds upon which in a later stadium,
conceptualisations of core-wind energy landscape interplay can potentially materialise. As indicated in the
legend, zones on the map coloured blue and green visualise (mixed solar and) wind energy landscapes.
Giving attention to Figure 21, striking are the multiplicity of existing wind turbines scattered in the Northern
regions of NHN such as the ‘Kop of North-Holland’ and ‘Medemblik’. On the contrary, surprising are the
lack of planned wind energy landscapes. In section 4.2.2, SR-2 and SR-4 were clear to highlight ‘West Frisian’
sentiments towards future wind energy landscapes. The search areas that have been integrated (also in
combination with solar energy landscapes) into the propositions can be for example located in close
proximity to ‘Alkmaar’, ‘Heerhugowaard’, ‘Horn’, and infrastructure such as ‘N’ roads. In NHZ, similar
circumstances have unfolded, however, a strong cluster of planned solar and wind energy landscapes can
be found in close proximity to Amsterdam and the ‘Noordzeekanaal’ as visualised in Figure 22. To a great
extent, proceedings in both energy regions go against advice and proposals made by Slabbers (2021) and
North-Holland’s gird manager Liander to cluster developments close to where significant energy demand
exists. Furthermore, in such a light, the preferential treatment that onshore wind should receive given its
higher energy efficiencies and consequent generating capacities has evidently also been ignored by both
energy regions.

Figure 21, RES 1.0 search areas for RE generation in NHN (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord (2021))
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Figure 22, RES 1.0 search areas for RE generation in NHN (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid (2021))

Figure 23, Search areas for wind energy landscapes in Amsterdam (adapted from Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid
(2021))
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Further zooming in on NHZ’s largest urban agglomeration, the sub-region and Municipality of Amsterdam
has also formulated her search areas for wind energy landscapes in Figure 23. On the surface, Amsterdam
has undertaken conspicuous efforts to realise wind energy landscapes within the bounds of its municipal
borders. Interesting to note are the so-called ‘preference areas’, or dark green zones as indicated in the
legend that can be found situated on the urban agglomeration’s contours or border areas (indicated by the
dotted line). Confirming remarks made by the PARK and SR-3, an additional reserve area can be located in
the North of Amsterdam, close to the Municipality of ‘Waterland’ and in the South-East, bordering the
Municipality of ‘Diemen’. Complications with regards to allocating search areas in the urban
agglomeration’s densely populated and constrained centre are clearly visible. Furthermore, evident are the
lack of search locations in the city’s Southern region. The presence of Schiphol International Airport
showcases a multitude of constrains through which realising search areas in ‘Amsterdam Zuid’ and
‘Amsterdam Nieuw-West’ becomes practically impossible.

4.3.5 Concluding Remarks, Wind Energy Landscapes of North-Holland
Section 4.3 stood at the centre of spatial planning deliberations for materialising search areas for wind
energy landscapes in North-Holland. In concert, matters discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2, while moreover
also, the various technical abstractions, as well as diverse wind turbine arrangement possibilities, design
principles, and (administrative) procedures to-be taken illustrate the complexity of wind energy landscape
siting. To a great extent, section 4.3.4 and Figures 21, 22, and 23 serve as the pinnacle of this research
whereby, core-wind energy landscape interplay in the context of RES has given rise to the search locations
that have identified above. While Amsterdam has clearly highlighted her ambition to realise wind energy
landscapes in close proximity to the urban agglomeration, notable is the scarcity of search areas in both
energy regions and emphasis on solar energy landscapes (which have been combined with wind energy
generation).

4.4 Territorialisation of RES NHN & NHZ
In the following section, my research will elaborate on territorialisation related developments that were
identified by the analysis of content and interviews with stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts.
Section 4.4.1 directs its attention towards notions of contiguity and connectivity while section 4.4.2
examines dynamics of centralisation. Having defined these variables in Chapter 2, my research has both
deductively and inductively been able to substantiate key words and concepts that could particularise the
presence of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the case location.

4.4.1 Contiguity & Connectivity
In energy regions NHN and NHZ, much can be said about the diffusion (or lack of) search locations for wind
energy landscapes which can be found depicted in Figures 21, 22, and 23. As discussed in section 4.2.2,
search locations can be found clustered on (sub)regional and municipal borders. Areas primarily designated
for onshore wind energy generation are located in close proximity to both Amsterdam and Alkmaar’s
municipal borders. When combining search locations for wind and solar energy landscapes, a multitude of
locations can be found scattered across the provincial landscape, primarily surrounding the
‘Noordzeekanaal’, ‘Hoorn’, and ‘Alkmaar’s’ southern territory. As indicated in his appraisal, the PARK
describes a lack of coherence among the energy regions and her stakeholders that brings the coherence of
both RES 1.0’s of NHN and NHZ, and when combined, the province’s bid into question. More specifically,
he discusses the so-called “sprinkling of initiatives” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1) whereby from a spatial quality
perspective, one is given the impression that something is happening everywhere.
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Controversy surrounding the discussion on the equal and ‘fair’ distribution of wind energy landscape
infrastructure over a given landscape will never splinter. According to Bridge et al. (2013, p.337), “strategies
that target flow resources like wind for the generation of electricity generally do require for a dispersed
strategy of generation, in order to manage the relatively low power densities and intermittency associated
with these resources”. Speaking on proceedings thus far, SR-1 claimed that the allocation of landscapes for
wind energy production is not justifiable. Although existing wind energy infrastructure does not
theoretically fall within the scope of core-wind energy landscape interplay, their contiguity and
connectivity must be questioned. While NHZ is home to little onshore wind energy infrastructure, a strong
cluster can be found in the Northern and ‘Westfrisian’ subregions of NHN. Using the frequently cited
example of ‘Wieringermeer’s’ wind energy landscapes, he stated that “the municipality has been assigned
a large wind farm through which local (generated) benefits are barely visible” (SR-1, personal
communication, January 4, 2022). Moreover, as stated by SR-5, “if one is to deliberate on generating the
energy you use, then of course the distribution of infrastructure over the landscape is not fair, because more
energy is consumed in cities” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022).
“Pragmatically seen” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022), there is “a certain unavoidable
material truth” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022) to the fact that is not spatially or
technically feasible to site wind energy landscapes within, and in close proximity to urban agglomerations.
According to SR-6, “there are no locations within the city for wind energy landscapes, people go to live in
the city and per definition, they live close together in densely populated environments” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022). “If you even begin to talk about distances and possible locations for
wind, you could probably count these on one hand” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022). “It
is therefore logical thar there is no space in the city for wind” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12,
2022). Ultimately, according to a SR-3, “it is not about wanting to test nature and other less urbanised
landscapes, there is just a simple technical reason to which wind energy landscapes in cities can just not be
done” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022).
In the context of sharing responsibility for RE generation, opinions of interviewees were generally mixed
with regards to large energy users being liable for their own demand. “We are transitioning towards a new
energy system within which, local and intermittent energy sources are not always matching existing
demand” claimed SR-6 (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022). In such a light, “what cannot be
achieved locally, must ultimately be tapped on the regional level” (SR-6, personal communication, January
12, 2022). Similarly, SR-5 highlighted that large energy demands “require a national look or focus” (SR-5,
personal communication, January 6, 2022). While not exactly relevant to wind energy infrastructure, SR-5
claimed that one may for example not hold considerable demanders such TATA Steel accountable for
foreseeing themselves of their own energy demand. Moreover, the picture or frame of reference “must be
broadened to make allowances for mitigating carbon dioxide emissions” (SR-5, personal communication,
January 6, 2022). Building on the latter, in review of section 1.2 and 4.2.4, SR-4 urged (from a spatial
perspective) in favour of further emphasising the need for large energy users to reduce their demand, and
thus, be more considerate of the trias energetica and its means to instigate energy saving measures.
Giving consideration to clustering demand and supply of RE, the analysis of content and interviews with
stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts revealed that the subject matter is one of the largest
discussion topics within the realm of contiguity and connectivity. More so, according to EET-3, “the network
perspective has been underestimated” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). While such an
approach to allocating search areas is reminiscent of top-down approaches to energy transition and the
fair and equal distribution of turbines over the case location (SR.C-1, personal communication, January 6,
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2022), key stakeholders such as Liander and the Province of North-Holland have heavily emphasised the
need to cluster demand and supply. Although “not exactly leading as a design principle” (SR-1, personal
communication, January 4, 2022) according to SR-1, it must be central to decision-making procedures. As
visible in Figure 24, and confirmed by SR-2, “the energy system is struggling, this is expected to continue
and worsen in the coming years” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). According to SR-6,
the subject matter was not a central point of discussion in the design and spatial ateliers given that much
of the attention was directed at creating momentum for energy transition among local communities and
residents. In her words, “where there is space for grid capacity has not been taken into consideration, or
so, how are we going to ensure that the least major infrastructural adjustments will be made” (SR-6,
personal communication, January 12, 2022).

Figure 24, Grid capacity in the Province of North-Holland (adapted from Netbeheerder Nederland (n.d.))
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4.4.2 Centralisation
In many regards, it is evident that RES and core-wind energy landscape interplay is, as described by the PBL
(2021, p.24), “a political storyline”. Evident from the analysis of content and interviews conducted with
stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts is that in the wake of the decentralisation of tasks,
decision-making on the whole is not centralised in one location or by a certain stakeholder. In their
research, Bridge et al. (2013, p.337) discussed the complex nature of achieving centralisation within
national energy grids that tend to be substantiated by autonomous suppliers. As indicated by SR-2, “in our
municipality, we really did everything we could to involve all relevant stakeholders and to converse with
local residents” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2022). Interviews with SR-3 and SR-4
revealed similar proceedings through which, municipalities in the case location sought to cooperatively
allocate locations for wind energy landscapes. In the words of SR-3, “we organised many ateliers and
evenings with local residents to determine the conditions under which the placement of wind energy
landscapes in Amsterdam would be acceptable and people clearly have big worries” (SR-3, personal
communication, January 13, 2022). In view of deliberations of participation deliberations of informal and
formal influence, SR-5 highlighted concerns with regards to the appropriateness of resident involvement.
The Dutch Government “must make clearer what happens with the input that is generated by local
residents in the design and spatial ateliers” prior to the trajectory (SR-5, personal communication, January
6, 2022), rather than window dressing denominating proceedings.
The process design of RES’ NHN and NHZ has been structured in such a way that spatial claims for wind
energy landscapes are very much restricted to the sub-region. As indicated by SR-1, “the RES has been set
up with the intent that localised and sought-after search areas may only be concentrated within the subregion in question” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). By way of illustration, the
Municipality, and sub-region of Amsterdam has no interest in NHN and can only allocate landscapes for
wind energy infrastructure that exist within the confines of its municipal and sub-regional borders. The
same principle applies to the remaining five sub-regions of NHZ and three sub-regions in NHN. As
highlighted by SR-2, “we are not going to solve Amsterdam or Alkmaar’s wind energy landscape siting
problems” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021). In such a way SR-1 claimed that “this is a
major advantage of a bottom-up approach to RES as the search areas have and always will be allocated by
the municipalities” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022).
Contrary to the dissipation of decision-making and delimiting nature of RES and search area allocation for
wind energy landscapes, interviews with stakeholders and an analysis of content revealed that critical
capacity to carry out energy transition activities is fixated in numerous locations and by several
stakeholders. On numerous occasions throughout this research, the varying levels of administrative
capacity among North-Holland’s municipalities were brought to light, confirming Hoppe and Miedema’s
(2020, p.2) belief that urban agglomerations have “larger capacities, investment room and interests than
their smaller counterparts”. In review of section 4.2.2 and claims made by SR-5, “there simply is no capacity
within smaller and more rural municipalities to take on so many tasks, with on the one hand, a
decentralisation of tasks having taken place, while on the other hand, there being a lack of means to pursue
activities” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). Other interviewees (SR-1, SR-3, and SR-6)
revealed similar contentions. Moreover, in view of the Province of North-Holland’s ‘Perspective of the
Regional Energy Strategy’ (2020, p.4) report, while the province may be an equal negotiating partner to
municipalities and waterboards, the tier of government has clearly indicated “the major supraregional
impact of energy transition” requires for “making effective energy transition choices, realising cohesion
between sub-regions, and importantly also, safeguarding the quality of the North-Holland landscape and
economy”.
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Furthermore, relevant to centralisation are notions of ownership of (wind) energy infrastructure. Both
energy regions in the case location have indicated intentions to maintain a 50% local ownership status for
wind energy landscapes (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019. Moreover, as discussed on numerous
occasions, so-called ‘omgevingsfondsen’ have become rather popular to ensure that local interests are
safeguarded and that everyone can (financially) benefit from wind energy landscapes. While the local
ownership of wind energy infrastructure is idealised, numerous interviewees highlighted that formerly,
grants and amenities have been inconspicuous. As highlighted by SR-1, some municipalities are yet to reap
the benefits of wind energy landscape siting, particularly those who were previously designated generating
tasks under guidance of foregoing top-down planning and approaches for onshore wind. In spite of the rise
of grassroot energy initiatives and cooperatives among local residents, authorised supervision of wind
energy landscapes customarily lies with the various tiers of government as revealed in section 4.2.2. In
further consideration of the financial aspects of wind energy infrastructure ownership and control, one
must also consider the previously discussed land-owners that have become subject to siting proceedings
and generating electricity. EET-1 emphasised the need to contemplate the ownership of land, particularly
given the “new territorial alignments” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022) that materialise
in the context of energy transition. In review of section 4.2.2 and Kuijers et al. (2018), the siting of new
wind energy landscapes generally tends to recognise two classifications of land-users, namely, farmers
possessing substantial land designated for agricultural activities and nature management organisations.

4.4.3 Concluding Remarks, Territorialisation of RES NHN & NHZ
In order to assess core-wind energy landscape interplay in the Province of North-Holland, the previous
section attempted to elaborate on territorialisation developments and its contiguity, connectivity, and
centralisation related variables. While the analysis of content and interviews with stakeholders of RES
revealed a series of important matters, the clustering of demand and supply presents itself as the most
major and ponderous subject matter in the context of notions of contiguity and connectivity, particularly
in light of the adversities faced by the grid and those responsible for energy infrastructure. Moreover, the
distribution of wind energy landscapes over the Province of North-Holland revealed itself to be a sensitive
topic among interviewees. With regards to centralisation related developments in RES, the collection of
data proclaimed that although decision-making appears to be decentralised among the RES’ diverse
stakeholder network, certain parties possess over superior administrative capacity and manpower to
undertake energy transition. Furthermore, detrimental to core-wind energy landscape interplay is the
restrictive nature of the RES’ process design through which the allocation of search areas is restricted to
the sub-region in question. Lastly, considerations of financial ownership of wind energy infrastructure and
subsequential landownership have clear implications for the emergence of new territorial alignments.
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5. Discussion
In the following sections, my research will reflect on, and interpret the findings exhibited in Chapter 4.
Section 5.1 will focus on interpreting and comprehending the outcomes of the various SRQs (in relation to
each other) while in section 5.2, I reflect on the theoretical framework, the research design and chosen
methodology.

5.1 Reflecting on the Sub- Research Questions
With the intention of building an understanding of whether urban agglomerations marginalise peripheral
landscapes for the materialisation of wind energy landscapes, four SRQs were formulated in section 2.6.
Firstly, this research sought to comprehend how the RES’ 1.0 of NHN and NHZ have materialised since 2019
which was followed by an inquiry into the diverse stakeholder network upon which RES has been fabricated
and consequently also, the varying levels of stakeholder interest in, and influence on RES. Next, I aspired
to shed light on the spatial planning related deliberations that characterise efforts to site wind energy
landscapes in the Province of North-Holland and to conclude, I attempted to explicate territorialisation
related processes in the RES’ of NHN and NHZ. In the following sections, I have formulated the outcomes
of the various SRQs and consequently have sought to expose synergies to come to certain conclusions of
core-wind energy landscape interplay in the case location.

5.1.1 Sub-Research Question Judgements
Considering SRQ 1, this research was able to become more acquainted with the intricacies of the RES’ of
NHN and NHZ. The analysis of content and interviews with stakeholders revealed that RES is very much
idealised as a tool to systematise and marshal the spatial integration of energy transition activities while
similarly also, realise greater momentum and societal acceptance. In anticipation of having undergone a
successful energy transition by 2050, collectively, the 30 energy regions must produce 35 TWh of onshore
RE in 2030. The delineation of energy regions is to be regarded as “an organic process” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022) that embellishes administrative demarcations and foregoing
(administrative and institutional) partnerships among stakeholders. The RES’ of NHN and NHZ are
portrayed as bottom-up processes, whereby, municipalities in North-Holland have been responsible for
gathering knowledge, organising ateliers with local residents and stakeholders, and finding suitable
locations for wind energy landscapes. Formally speaking, the trajectory commenced in 2019 with the
publishing of NHN and NHZ’s initial memoranda, whereby, ambitions and expectations were formulated.
Subsequently, concept-RES’, reaction memoranda, and ultimately, in July 2021, the RES’ 1.0 were
pronounced. Guided by intermediary consultants, design and spatial ateliers were highlighted as pivotal to
the proceedings. In such environments, stakeholders deliberated on possible energy transition scenarios
and futures at provincial, regional, and municipal scales in order to determine under which circumstances,
certain developments could be regarded as desirable.
In pursuit of SRQ 2, and under the guidance of Flyvbjerg (2004) and his four-value rational questions, the
intricate stakeholder network and working organisation characteristic to the RES’ of NHN and NHZ was
unearthed. In light of the content analysed and interviews conducted with stakeholders, an approximate
amount of 18 stakeholders with differing activities, levels of influence, interest, and statuses of
involvement in RES have been identified by my research. Moreover, giving further consideration to
mechanisms of power, this research was able to assert winners and losers of core-wind energy landscape
interplay. Making use of such information, a power-interest matrix was materialised to build a better
understanding of the positioning of certain stakeholders within the realm of RES. Mechanisms of power
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can be traced to the authorised supervision of wind energy landscapes by various tiers of government, and
furthermore also, the contrasting administrative capacities among municipalities in the case location. With
regards to interest, it is challenging to identify stakeholders with little or no curiosity towards energy
transition or wind energy landscape eventualities. While the sense of urgency for advancements within the
stakeholder network certainly does vary, particularly among residents of urban and rural areas, energy
transition ultimately is in the best interest of society as a whole according to SR-5.
Conclusions that could be derived from SRQ 3 generally revealed the complex nature of wind energy
landscape siting activities and moreover also, the essentiality of spatial planning as a component of site
imaging and subsequent materialisation. Firstly, in review of research conducted by Breeze (2016),
technical considerations substantiate those of spatial orientation, directing their attention towards
optimising the wind turbine arrangements and cable layout. In his words, the “layout of a wind farm can
have a major effect on the electrical output it produces, and therefore ultimately also on its economic
viability” (Breeze, 2016, p.60). Over the years, policymaking for onshore wind has drastically shifted from
top-down blueprint planning approaches whereby landscapes were assigned the status of wind energy
landscape by the government while nowadays, in 2022, the ‘bottom-up’ RES’ 1.0 of NHN and NHZ have
become leading. Examining the Province of North-Holland’s ‘Spatial Guide to Onshore Wind’, five types of
arrangement possibilities for wind turbines are recommended, namely: solitaire, cluster, line, grid, or
family of solitaire. Moreover, a series of design and development principles have been commanded by the
province to safeguard the welfare of the provincial landscape and prevent further unrest. A brief review of
national onshore wind policymaking exposed further criteria for wind energy landscape materialisation,
and particularly, the safe distances between turbines and building stocks and zoning procedures that are
to be undertaken by those with authorised supervision of the wind energy landscape prior to undertakings.
Giving consideration to SRQ 4 and notions of contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation, a multitude of
territorialisation related undertakings could be identified in the RES proceedings of NHN and NHZ.
Concerning contiguity and connectivity, there is an evident diffusion (or lack of) search locations for wind
energy landscapes in the case location, however, those that do exist occur in clusters on the fringes of
municipal, sub-regional, and regional borders. In view of the latter, the distribution of wind energy
landscapes over the provincial (energy) landscape remains controversial, particularly with regards to the
“pragmatic” and “unavoidable material truth” to realising search locations within densely populated and
complex spatial environments such as those present in urban agglomerations. Furthermore, the clustering
of demand and supply revealed itself to be a contentious subject matter given the struggles faced by grid
managers and energy infrastructure to accommodate the upscaling of RE and electrification of the energy
mix. In the context of centralisation, RES, and core-wind energy landscape interplay both have an evident
political story line. While centralisation appears to be low in the case location, administrative capacity, and
manpower to take on energy transition activities can be traced to urban agglomerations. Geo-politics of
RES or scaling of (formal) power by urban agglomerations in the context of search area identification is
restricted to the sub-regional spatial scale. To conclude, deliberations of (financial and land) ownership
have proven to be central to deliberations of core-wind energy landscape interplay.

5.1.2 Interlinkage of Research Questions
In many regards, the answers to the various SRQs have a series of broad-ranging implications whereby one
is able to ponder over mechanisms of core-wind energy landscape interplay in the energy regions NHN and
NHZ. Tying together the findings of SRQ 1, 2, 3, and 4, and their multifarious denotations, a series of
quandaries and adversities come to light. Building towards the main RQ and overall outcome(s) of this
research, in the following sections, among other topics of discussion, this research will explore core-wind
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energy landscape interplay at sub-regional scales in North-Holland, question the well-suitedness of RES to
marshal Dutch energy transition, and lastly, examine the important of the network and energy
infrastructure perspective in going forward.

5.1.2.1 RES Predicaments, How Bottom-Up are the RES’ of NHN and NHZ?
While the analysis of policy documentation points towards the well-thought-out and opportunistic nature
of RES, interviews with stakeholders and experts of energy transition interestingly suggest otherwise.
Firstly, one must deliberate on the extent to which the RES of NHN and NHZ are bottom-up in their
approaches to formulating search areas for wind energy landscapes. While specific definitions of top-down
and bottom-up approaches arguably are arbitrary and can be interpreted in a variety of ways, interviews
with stakeholders and an analysis of content revealed that the specific process and design of RES NHN and
NHZ most certainly have taken on a combination of the two approaches. As confirmed by NHZ in their initial
memorandum (2019, p.5), both methodologies have ultimately very much “gone hand in hand”. In their
‘Monitor of the Concept-RES’ report, the PBL (2021, p.21) have defined bottom-up approaches to RES in
the context of decentralising energy transition activities whereby municipalities have become responsible
for facilitating a bid. In such a way, the sum of municipal bids constitutes the regional bid (PBL, 2021).
Moreover, according to the PBL (2021, p.22) top-down RES approaches entail energy regions “deriving
‘their’ part of the 35 TWh from the number of inhabitants, the electricity consumption, or the spatial
potential of the region”.
Concerning a bottom-up approach to formulating the RES 1.0 in energy regions NHN and NHZ, SR-1
interestingly asserted that NHN and NHZ have distinguished themselves from the remaining 28 RES’ by
means of “a large-scale bottom-up story, even larger than other approaches taken by energy regions or
provinces” (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). In essence, bottom-up strategies of RES have
materialised in response to foregoing top-down manoeuvrings “which did not work” according to SR-6 (SR6, personal communication, January 12, 2022). Confirming the views of the PBL and the definition provided
in their ‘Monitor of the Concept-RES’ report, SR-1 and SR-2 expressed that municipalities were given full
responsibility and autonomy to generate input, local knowledge, and establish momentum for energy
transition developments among local residents, communities, and other important stakeholders. In such a
way, search areas for wind energy landscapes could be sought after that are fitting to local and regional
context and desires (SR-1, personal communication, January 4, 2022). According to SR-5, “local residents
know better than anyone outsider what the strengths and opportunities are, while similarly also, the
dangers of wind energy landscape siting or integration possibilities” in the municipality or (sub)region in
question (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022).
Interestingly, some elements of NHN and NHZ RES’ trajectories hint towards the usage of top-down
blueprints. While the PBL’s definition is not straightforwardly applicable to proceedings in the case
location, I wish to direct one’s attention towards the time pressure under which (sub-)regions were
required to draft their initial memoranda, concept-RES, and ultimately also, their RES’ 1.0. EET-3 expressed
his concern towards the so-called “pressure cooker” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022)
within which energy transition plans had to be realised, but consequently also succeed when implemented.
Moreover, according to EET-2, “the framework for RES had only just been established and few months later,
on such short notice, the energy regions were already forced to hand in their concept bids” (EET-2, personal
communication, January 13, 2022). An interview with SR-3 sheds further light on the ‘time pressure’ and
“process that needed to be conducted in such a short space of time” (SR-3, personal communication,
January 13, 2022). “A significant amount of (local) information and knowledge needed to be gathered and
there were many external pressuring factors but, in the end, we did manage to meet the deadlines and
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deliver the RES 1.0” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). Further top-down proceedings in
the RES’ of NHN and NHZ can be found submerged in the allocation of search areas. According to SR-2, the
province has on numerous occasions had intentions to site several wind energy landscapes within
Medemblik as part of their zoning plan. However, given the municipality’s overpowering negative stance
towards onshore wind energy, provincial master plans were scrapped in a later stadium (SR-2, personal
communication, December 14, 2021).
Building on the pressure cooker that according to interviewees defines RES proceedings, one may consider
varying degrees of steering by the NPRES. In similar fashion, while the (spatial) frameworks and guiding
principles formulated by the Province of North-Holland most certainly assist wind energy landscape
developers and municipalities in their efforts to find search areas for onshore wind, such means could be
regarded as controlling. Similar remarks could be made with regards to the initial memoranda of both
energy regions NHN and NHZ. With reference to the initial memoranda, the PARK stated in his appraisal
that “the limited attention which was ultimately given to the elaboration of the guiding spatial principles
illustrated the split created by the initial memoranda” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). Interestingly, “on the one hand,
the memoranda emphasise that the processes are to be organised from the bottom up, with the regions in
charge, while at the same time, guiding principles were provided” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). Notwithstanding,
according to the PARK, “the province has recognised the importance of a bottom-up approach, aimed at
gaining support” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1). “Procedurally, she has indicated that she is a party within RES, equal
to others such as municipalities and waterboards” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1). “In doing so, the province has
distanced itself from the directing role it was used to as an administrative layer between the national and
municipal levels” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
When asked about their partiality towards top-down or bottom-up approaches to RES, interviewees
provided mixed responses. According to EET-1 and SR-5, both have their advantages and disadvantages.
“Centralised regimes allow for rapid-roll outs whereas regionalised planning allows for slower, more
halting, and patchier, but perhaps more socially durable energy formations” (EET-1, personal
communication, January 7, 2022). Giving consideration to the latter, EET-4 described how bottom-up
approaches to energy transition can often “better accommodate the local democratic impulse” (EET-4,
personal communication, January 19, 2022). While SR-1 was clear to express his preference for a top-down
approach to energy transition, similar to EET-4, he was coherent in his belief that in the current political
climate that characterises the Netherlands, such is not feasible or desirable. In such a way, the search areas
for wind energy landscapes were described by SR-1 as a “support-based story” (SR-1, personal
communication, January 4, 2022). Ultimately, in view of varying administrative capacities among NorthHolland’s municipalities, according to SR-5, the decentralisation of tasks is favourable but smaller
municipalities have limited means to take on responsibilities meaning “there is a risk that energy targets
won’t be met” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). In such a light, “some steering from above,
in a specific direction” could be desirable, especially from a spatial perspective (SR-5, personal
communication, January 6, 2022).

5.1.2.2 Stakeholder Relationships
Regional energy transition frameworks can be purposive to facilitate dialogue and collaborative
partnerships among stakeholders. Interviews confirmed (with SR-1 and SR-5) that RES has enabled
stakeholders to establish contact with one another. According to SR-4, inter- municipal and sub-regional
partnerships illustrate that “not only must you contend with your environment, which ultimately is your
municipality, one must also be considerate of neighbouring municipalities and their ideals or expectations”
(SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). Moreover, “one must be mindful and converse on
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sensitive subject matters, but also consequently be warry of possibilities to collaborate within the context
of energy transition” (SR-4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). Accordingly, “thanks to RES, us
municipalities are more easily able to interact, communicate, and help each other out when needed” (SR4, personal communication, January 18, 2022). In essence, regional energy transition according to EET-4
“shifts the spatial scale of analysis downwards, making the policy community smaller, whereby you’re much
more likely to get collaboration between key actors than you are at the national level” (EET-4, personal
communication, January 19, 2022). “People can speak to each other and move things on a great deal more
quicky and there is greater sensitivity towards territorial effects” (EET-4, personal communication, January
19, 2022)
In review of the process design and trajectory, prior to the commencement of RES in 2019, stakeholders
demanded a transparent procedure whereby, emphasis was to be placed on “careful participation and
supportive communication” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21). The analysis of content and
interviews conducted with stakeholders emphasised the importance and indispensable nature of
participation trajectories to RES. Together with intermediary consultants, the Province of North-Holland
and her municipalities arranged a series of local and regional design and spatial ateliers to communicate
RES developments and converse with stakeholders on possible energy transition scenarios, suitable
locations for RE generation, and conditions under which certain developments could be desirable or
beneficial for the municipality or region in question. In energy region NHN, a total of 47 regional and local
design ateliers were organised with an approximate amount of 1200 participants partaking (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord, 2020). Similar numbers were registered in NHZ where 44 ateliers took
place with a similar number of participants (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2020). According to SR2, “we as a municipality have done everything to be proactive with residents and converse with them on
energy transition developments” (SR-2, personal communication, December 14, 2021).
In substance, the PARK’s appraisal of RES undertakings in North-Holland provides an alternative lens
whereby one is able to question stakeholder relationships, whether collaboration can take place without
implications on autonomy, and consequently, the status of inter- regional, sub-regional, and municipal
decision-making. According to Slabbers (2021, p.4), the sub-regional scale or framework upon which the
RES is sustained, “has determined for each sub-region what the most desirable strategy will be for that
area”. “However, it is a misconception that the combination of the most desirable strategy per sub-region
also leads to the most desirable strategy per region, just as it is by no means stated that the addition of the
most desirable strategy per region results in the most desirable strategy on the provincial scale as a whole”,
let alone on the national scale (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). The developments that have unfolded in energy region
NHN are “illustrative in this regard” in the opinion of the PARK as “the contours of the three sub-regions
are clearly recognisable” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). In his words, “each sub-region has worked from her own
strategy as one explicitly wanted no wind energy, but only solar, and then only linked to infrastructure,
while the second region wanted solar energy, but only in places where landowners had indicated they were
interested, and the third sub-region simply wanted RE on the edges of its cores” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4).
Essentially, “this is not a regional energy strategy, but a bundling of three sub-regional strategies”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.4).
Interviewees provided little confirmation of the PARK’s critique, however, when glancing at Figures 21, 22,
and 23, his arguments seem coherent. In similar fashion, the PARK continues his appraisal claiming that the
sub-regional approach to RES in the Province of North-Holland “appears to be an obstacle to the
development of cohesion, especially because the sub-regions are dictated by administrative demarcations”
(Slabbers, 2021, p,5) rather than those of spatial orientation. “The lack of cohesion is not only an issue
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within and between RES’, but also between the provinces” (Slabbers, 2021, p.5). In further review of his
work, one is inclined to uphold the belief that regional energy transition frameworks are obstructions to
mutual consideration among stakeholders. Revisiting research by Bridge et al. (2013, p.337), while some
energy transition activities can “promote spatial convergence”, most “enhance the degree of difference
between places”, as is the case in North-Holland.
To a large extent, the siting and materialisation undertakings of wind energy landscapes can best be
described according to Hoppe and Miedema (2020, p.2) as “cross-jurisdictional in nature”. With “decisions
of land-use tending to navigate power relations and asymmetries”, the OECD (2017, p.14) illustrated the
need for urban agglomerations to “play the role of fair broker, being extremely transparent about how
regulatory requirements are being met and how and when stakeholders are included in decision-making”.
Mutual consideration is thus necessary in such circumstances to ensure that suitable locations for wind
energy landscapes can be found “both from a cost perspective, as well as for reasons of liveability and
landscape” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.20). Notwithstanding, data collected by my
research generally revealed inter-municipal decision-making and attentiveness to be poor and
inefficacious. Proceedings between Amsterdam and surrounding municipalities such as ‘Waterland’ and
‘Zaanstreek’ while moreover also, Medemblik and Hollands-Kroon can be regarded as illustrative.

5.1.2.3 Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay in RES
In many regards, there is a “certain unavoidable material truth” (EET-4, personal communication, January
19, 2022) to the complications that obstruct the materialisation of wind energy landscapes in urban
agglomerations. According to SR-3, such a judgement is unidealistic and commonsensical, particularly
when taking the “simple technical reasons” into consideration whereby “wind energy landscapes in cities
can just not be done” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). Substantiating pragmatic
technical frames of reference are the spatial panning deliberations that were addressed under guidance of
SRQ 3. The analysis of national and provincial documentation revealed a series of criteria and stringent
regulations whereby zoning procedures, and distance requirements complicate the siting of turbines within
municipal borders, making the siting of wind energy landscapes in urban agglomerations practically
unimaginable. According to SR-6, “there are no possible search locations in the city, there is barely space,
and by definition, people move to cities and will live in dense proximity to each other so if you are specifically
talking about distances and possible locations at all, you can count these on one hand” (SR-6, personal
communication, January 12, 2022). “It makes sense that there is no place in the city” for wind energy
landscapes (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022).
Considering (formal) power and directionality of relationships between core and wind energy landscape,
the scaling of geopolitics at sub-regional spatial scales is arguably visible. While it is evident that core-wind
energy landscape interplay rests on “social configurations” that are dependent on power relations,
whether one may speak of marginalisation or “power in the centre and powerlessness at the periphery”
remains debatable (Kühn, 2013, p.375). Similarly, while cities are “critical nodes in energy systems” (Calvert,
2015, p.115), their status as drivers of spatial differentiation and general energy transition undertakings
remains unconfirmed. According to EET-1, the usage of such “powerful language suggests a process of
territorial relations that are extractive and where a system of extraction reproduces a form of asymmetry
and political power” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022). “Analytically, marginalisation as a
concept has some value, however, where it becomes more challenging to use is when you want to
understand how the political economy of urban relationships work” (EET-1, personal communication,
January 7, 2022). This would require one “to understand who the agents are, who is making such energy
systems, and there is quite some agency surrounding landowners” (EET-1, personal communication,
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January 7, 2022). With regards to the latter, “the question of land-ownership” EET-1, personal
communication, January 7, 2022) is particularly useful to question core-wind energy landscape interplay
according to EET-1. In such a light, while matters of “existing land distribution and the existing political
economy of land ownership” become relevant, “muscular concepts break down because what you start to
see is that there are wealthy agents in rural areas as well as in urban, and what matters is the way that
they work together to produce this new wind energy landscape” EET-1, personal communication, January
7, 2022).
Re-examining research by Kühn (2013, p.372), conceptualisations of the disadvantages that are
experienced by wind energy landscapes with regards to an “unequal exchange in trade between low-value
resources and high-value goods” must be scrutinised in light of discussions that took place with SR-3 and
SR-5. While the peripheral landscapes are subject to wind energy landscape materialisation, SR-3 and SR-5
denominated a so-called exchange of services whereby those residing in such regions are able make use of
a diversity of services that are present in urban agglomerations. Such services were generally described to
be cultural in nature, such as nightlife facilities, cafes or bars, and importantly also museums. In all
likelihood, such amenities are less immediate in peripheral or wind energy landscapes, substantiating
claims that in exchange for access, urban agglomerations, wind energy landscape developers, or other
parties can allocate search areas in peripheral regions of the case location. While this research certainly
can reason with such argumentation, the appropriateness of such frames of reference are extremely
controversial and can best be discussed in the context of to-be elaborated on energy justice perspectives
and reasonings.
Barring energy transition frames of reference, geopolitics of urban relationships and the scaling of informal
power stretches far beyond sub-regional borders and spatial scales. In many regards, Amsterdam’s
Metropolitan Region (also known as the MRA) and Functional Urban Area (FUA) are definitive of the
complexities that surround landownership and political economic urban relationships, particularly in light
of their polycentric characteristics. As visible in Figure 25, Amsterdam’s influence over her surroundings
(or FUA) extends beyond traditional municipal border limitations to Northern regions of North-Holland
such as ‘Hoorn’ and ‘Enkuizen’. In essence, the MRA “is an informal partnership among approximately 33
municipalities, the Provinces of North-Holland and Flevoland, and furthermore also, regional transportation
bodies” (OECD, 2017). Three so-called priority (strategic planning, traffic, and economic development)
areas have been established by the MRA, in order to ensure that “agglomeration advantages shift from
local urban systems towards a broader metropolitan scale leading to more dispersed employment
functions, amenities, and services” (OECD, 2017, p.10). In view of Amsterdam and her problematic “growth
dynamics that are creating major pressures in terms of how land is used”, expansion is highly necessary in
order to for example lessen pressures on “transport networks which are so critical to the polycentric
region’s success” (OECD, 2017, p.1).
In many regards, the case of Amsterdam and her MRA, illustrates the agency or upper hand of urban
agglomerations in their capacity to undertake energy transition activities. According to the OECD (2017,
p.17), “the issue of capacity is critical”. Substantiating research by Hoppe and Miedema (2020) and claims
made by interviewees, there is a harsh and simple truth to the fact that “larger municipalities with larger
spatial planning departments are better placed to adapt to changes, thus having larger pools of resources
to draw on” (OECD, 2017, p.17). With the MRA having highlighted their desire to take on a more important
role “in facilitating exchange among professionals and building capacity, particularly for smaller
municipalities, to effectively adapt to the incoming changes and meet metropolitan development goals”
(OECD, 2017, p.17), one could question the strategic nature of efforts made by Amsterdam to enlarge her
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informal borders and pursue individual and specific interests. Notwithstanding, in re-examination of the
process design and trajectory of RES NHZ, the Municipality of Amsterdam is very much her own sub-region.
While the urban agglomeration is confined to her municipal borders, there is no stopping the identification
of search areas and placement of wind energy landscapes in fringe regions of the city, such as in close
proximity to ‘Waterland’ and ‘Zaanstreek’.

Figure 25, Amsterdam's functional urban area (adapted from OECD, 2017)

Although there may be a certain unavoidable material truth to the complex nature of wind energy
landscape siting in urban agglomerations, and concentration of administrative capacity and power by urban
agglomerations, whether one may speak of a centralisation of critical capacity and supply decisions in the
case location remains debatable. In substance, centralisation tends to be fragmented, or hard to achieve
in decentralised energy transition regimes that are supported by a multitude of interdependent
stakeholder networks engaged with wind (and solar) energy landscapers. Furthermore, in the words of in
the words of Bridge et al. (2013, p.337), the latter is also the case in “national energy grid systems that are
substantiated by multiple autonomous suppliers”. Under guidance of SRQ4 and section 4.4.2,
interpretations of centralisation have particularised notions of (land)ownership as essential to core-wind
energy landscape interplay. The NPRES has maintained the belief that 50% ownership of wind energy
infrastructure must be held in possession of local communities and grassroot energy initiatives (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2019). Lastly, given spatial constraints and complexities in the case location,
Kuijers et al. (2018) devised a general classification of two land-user groups that are subject to the
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allocation of search areas for wind energy landscapes, namely, farmers possessing substantial land
designated for agricultural activities and nature management organisations.

5.1.2.4 A Fragmented Provincial Energy Landscape
North-Holland’s ‘Perspective of the Regional Energy Strategy’ (2020, p.4) report clearly acknowledged “the
major supraregional impact of energy transition” which requires “making effective energy transition
choices, realising cohesion between sub-regions, and importantly also, safeguarding the quality of the
North-Holland landscape and economy”. In many regards, this research argues that the combination of
core-wind energy landscape interplay, RES hamperings, deliberations of whether the RES’ of NHN and NHZ
are top-down or bottom-up, and unconstructive stakeholder relationships gives rise to a fragmented
(energy) landscape, both from spatial, and social frames of reference. Giving consideration to the latter,
poor inter- municipal, sub-regional, and regional decision making arguably alludes towards a lack of mutual
consideration in light of the cross-jurisdictional implications of wind energy landscape materialisation.
Assessing the RES 1.0 bids of NHN and NHZ and subsequent distribution of tasks over the provincial
landscape has given rise to deliberations that “everything is happening” (Slabbers, 2021, p.5). “It is a shame
that the outcomes of the bottom-up processes are not mirrored to a vision from a higher [or national] scale
level as this would have allowed the sub-regions to go up a gear and spare vulnerable landscapes” (Slabbers,
2021, p.5).
Moreover, when questioning social fragmentation, one must ask themselves whether the NPRES has
achieved her second goal of increasing societal acceptance and momentum for energy transition.
According to the PARK, “whoever follows the social debate on energy transition does not immediately get
the impression that support has been obtained, neither among residents nor among specialists” (Slabbers,
2021, p.2). Participation trajectories arguably are explicatory of the latter, with municipalities such as
Amsterdam clearly struggling to break new ground and concretise search locations for wind energy
landscapes long after the RES 1.0 deadline of July 2021. As revealed by SR-1 and SR-3, participation
trajectories are capable of overthrowing municipal desires and proceedings. Upon having published
Amsterdam’s RES 1.0, “it became clear that more participation was needed to understand what local
residents think of wind turbines in the city, while moreover also, under which circumstances and criteria
would turbines be acceptable and desirable” (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022). In recent
months, municipalities in the case location have been busy drafting assessment frameworks to make
further sense of the “worries and signals” that exist among local residents (SR-3, personal communication,
January 13, 2022). According to SR-3, “people are very concerned, we got such forewarnings and
understandings back from the city” during the many consultation evenings and feedback moments that
were organised (SR-3, personal communication, January 13, 2022).
Speculating on the spatial fragmentation of North-Holland’s provincial (energy landscape), the PARK’s take
on the RES 1.0 bids of NHN and NHZ raises questions on the spatial integration of onshore wind energy
infrastructure. With RES being an instrument to help organise and facilitate spatial integration of energy
transition according to the PBL (2019), the PARK and EET-3 denounced such efforts. “Little attention has
been paid to the aspect of landscape integration” with regards to the materialisation of energy landscapes
in the case location (Slabbers, 2021, p.3) resulting in, according to EET-3, a good majority, or approximately
“80% of the sites [for wind energy landscapes] being ill-suited” (EET-3, personal communication, January
17, 2022). As claimed by EET-3, “the sites are not selected from a spatial, let alone landscape quality
perspective” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). Contradicting claims made by the NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid in the previous paragraph, “it is all about ground prices, speculation, and
network connection” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). According to the PARK, “at this
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stage, at the very least, the need for spatial integration and the conditions it must meet should have already
been established” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4). In such a way, I wish to argue that provincial starting points or
desires, as specified in section 4.1.3.1, are lacking in the RES’ 1.0 of both NHN and NHZ. More specifically,
whether an optimal energy mix has been achieved remains debatable given the significant focus that solar
energy has received, and in view of the above, whether energy developments are in line with “energy
developments are in line with the values, characteristics, and bearing capacity of the landscape” (Province
of North Holland, 2019, p.7) is doubtful.
Giving further consideration to network connection, and subsequential desires among stakeholders, such
as the Province of North-Holland, to cluster demand and supply, this research predicates the need to make
deliberations of network and energy infrastructure more central to RES. In 2021, there are strong
indications that RE developments are widely dispersed over the provincial landscape. As stated by the
PARK, “everything is happening” (Slabbers, 2021, p.5) which in review of section 4.1.3.1, goes against
provincial desires to bundle activities and make efficient use of energy infrastructure. In view of the PARK’s
appraisal and perspectives of spatial quality, “a more clustered development [of energy landscapes] is
strongly preferred as such created space to change gears in areas where the landscape load capacity allows
for the burden on more vulnerable areas to be reduced” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2). In many regards, the
clustering of demand and supply is however, very much reminiscent of top-down blueprint approaches to
onshore wind as illustrated by SR-5. “There probably is no energy region that welcomes the idea of
clustering wind energy landscapes in their locality” (SR-5, personal communication, January 6, 2022). Being
wary of Figure 24 and the issues faced by energy infrastructure in the case location, Liander (grid manager
in North-Holland) have pleaded with municipalities and RES managers of NHN and NHZ to “cluster projects
for energy generation” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2) “in proximity of substations so that RE can efficiently be
connected to the grid” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.8). According to SR-6, “space on the
net as key driver of how we are going to shape energy transition developments to ensure major
infrastructural adjustments are prevented has not been looked at, purely because the momentum and
acceptance component stood so central” (SR-6, personal communication, January 12, 2022).
Progressively, as indicated by De Laurentis and Cowell (2021, p.3-4), “physical masses and consequences of
high-voltage grid infrastructures make them sites for political contest and change, stressing the importance
of investigating energy infrastructure decision-making processes that include the power and influence of
different actors”. Re-examining questions of societal fragmentation, there is a clear indication that grid
managers, and potentially also other stakeholders, have had little part in participation trajectories and the
spatial and design ateliers that were specifically tasked to detect suitable locations for wind energy
landscapes, as previously discussed from “cost, liveability, and landscape” perspectives (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020). In consideration of the latter, one must accentuate the non-inclusion of
important stakeholders in participation trajectories, while moreover also, the capacity of RES’ process
design to accommodate and be calculating of all relevant energy transition aspects. In their research,
Kempenaar et al. (2021, p.774) discussed the selection process of atelier participants and claimed that “the
competences for participants in transition arenas” as criteria “seemed to have not been used explicitly”.
Furthermore, there is a clear lack of “knowledge from other domains such as transition management theory
and innovation research”, which could provide an improved “theoretical base for further developing criteria
and guidelines for the involvement of different stakeholders and actors in the various stages and phases of
planning for transition” (Kempenaar et al., 2021, p.774). Thankfully, the PBL’s quantitative outlooks on
annual RE generation in the Netherlands in 2030 hint towards a generating capacity among energy regions
that is in excess of 35 TWh (PBL, 2021). Consequently, according to EET-3 it is extremely likely that search
areas for “virtual wind energy landscapes” (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022) will lose
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traction, ultimately allowing for greater flexibility and opportunities for stakeholder to reconsider the
suitability of previously identified search locations.

5.1.2.5 Importance of Spatial Planning to Wind Energy Landscape Materialisation
Giving consideration to conceptualisations of a fragmented provincial landscape, one must arguably
consider making spatial planning more central to conventional RES dialogue. Building on section 2.4.2,
research by the PBL provides a series of challenging observations whereby this research is compelled to
advocate for an environment in which spatial planning determines the wind energy landscape
materialisation constraints. According to the PBL (2019, p.9), the discipline generally “provides a framework
against which society can converse on how we want to shape the living environment of the future”.
Consequently, in the context of this research, spatial planners are able to make enquires into “how
renewable energy fits in a particular context” or in other words, “what the best feature may be for a
particular place” (PBL, 2019, p.11). Besides providing the means “to find space for renewable energy,
spatial planning is also concerned with ensuring a balanced consideration of interests” (PBL, 2019, p.9),
particularly in environments, such as participation trajectories of RES and ateliers within which
“stakeholders often disagree with one another” (PBL, 2019, p.11). Directing specific attention to the latter,
and more specifically, fragmentation of the provincial landscape from social frames of reference, spatial
planning could improve elements of communication within RES whereby, preconditions for wind energy
landscape siting and materialisation are simplified and formulated to for example, accommodate grid
infrastructure requirements.

5.2 Research Limitations
In the following sections, I wish to critically reflect on the limitations of my research. Section 5.2.1 will direct
its attention towards the assessment of my theoretical and conceptual framework while section 5.2.2 will
scrutinise the qualitative and exploratory research methodology and set-up.

5.2.1 Reassessment of Theoretical & Conceptual Framework
With the benefit of hindsight, certain adjustments could have been made to my theoretical and conceptual
framework in order to be able to make better sense of core-wind energy landscape interplay. In section
5.2.1, I critique this research’s definitions of core and periphery, evaluate this research’s decision to
embrace a regional energy transition framework, and lastly, I provide alternative perspectives of core-wind
energy landscape interplay.

5.2.1.1 Expanding Notions of Core & Wind Energy Landscape
In Chapter 2, this research theorised, conceptualised, and defined the interoperability between cores,
peripheries and wind energy landscapes based on existing literature and research. Such locations were
quantified as detached, yet mutually exclusive, geographic entities or archetypes that are separated by a
relative distance. Distinguishable from core and periphery, this research’s understanding of wind energy
landscapes builds on research by Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018) and O’ Sullivan et al. (2020). More
specifically, wind energy landscapes were rendered as RE landscapes, situated within the greater
peripheral area, designated for wind energy production, encompassing 10 or more wind turbines of varying
sizes and generating capacities. Interoperability among cores, peripheries, and subsequential wind energy
landscapes could be exemplified using notions of polarisation, centralisation, and peripheralisation, that
are fixed within greater territorial arrangements and interactions among diverse stakeholder networks. In
view of the latter, the ramifications or burdens of core-wind energy landscape interplay according to my
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theoretical framework could have consequences for the spatial differentiation of the landscape or region
in question.
Certain aspects, inherent to traditional planning and political economic perspectives of core and periphery
were identified by this research. In review of research by Munro (2019, p.275) and the aggregation of data
in Chapter 4, some truth can be found in the “certain advantages that have allowed cores to exploit and
evolve faster than peripheries”. Foremost, the superior administrative and institutional capacity and
professionalism of urban agglomerations such as Amsterdam to engage with energy transition and RES
activities springs to mind. As discussed, several interviews with stakeholders (SR-1, SR-3, SR-5, and SR-6)
confirmed the dissimilarity of administrative capacity among municipalities in the Province of NorthHolland to deliver on promises and expectations set out in the initial memoranda of both energy regions.
Furthermore, according to EET-1, “there is an argument that cities are the locus for action on energy and
climate” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022). While generalising and normalising such a
perspective is dangerous and gives rise to philosophical and semantic deliberations of what is the city
actually is, there are good reasons to assume that “cities are sites for financial concentration and that they
create political conditions for action that one might not be able to find elsewhere” (EET-1, personal
communication, January 7, 2022). Undoubtably, Amsterdam, given its sheer size and status as capital city
of the Netherlands, “has certain core function for energy planning in North-Holland, however, it is probably
not the only core that is making energy policy” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022).
Particular elements of North-Holland’s wind energy landscapes epitomise traditional interpretations of
peripheral landscapes. In many regards, the search locations for wind energy landscapes identified by the
RES’s 1.0 of NHN and NHZ have taken shape in “sparsely populated rural regions, remote areas, border
regions, or sub-urban fringes of cities” (Kühn, 2013, p.368). Moreover, the analysis of content and
interviews with stakeholders harmonises with affirmations made by Murphy and Smith (2013, p.694)
whereby the wind energy landscapes of North-Holland have become “deeply contested spaces where
environmental, cultural, and geopolitical factors intersect with industrial dynamics”. Notwithstanding,
when combining research by Haartsen et al. (2002) and Hornis and van Eck (2008), one may question the
applicability of the term periphery to North-Holland and the Dutch spatial context. According to Haartsen
et al. (2002, p.134), “localising ‘the rural’ in the Netherlands” is extremely challenging given the presence
of so-called predominantly urban landscapes, however, the “peripheral zone” can be traced to regions in
the North, East, and Southwest of the country as visible in Figure 27 (that is located in Annex 1). In response
to the latter, Hornis and van Eck (2008) describe the existence of peri-urban areas, or in other words,
subordinate spaces, “located around cities” that are within the “spheres of influence” of urban
agglomerations (Hornis & van Eck, 2008, p.619). In many regards, substituting periphery with peri-urban
areas could allow for alternative frames of reference or contexts within which core-wind energy landscape
interplay can be assessed.
In retrospect, having been too narrow-minded in constructing definitions in Chapter 2, I wish to make
alterations to aforementioned definitions of core, periphery, and wind energy landscape. While this
research understands the physical distance, or polarisation between core and wind energy landscape as
relative, its context dependent nature gives rise to questions of whether one can easily discern between
core and wind energy landscape in the case location. While certain complexions could be identified that
illuminate traditional planning and political economic conceptions of the archetypes, the complex spatial
environment that defines North-Holland’s provincial (energy) landscape and decentralisation of
responsibilities among municipalities and stakeholders suggests against the appropriateness of such rigid
terminology to my research. As stated by EET-1, “while there always will be some exceptions and sites that
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are better than others, wind energy is available more or less everywhere” (EET-1, personal communication,
January 7, 2022). Ultimately, “the advantage of RE, or lower carbon sources, is their ubiquity” (EET-1,
personal communication, January 7, 2022). “One of the arguments of ubiquity is de-concentration, or in
other words, that lots of places can become centres for energy generation, in fact, the very urban cores that
have been consumers can become producers” (EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022).
Furthermore, in view of section 2.2, the multidimensional nature of delineations of core and periphery as
emphasised by Kühn (2013), modifying such definitions to be more understanding of Dutch regional energy
transition frameworks and contexts is arguably admissible.
As stated by EET-4 “core and periphery are obvious spatial categories that are actively reproduced by social
agents” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022). Having defined notions of core and periphery
in relation to their ‘manufacturing’ processes, the multitude of conducted interviews and content analysed
revealed that these so-called social agents are indispensable to wind energy landscape materialisation. In
the words of Jane Jacobs (1958, p.127), “people make cities, and it is to them, not buildings, that we must
fit our plans”. Ultimately, I wish to broaden the scope of my definitions to be more considerate of social
agents, people, institutions, and organisations upon which, decision-making in RES is dependent on.
Moreover, one could consider extending frames of reference to be considerate of so-called ‘virtual’ cores
and peripheries, that in the context of the previously discussed data centres, have hefty implications on RE
generation. In the context of potential marginalisation of wind energy landscapes by cores, EET-1 described
that “muscular concepts such as core and periphery break down because what you start to see is that there
are wealthy agents in rural areas as well as in urban, and what matters is the way that they work together
to produce this new wind energy landscape” EET-1, personal communication, January 7, 2022). Moreover,
according to EET-1, “it is not such a sort of colonial relationship of 1 dominant core. Actually, it is more
about an elite, an economic elite, who might not be all urban in their form. They might be rural, they might
be landed, and all together, they produce this new territoriality” (EET-1, personal communication, January
7, 2022). In summary, “if you make the making processes more central, mounting governance and actors
becomes critical” in defining core and periphery” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022).
Directing specific attention to this research’s understanding of wind energy landscapes, some alterations
could be made. The definition specified in section 2.2.1 specifies wind energy landscapes as RE landscapes
situated within the greater peripheral area, that are designated for wind energy production and consists
of 10 or more wind turbines. In view of section 5.1, open to doubt are the presupposed specific location of
wind energy landscapes in the greater peripheral area and the 10-turbine requirement. While the two
components arguably are interdependent, given that the spatial presence of wind energy landscapes is
dependent on the number of turbines situated in the landscape, the ubiquitous nature of RE, lack of search
areas for wind energy landscapes stipulated in both RES’ 1.0 of NHN and NHZ, and importantly also, the
complex spatial environment that characterises the case location, modifications could be made to
conceptualisations of the notion, making it more specific to proceedings within the case location. With, in
2022, the majority of wind energy landscapes in the Province of North-Holland having materialised under
foregoing top-down approaches to policymaking for onshore wind, in retrospect, this research should have
been more specific to RES when defining wind energy landscapes and conversing with interviewees on
core-wind energy landscape interplay. Moreover, in view of the 10-turbine requirement and section 4.3.4,
no search area consist of at least 10 turbines.
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5.2.1.2 Suitability of Regional Energy Transition Frameworks
In many regards, regional energy transition frameworks are particularly useful to shed light on core-wind
energy landscape interplay in the case location and resulting territorialisation and spatial differentiation
related dynamics. Looking back on section 2.3.1, De Laurentis and Cowell described the “alternative spatial
frame” that comes to light when analysing energy transition on regional grounds, “drawing attention to
the uneven distribution of innovation processes and how these are influenced by actors, networks, and
institutions at the spatial level” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). Moreover, research by Balta-Ozkan et
al. (2015, p.506) affirmed the latter, claiming that regional energy transition “presents a suitable scale
where temporal and spatial differences can be analysed, interpreted, and monitored over time, both within
and between regions”. Additionally, according to EET-4, one can “use differential progress between regions
to better understand why certain factors have presence in some places and are absent in others” (EET-4,
personal communication, January 19, 2022). In further review of my theoretical framework, the regional
energy transition scale appropriately directs significant attention to municipalities given that they are
“seedbeds for transition” (Mattes et al., 2015, p.256). Giving consideration to the RES of NHN and NHZ, the
latter is beyond any doubt legitimate, particularly in view of the decentralisation of activities in the case
location and responsibilities municipalities were given to locate search areas for wind energy landscapes.
Moreover, in view of the analysis of content and interviews conducted with stakeholders of RES and energy
transition experts, research by Coenen et al. (2021) and Chlebna and Mattes (2020) has become
increasingly meaningful. Specifically, giving consideration to notions of agency, one is able to avoid
perceptions of energy regions NHN and NHZ as “closed system traps” and furthermore also, the “specific
expectations that specific actors may exercise” (Coenen et al., 2021, p.223). Importantly also, this research
has affirmed foregoing beliefs that the outcomes of regional energy transitions, such as RES, are likely to
give rise to changes in energy systems while also changes that “extend beyond regional borders” (Coenen
et al., 2021, p.225). With regards to the latter, the positioning of certain regions in RES either upstream
where “value is extracted and captured by actors located elsewhere”, or downstream where “fuel switching
and energy demand reduction activities at household or industry level become important” does, however,
become problematic, particularly in view of the blurry polarisation between core and periphery in the case
location. Ultimately, making allowances for research by De Laurentis and Cowell (2021) and Balta-Ozkan et
al. (2015) the (theoretical and conceptual) regional energy transition framework adopted by my research
has allowed for considerateness towards social and spatial fragmentation and furthermore also, core-wind
energy landscape interplay in the Province of North-Holland.

5.2.1.3 Alternative Perspectives of Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay: Regional & Metropolitan
Energy Governance
All things considered, approaching core-periphery interplay from alternative theoretical and conceptual
frames of perspective could have been insightful. To commence, having expanded notions of core and
periphery to be more considerate of active agents and their interoperability in the context of RES, (energy)
governance perspectives arguably enable researchers to better question cross-jurisdictional implications
(of wind energy landscapes) and centralisation of administrative capacity within urban agglomerations,
especially in the context of regional energy transitions (Hoppe & Miedema, 2020). Giving consideration to
the former, NHZ particularly specified “a lack of clarity in Dutch politics or inadequate regulation of plans
as a recurring bottleneck” (Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.9), alluding towards the need for
improved understandings of the organisation of decision-making, power, and control among stakeholders
in the context of RES and energy transition. In many ways, this research could profit from such views,
especially in consideration of foregoing claims made with regards to poor inter- regional, sub-regional, and
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municipal decision-making, and moreover also, the fragmented provincial landscape from both social and
spatial frames of reference.
In their research, Hoppe and Miedema (2020) sought to conceptualise governance in regional contexts.
Interestingly, implicit references to core-wind energy landscape interplay are put forward, habitually with
reference to the belief that we “cannot expect that cities and regions start low carbon transitions and
achieve their goals independently” (Hoppe & Miedema, 2020, p.9). Such perspectives warrant the need to
“observe cities as loci in regions in which the dynamics and interplay between urban and rural realms are
reflected, and not merely as agents of change who can operate and govern transitions on their own” (Hoppe
& Miedema, 2020, p.9). Interestingly, when assessing the governance of land-use in the Netherlands, and
more specifically Amsterdam, the OECD have highlighted “effective multi-level governance across national,
regional, and municipal partners is critical and the MRA is an important platform through which to achieve
this” (OECD, 2017, p.11). In the context of governance and scaling of power by Amsterdam within her every
growing metropolitan region, the highly anticipated Dutch ‘Environment and Planning Act’ will supposedly
give rise to “major changes at municipal levels, as the adoption of one plan for the entire territory that will
encapsulate all applicable zoning regulations” (OECD, 2017, p.9), and thus, further deliberations of power
consolidations by urban agglomerations, both in, and outside of energy transition contexts.
Additionally, regional energy governance is particularly useful to “investigate specific energy infrastructure
decision-making processes” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3-4). Accordingly, “any attempt to grasp the
agency of regional-level governance needs to confront the connections and disconnections between the
notional territoriality of that governance power, and the territoriality of the energy systems being
governed” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). Giving further consideration to deliberations of ownership,
“legacies of public ownership may carve up network ownership in ways that match and mismatch
government structures: some being more centralised; others being more decentralised, with the latter
allowing for more localised ownership and control” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). Ultimately, the
materiality of wind energy infrastructure “is integral to structuring effects” and territorialisation related
developments (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). As previously discussed, “the physical mass and
consequences of high-voltage grid infra-structures can also make them sites for political contest and
change”, thus “stressing the importance of investigating the importance of energy infrastructure decisionmaking processes that include the power and influence of various actors” (De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021,
p.3-4).

5.2.1.4 Alternative Perspectives of Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay: Energy Justice
To a great extent, research by Jenkins et al. (2016) can be used to deliberate on the intersection between,
and of applicability of notions of energy justice to core-wind energy landscape interplay. According to
Jenkins et al. (2016, p.175), “energy has become a new centre of gravity for justice scholars”. In essence,
the “recently emerging and cross-cutting social science research agenda” strives to exercise and connect
traditional justice principles with a multitude of topics within the realm of energy (transition) such as
“energy policy, energy production and systems, energy activism, energy security, the energy trilemma,
political economy of energy, and climate change” (Jenkins et al., 2016, p.175). In further review of research
by Jenkins et al. (2016) three types of energy justice with altering evaluative and normative contributions
prevail, namely, distributional, recognition, and procedural justice. While “distributional justice encourages
researchers to investigate where energy injustices emerge in the world” and question “how we should solve
them”, recognition forms of justice require researchers to “consider the sections of society that are ignored
or misinterpreted” and how such should be recognised in the context of disrespect or a lack of recognition
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(Jenkins et al., 2016, p.176). Lastly, procedural justice “inspires researchers to explore the ways in which
decision-makers have sought to engage with communities” (Jenkins et al., 2016, p.176).
Arguably, energy justice perspectives are warranted, particularly in view of their capacity to question and
recognise “how we distribute the benefits and burdens of energy systems” (Jenkins et al., 2016, p.175).
Moreover, “such a concern must be pre-eminent for any society that aspires be fair” (Jenkins et al., 2016,
p.175). Notwithstanding, interviewees generally were conflicted on the applicability of justice to core-wind
energy landscape interplay, or more specifically, whether the concept sets the right precedence. According
to EET-3, one must examine “whether the concept of justice is right because there are things that just work
better in the countryside and there are things that work better in cities” (EET-3, personal communication,
January 17, 2022). Generally speaking, “unless a perceived injustice or lack of compensation is happening,
justice tends not to be questioned” claimed EET-3 (EET-3, personal communication, January 17, 2022). In
many regards, compensation has revealed itself as paramount to deliberations of core-wind energy
landscape. As attested by SR-1, while many regions in the case location have become subject to wind
energy landscape siting, the benefits are yet to be reaped locally. Similar to EET-3, while EET-4 could
presuppose “particular perceptions of procedural justice” in the case location, he was “sceptical of whether
energy justice has really done much to add to our general perceptions of justice” (EET-4, personal
communication, January 19, 2022).

5.2.1.5 Alternative Perspectives of Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay: Spatial Selectivity & MacroProblem Framing
Research conducted by Jones (1997) and Cowell and De Laurentis (2021) sheds light on two thoughtprovoking conceptualisations that were not taken into consideration by my research and its theoretical
framework, namely, spatial selectivity and macro-problem framing. The notion of spatial selectivity can be
particularly useful to further comprehend power displacement and decision-making processes that
undermine ‘to-be planned’ locations. In review of research conducted by Jones (1997, p.849), spatial
selectivity embodies geographic privileging through which “the state tends to privilege certain places
through accumulation strategies and hegemonic projects”. Cowell and De Laurentis (2021, p.5) discuss how
the state, or planning bodies, are “invariably reductionist in their treatment of the territory that they cover”
meaning that “complex webs of socio-ecological relations are reduced to standard quantifiable measures
or lines on maps”. While spatial selectivity pays little attention to direct interactions between core and
wind energy landscape as geographical archetypes, the concept is particularly useful to comprehend
“conceptions of RE projects for which spatial planning techniques are designed” (Cowell & De Laurentis,
2021, p.6).
Both conceptualisations arguably substantiate foregoing claims made by stakeholders whereby on
numerous occasions, the Province of North-Holland had ambitions to materialise a multitude of wind
energy landscapes in specific locations, against the will of municipal councils. In many regards, according
to EET-4, “there are advantages to thinking in advance of areas where it may be better or worse to locate
[wind energy landscapes], and steer away from areas that might be highly sensitive, however, the problem
is that moving from that generalised thought to anything a little more concrete inevitably means you are
select abstracting” (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022). While spatial selectivity is
reminiscent of foregoing top-down blueprint policymaking for onshore wind in the Netherlands,
conceptions of macro-problem framing can be used to justify why governments intrude into energy
transition developments. According to Cowell and De Laurentis (2021, p.4), “governments generally
intervene in the dynamics of RE development because they perceive the status quo to be problematic, but
can frame the problem in various ways, affecting the construction of spatial planning approaches”. In such
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a light, the problem frame tends “to prioritise the need to expand RE, thus governments require that spatial
analysis identifies sufficient potential development space to deliver RE capacity targets” (Cowell & De
Laurentis, 2021, p.4).

5.2.2 Assessment of Research Set-Up & Methodology
Having assessed the capacity of the theoretical and conceptual framework to substantiate core-wind
energy landscape interplay, in the following sections, I scrutinise the research set-up, critically looking at
the suitability of qualitative and exploratory data collection means, and lastly also, the case location and
selection criteria.

5.2.2.1 Qualitative & Exploratory Research Set-Up
A combination of qualitative and exploratory means data collection means were employed to assess the
existence of contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation related developments in the RES regions of NHN
and NHZ. Given the lack of research on the subject matter in the Netherlands, such advancements allowed
for a flexible, open-minded, and progressive approach to conducting research. In review of section 3.3,
exploration is arguably necessary when researchers are in possession of “little or no scientific knowledge
about a group, process, activity, or situation” that is in need of examination however, there may be “reason
to believe it contains elements worth discovering” (Stebbins, 2001, p.5). In consideration of the latter, and
research conducted by the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands (2016), Louwerse and Gietema
(2020), and lastly, the Amsterdam Institute of Metropolitan Solutions (n.d.), sufficient grounds were
present prior to the commencement of the research trajectory, to consider the presence of core-wind
energy landscape interplay in the Netherlands. To a great extent, the adopted research set-up allowed for
sufficient flexibility whereby diverse findings could be induced and brought together, giving rise to the
insights presented in sections 5.1, and more generally speaking, primitive research on matters pertaining
to core-wind energy landscape interplay in the Netherlands. Giving consideration to the latter, extensive
societal and scientific recommendations for further research can be found in section 6.3 and 6.4.
While I am predominantly content with the qualitative and exploratory set-up of my research, such means
certainly do have their constraints and shortcomings. There is no doubting the relevance of this research,
particularly to societal and scientific dilemmas pertaining to developments within the realm of energy
transition. Notwithstanding, now that I have been able to “provide a rich and contextualised understanding
of the complexities that characterise wind energy landscape materialisation “through the intensive study
of” (Polit & Beck, 2010, p.1451-1452) developments in North-Holland, I must question the generalisability
of this research to other energy regions, or provincial contexts in the Netherlands. Giving further
consideration to research by Polit and Beck (2010), academia seems to be rather conflicted on matters
pertaining to the capacity of qualitative research to extrapolate findings. On the one hand, “generalisation
requires extrapolation that can bever be fully justified because findings are always embedded within a
context” (Polit & Beck, 2010, p.1452). Contrawise, “some qualitative researchers believe that in-depth
qualitative research is especially well suited for revealing higher-level concepts and theories that are not
unique to a particular setting” (Polit & Beck, 2010, p.1452). Taking the latter into account, I wish to make
an educated guess and argue that the phenomena of core-wind energy landscape (and all of its
constituents) can be projected to other contexts, however, incontrovertibly, at varying degrees of intensity.
While Amsterdam certainly presents itself as a unique case study, the complex spatial environment that
defines land-use activities in the Netherlands arguably pronounces such a requisition.
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5.2.2.2 Interviews & Coding
In many regards, interviews with stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts were imperative to this
research. While much can be deduced or induced from the analysis of content, the subjectivity attributed
to government documentation warrants the need to hear the experiences and viewpoints of those who
have participated in the RES trajectories of NHN and NHZ. Altogether, the semi-structured approach to
conducting interviews was beneficial. While my questions guided interviewees in a somewhat predefined
direction, conversations could flow in a variety of directions and a multitude of insights could be gathered
on the technicalities of among other matters, wind energy landscape materialisation and stakeholder
interoperability. In effect, the list of interviewees could nevertheless have been more extensive and
considerate of other, less formal, stakeholders within the network that was identified in Chapter 4. To some
extent, municipalities, and more generally speaking, the various tiers of government have been overrepresented in my research, as well as intermediary consultants, alludes to a certain objective stance
towards core-wind energy landscape proceedings. Conversely, to name a few, the viewpoints of those
residing in close proximity to wind energy landscapes, activists, grid managers, and wind energy landscape
developers could have allowed for this research to take on a more balanced or non-partisan stance towards
core-wind energy landscape interplay. Ultimately, in view of the latter, the non-representation of certain
stakeholders in interviews has implications on the validity of results.

5.2.2.3 Case Location & Selection Criteria
Critically reflecting on the case location and subsequent selection criteria gives rise to several
predicaments. In light of my research’s scientific objectives, and more specifically, the application of the
core-periphery debate to the Netherlands’ energy transition context, a contrasting urban and rural
landscape with distinct urban and rural archetypes was detrimental to the selection of the case location.
Moreover, RE production targets were to be taken into consideration, as well as the existence of suitable
conditions for wind energy production (with particular emphasis to be placed on onshore wind speeds).
Lastly, although challenging to identify, unmistakable interaction among aforementioned geographic
entities were relevant. More specifically, interplay was to be centred around processes of
peripheralisation, centralisation, and polarisation, while similarly also, transition-periphery dynamics.
Giving consideration to the case selection criteria, my research opted to assess core-wind energy landscape
interplay in two of the thirty energy regions, as theoretically, the repercussions of energy transition and
supremacy of urban agglomerations over peripheral landscapes are not restricted to municipal, subregional, or regional borders.
Building on certain assumptions, the Province of North-Holland and her two energy regions presented
themselves as an ideal case study within which my research could materialise. More specifically, the
uniqueness and diversity of the provincial landscape was extremely appealing, and furthermore also, the
presence of one of Europe’s most densely populated and urbanised regions, within the case location’s
contours. In retrospect, the subsistence of geographical archetypes and divergent landscapes was leading
which arguably had consequences on the appropriateness of the case location and its suitability towards
fulfilling the objectives of this research. Given foregoing national top-down policymaking for onshore wind,
sentiments in North-Holland towards wind energy are discouraging as indicated by SR-2 and SR-4,
particularly in light of the vast wind energy landscapes that have materialised there prior to RES. In such a
way, the RES 1.0’s of NHN and NHZ have placed significant confidence in upscaling solar energy, and as
highlighted by the PARK, there is a clear lack of search areas for wind energy landscapes. Moreover, the
bottom-up process design of both RES’ has meant that the siting of wind energy landscapes generally
occurred in consultation with stakeholders. In such a light, assessing core-wind energy landscape interplay
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in an energy region where top-down approaches to RES (as defined by the PBL (2021)) are leading could
have been more thought-provoking.
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6. Conclusion
In the following chapter, I wish to assemble knowledge, information, and insights gathered throughout the
research trajectory. Section 6.1 will revisit the introduction and problem statement while section 6.2 will
focus its attention on answering the main RQ, and lastly, sections 6.3 and 6.4 will deliberate on the scientific
and societal recommendations.

6.1 Reconceptualisation of Introduction & Problem Statement
Building on concessions made under the Dutch Climate Agreement, the NPRES was fabricated in 2019 to
marshal and superintend a comprehensive energy transition in the Netherlands. While some notable
progress has been made, energy security challenges arguably still cloud advancements pertaining to
advancements towards a low-carbon economy. Fossil fuels, and more importantly, natural gas, remain “the
largest source of domestic energy production, and a key fuel for industry and the heating of the building
stock” (International Energy Agency, 2020, p.11). Under guidance of the NPRES, 30 energy regions were
delineated and each tasked to devise a RES by the July 2021 which would expound technicalities and
particularities with regards to where, how, and with which stakeholders, RE can best be produced
(Nationaal Programma Regionale Energiestrategie, n.d.). An unequivocal commitment was made by the
Dutch Government to employ regional energy transition frameworks to take full advantage of integrated
and mixed-use function opportunities, such as combining agricultural land-use functions with (decentralised) RE generation possibilities (Louwerse & Gietema, 2020). Considering their demonstratable
reliability and capacity to be implemented on a large-scale in the immediate future, wind and solar energy
have become central to the government’s ambitions to increase the share of renewables in the overall
energy mix.
Given its highly contested nature (Frantál et al., 2014; Klimaatakkoord, n.d.; Koelman et al., 2021; Nauman
& Rudolph, 2020) and status as significant contributor to the renewable share of the energy mix (38.49%
of the 2021 3.02 GW share), onshore wind has received particular and new-fangled attention since the
NPRES has come into existence. As it stands, in 2022, approximately 2100 turbines can be found dispersed
across the Dutch landscape, predominantly situated in ‘Hollands-Kroon’, the ‘Noordoostpolder’,
‘Zeewolde’, and ‘Het Hogeland’ (Bosch & van Rijn, n.d.). Despite the potential for onshore wind in the
Netherlands being enormous, achieving maximum yield is under no circumstances a straightforward task.
Stringent national restrictions for the construction of wind energy landscapes and context of a densely
populated and complex spatial environment (Netherlands Enterprise Agency, 2021) signifies that the
“limited space that is available will have to be used for a wide range of functions” (Ministry of Economic
Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016, p.50). In such a way, “new and clean forms of energy generation, such as
onshore wind energy landscapes, are to be incorporated in the areas where the Dutch population live, work,
and recreate” (Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, 2016, p.50).
In view of the complex spatial environment that characterises the Dutch landscape, a demand for spatial
resources has defined attempts by the energy regions to procure a series of search areas for wind energy
generation. While wind energy may be pervasive or ubiquitous in nature, its intermittent character and
nominal levels of energy density mean that locations of large-scale extraction and generation are primarily
“determined by the availability of accessible land” (Nauman & Rudolph, 2020, p.99). Taking on
classifications of significant energy users, urban agglomerations across the nation are struggling to identify
search locations within their municipal and regional borders given the scarcity of space and multitude of
other spatial claims. As specified by the Ministry of Economic Affairs of the Netherlands (2016, p.51), “not
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every city and region in the Netherlands will be able to meet its own energy demand”. In a similar fashion,
research by Louwerse and Gietema (2020) substantiates the latter. Simply put, with most of the
Netherlands’ densely populated Randstad areas having “a far greater energy demand than can be
generated” (Louwerse & Gietema, 2020, p.3) within their municipal borders, urban agglomerations are
looking elsewhere, towards more rural-esque landscapes to realise their wind energy ambitions.
To a great degree, the demand for spatial resources has contributed towards increased tensions between
urban agglomerations and rural areas in the Netherlands. With the implications of energy transition
extending far beyond municipal, regional, and national borders, the materialisation of RES since 2019 has
given rise to deliberations that concern the diverse impacts of RE on “existing land uses” (Koelman et al.,
2021, p.2) and the combined or uneven geographical development of regions, and its users. Progressively,
the obstacle of any energy transition is less and less one of an evolution towards a “less carbon intensive
regime” (O’ Sullivan et al., 2020, p.1), but instead, striving to overcome “dominant political economic
ideologies and geographic imaginaries” (Calvert, 2015, p.111) that overshadow decision-making and
dictate the materialisation landscapes for the extraction of onshore wind energy. In anticipation of the RES
1.0 deadline, the notion of an energy region that generates more than its own needs, and therefore must
subsequently be able to benefit from a contribution to other tasks, has highlighted itself to be an absolute
precondition for establishing improved connections between urban and rural areas (Louwerse & Gietema,
2020).

6.2 The Quandary of Core-Wind Energy Landscape Interplay in NHN & NHZ
Giving consideration to the problem statement and introduction as reviewed above, an extensive
theoretical framework was fabricated to theorise the interplay between urban agglomerations and rural
landscapes in the context of allocating locations for wind energy landscape materialisation in the Province
of North-Holland. Territorialisation, vested within the greater realm of spatial differentiation (or uneven
geographic development), was used to illustrate the organisation of social and political power that urban
agglomerations, or cores, have over rural, or peripheral landscapes. Interplay between cores and
peripheries can be contextualised within a regional energy transition framework whereby, interaction
among municipalities can best be scrutinised, as well as “drawing attention to the uneven distribution of
innovation processes and how these are influenced by actors, networks, and institutions at the spatial level”
(De Laurentis & Cowell, 2021, p.3). Theorisations and conceptualisations of the matter of contention, or
wind energy landscapes, build on research conducted by Pasqualetti and Stremke (2018) who use nested
socio-technical, spatial, and substantive attributes to further explain how energy landscapes, among other
undertakings, emerge from the interplay between components of energy systems and stakeholders of
energy transition.
Both formal and informal interviewees with stakeholders of RES and energy transition experts shed light
on the sensitivity of core-wind energy landscape interplay, particularly in view of cross-jurisdictional
implications that are intrinsic to wind energy landscape materialisation. Effectively, providing a simple yes
or no answer to the main RQ is problematic and dishonest, and thus, a to some extent response to whether
urban agglomerations are marginalising peripheral landscapes to realise wind energy landscapes in the
context of RES could be appetising. There is no doubting the complex nature of wind energy landscape
siting in cores and as described by EET-4, “there is a certain unavoidable material truth” to the
problematique (EET-4, personal communication, January 19, 2022). Barring (in some instances) the NIMBY
debate and local anti-wind sentiments, national onshore policymaking has also meant that the
materialisation of wind energy landscapes must occur under strict conditions, for example, at safe
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distances from building stocks and nature reserves and moreover also in the context of necessary zoning
regulations and other to-be taken procedures. Moreover, the multitude of spatial claims (other than energy
transition) in Dutch cities, as brought to light by the PBL, further contribute to the arduous nature of wind
energy landscape site selection in cores.
To a great extent, certain undertakings in the Province of North-Holland make references to traditional
economic and planning deliberations or overtones of what core and periphery supposedly entail. Giving
consideration to cores, noteworthy of mentioning is the uneven playing field, or consolidation of
administrative capacity and manpower in these locations who in comparison to smaller and more rural
municipalities, are better equipped to take on RES proceedings. With regards to archetypical
understandings and definitions of peripheral landscapes, search areas for large-scale onshore wind energy
generation in energy regions NHN and NHZ have accumulated in less densely populated regions, primarily
on the fringes of municipal, sub-regional, and regional borders. Irrespective of established perceptions of
core and periphery, one must question whether differentiating between core and wind energy landscape
is so conspicuous and straightforward in the case location, let alone in the highly urbanised Netherlands as
a whole. In view of the complex spatial environment that defines the case location and the ubiquitous
nature of RE meaning that everyone can generate RE (even large consumers such as urban agglomeration),
this research argues that the contrast between core and periphery is blurry and lacks definition. Making
allowances for the data collected, I wish to advocate for core-wind energy landscape interplay being less
of a conflict or confrontation between geographic archetypes. Rather, in the context of proceedings in the
case location, dynamics appear to be gripped by undertakings among specific agents.
Directing attention towards territorialisation, and notions of contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation,
certain assumptions can be made about RES and further energy transition outlooks. From both spatial and
societal frames of reference, the provincial (energy) landscape gives every appearance of being
fragmented. To a great extent, the (sub-)regional approaches of NHN and NHZ are built on a scarcity of
mutual consideration towards cross-jurisdictional implications of wind energy landscapes, and thus
furthermore also, poor inter- municipal, sub-regional, and regional decision-making. Clear efforts have
been made among municipalities to converse on suitable search locations for wind energy landscapes,
however, the extent to which zero-sum games have been avoided is open to doubt. With regards to spatial
efforts, current RES 1.0 search areas for wind (solar, and other) energy landscapes arguably lack awareness
for matters of landscape integration, spatial quality, and importantly also, capacity of existing energy and
grid infrastructure to cope with the ever-electrifying energy mix. This research has highlighted the latter to
be of particular importance, prompting further deliberations of the appropriateness of spatial and design
ateliers to deliver on the allocation of suitable search locations and expectations, window-dressing, and
lastly also, the non-, or lack of involvement of certain stakeholders in participation trajectories.
It is clear that RES and her prospective wind energy landscapes are extremely political in their storylines
and by now, this research can attest to claims made by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (2021, p.8) that
“energy transition is people’s work”. While the success of energy transition is contingent upon
technological advancements in the realms of improving energy storage, efficiencies, and capital costs,
those of ‘social’ and ‘spatial’ orientation arguably remain the toughest to overcome. Giving further
consideration to the latter, this research has also sought to further deliberate on the extent to which the
NPRES has succeeded in her second goal of achieving greater societal acceptance and momentum for
energy transition. Moreover, the degree to which the RES proceedings of NHN and NHZ actually are
bottom-up has been scrutinised. To a great extent, lengthy and fruitless participation trajectories such as
those that have taken place in Amsterdam and in other sub-regions in North-Holland transgress the latter,
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casting specific doubts over the further concretisation of search areas for wind energy landscapes and
other pipeline developments. In such a light, while top-down approaches to energy transition could be
regarded as impermissible in the current political climate, one must question whether greater or more
steering by certain groups of stakeholders or cores is necessary and desirable, particularly when
considering the fragmented landscape of North-Holland.
In drawing this research to a close, I wish to contend that urban agglomerations are not marginalising
peripheral landscapes for their wind energy ambitions. While matters such as supra-local impacts of wind
energy landscapes, poor inter-stakeholder decision-making, and cross-jurisdictional impactions allude
towards more nuanced and informal forms of marginalisation in the Province of North-Holland, the RES
process designs of NHN and NHZ ultimately inhibit core-wind energy landscape interplay. Subsequently,
flaunting with such a conception is far-fetched and cannot be substantiated by the findings generated by
this research. As discussed, the identification of search areas is bound to the sub-regional spatial scale
which signifies that urban agglomerations have no part in deputising or appointing search locations for
wind energy landscapes in other sub-regions, let alone, the energy region within which they are situated.
In review of section 4.3.4, while search locations may be found to be situated in fringe or border regions,
Amsterdam has identified various potential locations for wind energy landscapes within her municipal and
sub-regional boundaries. Conclusively, calling section 1.3 to mind, one important quandary does remain:
can urban agglomerations be self-sufficient with regards to their energy demand? Although such
questioning does not adhere to this research’s scope, I hope to have laid essential qualitative groundwork.

6.3 Scientific Recommendations
While the Netherlands can be somewhat optimistic about realising her quantitative RE generation targets
according to PBL predictions, unless core-wind energy landscape interplay and further proceedings within
RES are revised, we must question whether from spatial and societal points of view, we will be happy with
the change that is to be spawned by energy transition. As highlighted by this research, the implications of
energy transition extend far beyond front doors, and municipal, provincial, and national borders.
Consequently, it is highly essential that we as society come together to converse and deliberate on how
we can best distribute the benefits and burdens of wind energy landscape materialisation to ensure that
cross-jurisdictional implications remain manageable and subject to discussion. Having conducted
qualitative and exploratory research on core-wind energy landscape interplay in the Province of NorthHolland, I wish to regard this research as prepatory work, or in other terms, a springboard from which
researchers can further improve their understandings of the interoperability between urban and rural
landscapes in the context of energy transition. While this research has attempted to give thought to all
moving parts and elements of core-wind energy landscape interplay, whether such efforts are sufficient or
all-encompassing remains unestablished.
In many regards, the limitations of my research that were identified in section 5.2, can be addressed in
future research. Firstly, utilising an alternative theoretical framework that builds on spatial selectivity,
macro problem framing, or regional energy governance frames of references, researchers could direct their
attention towards more defined topics within the realm of core-wind energy landscape interplay. Giving
consideration to spatial selectivity and macro problem framing, such conjectures could be particularly
useful to shed further light on power displacement and decision-making processes that undermine ‘to-be
planned’ locations. With regards to regional energy governance perceptions, researchers could further
illuminate ownership schemes, power struggles within RES, and discern governmental or bureaucratic
decision-making that for example concerns wind energy infrastructure. Additionally, energy justice can be
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employed to expose cross-jurisdictional implications and scrutinise the vulnerability and subjectability of
those residing in rural regions of the case location to wind energy landscape site selection. Moreover,
energy justice frames of mind could be useful to comprehend whether the benefits and burdens of energy
transition are being distributed in an equitable manner under guidance of the RES. Lastly, with this
research’s stakeholder analysis being somewhat primitive, quantitative network theory could be employed
to substantiate knowledge of stakeholder interactions and interdependencies.
With regards to the research set-up and methodology, an alternative case location could be examined with
the intent to diagnose the presence of core-wind energy landscape dynamics elsewhere in the Netherlands.
While the Province of North-Holland came forward as an employable case location and appraising
developments in NHN and NHZ gave rise to thought-provoking judgements, this research cannot soundly
make generalisations to other energy regions. With it being known that top-down approaches to energy
transition have been utilised by a subgroup of energy regions, such divisions could be scrutinised to
juxtapose or substantiate undertakings in NHN and NHZ. Interestingly also, researchers could alternatively
consider scrutinising developments within the realm of solar energy landscapes or other RE sources that
can be deployed rapidly and at a large-scale. Despite urban agglomerations like Amsterdam making
conscious efforts to optimise rooftop spaces, the question always remains as to whether such efforts will
suffice and satisfy the demands of the NPRES. All in all, there is so much to discover and understand within
the realm of core-wind energy landscape interplay. While this research has made a solid attempt to
formally present deliberations of core-wind energy landscape interplay to the Netherlands, a multitude of
opportunities exist to perpetuate research and improve our understanding of energy transition.

6.4 Societal Recommendations
As previously discussed, current developments that have come to define RES and energy transition warrant
greater societal discussions on how the benefits and burdens of wind energy landscape materialisation can
best be distributed. In such a way, cross-jurisdictional implications and supra-local impacts can be further
explored, mediated, or managed, while furthermore also, greater consideration towards matters that
concern advantageous levels of RE integration into urban and rural contexts and spatial quality related
issues can be achieved. Building on the findings of this research, a series of societal recommendations can
be drafted to consult or advise policy makers, and more importantly in the context of this research, spatial
planners in their pursuit of finding sensible solutions to energy transition predicaments.
First and foremost, this research ultimately advocates for making spatial planning more central to
conventional energy transition dialogue and greater societal debates. Again and again, this research has
sought to emphasise the complex spatial environment and multitude of spatial claims that define and place
ever-growing pressure on Dutch urban and rural landscapes. While research on spatial planning is
boundless, greater consideration should arguably be directed to the serviceability or worth of the discipline
and furthermore by society. To a great extent, there is no doubting its capacity to help clarify, simplify, or
contribute to certain societal phenomena. The frames of reference, capacities, and functions provided by
spatial planning to administer directions and effectively organise development are extremely beneficial to
society at large and without its judgement or authority, society would arguably splinter and disintegrate.
In the company of energy transition related demands for spatial resources, agriculture, climate adaptation,
and rapid levels of urbanisation also necessitate integrative and mixed land-use solutions whereby spatial
planning can take on responsibility.
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Secondly, spatial and design ateliers or workshops could be remodelled to simulate living lab environments
whereby improved decision-making and greater stakeholder participation can be achieved. In view of the
situation that surrounds energy infrastructure and grid capacity, grid managers and wind energy landscape
developers could for example become equal negotiation partners. Additionally, in anticipation of the RES
2.0 and 3.0 deadlines, in atelier and workshop environments, participants could be industrious and
converse on means to improve the surroundings within which wind energy landscapes are sited and
materialised. While ‘omgevingfondsen’ and other (financial) means are available to local communities, as
highlighted by this research, thus far by 2022, little attention has been directed within RES towards mixed
land-use opportunities and combining RE generation with other problematiques and spatial claims such as
biodiversity, nature, or the housing crisis. In view of the lack of societal momentum for energy transition
activities, such an approach could arguably stimulate acceptance among local communities and residents
who are subject to wind energy landscapes.
To conclude, giving consideration to the fragmentation of the provincial landscape from societal and spatial
frames of reference, two approaches could be employed by policymakers. Firstly, the NPRES could consider
merging with higher tiers of government, NGOs, and citizen platforms to ensure an equal playing field
whereby municipalities in the Netherlands are in possession of sufficient means to challenge energy
transition undertakings and thus contribute to provincial and national energy objectives. In such a way,
current clusters of administrative capacity in certain areas in 2022 can be regionalised or propagated,
allowing for greater mediation, collaboration, and ultimately also fellowship, particularly among the
municipalities in the Netherlands. Contrarily, while potentially undesirable in the current political climate,
greater steering mechanisms could be made available to the NPRES and higher tiers of government to
ensure that national, provincial, and regional interests are cherished and sustained. According to diverse
stakeholders of RES, momentous and substantial undertakings such as that of energy transition require for
regimented and structured approaches whereby higher tiers of government have greater influence on and
can better keep watch over proceedings and interests.
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ANNEX 1: Supporting Figures

Figure 26, Average wind speeds in Dutch municipalities (adapted from KNMI (n.d.))
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Figure 27, Locating peri-urban landscapes in the Netherlands (adapted from Haartsen et al. (2003))
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Figure 28, Wind turbine capacities and heights (adapted from Province of North-Holland (2021))

Figure 29, TWh conversion to size of wind energy landscape (Province of North-Holland (2021))
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ANNEX 2: Interview Questions
Below, I have specified the questions that were posed to stakeholders of the energy regions NHN and NHZ
and furthermore also, energy transition experts. In order to indicate which SRQ each interview question
wished to address, a colour scheme has employed, as visible in Table 11. Prior to specifying the questions,
I wish to make clear that while the majority of questions apply to all stakeholders, some were drafted for
specific interviews and thus are not relevant to other contexts or stakeholders.
Table 11, Indicating relevance of interview questions to SRQ themes

SRQ
1
2
3
4

COLOUR

1. Questions for RES Stakeholders
1. How would you best describe your role in the RES [of either NHN or NHZ]?
a. And that in general [of the Municipality, institution, or company that you work for]?
b. What were your negotiating terms prior to the commencement of the RES trajectory?
2. What are your thoughts on the Netherlands’ regional approach to energy transition?
3. Could you describe the delineation process of the energy regions?
4. How would you best describe the trajectory of [either NHN or NHZ] that lead to the RES 1.0 in July
2021?
a. What were your experiences of the trajectory?
b. Was it a relatively straightforward process or were there many obstacles/much tension?
5. In steps 4 and 5 of the RES trajectory, search areas for wind energy landscapes are formulated.
Could you tell me a bit more about this process?
a. How are the scenarios and building blocks formulated? Is this based on criteria or
expectations of specific stakeholders or contrarily, based on traditional scenario-planning
approaches?
b. How appropriate are the green and orange stickers to illustrate the opinions and desires
of local residents and municipalities?
c. How are the chosen building blocks evenly distributed over the sub-region in question?
6. To what extent is provincial onshore wind energy policy dependent on national policy-making?
7. According to you, who are the most important stakeholders of RES?
8. Is it to your belief that the participation trajectory is considerate of/includes all the different kinds
of stakeholders that exist with RES’ stakeholder network?
a. On the basis of your experiences, did one, or multiple, stakeholders dominate the
process? Or was everyone equally involved?
b. Were there tensions between stakeholders, and if so, what did these revolve around?
c. Is the working structure/steering group representative of all stakeholders, expectations,
and opinions that exist within the energy region?
9. How would you best describe the relationship between large/urban and small/rural municipalities
in the energy region/in general?
10. What are, according to you, the most important noon-technical deliberations for the siting of wind
energy landscapes?
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11. Who are, according to you, the biggest winners and losers of wind energy landscape
materialisation?
a. I was made aware of the 50% local ownership ambition of energy infrastructure. Is this
realistic and desirable according to you?
b. [End-use schemes] Is the energy generated from local wind energy landscapes destined
for national grid purposes or is the energy consumed locally?
12. How realistic are the current search areas for wind energy landscapes in [either NHN or NHZ] with
regards to their further concretisation in the coming months/years?
a. What happens when a search area for a wind energy landscape has been allocated in a
given municipality or region who in hindsight are against wind? Can such a decision be
reversed?
13. What are your thoughts on the repowering of existing wind energy landscapes that are nearing
the end of their lifetimes? Could such be a suitable alternative to siting new landscapes?
14. According to you, what are the roles of large municipalities/urban agglomerations in energy
transition?
15. According to you, can large municipalities/urban agglomerations make claims on rural/peripheral
landscapes to realise their wind energy targets?
a. Must the generation of renewable energy exist in close proximity to where demand lies?
16. What are your thoughts on the following statement: Densely populated urban agglomerations
have a greater energy demand than can be generated within their municipal borders. You could
therefore say that rural or peri-urban areas are prime targets for wind energy production.
17. Based on your experiences, do you believe that urban agglomerations are marginalising peripheral
landscapes for their wind energy targets?
18. Is it to your belief that peripheral/rural landscapes can benefit from energy transition?
19. Would you say that the distribution of wind energy landscapes [or search areas] over the provincial
landscape has been done in a just/suitable manner?
20. What is the capacity of RES, as instrument or tool, to ensure that the Netherlands meets her energy
targets by 2030?
21. What are your thoughts on spatial planning as a tool to facilitate energy transition and more
specifically, wind energy landscape siting proceedings?

2. Questions for Energy Transition Experts
1. What are your thoughts on regional energy transition frameworks? Is such an approach best suited
to meet energy transition targets?
2. At what point is a landscape spatially differentiated? Is such a notion absolute or context
specific/relative?
3. Could you tell me a bit more about territorialisation and how energy landscapes arise from,
reproduce, or challenge spatialities of power?
a. And contiguity, connectivity, and centralisation as variables of territorialisation?
b. Must critical capacity and decision-making always be centralised in a specific location to
speed-up energy transition?
4. [Scaling] Do you have thoughts on the spatial impacts of specific RE technologies on uneven
geographic development?
5. Can the benefits and burdens of wind energy landscapes ever be distributed over a landscape or
region in a just manner?
a. Does local ownership complicate the up scaling of RE generation or is such desirable?
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6. How would you best define notions of core and periphery?
a. And the distance between them. Can this be quantified or is such also relative/context
dependent?
7. How can spatial differentiation re-work patterns and interactions between core and periphery?
a. Does energy transition facilitate a growing divide/polarisation between the two
8. Nowadays, how would you best describe the role of urban agglomerations in energy transition?
a. Would you say that critical capacity and decision-making does tend to be centralised
in such locations? Or does this originate at more higher tiers of government.
b. Is the role of peripheral municipalities any different? Can such regions benefit from energy
transition?
9. Could a large urban agglomeration (with a high energy demand) justify placing its wind
turbines outside of its municipal borders because of a lack of space/many spatial claims?
10. In literature, some scholars like to critique planning for its potentially reductionist stance
given that certain locations or landscapes are simply deemed as empty voids or containers
within which objects such as wind turbines can be placed. What are your thoughts on this?
11. The regional scale “draws attention to the uneven distribution of innovation processes and how
these are influenced by actors, networks, and institutions at this spatial scale” (De Laurentis &
Cowell, 2021, p.3). Could you tell me a bit more about this?
12. Research by Beauregard (2013) argues that the location of planning activities has a meaning: the
location and its surroundings within which ateliers or meetings are organized, but also the
physical distance between the governing party and the to-be planned wind energy landscape. If I
am not mistaken, this is also something you discuss in your research on Wales?
13. “Need to unpack the conventional language of ‘community benefits’, to look beyond seeing it as a
device for manufacturing the social acceptability of wind power” (Cowell, 2010, p.231). How can
this best be done according to you? Financial ownership for local residents and communities, or
combining renewables with other spatial claims or land-use functions?
a. And what about participation trajectories?
b. Can the burdens and benefits of wind energy production/ wind turbines ever be
distributed evenly over a landscape? Will there ever be acceptable locations for wind
energy landscapes?
14. How to optimally integrate wind energy landscapes into their surroundings? I.O.W. what are the
most important considerations?
15. In one of your papers, I believe with Pasqualetti (2018, Energy landscapes in a crowded world),
you discuss the “geographical incompatibility of wind energy that owes its intensity to the sitespecific nature”. What exactly do you mean by this?
16. From your perspective, as someone who is knowledgeable of landscape architecture and spatial
planning, what are your thoughts on the current search areas for wind energy, and them being
made further concrete in the coming years?
a. From the perspective of a landscape architect, how does one optimally integrate energy
landscapes into surroundings?
i. Hardest task of a landscape architect who has been designated the task of
designing energy landscape?
b. Biggest (non-)technical considerations for wind energy site selection?
17. I am not exactly familiar with the end-use schemes of local RE production. Energy generated by a
wind energy landscape to remain in sub-region, or for national or international purposes?
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ANNEX 3: Translation of Dutch Interview Meaning Units
Table 12, Translation interview SR-1
Interviewee

SR-1

Dutch Meaning Unit
“En het was onduidelijk wat überhaupt de ambitie zal
worden vanuit de regio’s op het gebied van
hernieuwbare energie. Dus dat hebben wij geprobeerd
om in ieder geval voor onze provincie zelf te formuleren
wanneer zijn wij tevreden?”
“Voor mij zit hier een kwantitatieve kant aan. Ik denk dat
komt uiteindelijk wel goed, ja. Maar of we straks blij zijn
wat dit ruimtelijk heeft opgeleverd, weet ik nog niet?”
“Waarom lopen wij hier energie op te wekken voor de
Amsterdammers zodat zij daar met hun elektrische
auto’s lekker over de grachtengordel kunnen rijden”
“Wij hebben wel zo’n groot windpark, maar dat wordt
toch allemaal opgeslokt door Microsoft die aangesloten
zit aan op de grid”
“Die hebben echt wel een hele hoge ambitie voor zichzelf
vastgesteld als gemeente”
“Iedereen heeft last van die turbines, maar er zijn maar
een
“Je moet echt kijken hoe je een plek ook beter kan
maken”
“Maar dus ook afgelopen jaren wordt deze steeds meet
gedecentraliseerd ook”
“En dat heet best een impact gehad”
“Nou tot nu toe niet eigenlijk”. “Ja natuurlijk heb je te
maken met Rijsregelgeving”
“Vraag en aanbod zoveel mogelijk bij elkaar. Dat is niet
leidend”
“Alleen is de RES zo ingericht, dus hebben we de RESregio’s NHN en NHZ, die vervolgens ook weer zo zijn
opgeknipt waardoor een Gemeente Amsterdam niks te
zeggen heeft over wat een Wieringermeer moeten doen”
“Die zoekgebieden zijn ook altijd door die gemeente zelf
aangewezen. Dat iks het voordeel van de bottom-up
proces”
“Wat je in Noord-Holland ziet, is denk ik een grootschalig
bottom-up verhaal, grootschaliger dat alle andere
provincies en RES’en”

English Translation
“We were unsure of the ambition that was to be present
within the individual sub-regions, in such a way “we strived
to at least establish what we, as the province, wish to
achieve at the hand of RES, while similarly also, at what
point are we satisfied with developments?”
“Quantitatively speaking, I am positive that RE generation
targets will be met, however, whether we are happy with
what this has delivered, from spatial lens, I am unsure”
“Why here and not elsewhere?”
“Wieringermeer has such large wind energy landscapes, but
the energy generated is being swallowed up by Microsoft”
“In view of their constrained spatial environment, cities like
Amsterdam have really set the bar high with regards to their
level of ambition and intent”
“While everyone suffers from the turbines, some are
benefiting at the expense of others, and this is where the
idea of local ownership came into play”
[There is an increasing need} “to take a closer look at how
you can make a given location of landscape better when
siting wind energy landscapes”
“A gradual decentralisation process has taken place over the
years”
“To have had an everlasting impact, which ultimately gave
rise to deliberations of local support and bottom-up
thinking”
There is “less and less involvement or influence of the Dutch
Government in our provincial and energy transition policy
frameworks”
Although “not exactly leading as a design principle”
according to SR-1, it must be central to our decision-making
procedures.
“The RES has been set up with the intent that localised and
sought-after search areas may only be concentrated within
the sub-region in question”
“This is a major advantage of a bottom-up approach to RES
as the search areas have and always will be allocated by the
municipalities”
[Distinguished themselves from other RES’ by means of] “a
large-scale bottom-up story, even larger than other
approaches taken by energy regions or provinces”
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Table 13, Translation interview SR-2
Interviewee

SR-2

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“Dat zijn 46 gemeenten volgens mij, dus dat is wel logisch
om daar dan verdeling in te maken van het Noord-Holland
Noord”

“So, it makes sense to divide the province into
(sub)regions” [to “make collaboration easier]

“Gemeentes zijn sowieso heel erg belangrijk, omdat die dat
allemaal planologisch wel moeten gaan toestaan in hun
gebied”
“Dat vind ik ook wel belangrijk, omdat het vaal toch op
agrarische grond gaat plaatsvinden, en dan is het gesprek
daarover met de agrarische sector wel heel waardevol”
“Goed instrument om het gesprek er over te voeren. Er was
ruimte ook voor andere opmerkingen”
“Helaas heeft de gemeente Hollands-Kroon er ook toe
besloten om daar een aantal datacenters op dat
grondgebied neer te zetten. Kijk, en dat is allemaal bij de
grens van gemeente Medemblik en als je uit Medemblik
zelf rijdt op de A7, lijkt het alsof al die windmolens op het
grondgebied van Medemblik staan”
“Het energiesysteem dat knelt aan alle kanten. En ik
verwacht eigenlijk dat dat de komende jaren alleen maar
erger wordt”

[Municipalities must be regarded as important
stakeholders] given that they “are the ones who will have
to make energy transition arrangements, and from a
(spatial) planning perspective, will have to make
allowances for developments within their borders”
“A good majority of future energy landscapes will be sited
on land that has been designated for agriculture, so it is
important to include parties such as the LTO in
participation trajectories
[Stickers] “served as a solid conversation starter through
which, space could also be created to have other
discussions”
“Hollands-Kroon previously decided to locate many of its
[energy landscapes] on her border, giving anyone driving
on the A7 motorway the impression that these are situated
in the Municipality of Medemblik”
“The energy system is struggling; this is expected to
continue and worsen in the coming years”

“Wij als gemeente hebben er echt alles aan gedaan om het
gesprek met die inwoners ook te organiseren”
“Wij gaan niet het probleem van Amsterdam of Alkmaar
oplossen”

“In our municipality, we really did everything we could to
involve all relevant stakeholders and to converse with local
residents”
“We are not going to solve Amsterdam or Alkmaar’s [wind
energy landscape siting] problems”

Table 14, Translation interview SR-3
Interviewee

SR-3

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“In het afgelopen half jaar na het vaststellen van de RES
1.0 hebben wij afgesproken dat we een reflectie fase in
gaan waarin we nogmaals goed gingen luisteren naar alle
zorgen die er zijn en dat we die in kaart brachten en een
gesprek gingen voeren met de stad”
“Nou ja, ze vragen onderling aan elkaar. Elkaar dus goed
geïnformeerd te houden en verder met elkaar in gesprek te
gaan dus op zich nog heel erg beschaaft allemaal; maar
heel vriendelijk”

“With there being so much resistance, we (as municipality)
have decided to enter a six-month reflection phase within
which we’ll be conversing with the city and its residents on
how to best integrate the envisioned wind energy
landscapes into our spatial environment”
With regards to NHZ, SR-3 described the “civil
conversations” that have taken place between Amsterdam
and other municipalities in the energy region

“Bestuurlijk gevoelig”

[Allocation of search areas is, however, extremely delicate
and] “administratively sensitive”

“Sorry ik ga semantisch worden, ja dat de grote een
waardeoordeel is. Je kan het een grote ambitie vinden. Ik
kan het een kleine ambitie vinden; een ambitie is geen
doelstelling”

“Ambition is a relative term and simply is not the same as
target setting, it is too early to start closing doors on
opportunities for wind energy in the city”

“Dit is niet omdat we nou de natuur willen testen, dus ook
gewoon een simpele technische reden dat het gewoon niet
kan. Autos in de stad?”
“We hebben in, nou ja, nadat we de concept-RES hebben
vastgesteld, moest er meer participatie plaatsvinden om te

“It is not about wanting to test nature and other less
urbanised landscapes, there is just a simple technical
reason to which wind energy landscapes in cities can just
not be done”
“We organised many ateliers and evenings with local
residents to determine the conditions under which the
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kijken van hoe mensen denken over windmolens, maar ook
vooral onder welke voorwaarden zouden ze het acceptabel
vinden om windmolens in Amsterdam te hebben”;
“mensen maken zich grote zorgen. Dat kregen we terug uit
de stad en begrip van alle reacties”
“Maar het was vooral een proces wat een hele korte
tijdspanne van concepten is; best een hoog tempo achter
de RES-aanpak zou ik zeggen”
“Maar dat is dat de 1.0 moest komen, maar heel veel
informatie bij elkaar gebracht moest worden. En toen
kwam er eigenlijk nog wel ook allemaal externe factoren
op ons af, die waar we ook nog mee moesten dealen. Maar
uiteindelijk hebben wij wel netjes al die deadlines gehaald,
dus we hebben een RES 1.0”

placement of wind energy landscapes in Amsterdam would
be acceptable and people clearly have big worries”

[‘Time pressure’] and “process that needed to be
conducted in such a short space of time”
“A significant amount of (local) information and
knowledge needed to be gathered and there were many
external pressuring factors but, in the end, we did manage
to meet the deadlines and deliver the RES 1.0”

Table 15, Translation interview SR-4
Interviewee

SR-4

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“Uiteindelijk zijn de bewoners de belangrijkste stakeholder
want alles in de gemeente zou in dienst moeten staan van”

“Everything that happens in the municipality occurs at
their service”

“Maar uiteindelijk is het aan de gemeente zelf om die
plannen te gaan uitvoeren of tot uitvoering gaat brengen.
Ik hoop dat iedere gemeente of gemeenteraad het belang
ervan in ziet”

[Ultimately, according to SR-4], “it is the responsibility of
all municipalities to further concretise and make their
plans and ambitions more tangible”
“All municipalities are responsible for the further
materialisation of their energy transition ambitions, and I
hope all municipal councils recognise the seriousness and
importance of the tasks that lie ahead”

“Ik zie in de samenwerking dat iedere gemeente zich wil
inzetten voor de verduurzaming en ook kijkt naar de beste
locatie voor zon of wind of andere
duurzaamheidsinitiatieven”
“Wij hebben om de week overleg over de transitie warme
en axee parten we meer energie gerelateerd overleg”
“Onder de bewoners een gevoel leeft van waarom bij ons
in de regio. Wij hebben er al zo veel. Laten we het ook eens
ergens anders doen”
“Het is te makkelijk om dit af te schuiven naar de landelijke
gebieden”
“Maar het moet niet de stelregel zijn omdat meer ruimte is
dat ze dan ook meteen de rol van stedelijke gebieden op
kunnen nemen qua energie opwek”
“Nee, ik denk dat dat stuk meer verworven zit in de
transitievisies warmte”
“Nou puur pragmatisch gezien. Ja in landelijke gebieden is
meer ruimte, dus kan je ook meer energie opwekken”

municipalities in the Province of North-Holland “have
committed themselves to making their living environment
more sustainable and collectively have been looking for the
best locations to site wind energy landscapes”
“Weekly efforts to meet and converse on energy and heat
transition related developments”
“There is a feeling among residents of why with us, we
already have so many wind turbines”
“It is too undue to delegate responsibilities for outstanding
wind energy production to other, more rural and
peripheral municipalities”
“It should not be the precept that because there is no
space in urban areas, that other landscapes become
burdened”
“RES does not place enough emphasis” [on looking beyond
the materialisation of (wind) energy landscapes]
“Pragmatically seen”

Table 16, Translation interview SR-5
Interviewee

SR-5

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“De regio’s die hebben eigenlijk zichzelf dus mogen vormen
in zekere zin; dat het soms best lastig is geweest om weer
hele nieuwe samenwerkingsverbanden op te zetten”

“The regions were very much able to form themselves.
With it becoming tricky to always have to establish new
collaborative partnerships”
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“Uiteindelijk is het winnen voor iedereen, want we doen
het voor het grotere goed, zeg maar”
“Maar ik denk wel dat het altijd goed is om duidelijk aan te
geven van tevoren wat er met de input wordt gedaan,
want soms wordt er ook wel gedaan door participatie”
“Daar zit denk ik iets in waar je heel erg kan sturen als
overheid; ik denk wel dat de overheid daar een grote rol in
heeft en moet nemen”
“Dat er dan eigenlijk geen capaciteit is binnen zo’n
gemeente om al aan al die vragen, zeg maar een breed
onderzoek te doen of goed antwoord te geven omdat er
natuurlijk aan de ene kant heel veel
verantwoordelijkheden zijn gedecentraliseerd, maar niet
altijd alle middelen”
“Ik denk dat ruimtelijke ordening essentieel is daarin; ik
den zelf altijd dat de ruimtelijke kant daarvan de verbinder
zou moeten zijn of kan zijn”
“Als je gaat zeggen, je moet gaan opwekken wat je
gebruikt, dan is het natuurlijk niet eerlijk verdeeld, want in
de steden wordt meer gebruikt”
“Met name voor die grote vragen, heb je gewoon een
nationale blik nodig; ik denk ook niet dat je bijvoorbeeld
een TATA verantwoordelijk kan stellen van je moet dan
maar zoveel windmolens gaan ontwikkelen om je eigen
energie te voorzien; ik denk dat wel veer meer
verantwoordelijk gelegd mag worden in het grotere plaatje
van CO2 uitstoot”
“Er is waarschijnlijk geen RES-regio die zegt dat alle wind,
maar bij ons. We gaan clusteren”

“We all win as ultimately, we are doing it for a greater
good”
[Energy regions at large, and similarly also the Dutch
Government] “must make clearer what happens with the
input that is generated by local residents in the design and
spatial ateliers” [prior to the trajectory]
[It is the Government] “who has a responsibility to commit
herself to energy transition and find the most suitable and
agreeable wind energy landscapes”
“There simply is no capacity within smaller and more rural
municipalities to take on so many tasks, with on the one
hand, a decentralisation of tasks having taken place, while
on the other hand, there being a lack of means to pursue
activities”
Ultimately, “spatial planning is essential, it can connect,
and allows for an integral point of view through which one
may look at available space”
“If one is to deliberate on generating the energy you use,
then of course the distribution of infrastructure over the
landscape is not fair, because more energy is consumed in
cities”
[Large energy demands] “require a national look or focus”.
[While not exactly relevant to wind energy infrastructure,
SR-5 claimed that one may for example not hold
considerable demanders such TATA Steel accountable for
foreseeing themselves of their own energy demand]
Moreover, the picture or frame of reference] “must be
broadened to make allowances for mitigating carbon
dioxide emissions
“There probably is no energy region that welcomes the
idea of clustering wind energy landscapes in their locality”

Table 17, Translation interview SR-6
Interviewee

SR-6

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“Als je al kijkt naar wat er in de pijplijn zit je al eigenlijk
bijna richting 35 TWh; wat is onze visie op onze
energievoorziening van de toekomst? En hoe zit ons
landschap eruit? Wat betekent dit concreet, wat vinden we
acceptabel ja of nee?
“Ja, heel organisch”
“En dan merk je eigenlijk dat het een hele fijne manier is
om het te hebben over de toekomst”
“Wanneer als je dat omgedraaid en had geweten welk
gesprek gevoerd had kunnen worden en had je terug
kunnen redeneren; Tot uiteindelijk hadden wij bijvoorbeeld
bij zon op dak component 15 groene stickers. Ja who cares,
want iedereen wil zon op dak, want dat was helemaal
geen beslissing element; Maar er hebben gesprekken
plaats gevonden waardoor ambtenaren en ook politici zich
sterk voelde in het maken van bepaalde keuzes”

“It almost is a given that the energy regions will collectively
meet the 35 TWh RE generation ambition, however, there
has been little talk thus far of the energy system of the
future”.[ In such a light, SR-5 further questioned] “what is
our vision; what will the Dutch landscape look like; what
does this concretely mean; and lastly, what do we actually
find acceptable?”
[Interviews with stakeholders of RES confirmed the latter
and shed light on the] “organic” [delineation process that
characterises RES]
According to SR-6, the ateliers are “a great way to talk
with one another about the future”
“A method will never be perfect”, however, in hindsight, “it
could have been more constructure to turn the
conversation around by first conversing on (energy
transition) dilemmas, rather than presenting possibilities”
[Additionally, in the opinion of SR-6, some of the building
blocks] “were rather simplistic and could be found in
multiple scenarios”. [The building block ‘sun on rooftops’
was used to substantiate the latter as] “everyone wants
solar panels on their roofs, there should not need to be a
discussion on such a matter” Notwithstanding,
“empowering (local) politicians and civil servants to make
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“Volgens mij gaan we de ideale aanpak bedenken in 2050
als energietransitie gerealiseerd is”
“Nederland is een postzegel waar letterlijk 10 ruimtelijke
opgaven die hier zijn tegelijkertijd plaatsvinden”
“Namelijk in de stad is geen locatie, is nauwelijks plek en
mensen gaan in de stad wonen en per definitie dicht op
elkaar dus als je het dan hebt over aftstanden en mogelijke
locaties, dan kan je het al op een hand tellen”
“Dus dat is logisch dat er geen plek is in de stad”
“We gaan naar een heel ander energiesysteem, waarbij
lokale bronnen hebt en intermittent bronnen dus die niet
altijd tegelijk gaan produceren”
“Wat je niet lokaal voor elkaar kan krijgen, dan ga je
eigenlijk regionaal tappen”
“Er is niet gekeken naar waar is ruimte op het net en er is
ook niet gekeken naar hoe we het vorm gaan geven zo dat
we de minst grote infrastructurele aanpassingen nodig
hebben”
“Want volgens mij zijn deze RES aanpakken een antwoord
op de top-down aanpak die niet werkte en daardoor tegen
reacties gekomen zijn. Laten we het super bottom-up
doen”
“Er is niet gekeken naar. Per se, waar is ruimte op het net
als key driver en Er is ook niet gekeken naar hoe gaan we
het vorm geven opdat we de minst grote infrastructurele
aanpassingen nodig hebben? Wat ook echt een giga klus is
en heel veel geld van mijn kracht met zich. Meebrengt puur
Omdat die draagvlak component zo centraal stond”

certain (or the right choices by means of the stickers and
ateliers is extremely positive”
“The ideal approach will become clear in 2050 if the
Netherlands has met her energy targets”
“The Netherlands quite literally is a post stamp within
which at least 10 difference spatial claims are taking
place”
“There are no possible search locations in the city, there is
barely space, and by definition, people move to cities and
will live in dense proximity to each other so if you are
specifically talking about distances and possible locations
at all, you can count these on one hand”
“It is therefore logical thar there is no space in the city for
wind”
“We are transitioning towards a new energy system within
which, local and intermittent energy sources are not
always matching existing demand”
“What cannot be achieved locally, must ultimately be
tapped on the regional level”
“Where there is space for grid capacity has not been taken
into consideration, or so, how are we going to ensure that
the least major infrastructural adjustments will be made”
[In essence, bottom-up strategies at the hand, or in
response to foregoing top-down manoeuvrings] “which did
not work” [according to SR-6]
“Space on the net as key driver of how we are going to
shape energy transition developments to ensure major
infrastructural adjustments are prevented has not been
looked at, purely because the momentum and acceptance
component stood so central”

Table 18, Translation interview EET-2
Interviewee

EET-2

Dutch Meaning Unit

English Translation

“De kaders werden net opgesteld en dan moest het bod al
klaar zijn”

“The framework for RES had only just been established and
few months later, on such short notice, the energy regions
were already forced to hand in their concept bids”
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ANNEX 4: Translation of Dutch Content Meaning Units & Content
Analysis
In the following section, structured content analysis of policy documentation, reports, and academic
journals can be found. Making use of the interpretative coding method as specified in Chapter 3 and Table
5, territorialisation related proceedings within the case location were sought after. Moreover, the
translation of Dutch content meaning units to English can be found in the following tables.
Table 19, Translation & analysis of document 1

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Noord-Hollands Perspectief op de Regionale Energietrategieën’
Province of North-Holland
February 2020
Provincie Noord-Holland. (2020). NOORD-HOLLANDS PERSPECTIEF op de Regionale
Energiestrategieën. Provincie Noord-Holland.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

“De provincie is, net als de
gemeenten en de waterschappen,
partner in het gezamenlijk
proces” (Province of North
Holland, 2019, p.3)
“Deze participatie wordt
georganiseerd in de vorm van
ruimtelijke ateliers, zowel lokaal
als regionaal” (Province of North
Holland, 2019, p.4)
“Het programma RES verzorgt
ondersteuning,
zodat elke gemeente goed is
toegerust om een gedegen
participatietraject te doorlopen”
(Province of North Holland, 2019,
p.4)
“De provinciale inbreng bestaat
uit kennisinbreng, meedenken en
inspireren. Maar gelet op de
grote bovenregionale impact van
de energietransitie, hebben we
als provincie ook een taak. Deze
gaat over het maken van
doelmatige energietransitiekeuzes, het realiseren van
samenhang tussen de deelregio’s
en het borgen van de kwaliteit
van het Noord-Hollandse
landschap en de Noord-Hollandse
economie” (Province of North
Holland, 2019, p.4)
“Het NH perspectief is het verhaal
waarmee we ambtelijk en
bestuurlijk het gesprek aangaan”
(Province of North Holland, 2019,
p.4)
“Van de RES wordt een
substantieel aanbod

“Similar to the municipalities
and waterboards, the province
is a partner in the RES
trajectory”
“Participation is organised in
the form of spatial ateliers,
both on local and regional
scales”
“NPRES is responsible for
ensuring sufficient support for
activities, for example that all
municipalities can facilitate a
successful participation
trajectory”
“Provincial contribution consists
of knowledge input, thinking
along, and inspiring.
Furthermore, in view of the
major superregional impact of
energy transition, the province
must make effective energy
transition choices, achieve
cohesion between the subregions and safeguard the
quality of the landscape and
economy”
“NH perspective is the story
through which the province will
(officially and administratively)
enter participation and
decision-making processes”
“Substantial RE generation bid
that does justice to the
consumption and potential of
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THEME
Stakeholder
role +
participation

Participation

Stakeholder
role

Stakeholder
role

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION
Hinting towards participation
trajectory that does not
single out certain
stakeholders
Various types of ateliers to
assess various spatial scales
of RES

Centralisation ® capacity;
hinting towards a certain
directing role; or some
degree of steering by NPRES?

Centralisation ® province
needing to manage
developments to ensure
cohesion within provincial
landscape

Stakeholder
ambition

Prior to process, province has
established her negotiating
terms in this document

Stakeholder
ambition

Province highlighting
potential and capacity of
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hernieuwbare opwek verwacht
voor 2030 (met
doorkijk naar 2050), dat recht
doet aan het verbruik en de
potentie van de Noord-Hollandse
regio’s. Hierbij hebben we
aansluiting gezocht bij de
verdeelsleutels die ook in de
landelijke ‘route
35’ gehanteerd worden, Daarbij
achten wij de verdeelsleutels op
basis van het relatieve (a)
inwoneraantal, (b) bruto
grondoppervlak en (c)
energieverbruik het meest recht
doen aan de
ruimtelijk-energetische potentie
en/of het verbruik van de NoordHollandse regio’s” (Province of
North Holland, 2019, p.6)

the North Holland regions.
Allocation/distribution key to
arrive at a share of RE
generation. Based on:
population size; gross surface
area; energy consumption,
spatial energetic potential.
Analysis of NPRES shows that
approximately 2.42 TWh of
renewable generation is
achievable in the province RES
RE generation bid must be
feasible and concrete”
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energy transition activities
Allocation key contradicting
bottom-up approach to RES?
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Table 20, Translation & analysis of document 2

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Startnotitie Regionale Energie Strategie NHZ: Samen opzoek naar kansen in de regio’
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid
May 2019
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid. (2019). Startnotitie Regionale Energie Strategie NHZ.
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid.
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

“Voor het uitwerken en realiseren
van de nationale doelen en
afspraken is regionaal en lokaal
maatwerk nodig. Het vraagt om
nieuwe manieren van intensieve
samenwerking tussen overheden,
netwerkbeheerders, inwoners,
bedrijven en maatschappelijke
partners” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.5)
“Vanuit belanghebbenden, de
gemeenteraden, Provinciale
Staten en de algemeen besturen
van de waterschappen in de regio
NHZ is aandacht gevraagd voor
een transparant proces en
zorgvuldige participatie” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.5)
“Het Rijk bepaalt hoeveel
duurzame energie opgewekt
moet worden in 2030 (35 TWh2),
de decentrale overheden bepalen
hoe, met wie en waar dit ingevuld
wordt” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“In de RES wordt ook opgenomen
hoe de werkstructuur, het
besluitvormingsproces en het
participatieproces is opgezet”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“De RES heeft een horizon van
2030 met een doorkijk naar
2050” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“De RES is geen integraal
afwegingskader in de zin van het
ruimtelijk beleid, maar een
voornemen waaraan de
betrokken partijen zich
committeren” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“De RES biedt kansen en geeft de
gemeente een instrument om
meer inzicht te krijgen in hun
ambities die deels ook de
gemeentegrens overschrijdt”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.7)

“In order to work out and
realise national goals and
targets, a regional approach
and local customisation is
needed; This demands new
forms of participation and
collaboration amongst various
tiers of government, network
managers, citizens, companies,
and private actors”

Regional
approach
justification &
participation

Justification for regional
approach to RES and the
need for sufficient
participation within the
diverse stakeholder network

“Various stakeholders of NHZ
demanding a transparent
process within which emphasis
must be placed on
participation”

Process design
and trajectory

Make sure participation
process does not single out
certain stakeholders

“The national government
determines how much RE must
be produced in 2030, while
decentralised government
decide on how, and with which
stakeholders RE is produced in
the respective energy region(s)”

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

DUTCH MEANING UNIT

Stakeholder
role + process
and trajectory
design

Decentralisation of tasks to
lower tiers of government,
bottom-up approach to RES
in NH

Process and
trajectory
design

Centralisation ®
management and steering by
NPRES?

“RES has a horizon of 2030 with
an outlook on 2050”

Process and
trajectory
design

RES outlook and timeline

“RES is not an integral
assessment framework in the
sense of spatial policy, but an
intention to which the parties
involved commit”

Process and
trajectory
design

Stakeholder ambitions to be
defined in RES document

“The RES offers opportunities
and provides the municipality
with an instrument to gain
more insight into their
ambitions, which partly also
exceed the municipal
boundary”

What is RES;
Process and
trajectory
design

RES as a tool to help
municipalities in their energy
transition targets; provision
of oversight + crossjurisdictional implications

“RES also stipulates the work
structure, decision-making
frameworks and the processes
of participation”
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“Elke gemeente bepaald zelf
welke maatregelen binnen de
gemeente genomen kunnen
worden” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“Om 49% CO2 reductie in 2030 te
behalen is grootschalige opwek
van energie nodig, omgerekend
betekent dit een hernieuwbare
elektriciteitsbehoefte van 84 TWh
in 2030” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“Voor de productie van
hernieuwbare elektriciteit op zee
wordt uitgegaan van circa 49
TWh. Voor grootschalige opwek
op land is de ambitie 35 TWh
productie. Daarnaast wordt
verwacht dat de toename van
kleinschalig zon op daken een
productie van totaal 7 TWh zal
opleveren” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.7)
“De RES is een van de onderdelen
uit het klimaatakkoord, de
ondertekening van het
klimaatakkoord is het officiele
startpunt van de RES” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.7)
“Ten minste elke twee jaar wordt
de RES gemonitord,
geactualiseerd en vastgesteld
(RES 2.0 en verder). Behaalde
resultaten, ontwikkelingen rond
warmtebronnen en locatiekeuzes
voor hernieuwbare opwek
worden doorgevoerd in de
geactualiseerde RES. Hier zal ook
besluitvorming over plaatsvinden
door de gemeenteraden,
Provinciale Staten PNH en het
algemeen bestuur van de
waterschappen. Na de
vaststelling van de RES 1.0 wordt
de ruimtelijke opgave verankerd
in het omgevingsbeleid, dit
betreft de uitvoering van de RES
en geeft momenten voor
besluitvorming” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.8)
“Vanuit de regio NHZ wordt de
concept-RES via het Nationaal
Programma RES ter doorrekening
aan het Planbureau voor de
Leefomgeving (PBL) aangeboden.
Deze doorrekening wordt
gebaseerd op de uitgangspunten,
aannames en rekenregels die zijn
vastgesteld in de ‘Handreiking
RES’. De doorrekening biedt
inzicht in de mate waarin de

“Each municipality decides for
itself which measures can be
taken within the municipality”

Process and
trajectory
design

“In order to reduce CO2
emissions by 49% in 2030 is
large-scale RE production
necessary, more specifically, 84
TWh in 2030”

Process and trajectory design

“Off-shore RE production will
ensure approximately 49 TWh
therefore meaning onshore
production must amount to 35
TWh; additionally, the smallscale increase in solar panels on
roofs should amount to 7 TWh”

Process and trajectory design

“RES as one of the
components/constituents of the
Dutch Climate Agreement;
focus on electricity and built
environment (2 of the 5 target
areas of the Climate
Agreement)”

Process and trajectory design

Decentralisation of activities

“Post RES 1.0 Outlook: At least
every two years the RES is
monitored, updated and
established (RES 2.0 and
beyond). Achieved results,
developments regarding heat
sources and location choices for
renewable generation are
implemented in the updated
RES. Decision-making on this
will also take place by the
municipal councils, the
Provincial Council of the PNH
and the general management
of the water boards”

Process and
trajectory
design

Reflective nature of RES
subsequent to RES 1.0;
flexible approach to ensure
solutions are still relevant
and desirable among
stakeholders

“Draft RES is presented to the
Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency (PBL) for
calculation via the National RES
Programme. This calculation is
based on the basic principles,
assumptions and calculation
rules that are laid down in the
'Res guide'. The calculation
provides insight into the extent
to which regional efforts add up

Process and
trajectory
design
+ Stakeholder
role

PBL as external consultancy
party to provide quantitative
and qualitative insight into
RES undertakings
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regionale inzet optelt tot het
bereiken van de nationale
klimaatdoelstellingen. De
concept-RES wordt daarnaast
kwalitatief beoordeeld door het
Nationaal Programma RES”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.10)
“Als de RES in onvoldoende mate
voldoet aan de nationale
doelstelling, dan wel de
kwalitatieve beoordeling van het
doorlopen proces laag is, wordt
de regio verzocht om het bod van
de RES te verhogen of te
verbeteren” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.10)
“Doelstelling is dat het aanbod
van de regio NHZ tezamen met de
andere 29 regio’s optelt tot de
landelijke opgave van 35 TWh.
Indien dit niet het geval is, moet in de 6 maanden na de
beoordeling door het PBL de nog
resterende opgave door de 30
regio’s onderling verdeeld
worden. Als de regio’s niet zelf tot
een verdeling komen, zal
daarvoor een gezamenlijke
verdeelsystematiek worden
toegepast. Deze
verdeelsystematiek wordt
voorafgaand aan de eerste
oplevering van de concept-RES
ontwikkeld, door de decentrale
overheden in samenwerking met
PBL en in gezamenlijke
verantwoordelijkheid met de
ministeries van EZK en BZK. De
maatschappelijke partijen geven
input voor de
verdeelsystematiek” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.10)
“Voor de programma organisatie
van de RES NHZ is zoveel mogelijk
aangesloten op bestaande
regionale samenwerkingen. De
regio NHZ bestaat uit 6
deelregio’s, waar ambtelijke en
bestuurlijke samenwerking al is
georganiseerd” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.14)
“De input voor de RES wordt
opgehaald bij de gemeenten.
Deze input wordt, tezamen met
de inbreng van de provincie en de
waterschappen op deelregio
niveau samengebracht tot
oplossingen en keuzes die worden
opgenomen in de RES NHZ”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.14)

to achieving the national
climate objectives. The draft
RES is also qualitatively
assessed by the National
Program RES”

“If the RES does not sufficiently
meet the national target, or if
the qualitative assessment of
the completed process is low,
the region is requested to
increase or improve the offer of
the RES” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.10)

Process and
trajectory
design

Alludes towards some
steering; also contrary to
bottom-up approach to
developments in case
location

“The aim is for the supply of the
NHZ region to add up together
with the other 29 regions to the
national target of 35 TWh. If
this is not the case, the
remaining task must be divided
among the 30 regions in the 6
months after the assessment by
the PBL. If the regions do not
arrive at an allocation
themselves, a joint allocation
system will be applied. This
distribution system is being
developed prior to the first
delivery of the draft RES, by the
local authorities in
collaboration with PBL and in
joint responsibility with the
Ministries of EZK and BZK. The
social parties provide input for
the distribution system”

Process and
trajectory
design +
stakeholder role

Alludes towards some
steering; also contrary to
bottom-up approach to
developments in case
location

“Organisation of the
Programme: Build on existing
regional
cooperation/collaboration; RES
NHZ consisting of 6 sub-regions
where government and
administrative collaboration
has already been organised”

Delineation of
energy regions

Social demarcations rather
than those of spatial nature?

“Input for RES generated by
municipalities; This input,
together with the input from
the province and the water
boards at the sub-region level,
is brought together into
solutions and choices that are
included in the RES NHZ”

Process and
trajectory
design +
stakeholder role

Decentralisation of activities;
bottom-up intention;
municipalities responsible for
devising energy transition
strategies
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“Vanuit de zes deelregio’s, de

provincie, de waterschappen en
de netbeheerders is er een
bestuurlijk trekker (stuurgroep),
een ambtelijk opdrachtgever
(opdrachtgeversgroep) en
ambtelijke regio-coördinator
aangewezen die deelneemt in de
programma organisatie
(werkgroep)” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.14)
“De Stuurgroep bewaakt de
voortgang en de kwaliteit van het
programma en is
verantwoordelijk voor het
realiseren van de doelstellingen
van het programma RES NHZ. De
stuurgroep ziet toe op de
aanwezigheid van een voldoende
groot draagvlak, door het
vervullen van een
ambassadeursrol richting de
eigen organisatie, deelnemende
overheden en stakeholders. In de
regionale portefeuillehouders
overleggen vindt afstemming
plaats over de voortgang van het
proces en worden knelpunten
geagendeerd. De stuurgroep
neemt geen beslissingen namens
de opdracht gevende overheden,
maar valideert producten van de
RES NHZ en bereidt besluiten voor
ten behoeve van besluitvorming
door gemeenten, provincie en
waterschap. Daarnaast is het de
rol van de stuurgroep om de
concept-RES NHZ bij het
nationaal programmabureau RES
aan te leveren en het belang van
NHZ te vertegenwoordigen in het
Nationale Programma,
bijvoorbeeld bij de (her)verdeling
van de opgave” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.14)
“Om de randvoorwaarden voor
de uitvoering van het programma
goed in te kunnen vullen, is de
ambtelijk opdrachtgeversgroep
samengesteld. Deze bestaat uit”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.15)
“De Provincie Noord-Holland
treedt op als ‘huismeester voor
de programma organisatie
(digitale werkplek, programma
administratie,
vergaderfaciliteiten, etc.)”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.16)

“An administrative leader
(steering group), an official
client (client group) and official
regional coordinator has been
appointed from the six
subregions, the province, the
water boards and the network
operators, who participate in
the program organization
(working group)”

Process and
trajectory
design

Division of tasks by NPRES

“Steering Group: Monitors the
progress and quality of the
program and is responsible for
achieving the objectives of RES
NHZ. Steering group not
responsible for taking decisions
on behalf of the commissioning
authorities but validates
products of the RES NHZ and
prepares decisions for decisionmaking by municipalities, the
province, and the water board.
In addition, it is the role of the
steering committee to submit
the draft RES NHZ to the
national program office RES
and to represent the interest of
NHZ in the National
Programme, for example in the
(re)distribution of the task”

Stakeholder role

“Official Client Group: In order
to be able to properly fill in the
preconditions for the
implementation of the
program, the official client
group has been composed”

Stakeholder
role

Division of tasks by NPRES;
steering for interests?

“The Province of Noord-Holland
acts as 'caretaker' for the
program organization” (digital
workplace, program
administration, meeting
facilities, etc.)”

Stakeholder
role

Informal duties of the
province
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“De ateliers zijn dienstbaar aan

het proces; ze hebben tot doel om
kennis te brengen, en kennis en
duiding of voorkeuren op te
halen. De samenstelling en het
doel van de ateliers is afhankelijk
van het stadium in het proces”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.16)
“Primair gericht op professionals
en gaan om het brengen en
gelijkschakelen van kennis, om
het bepalen van gezamenlijke
uitgangspunten voor de inhoud
en voor de samenwerking. Er
wordt input opgehaald voor de
RES” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2019, p.16)
“Daarnaast is het doel om de
uitvoering te versnellen, kennis te
delen, te inspireren en bestaande
initiatieven/innovaties te
ondersteunen. De deelnemers
van deze ateliers zijn
stakeholders met een rol en/of
belang bij het onderwerp en
overheden (leden stuurgroep RES
NHZ en ambtelijke experts). Op
deze manier is de afstemming
tussen de stuurgroep en
stakeholders praktisch
vormgegeven. De samenstelling
van de deelnemers kan
gedurende het traject
veranderen” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.16)
“Op drie schaalniveaus worden
ruimte ateliers georganiseerd:
bovenregionaal, deelregionaal en
lokaal. Er wordt bovenregionaal
gestart om te komen tot
gezamenlijke vertrekpunten,
vervolgens wordt geschakeld
naar uitwerking via deelregionaal
niveau naar het lokale niveau”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.16)
“In de voorbereidingsfase tot aan

de vaststelling van de startnotitie
is de programma organisatie
ingericht, is onderzoek en analyse
gedaan om de inhoudelijke
bouwstenen voor de RES te
ontwikkelen en zijn de betrokken
overheden en stakeholders
geïnformeerd over de RES”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2019, p.19)

“Workshops serve the process;
they aim to impart knowledge,
and to retrieve knowledge and
interpretation or preferences.
The composition and purpose of
the workshops depend on the
stage in the process. The
workshops are basically
designed as follows”

Process and
trajectory
design

Ateliers crucial for process
design and trajectory

“Primarily aimed at
professionals and concern the
transfer and equalization of
knowledge, the determination
of common principles for the
content and for the
collaboration. Input is fetched
for the RES”

Process and
trajectory
design

Ateliers providing
environments for stakeholder
to converse on energy
transition undertakings

“In addition, the aim is to
accelerate implementation,
share knowledge, inspire and
support existing
initiatives/innovations. The
participants of these workshops
are stakeholders with a role
and/or interest in the subject
and authorities (members of
the RES NHZ steering
committee and official experts).
In this way, the coordination
between the steering group and
stakeholders is practically
designed. The composition of
the participants can change
during the process”

Process and
trajectory
design

Ateliers crucial for process
design and trajectory

“Organized on three scale
levels: supra-regional, subregional and local. A
supraregional start is made to
arrive at joint starting points,
then a switch is made from
elaboration via sub-regional
level to the local level.
Subsequently, all insights are
brought together again to the
supraregional level of the RES.
The scale of the sub-region is
the important intermediate
layer; here the insights from the
supraregional and local meet”

Process and
trajectory
design

Various types of ateliers to
oversee developments at
various spatial scales

Process and
trajectory
design

Undertakings prior to
commencement of trajectory

“In the preparation phase up to
the adoption of the initial
memorandum, the program
organization has been set up,
research and analysis have
been carried out to develop the
substantive building blocks for
the RES, and the authorities
and stakeholders involved have
been informed about the RES”
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“Daarnaast is de benodigde

capaciteit en expertise voor het
RES-proces in stelling gebracht,
de startnotitie opgesteld en de
vaststellingsprocedure van de
startnotitie voorbereid” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.19)
“Na de vaststelling van de

startnotitie wordt een
participatieproces gestart. Lokaal
(gemeente) en per deelregio
worden ruimtelijke ateliers
georganiseerd, om informatie en
input op te halen voor de RES en
de samenleving te betrekken bij
de opgave van de RES” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.19)
“Nadat de concept RES is
aangeleverd bij het nationaal
Programma RES vindt landelijke
afstemming plaats. Concrete
projecten met draagvlak worden
verder uitgewerkt, zoekgebieden
voor locaties voor opwek worden
verder geconcretiseerd. Dit kan
plaatsvinden in ruimtelijke
(lokale) ateliers en/of in
specifieke werkgroepen / panels.
Indien de landelijke beoordeling
een extra opgave oplevert, zal dit
wederom in ruimtelijke ateliers
vertaald moeten worden naar
oplossingen. De
besluitvormingsprocedure voor
de vaststelling van de RES 1.0 zal
worden voorbereid, hiervoor
moet rekening gehouden worden
met een periode van 2-3
maanden” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.19)
“De RES NHZ bestaat uit 6 deelRES-en: regio Amsterdam, Gooi
en Vechtstreek, IJmond/Zuid
Kennemerland,
Zaanstreek/Waterland,
Haarlemmermeer en Amstelland.
Vanuit het programma RES wordt
bovenstaand proces doorlopen.
Daarnaast wordt vanuit het
programma RES NHZ een set aan
hulpmiddelen ontwikkeld voor
gemeenten voor de participatie.
Afhankelijk van onder andere de
couleur locale van de deelregio,
de samenwerking in de deelregio
op het gebied van de
energietransitie en/of andere
klimaatopgaven, het participatie
beleid van de gemeente of
samenwerking met lokale

“In addition, the required
capacity and expertise for the
RES process has been put in
place, the initiation
memorandum has been drawn
up and the determination
procedure for the initiation
memorandum has been
prepared”
“After the initial memorandum
has been adopted, a
participation process is started.
Spatial workshops are
organized locally (municipality)
and per sub-region to collect
information and input for the
RES and to involve society in the
tasking of the RES”
“After the RES concept has
been submitted to the national
RES Programme, national
coordination takes place.
Concrete projects with support
are further elaborated, search
areas for locations for
generation are further
specified. This can take place in
spatial (local) workshops/or in
specific working groups/panels.
If the national assessment
results in an additional task,
this will again have to be
translated into solutions in
spatial workshops. The
decision-making procedure for
the adoption of the RES 1.0 will
be prepared, taking into
account a period of 2-3
months”
“The RES NHZ consists of 6-part
RES: Amsterdam region, Gooi
en Vechtstreek, IJmond/South
Kennemerland,
Zaanstreek/Waterland,
Haarlemmermeer and
Amstelland. The above process
is followed by the RES program.
In addition, the RES NHZ
program is developing a set of
tools for municipalities for
participation. Depending on,
among other things, the local
colour of the sub-region, the
cooperation in the sub-region in
the field of the energy
transition and/or other climate
tasks, the participation policy of
the municipality or cooperation
with local stakeholders, the
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stakeholders kan het NHZ-proces
worden aangevuld met een lokale
aanpak” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.20)
“Bij de Regionale Energie
Strategie is zorgvuldige
participatie en ondersteunende
communicatie van groot belang.
De energietransitie is een heel
technisch onderwerp waar
tegelijkertijd veel emotie bij komt
kijken” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21)
“Zowel bij voorstanders die het
niet snel genoeg kan gaan, als bij
tegenstanders die twijfels en
kritiek hebben. Het gaat over
keuzes in ieders huishouden,
ieders portemonnee en over
ieders achtertuin. Tegelijkertijd is
goede informatie niet voor
iedereen even vanzelfsprekend te
vinden of te begrijpen” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2019, p.21)
“Daarom is in gesprek blijven met
de betrokkenen zo belangrijk,
participatie kan op vele
manieren, en met vele doelen
vormgegeven worden, van
informeren tot co-creatie. Hierbij
speelt verwachtingsmanagement
een grote rol” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21)
“Voor iedere deelnemer, of je nou
professionele stakeholder,
raadslid of inwoner bent, moet
aan de start helder zijn welke
invloed men kan hebben op het
proces, welke kaders gelden
(waar hebben we het wel en
waar hebben we het niet over,
welke spelregels gelden) en wie
uiteindelijk beslissingsbevoegd is
(de raden, Staten en de algemeen
besturen)” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21)
“Gemeenten communiceren over
alles wat de bewoner echt raakt:
je huis isoleren, op een
warmtenet aansluiten, je
elektriciteit groen en lokaal
opwekken. Het programma
ondersteunt de gemeenten met
het bieden van bouwstenen om
belanghebbenden op het juiste
moment bij de RES aan te sluiten,
zowel op de strategie als op de
uitvoering” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2019, p.21)

NHZ process can be
supplemented with a local
approach”
“Careful participation and
supportive communication are
of great importance in the RES.
The energy transition is a very
technical subject that involves a
lot of emotion at the same
time”
“Both with proponents who
can't move fast enough, and
with opponents who have
doubts and criticism. It's about
choices in everyone's
household, everyone's wallet
and everyone's backyard. At the
same time, good information
cannot be taken for granted or
understood by everyone”
“That is why it is so important
to keep in touch with those
involved. Participation can be
shaped in many ways and with
many goals, from information
to co-creation. Expectation
management plays a major role
in this”
“It must be clear from the start
for every participant, whether
you are a professional
stakeholder, councillor or
resident, what influence one
can have on the process, which
frameworks apply (what are we
talking about and what are we
not talking about, which rules
apply) and who is ultimately
authorized to make decisions
(the councils, States and the
general boards)”
“Municipalities facilitate the
communication. Municipalities
communicate about everything
that really affects the resident:
insulating your house,
connecting it to a heat network,
generating your electricity
green and locally. The program
supports municipalities by
providing building blocks to
connect stakeholders to the RES
at the right time, both on
strategy and implementation”
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Participation

Importance of participation
to RES, given sensitivity and
implications of energy
transition

Importance of participation
to RES, given sensitivity and
implications of energy
transition

Participation

Process and
trajectory
design

Terms must be clear to all
prior to process
commencement

Stakeholder
role

Importance of municipalities
to RES; decentralisation
providing them with
responsibility
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Table 21, Translation & analysis of document 3

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Monitor Concept-RES: Een analyse van de concept-Regionale Energiestrategieën’
PBL, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency
2021
PBL. (2021). MONITOR CONCEPT-RES. Den Haag: PBL.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“De RES is daarmee een
instrument om de ruimtelijke
inpassing van de energietransitie
met maatschappelijke
betrokkenheid te organiseren”
(PBL, 2021, p.4)
“Het Nationaal Programma RES
heft het PBL verzocht om als
onafhankelijk instituut de
voortgang van de RES’en te
monitoren in de verschillende
fases van hun ontwikkeling en
uitvoering” (PBL, 2021, p.4)
“De optelsom van de regionale
plannen levert een totaal bod op
van 52,2 TWh. De hoogte van het
bod biedt de ruimte om in het
besluitvormingsproces tot breed
gedragen en weloverwogen
keuzes te komen” (PBL, 2021, p.5)
“Dat levert een inschatting voor
de hernieuwbare
elektriciteitsproductie in 2030 op
met een bandbreedte van
ongeveer 15 TWh (zie figuur 2),
met aan de onderkant een
productie van 31,2 TWh, aan de
bovenkant 45,7 TWh, en een
middenwaarde van 38,2 TWh. Of
het doel van 35 TWh wordt
gehaald is nog geen gegeven”
(PBL, 2021, p.5)
“De bandbreedte rond de
mogelijke realisatie is het gevolg
van onzekerheid over hoeveel
oude windturbines tot 2030
zullen worden verwijderd
(sanering), de realisatiegraad van
de pijplijnprojecten en
regioplannen, en onzekerheden in
de gebruikte rekenmethodiek”
(PBL, 2021, p.5)
“De mate van doelbereik hangt
niet alleen af van de hoogte van
de biedingen maar vooral van de
mate waarin regio’s deze plannen
kunnen concretiseren en daarna
implementeren” (PBL, 2021, p.5)
“Een belangrijke onzekerheid is
de capaciteit van het

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

“RES as an instrument to
organise spatial integration of
the energy transition in
combination with societal
participation; RES also as a
mechanism to organise multiyear collaboration amongst
stakeholders in the energy
regions”

What is RES

Emphasis on collaboration
among stakeholders besides
quantitative goals

“PBL as an independent
organisation to monitor and
measure the progress of RES in
the various development
stages”

Stakeholder
role

Importance of PBL to RES

“In sum, according to the
calculations of the PBL, the
concept-RES’ amount to a total
bid of 52,2 TWh; the height of
the bid provides flexibility
within decision-making
activities”

RES 2030
Outlook

From quantitative frames of
reference, RES to succeed;
surplus of RE generation
allowing for flexibility

“RE production in 2030 having
a bandwidth range of
approximately 15 TWh, with a
bottom-line RE production of
31,2 TWh, and at the top, 45,7
TWh, and an average of 38,2
TWh; if the 35 TWh target is
met must however still be seen

RES 2030
Outlook

“Bandwidth the result of
uncertainty that surrounds the
amount of wind turbines that
will be removed from the
landscape up until 2030;
realistic nature of pipeline
projects and regional plans; but
also, the calculations

RES 2030
Outlook

“Extent to which overarching
goal is to be achieved is
dependent on regional plans
and the extent to which these
can be made concrete and
consequently implemented”
“A major obstacle/uncertainty
is the capacity of the electricity
network”
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RES 2030
Outlook +
participation
Technical
considerations

From quantitative frames of
reference, RES to succeed;
surplus of RE generation
allowing for flexibility

Existing wind energy
landscapes to re-placed given
their age?

Stakeholders must converse
and make plans as concrete
as possible
Capacity of electricity grid
problematic (connectivity of
energy landscape)
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elektriciteitsnetwerk” (PBL, 2021,
p.6)
“Om het doel van 35 TWh te
kunnen behalen, forse extra
investeringen in het
elektriciteitsnetwerk nodig zijn.
Beschikbaarheid van geschikte
arbeidskrachten vormt daarbij
mogelijk een extra knelpunt”
(PBL, 2021, p.5)
“De meest relevante onzekerheid
in het aandeel huidig vermogen
heeft betrekking op sanering van
turbines die ouder zijn dan 15-20
jaar” (PBL, 2021, p.15)
“Windturbines worden volgens de
bedrijfssector gesloopt als ze
tussen 15 en 20 jaar oud zijn. Dat
leidt in 2030 tot een vermindering
van de door het CBS voor 2019
gerapporteerde productie van 7,4
tot ongeveer 6,0 TWh” (PBL,
2021, p.15)
“De elektriciteitsproductie uit
windenergie varieert van jaar tot
jaar als gevolg van wisselende
weersomstandigheden” (PBL,
2021, p.21)
“Als gevolg van langjarige
verschuivingen in de
weerpatronen boven de NoordAtlantische Oceaan kan het
toekomstige effect op de
opbrengsten uit windenergie
aanzienlijk groter zijn dan circa 5
procent” (PBL, 2021, p.21)
“Als de elektriciteitsproductie uit
wind- en zonne-energie in de
buurt komt van 35 TWh dan zijn
de jaar-tot-jaarvariaties als
gevolg van het weer van de orde
van 2 tot 3 TWh of zelfs meer”
(PBL, 2021, p.21)
“De biedingen voor de productie
van hernieuwbare elektriciteit in
2030 van de 30 regio’s reiken van
0.2 tot 5.7 TWh” (PBL, 2021,
p.22)
“Bij sommige regio’s bestaat het
bod bijna geheel uit het aandeel
ambitie terwijl andere regio’s
(nog) geen aandeel ambitie in
hun concept-bod hebben
vastgesteld” (PBL, 2021, p.22)
“Dit verschil hangt samen met de
mate van ervaring die een regio
al heeft met zon- en
windprojecten”
(PBL, 2021, p.22)
“Er zijn koploperregio’s, er is een
middengroep en er zijn regio’s

“In order to realise the 35 TWh
goal, many investments in the
electricity network must be
made; availability of necessary
workforce providing a further
obstacle”

Capacity of electricity grid
problematic (connectivity of
energy landscape)

“Most relevant uncertainty is
that that surrounds the current
capacity that is influenced by
the riddance of turbines that
are between 15 and 20 years of
age

RES 2030
Outlook

Existing wind energy
landscapes to re-placed given
their age?

“Wind turbines are removed if
they are between 15 and 20
years old which in 2030 would
lead to a reduction in RE
production of 1.5 TWh from 7.4
to 6 TWh”

RES 2030
Outlook

Existing wind energy
landscapes to re-placed given
their age?

“Electricity generation from
wind energy varies from year to
year because of altering
weather patterns”

Technical
considerations

“Because of changes in weather
patterns above the NorthAtlantic Ocean, the potential
effect on wind energy can be
greater than 5%”

Technical
considerations

“Yearly variations to change by
the magnitude of 2 to 3 TWh”

Technical
considerations

“Regional bids of each of the 30
energy regions ranges between
0.2 to 5.7 TWh”

RES 2030
Outlook

Variation of ambition among
energy regions

“Among some of the regions,
the bids are completely
composed of ambition while
other regions have not
established a share of ambition

RES 2030
Outlook

Variation of ambition among
energy regions

“Some regions have no or little
installations for wind and solar
energy while others already
have a lot of experience”

RES 2030
Outlook

Variation of ambition among
energy regions

“There are frontrunner regions
(approximately 10), there are

RES 2030
Outlook

Variation of ambition among
energy regions
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waar de ontwikkeling van de RES
achterloopt bij het gemiddelde”
(PBL, 2021, p.22)
“Sommige regio’s leiden hun deel
van de 35 TWh af van het aantal
inwoners, het elektriciteitsgebruik
of de ruimtelijke potentie van de
regio” (PBL, 2021, p.22)
“Andere regio’s vragen hun
gemeenten om een bod te doen.
De som van de gemeentelijke
biedingen is dan het regio bod”
(PBL, 2021, p.22)
“Er zijn ook regio’s die beide
benaderingen combineren” (PBL,
2021, p.22)
“RES is een politiek verhaal; wat
duidelijk naar voren kwam is dat
het regio bod onderdeel is van
een politiek verhaal” (PBL, 2021,
p.24)

middle range regions, and
those that are quite a bit
behind average”
“Some regions have opted for a
complete ‘top down’ approach
through which their bids are
reliant on the number of
citizens, electricity
consumption, or the spatial
potential of the region”
“Other regions have opted for a
‘bottom up’ approach through
which municipalities are
responsible; the sum of
municipal bids then constitutes
the bid”

RES 2030
Outlook

Differing approaches to RES
among energy regions

RES 2030
Outlook

Differing approaches to RES
among energy regions

“Other regions have made use
of a combination of methods

RES 2030
Outlook

“RES as a political story:
regional bid is part of a greater
political story”

RES 2030
Outlook
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Sensitivity of energy
transition to current political
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Table 22, Translation & analysis of document 4

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Reactienota Noord-Holland Zuid’
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid
December 2020
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Zuid. (2020). Reactienota Noord-Holland Zuid. NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“In hoofdlijnen gingen de wensen
en bedenkingen in op onder meer
de volgende thema’s: het
participatieproces van de RES; de
wens voor eigenaarschap bij de
ontwikkeling van zonne- en
windenergie; het aanwijzen van
aanvullende zoekgebieden; het
verwijderen van zoekgebieden;
wensen en bedenkingen die
vragen om geen grootschalige
opwekking van energie in een
gemeente toe te staan; vragen
om extra onderzoek te doen naar
de effecten op de biodiversiteit
van zonneweides en
windturbines; verzoeken om
technieken als aquathermie en
geothermie mee te nemen als
vorm van duurzame bronnen in
de RES; verzoeken om meer
aandacht te geven aan innovatie
binnen de RES bij het zoeken naar
mogelijkheden om aan de
doelstelling te voldoen” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2020, p.8-9)
“Een terugkerend knelpunt is de
onduidelijkheid in de politiek of
ontoereikende regelgeving voor
de plannen” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.9)
“In de reacties worden zorgen
geuit over de mogelijke
aantasting van het agrarisch
gebied, maar wordt ook de kans
gezien om agrarische gebieden in
te zetten in de energietransitie”
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio
Zuid, 2020, p.9)
“De reacties over natuur,
landschap en hinder zijn
inhoudelijk divers maar bevatten
eenzelfde lijn: er worden zorgen
geuit over de gevolgen van het
inzetten van natuurgebieden en
landschappen voor zonne- en
windenergie. De reacties
bevatten zorgen over het verloren
gaan van kernwaarden van die
landschappen en de
consequenties voor flora en

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

“Wishes & Concerns: In general
lines, the wishes and concerns
of stakeholders had to do with
the following themes/subjects
Participation process of RES:
Desire for ownership of
materialisation of wind and
solar energy landscapes;
Pursuance of other search
areas for solar and wind
energy; removal of some search
areas; Not allow large-scale RE
generation in case location;
Desire for extra research of the
effects of RE generation on
biodiversity; Desire for more
attention to be redirected
towards innovation within RES”

“Regulations/Governance:
Recurring bottleneck is a lack of
clarity in politics or inadequate
regulation for plans”

THEME

Stakeholder
ambition

Process and
trajectory
design

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

Ownership important to
energy transition
undertakings; unhappiness of
some stakeholders with
regards to current search
areas for RE generation;
more research needed

Ambiguity with regards to
energy transition
proceedings; more insight
needed

“Agricultural Grounds:
Comments voice concerns
about possible damage to
agricultural area, but there is
also an opportunity use such
land-use to implement energy
transition”

Wind energy
landscape
search area
formulation

Agricultural land important to
search area allocation; mixed
land-use possible?

“Concerns surrounding nature,
landscape, and hindrance:
Consequences of using nature
reserves and landscapes for
solar and wind energy.
Responses contain concerns
about the loss of core values of
those landscapes and the
consequences for flora and
fauna” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.910)

Stakeholder
opinion

Positive responses to
undertakings in the context
of the concept-RES
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fauna” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Zuid, 2020, p.9-10)
“Naast de zorgen zijn er ook
positieve reacties ontvangen op
de concept-RESNHZ. In de
reacties wordt aangegeven dat
de concept-RES er goed uitziet en
dat men zich kan vinden in het
plaatsen van windturbines en
zonnepanelen op (diverse)
locaties” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.10)

“Consensus of the bid: Barring
concerns, many positive
reactions were received on the
concept-RES. Comments
indicate that the concept-RES
looks good, and that people
agree with the installation of
wind turbines and solar panels
at (various) locations” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2020, p.10)

Stakeholder
opinion +
technical and
spatial
considerations

Grid managers opinion
important given current
status of grid infrastructure in
case location

“Het combineren van zonne- en
windenergie op een locatie; het
gericht investeren in zon op dak:
daar waar opgewekte energie zo
veel mogelijk direct kan worden
gebruikt; het clusteren van
zoekgebieden in nabijheid van
stations om duurzame opwek
sneller en goedkoper aan te
kunnen sluiten” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Zuid,
2020, p.11)

“Input from Grid Managers:
Combine solar and wind energy
landscapes in the same
location; Invest in solar energy
on roofs; that where the energy
can be directly used; Cluster
search areas in proximity of the
stations in order to more
quickly and efficiently connect
RE to grid” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Zuid, 2020, p.11)

Stakeholder
ambition

Government considerations
for RE landscapes
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Table 23, Translation & analysis of document 5

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Reactienota Noord-Holland Noord’
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord
December 2020
Noord-Hollandse Energie Regio Noord. (2020). Reactienota Noord-Holland Noord. NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“De concept-RES Noord-Holland
Noord (NHN) is het resultaat van
vele onderzoeken, gesprekken en
bijeenkomsten” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.2)
“In de energieregio zijn 47 lokale
bijeenkomsten gehouden
waaraan meer dan 1.500 mensen
hebben deelgenomen” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.2)
“De betrokkenheid bij de RES is
groot. Er zijn meer dan
tweehonderd reacties ontvangen
op de concept-RES” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.2)
“Er zijn twee alternatieve
concept-RES'en aangeboden: één
door een collectief van
bewonersorganisaties en één
door de Natuur & Milieufederatie
samen met het verenigd
bedrijfsleven” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.2)
“Staatsbosbeheer heeft de
mogelijkheden en
onmogelijkheden van
grootschalige opwek door middel
van zonne- en windenergie op
hun grondgebied aangegeven en
Land- en Tuinbouworganisatie
Nederland (LTO) heeft een
aanbod gedaan vanuit de
agrariërs” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.2)
“Voor onderwerpen waarover
nog geen besluit kan worden
genomen omdat nog niet alle
kennis of informatie vergaard is,
of waarvoor nog afstemming
moet plaatsvinden, worden
zogenoemde thematafels
ingericht” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.3)
“In hoofdlijnen gingen de wensen
en bedenkingen in op onder meer
de volgende thema’s: het
participatieproces van de RES en
de wens voor lokaal
eigenaarschap bij de

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

“Concept-RES NHN is the result
of much research,
conversations, and
gatherings/ateliers”

Process and
trajectory
design +
Concept RES

Concept-RES is a cumulation
of initiatives and efforts by
stakeholders

“In the energy region, 47 local
ateliers were organised with an
approximate total of 1500
participants”

Process and
trajectory
design

Alludes toward extensive
participation trajectory and
efforts made by RES NHN

“The involvement in the RES is
immense. More than 200
reactions were received
concerning the concept-RES”

Process and
trajectory
design

Alludes toward extensive
participation trajectory and
efforts made by RES NHN

“Two alternative RES’ were
submitted by a collective of
citizen initiatives and also by
the Nature & Environment
Federation together with the
united business community”
(Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Noord, 2020, p.2)

Stakeholder
opinion

Alternative perspectives of
energy transition and RES

“Staatsbosbeheer has indicated
the possibilities and
impossibilities of large-scale
generation by means of solar
and wind energy on their
territory and the Netherlands
Agricultural and Horticultural
Organisation (LTO) has made
an offer from the farmers”

Stakeholder
ambition

Wind energy landscapes on
nature and agricultural
grounds

"So-called theme tables to be
set up for subjects on which no
decisions can yet be taken
because not all knowledge or
information has been gathered
yet, or for which coordination
still must take place”

Process and
trajectory
design

Further converse needed on
some subject matters

Stakeholder
opinion

Similar to NHZ; Ownership
important to energy
transition undertakings;
unhappiness of some
stakeholders with regards to
current search areas for RE

“In general lines, the wishes
and concerns concerned the
following themes/issues: The
RES participation process and
the desire for local ownership in
the development of solar and
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ontwikkeling van zonne- en
windenergie; het aanwijzen van
aanvullende zoekgebieden of juist
het verwijderen van
zoekgebieden; wens om
windturbines of zonneweides in
een gemeente niet toe te staan;
wens om extra onderzoek te doen
naar de effecten op de
biodiversiteit bij zonneweides en
windturbines; wens om
technieken als aquathermie en
geothermie mee te nemen als
vorm van duurzame bronnen in
de RES; wens om aandacht te
vragen voor de mogelijkheden
van kernenergie; kijken naar de
mogelijkheden van de inzet van
de assets van het waterschap
(HHNK) met behoud of
versterking van de taakuitvoering
van het waterschap; het integraal
benaderen van zoekgebieden
waardoor meerdere
gebiedsdoelen worden gediend
en meekoppelkansen worden
benut” (Noord-Hollandse Energie
Regio Noord, 2020, p.5)
“Een aantal betrokkenen in
Noord-Holland Noord heeft
alternatieve plannen voor de RES
ingediend. Deze plannen gaan
zowel in op bezwaren op de
concept-RES als op nieuwe
zoekgebieden” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.6)
“Reactiegevers vinden het
onduidelijk waarom een aantal
onderwerpen niet in de conceptRES is meegenomen.
Onderwerpen die daarbij worden
genoemd zijn: kleinschalige
opwek, kernenergie, thorium,
waterstof, besparing, opwek via
water en energieopslag” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.7)
“Er zijn positieve reacties
ontvangen, zowel op de RES als
document als op de hoogte van
het bod: er wordt aangegeven
dat de concept-RES er goed uit
ziet, de verdeling van opwekking
van duurzame energie goed is
verdeeld over de regio en dat de
ambitie hoger mag zijn.
Daarnaast zijn er ook reacties
met de vraag waarom de regio
NHN een zo hoge ambitie heeft
ten opzichte van andere RESregio’s” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.7)

wind energy; Designating
additional search areas or
removing existing search areas;
The desire to not materialise
wind or solar energy landscapes
in municipalities; With to
conduct additional research
into the effects on biodiversity
impacts of solar and wind
energy landscapes; An
integrated approach to search
areas so that multiple area
objectives are served and
linkage opportunities are used”

“Alternative plans: A number of
stakeholders in Noord-Holland
Noord have submitted
alternative plans for the RES.
These plans address objections
to the draft RES as well as new
search areas”
“Reactions to demarcation of
RES: Respondents find it unclear
why a number of subjects have
not been included in the draft
RES. Topics mentioned are:
small-scale generation, nuclear
energy, thorium, hydrogen,
conservation, generation via
water and energy storage”
“Reactions to the document
and bid: Positive reactions have
been received, both to the RES
as a document and to the
amount of the bid: it is
indicated that the draft RES
looks good, the distribution of
renewable energy generation is
well distributed across the
region and that the ambition
may be higher. In addition,
there are also reactions with
the question why the NHN
region has such a high ambition
compared to other RES regions”
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generation; more research
needed

Stakeholder
opinion

Alternative perspectives of
energy transition and RES

Stakeholder
opinion

(Potential) lack of
consideration for inclusivity
and specific subject matters

Stakeholder
opinion

Positive take by certain
stakeholders on undertakings
(contiguity and connectivity);
some concerns with regards
to why NHN is more
ambitious than other energy
regions
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“De reacties over de ateliers in de
deelregio’s zijn wisselend. Er
wordt aangegeven dat de
eenzijdige insteek van het atelier
(namelijk: geen ruimte voor
energiebronnen anders dan zon
en wind) een gemiste kans is.
Daarnaast geven reactiegevers
aan dat ze de input uit het atelier
in de verwerking van de
zoekgebieden duidelijk terugzien.
Voor sommigen bleef het
onduidelijk hoe de input precies is
verwerkt en waarom bepaalde
zoekgebieden wel of niet zijn
meegenomen in de kaarten van
de concept-RES” (NoordHollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.7)
“De reacties over natuur,
landschap en hinder zijn
inhoudelijk divers maar bevatten
eenzelfde lijn: er worden zorgen
geuit over het inzetten van
natuurgebieden en landschappen
voor zonne- en windenergie. De
reacties tonen de zorgen over het
verloren gaan van kernwaarden
van die landschappen. In bijna
veertig reacties wordt ingegaan
op de natuur en het landschap.
De zorgen over hinder en overlast
komen ook terug in de reacties.
De reacties bevatten zorgen over
zowel geluidshinder als
zichthinder voor omwonenden
maar ook voor passanten (het
openhouden van zichtlijnen in het
landschap). Het detailniveau van
de inhoud verschilt daarmee.
Enkele reacties bevatten
algemene bewoordingen over de
opstellingen langs snelwegen,
terwijl andere reacties over
specifieke locaties gaan. Naast de
zorgen worden er ook suggesties
gedaan voor opwek in bepaalde
(natuur)gebieden. Daarnaast
gaat het veelvuldig over de
afstand van windturbines tot de
woningen” (Noord-Hollandse
Energie Regio Noord, 2020, p.8)
“het combineren van zonne- en
windenergie op een locatie; het
gericht investeren in zon op dak:
daar waar opgewekte energie zo
veel mogelijk direct kan worden
gebruikt; het clusteren van
zoekgebieden in nabijheid van
stations om duurzame opwek
sneller en goedkoper aan te
kunnen sluiten” (Noord-

“Reactions to ateliers and
gatherings: The reactions about
the workshops in the subregions are mixed. It is
indicated that the one-sided
approach of the studio (namely:
no room for energy sources
other than sun and wind) is a
missed opportunity.
Respondents also indicate that
they clearly see the input from
the studio in the processing of
the search areas. For some it
remained unclear how exactly
the input was processed and
why certain search areas were
or were not included in the
maps of the draft RES”

Responses to ateliers; lack of
consideration for other RE
(barring solar and wind); lack
of clarity of what happens
with input

“The responses about nature,
landscape and nuisance are
substantively diverse, but they
share the same line: concerns
are expressed about the use of
nature areas and landscapes
for solar and wind energy. The
reactions show the concerns
about the loss of core values of
those landscapes. In almost
forty responses, nature and the
landscape are discussed.
Concerns about nuisance and
nuisance are also reflected in
the responses. The responses
contain concerns about both
noise nuisance and visual
nuisance for local residents but
also for passers-by (keeping
sightlines in the landscape
open). The level of detail of the
content therefore differs. Some
of the responses contain
general terms about the set-ups
along highways, while others
deal with specific locations. In
addition to the concerns,
suggestions are also made for
generation in certain (nature)
areas. In addition, it often
concerns the distance from
wind turbines to the homes”

Stakeholder
opinion

Concerns about state of
landscape at the hand of
energy transition

“Input Liander: Combine solar
and wind energy landscapes in
the same location; Invest in
solar energy on roofs; that
where the energy can be
directly used; Cluster search
areas in proximity of the
stations in order to more
quickly and efficiently connect
RE to grid”

Stakeholder
opinion +
technical
considerations

Consideration for state of
energy infrastructure and
grid
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Hollandse Energie Regio Noord,
2020, p.9)
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Table 24, Translation & analysis of document 6

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Ruimtelijke Handreiking Wind op Land’
Province of North-Holland
August 2021
Provincie Noord-Holland. (2021). RUIMTELIJKE HANDREIKING WIND OP LAND. Provincie
Noord-Holland.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“In de Omgevingsvisie NH2050
wordt nadrukkelijk ingegaan op
het typische Noord-Hollandse
(cultuur)landschap en nieuwe
ontwikkelingen daarin. “NoordHolland beschikt over een unieke
en rijke variatie aan (open)
landschappen, ruimtelijke
structuren, aardkundige en
archeologische waarden,
cultuurhistorie en gebouwd
(wereld)erfgoed” (Province of
North Holland, 2021, p.3)
“Daarbij wil de provincie NoordHolland de (cultuur)landschappen
optimaal gebruiken door hun
kwaliteiten te koesteren en
tegelijkertijd ook te benutten
voor nieuwe ontwikkelingen zoals
de energietransitie” (Province of
North Holland, 2021, p.3)
“Bij nieuwe plannen moeten de
ontwikkelingsgeschiedenis, de
ordeningsprincipes en kwaliteiten
van het landschap en de
inpassing in de wijdere omgeving
betrokken worden bij de
planvorming” (Province of North
Holland, 2021, p.3)
“Noord-Holland biedt een rijke
variatie aan landschappen. Naast
de agrarische of meer natuurlijke
landschappen als duinen, polders,
heidevelden, veenweiden,
droogmakerijen, wadden,
plassen, meren heeft zij ook
uitgesproken stedelijke
landschappen binnen haar
grenzen zoals de MRA met het
NZKG en Schiphol” (Provincie
Noord-Holland, 2021, p.8)
“Noord-Holland onderscheidt zich
van andere provincies door haar
openheid, de grote afwisseling en
de contrasten in het landschap”
(Provincie Noord-Holland, 2021,
p.8)
“Windturbines zijn door hun
afmetingen zichtbaar over een
grote afstand en hebben daarom
een bovenlokale impact op de
ruimte en het landelijk gebied.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

“The NH2050 environmental
vision focuses explicitly on the
typical North Holland (cultural)
landscape and new
developments in it; “North
Holland has a unique and rich
variety of (open) landscapes,
spatial structures, geological
and archaeological values,
cultural history and built
(world) heritage”

Quality of NH
landscape +
policy
considerations

NH as ideal location for RE
upscaling and also core-wind
energy landscape interplay
given diversity of landscape

“Using (cultural) landscapes
optimally by cherishing their
qualities and at the same time
using them for new
developments such as the
energy transition”

Quality of NH
landscape

Recognition of importance of
NH landscape

“With new plans, the
development history, the
planning principles and
qualities of the landscape and
the integration into the wider
environment must be involved
in the planning process”

Spatial
considerations

Diverse aspects/factors to be
taken into consideration prior
to search area allocation

“The Province of North Holland
has a diverse variation of
landscapes to offer; beside
agricultural or more natureoriented landscapes, NH is also
home to urban landscapes and
agricultural landscapes in
transition”

Quality of NH
landscape

NH as ideal location for RE
upscaling and also core-wind
energy landscape interplay
given diversity of landscape

“NH distinguishes itself from
other provinces with its open
landscape and vast contrasting
landscapes”

Quality of NH
landscape

NH as ideal location for RE
upscaling and also core-wind
energy landscape interplay
given diversity of landscape

Spatial
considerations

Wind energy landscapes
requiring consideration at
various spatial scales given
their extensive (spatial)
implications

“Wind turbines, because of
their size and shapes are visible
at large distances and therefore
have a supralocal impact on
space and the
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Daarom is het van belang om op
verschillende schaalniveaus te
kijken naar de effecten en de
inpassing van een opstelling”
(Provincie Noord-Holland, 2021,
p.8)
“Een solitaire windturbine is een
enkele turbine die zichzelf
manifesteert door de afwezigheid
van andere windturbines in de
omgeving. Solitaire windturbines
hebben hierdoor een sterk
markerend (plaatsmakend)
effect” (Provincie Noord-Holland,
2021, p.9)
“Een cluster is een (kleine)
groepering van 2-4 windturbines.
Net als een solitaire turbine, heeft
een cluster een sterk markerend
effect en vertoont deze een sterke
relatie met de locatie en vraagt
deze voor een goede
herkenbaarheid ook ruimte.
Daarom is het van belang dat er
geen andere
windturbines/windparken
aanwezig zijn binnen een straal
van 10x de ashoogte van het
cluster. Bij het plaatsen van
turbines in een cluster is de
landschappelijke context (in
tegenstelling tot bij een grid)
bepalend. Een gelijke onderlinge
afstand en verschijningsvorm van
de turbine zijn bij een cluster
minder relevant. Wanneer het
cluster te groot wordt verliest
deze zijn ‘markerende’ effect en
zorgt het cluster voor
verrommeling en een onrustig
beeld” (Provincie Noord-Holland,
2021, p.9)
“Een lijnopstelling is een
opstelling van minstens 3
windturbines op een lijn. Om een
lijnopstelling zich helder en
herkenbaar te laten manifesteren
is het van belang dat: Turbines
dezelfde (type) verschijningsvorm
en as- en tiphoogte hebben;
Turbines op dezelfde hartlijn
staan: dit is een rechte lijn of lijn
met lichte kromming geënt op
het landschapspatroon. Geen
grillige of samengestelde vorm;
Turbines onder een gelijk
stramien op de hartlijn staan”
(Provincie Noord-Holland, 2021,
p.10)
“Een grid is een groepering van
(minstens 6) windturbines
geplaatst op een strak raster. Een
grid onttrekt zich door zijn maat/

provincial/national landscape;
it is therefore important to look
at wind turbines at various
scales – local, regional,
national”
“Solitaire Arrangement: A
single turbine that manifests
itself by means of the absence
of other turbines in the
area/landscape; because of this
they have a strong/place
making effect on their
surroundings”

Wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities

Potential wind energy
landscape arrangement in NH

“Cluster Arrangement: Small
groping of 2 to 4 windturbines;
similar to solitaire turbines they
have a strong marking effect on
surrounding landscape; When
making a cluster of
windturbines, the landscape
context is determinative; When
a cluster becomes too big the
marking effect on the
landscape is lost and unrest is
caused”

Wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities

Potential wind energy
landscape arrangement in NH

“Line Arrangement:
Arrangement of at least three
turbines in a line; In order to
realise a line arrangement, one
must consider: same
appearance and axle heights;
are positioned on the same line;
same distance between
turbines (patterns)”

Wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities

Potential wind energy
landscape arrangement in NH

“Grid Arrangement: Grouping
of at least 6 turbines that are
placed in a rigid raster
arrangement; withdraws itself

Wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities

Potential wind energy
landscape arrangement in
NH; larger arrangements
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schaal en rationele opzet vaak
aan het landschap en voegt een
nieuwe laag toe aan het
landschap. Een grid manifesteert
zich daardoor eigenstandig. Om
een grid van windturbines zich
helder en herkenbaar te laten
manifesteren is het van belang
dat: Turbines dezelfde (type)
verschijningsvorm en As- en
tiphoogte hebben; Turbines staan
onder een gelijk stramien in
opstelling” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.10)
“Wanneer er in een gebied
meerdere solitaire windturbines,
volgens dezelfde ruimtelijke
principes worden geplaatst kan je
spreken van een familie (of een
groep) van solitaire turbines.
Bijvoorbeeld een turbine bij elk
dorp binnen een specifieke
landschappelijke eenheid. Of een
turbine bij elke op/afrit van een
bepaalde snelweg). Deze turbines
zijn dan in verhaal en beleving
met elkaar verbonden. Hierbij is
het van belang dat:
Turbines dezelfde (type)
verschijningsvorm en As- en
tiphoogte hebben; Er binnen een
landschappelijke eenheid
eenduidige principes worden
gehanteerd met betrekking tot de
plaatsingslocaties van de
windturbines” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.11)
“Op het schaalniveau van de
gehele provincie is de rijkdom van
het landschappelijk palet – en het
behoud hiervan - van belang. Het
Noord-Hollandse landschap is
opgebouwd uit landschappelijke
eenheden. Het gaat om gebieden
met een duidelijke ruimtelijke of
waterstaatkundige samenhang.
Zoals vastgelegd in de
Omgevingsvisie NH2050
koesteren we de
waarneembaarheid en
afbakening van deze eenheden of
landschappen. Dit betekent dat
het onze ambitie is verschillen
tussen landschappen te
behouden en de grenzen ervan te
respecteren. Voor de plaatsing
van de ruimtelijk dominante
turbines betekent dit bijvoorbeeld
dat de beleving van het
landschap erbij gebaat is dat
nieuwe opstellingen
landschappelijke grenzen bij
voorkeur niet overschrijden en

due to its size/scale and
rational design; In order to
realise a line arrangement, one
must consider: same
appearance and axle heights;
same distance between
turbines (patterns)”

reminiscent of clustering/topdown approach

“Family of Solitaire
Arrangement: Multiple solitaire
turbines with the same spatial
principles; for example, one
turbine per town within a
specific landscape unit; these
turbines share the same
experiences and story; In order
to realise a line arrangement,
one must consider: same
appearance and axle heights;
same principles”

Wind turbine
arrangement
possibilities

“Respect Landscape Units &
Traditions: North Holland
landscape consists of landscape
units; areas/landscapes with
pronounced spatial or hydraulic
cohesion; Within
Omgevingsvisie NH2050
constraints, we must cherish
the perceptibility and
delineation of these units or
landscapes; Ambition is to
avoid differences between
landscapes and to respect its
boundaries and thus new
setups do not exceed limits and
are designed specific to
landscape in question”

Design
principles
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dat opstellingen bij voorkeur
landschap specifiek worden
ontworpen (zie ook
ontwikkelprincipe II). Daarnaast
is het landschap gebaat bij een
eenduidige invulling in type en
oriëntatie van de opstellingen en
een consequente toepassing
binnen de landschappelijke
eenheid” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.11)
“Het type opstelling (zie
paragraaf 3.3) is bepalend voor
de manier waarop de
windturbines worden beleeft. Het
landschap is erbij gebaat
wanneer deze windturbines zich
op een logische manier
verhouden tot de lokale
landschappelijke waarden
(ruimtelijke context) en
dynamiek. Het ene gebied leent
zich bijvoorbeeld door de
afwezigheid van andere
dominante structuren beter om
accenten te leggen door middel
van een (een familie van) solitaire
turbines of een klein cluster. En in
een ander gebied waar die
structuren er juist wel zijn, liggen
lijnopstellingen juist meer voor de
hand. Dit is voor een groot deel
maatwerk en ook sterk
afhankelijk van keuzes uit het
verleden (zie ontwikkelprincipe
VI)” (Provincie Noord-Holland,
2021, p.12)
“Een belangrijk onderscheid wat
we hierbij wel kunnen maken is
tussen de ontworpen
landschappen en de meer
organisch gegroeide
landschappen” Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.12)
“Waterland, NoordKennemerland, Texel en
Wieringen zijn voorbeelden van
organisch gegroeide
landschappen. Water en het
eeuwenlange gevecht ertegen
hebben hier de vorm, maat en
sfeer van het landschap bepaald.
De agrarische praktijk is hier
gegroeid, niet ontworpen. De
uitkomst is een open, vaak nog
pittoresk landschap met daarin
dorpen (historische lint- of
dorpsbebouwing met o.a.,
stolpen en schuren) en
landschapselementen als

“Connect with local landscape
values and dynamics: Type of
turbine arrangement
determines the way in which
the turbines are experiences;
Landscape will benefit when
these wind turbines logically
relate to the local landscape
values (spatial context) and
dynamics”

Design
principles

Important to be considerate
of quality of NH landscape
when siting wind energy
landscapes

“Importance of custom work:
Important distinction between
designed landscapes and the
more organically worked
out/grown landscapes”

Design
principles

Two types of landscapes
within which wind energy
landscape integration takes
place

“Organic Landscapes: Open,
often still picturesque
landscape containing villages
(historic ribbon or village
buildings with, among other
things, cloches and barns) and
landscape elements such as
groves, winding waterways and
dikes. Large-scale wind turbines
in these areas generally detract
from these qualities due to the
disproportionate shape and size
of these modern elements. New
(installations of) wind turbines
should preferably fit on this
connect. This means that based
on the often 'loose' shape of
the villages and landscape
elements the wind turbine

Design principles
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bosschages, kronkelige
waterlopen en dijkjes.
Grootschalige windturbines doen
in dit soort gebieden over het
algemeen afbreuk aan deze
kwaliteiten door do
buitenprportionele vorm en maat
van deze moderne elementen. De
maat, schaal, en vorm van deze
dorpen en landschapselementen
zijn bepalend voor de beleving
van deze landschappen. Nieuwe
(opstellingen van) windturbines
zouden hier bij voorkeur op
moeten aansluiten. Dit betekent
dat op basis van de vaak ‘losse’
vorm van de dorpen en
landschapselementen de
windturbine opstellingen dit
volgen en dat de strakke
lijnopstellingen of grids worden
vermeden” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.12)
“Bij de ontworpen landschappen
zoals de Wieringermeer,
Schermer en Haarlemmermeer, is
veel meer sprake van
structuurlijnen, regelmaat,
repetitie. Ontworpen op basis van
de ten tijde van het ontwerp
vigerende agrarische praktijk. Het
landschap is hier gepland en
ontworpen; boerenerven langs
wegen en vaarten, dorpen
strategisch in de polders.
In deze gebieden is aansluiting bij
deze structuren een manier om
de oude ontwerpprincipes door
middel van windturbines een
nieuw gezicht en ordenende
functie te geven. Dit is
bijvoorbeeld goed te zien in de
Wieringermeerpolder. De oude
(ontworpen) structuur van de
polder is de basis voor het
windplan, en de nieuwe
‘windlijnen’ bieden een nieuw
(ruimtelijke en historische)
houvast in een steeds
grootschaliger en inmiddels deels
bebouwd gebied” (Provincie
Noord-Holland, 2021, p.12)
“Vaak wordt ervoor gekozen om
een opstelling van windturbines
te koppelen aan lineaire
elementen (structuren) in het
landschap. Dit kunnen
(spoor)wegen zijn, maar
bijvoorbeeld ook dijken, kanalen
of ontginningssloten. Deze
structuren zijn vaak al op een

setups follow this and that the
tight line setups or grids are
avoided”

“‘Designed’ Landscapes: In
these areas, joining these
structures is a way of
continuing the old design
principles by giving wind
turbines a new face and
organizing function. The old
(designed) structure of the
polder is the basis for the wind
plan, and the new 'wind lines'
offer a new (spatial and
historical) foothold in a
increasingly large-scale and
now partly built-up area”

Design principles

“Connect to a Structure: In
many instances, it is preferred
to connect wind turbines to
existing linear elements or
structures in a landscape”

Design
principles
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specifieke manier vormgegeven
of ontstaan” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.13)
“Het is afhankelijk van de
(lijn)structuur en het windontwerp of een lijnopstelling zich
ook daadwerkelijk verhoudt tot
de structuur. Niet elke lijn (weg,
sloot of dijk) is een structurerend
element (ruimtelijke drager). En
niet elke ruimtelijke drager leent
zich om extra geaccentueerd te
worden door windturbines. Zo is
het bijvoorbeeld niet logisch om
een weg die – met een
zorgvuldige ruimtelijke inpassing
– “onzichtbaar” is gemaakt in het
landschap te accentueren met
windturbines” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.14)
“Voor initiatieven die zich binnen
de landschappelijke eenheden
voordoen is het van belang om
naar de schaal van het landschap
- zowel in het platte vlak als in de
hoogte – en naar de aard en
schaal van de eventueel al
aanwezige opstellingen van
windturbines te kijken. De
korrelgrootte van een landschap
(maat en schaal van de
verkaveling) heeft een grote
invloed op de mate waarop een
windturbine zich in zijn
maatvoering/dimensie verhoudt
tot het landschap of juist als
buitenproportioneel of verstorend
wordt gezien. Over het algemeen
kan worden gesteld dat
landschappen met een grote
maatvoering in de verkaveling –
zoals de grote droogmakerijen –
groter gedimensioneerde
windturbines beter verdragen
dan landschappen met een meer
verfijnde verkaveling, zoals
bijvoorbeeld de
veenweidegebieden” (Provincie
Noord-Holland, 2021, p.14 & 15)
“In Noord-Holland hebben we
lange tijd een traditie gehad met
lijnopstellingen en deze
opstellingen zijn in de meeste
gevallen op een zorgvuldige wijze
in het landschap geplaatst.
Wanneer er in de nabijheid van
een bestaande
windturbineopstelling een nieuwe
opstelling wordt gerealiseerd is
het daarom van belang om met
de ruimtelijke uitgangspunten
van de bestaande turbines
rekening te houden om zo te

“Not all structures can be
carriers for wind energy
infrastructure: ‘Leidraad L&C’
has made an inventarisation of
all the spatial carriers for wind
energy infrastructure”

Design
principles

“Size at scale: For initiatives
within the landscape units
occur it is important to go to
the scale of the landscape both in the flat and in the
height – and to the nature and
scale of any existing
arrangements of looking at
wind turbines. The grain size of
a landscape (measure and scale
of the allotment) has a major
influence on the degree to
which a wind turbine is in its
sizing/dimension relates to the
landscape or as
disproportionate or seen as
disruptive. Generally, it can be
said that landscapes with a
large size in the allotment – like
the large, reclaimed land –
bigger dimensioned wind
turbines better endure than
landscapes with a lake refined
allotment; Important to also
take scale and dimensions (and
distance to) of landscape
structures into account”

Design principles

“Connect to existing wind
energy landscape
arrangements: NH has a long
tradition of placing wind
turbines in line arrangements
and this generally has been
done in a considerate manner”
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voorkomen dat hier afbreuk aan
gedaan wordt” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.15)
“Zorg ervoor dat de voet van de
turbine zo eenvoudig mogelijk
wordt vormgegeven. Laat de
bijbehorende elementen als
hekwerken, transformatorhuisjes,
beveiligingsapparatuur,
verlichting e.a. zoveel mogelijk
achterwege of (door
maatvoering, kleurstelling en
materiaalgebruik) opgaan in de
omgeving” (Provincie NoordHolland, 2021, p.15)

“Sober design of base: Make
sure that the base of the
turbine is designed as simply as
possible; Let the associated
elements such as fencing,
transformer houses, security
equipment, lighting etc.
omitted as much as possible or
(due to dimensions, colour
scheme and use of materials)
area”
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Table 25, Translation & analysis of document 7

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Wind-op-land: Lessen en Ervaringen’
PBL, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency
2019
PBL. (2019). Wind-op-land: Lessen en ervaringen. Den Haag: PBL.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“Op alle overheidsniveaus moet
de discussie worden gevoerd over
de plek (letterlijk en figuurlijk) die
duurzame energie in de
leefomgeving zal gaan innemen,
en over de manier waarop de
gebruikers van deze
leefomgeving bij deze
veranderingen kunnen worden
betrokken. Het leek eerder zo te
zijn dat hogere overheden zich
verantwoordelijker voelen voor
de eerste opgave (duurzame
energievoorzieningen) dan voor
de tweede (goede inpassing en
begrip), terwijl dit bij lagere
overheden juist andersom is”
(PBL, 2019, p.8)
“De ruimtelijke ordening biedt
een kader aan de hand waarvan
we de discussie kunnen voeren
over hoe we onze leefomgeving
in de toekomst willen vormgeven
en hoe duurzame energie hierin
past. Ook biedt de ruimtelijke
ordening handvatten om met
conflicterende ruimteclaims om
te gaan. Ruimtelijke ordening is
echter niet alleen een middel om
ruimte te vinden voor duurzame
energie. Ruimtelijke ordening
gaat vooral om een evenwichtige
afweging van alle belangen,
waaronder duurzame energie”
(PBL, 2019, p.9)
“Het ruimtelijk perspectief draait
niet in de eerste plaats om het
technisch bepalen waar ergens
een bepaalde functie, zoals
windenergie, het beste kan
worden geaccommodeerd. Deze
benadering van de planologie is
sinds de jaren ‘60 geleidelijk
verlaten. Het ruimtelijk
perspectief gaat tegenwoordig
veel meer over de vraag: hoe
organiseren we de maatschappelijke afweging van wat op deze
specifieke plek de beste functie
is? Een plek met een
geschiedenis, met
belanghebbenden en
betrokkenen die het vaak met

ENGLISH TRANSLATION
“Discussion must be conducted
at all levels of government
about the place (literally and
figuratively) that sustainable
energy will occupy in the living
environment, and about how
the users of this living
environment can be involved in
these changes. It rather seemed
to be the case that higher
authorities feel more
responsible for the first task
(sustainable energy supplies)
than for the second (good
integration and understanding),
while the opposite is true for
lower authorities”

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

Stakeholder
relationships

Not one tier of government
leading in the siting of wind
energy landscapes; alludes
towards a lack of
coordination between
stakeholders

“Spatial planning provides a
framework against which we
can conduct the discussion
discuss how we want to shape
our living environment in the
future and how sustainable
energy fits into this. Spatial
planning also offers tools for
conflicting space claims.
However, spatial planning is
not only a means of finding
space for sustainable energy.
Spatial planning is mainly about
a balanced consideration of all
interests, including sustainable
energy”

Spatial lens
necessity

Spatial planning as a tool to
facilitate energy transition
and deal with demand for
spatial resources +
implications for stakeholder
participation

“The spatial perspective is not
primarily about technically
determining where a certain
function, such as wind energy,
can best be accommodated.
This approach to planning has
been gradually abandoned
since the 1960s. The spatial
perspective is nowadays much
more about the question: how
do we organize the social
environment? consideration of
what is the best feature in this
particular place? A place with a
history, with stakeholders and
stakeholders who often
disagree with each other”

Spatial lens
necessity

Integral and all-encompassing
approach of spatial planning
to deal with diverse matters
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elkaar oneens zijn” (PBL, 2019,
p.11)
“Omgaan met conflict staat
centraal in de hedendaagse
ruimtelijke ordening, met het
doel om een zo groot mogelijke
consensus te bereiken. Natuurlijk
bestaan er in de ruimtelijke
ordening juridische procedures
om conflicten tot een einde te
brengen. Maar met juridische
procedures is het niet klaar. Het
vinden van een zo groot mogelijk
draagvlak voor een transitie naar
duurzame energievoorziening
blijft een zoektocht, alleen al
omdat de omstandigheden
voortdurend veranderen: burgers
worden mondiger, technieken en
economische randvoorwaarden
voor businesscases veranderen.
Alles stroomt” (PBL, 2019, p.11)

“Dealing with conflict is central
to contemporary spatial
planning, with the aim of
reaching the largest possible
consensus. Of course, in spatial
planning, there are legal
procedures to resolve conflicts.
But legal proceedings are not
finished. Finding the greatest
possible support for a transition
to a sustainable energy supply
remains a quest, if only because
circumstances are constantly
changing citizens are becoming
more empowered, techniques
and economic preconditions for
business cases are changing.
Everything flows”
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Spatial lens
necessity +
stakeholder
relationships

Integral and all-encompassing
approach of spatial planning
to deal with diverse matters
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Table 26, Translation & analysis of document 8

Title
Publisher
Date
Citation

‘Procedures voor Windenergie’
RVO, Netherlands Enterprise Agency
2019
Netherlands Enterprise Agency. (2019). Procedures voor windenergie. Netherlands Enterprise
Agency.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“De gemeente doet er verstandig
aan om contact te leggen met
andere betrokken overheden,
zoals het waterschap en de
provincie om per project te
inventariseren welke
vergunningen en toestemmingen
nog meer zijn vereist voor de
realisatie van een windpark”
(Netherlands Enterprise Agency,
2019, p.1)
“De gemeente moet ervoor
zorgen dat de omgeving wordt
betrokken en voldoende
mogelijkheden krijgt om in te
spreken. Tegen die achtergrond
kan de gemeente besluiten eerst
nog een structuurvisie vast te
stellen” (Netherlands Enterprise
Agency, 2019, p.1)
“Voor windparken van 5 tot 100
MW is de provincie het bevoegd
gezag en geldt de volgende
bevoegdheidsverdeling:
Provinciale staten zijn bevoegd
om het inpassingsplan vast te
stellen. Gedeputeerde staten zijn
bevoegd om de
omgevingsvergunningen te
verlenen. Uitgangspunt is dat de
provinciale coördinatieregeling
wordt toegepast. Gedeputeerde
staten kunnen besluiten die
regeling niet toe te passen”
(Netherlands Enterprise Agency,
2019, p.1)
“De bevoegdheidsverdeling is: De
ministers van Economische Zaken
en Klimaat en Binnenlandse
Zaken en Koninkrijksrelaties zijn
bevoegd om het inpassingsplan
vast te stellen. Burgemeester en
wethouders van de gemeente
waarin het windpark ligt, zijn
bevoegd om de
omgevingsvergunning te verlenen
(met uitzondering van een
omgevingsafwijkingsvergunning
waarvoor een ruimtelijke
onderbouwing nodig is).
Uitgangspunt is dat de
rijkscoördinatieregeling wordt
toegepast. De minister van

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

“Municipality must get in
contact with all relevance
stakeholders and governing
bodies to, per project,
determine which licences and
waivers are needed to realise a
wind farm”

“Municipality must make sure
that locals (and other
stakeholders) are included in
the process and are given the
opportunity to voice their
opinions/concerns/etc”
“For wind energy landscapes
that exceed 5 MW and produce
less than 100 MW, the province
has authority, and the following
power distribution ensues:
Provincial councils are
authorised to adopt the
integration plan; Provincial
executives are authorised to
grant environmental permits;
Basic principle is that the
provincial coordination
arrangement will be applied;
Provincial executives can decide
for that scheme to not be
applied”
“Wind energy landscape
exceeding 100 MW. Division of
powers are as follows; The
Ministers of Economic Affairs
and Climate and Home Affairs
and Kingdom Relations are
authorized to establish the
integration plan; Mayor and
aldermen of the municipality in
which the wind farm are
authorized to issue the
environmental permit granting
(with the exception of an
environmental permit for which
a spatial substantiation is
required); The basic principle is
that the national coordination
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THEME

Stakeholder
role

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

Important role for
municipality in RES thanks to
decentralisation

Stakeholder
role

Important role for
municipality in RES thanks to
decentralisation;
municipalities responsible for
suitable participation
trajectories

Stakeholder
role

Authorised supervision
depending on the size and
generating capacity of the
wind energy landscape

Stakeholder
role

Authorised supervision
depending on the size and
generating capacity of the
wind energy landscape
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Economische Zaken en Klimaat
kan besluiten die regeling niet toe
te passen” (Netherlands
Enterprise Agency, 2019, p.1)
“De rol van de gemeente is niet
bij elk windpark dezelfde.
Afhankelijk de grootte van het
windpark en het gemeentelijk
beleid kan de rol van een
gemeente zijn: Actieve rol: Een
gemeente stelt het
bestemmingsplan vast en
verleent alle vergunningen,
eventueel met toepassing van de
gemeentelijke
coördinatieregeling. Minder
actieve rol: De gemeente stelt wel
het bestemmingsplan vast, maar
de provincie is bevoegd voor de
verlening van de
omgevingsvergunningen en de
coördinatie. Geen actieve rol: De
provincie neemt alle besluiten en
coördineert de besluitvorming”
(Netherlands Enterprise Agency,
2019, p.1)
“De ontwikkelaar is
verantwoordelijk voor volledige
aanvragen inclusief de vereiste
onderzoeken, bijvoorbeeld wat
betreft de aanwezige natuur- en
milieuwaarden. Windparken met
een vermogen van meer dan 15
MW of van meer dan 10 turbines
zijn m.e.r.-beoordelingsplichtig.
Als een milieueffectrapport is
vereist moet de ontwikkelaar dat
laten opstellen. De ontwikkelaar
is ervoor verantwoordelijk dat hij
alle benodigde vergunningen en
toestemmingen krijgt. Naast
publiekrechtelijke toestemmingen
kunnen ook privaatrechtelijke
toestemmingen (van
grondeigenaren of van
infrastructuurbeheerders) nodig
zijn” (Netherlands Enterprise
Agency, 2019, p.1)

scheme will be applied. The
Minister of Economic Affairs
and Climate may decide not to
apply that arrangement”
“Role of the Municipality: The
role of the municipality is not
the same with all wind energy
landscape. Depending on the
size of the wind energy
landscape:
Active Role: The municipality
draws up the zoning plan and
grants all permits, possibly with
the application of the municipal
coordination scheme
Less of an Active Role:
Municipality will make the
decision regarding the zoning
plan, but the province is
authorised to grant the
environmental permits and
coordination
No Active Role: The province
makes all decisions and
coordinates decision-making”

Stakeholder
role

Authorised supervision
depending on the size and
generating capacity of the
wind energy landscape;
municipalities taking on
diverse roles

“Role of the Developer:
Developer responsible for
complete applications including
the required investigations, for
example regarding the existing
natural and environmental
values; Wind farms with a
capacity of more than 15 MW
or of more than 10 turbines
m.e.r. subject to assessment; If
an environmental impact
statement is required, the
developer should have that
drafted; The developer is
responsible for making all
necessary licenses and
permissions. In addition to
public law permissions can also
be private law permissions
(from landowners or from
infrastructure managers) are
needed”

Stakeholder
role

Authorised supervision
depending on the size and
generating capacity of the
wind energy landscape
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Table 27, Translation & analysis of document 9

Title
Autho(s)
Date
Citation

‘PARK-Evaluatie RES-Proces Noord-Holland’
Steven Slabbers
September, 2021
Slabbers, S. (2021). PARK-evaluatie RES-proces Noord-Holland.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“Uitgangspunt bij de start van
het traject van de Regionale
Energiestrategieën was -naast
het voldoen aan de kwantitatieve
en kwalitatieve doelen- het
verwerven van draagvlak”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“Daarmee onderkende de
Provincie het belang van een
bottom-up benadering, gericht op
het verwerven van draagvlak.
Procedureel gaf zij aan binnen de
RES een partij te zijn gelijk aan
andere partijen als gemeenten en
waterschappen. Daarmee nam de
provincie afstand van de regierol
die zij als bestuurslaag tussen het
nationaal en gemeentelijk niveau
gewoon was” (Slabbers, 2021,
p.2)
“Het is de vraag of de ambitie ten
aanzien van het verwerven van
draagvlak is behaald. Los van het
feit dat draagvlak moeilijk te
meten is, speelt de vraag bij wie
dat draagvlak dan behaald moet
zijn” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2)

ENGLISH TRANSLATION
“The starting point at the start
of the Regional Energy
Strategies trajectory was - in
addition to meeting the
quantitative and qualitative
targets - gaining support”
“The province recognized the
importance of a bottom-up
approach, aimed at gaining
support. Procedurally, she
indicated that she was a party
within the RES, equal to other
parties such as municipalities
and water boards. In doing so,
the province distanced itself
from the directing role it was
used to as an administrative
layer between the national and
municipal levels.”
“The question is whether the
ambition with regards to
gaining support has been
achieved. Apart from the fact
that support is difficult to
measure, the question is who
must have achieved that
support.”

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

What is RES

Clear emphasis on the need
to gain support for energy
transition, must be
significantly lacking in the
Netherlands

Stakeholder
role

Tiers of government as equal
negotiation partners in RES;
no sense of hierarchy or
centralisation of decisionmaking?

RES 2030
Outlook

Desire for energy transition
lacking in society according to
the PARK

“Landschap is echter een
collectief gewaardeerd goed dat
het lokale niveau overstijgt”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.2)

“Landscape, however, is a
collectively valued good that
transcends the local level”

Spatial
considerations

Integration of infrastructure
requiring for everyone’s
attention

“Wie het maatschappelijk debat
over de energietransitie volgt
krijgt niet direct het beeld van
een verkregen draagvlak, niet
onder bewoners, noch onder
specialisten” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2)

“Whoever follows the social
debate about the energy
transition does not immediately
get the impression of the
support that has been
obtained, neither among
residents nor among
specialists”

RES 2030
Outlook

Desire for energy transition
lacking in society according to
the PARK

“Zolang men zich niet of
onvoldoende bewust is van de
noodzaak van de energietransitie
zal men ook niet open staan voor
mogelijke oplossingen. Je kunt
lokale gemeenschappen wel
vragen waar zij windmolens of
zonneparken willen, maar zolang
men de ernst van het probleem
niet onderkent zal het antwoord
vaak zijn dat men ze überhaupt
niet wil, hetgeen leidt tot de vaak
gehoorde reactie ‘zet ze maar bij
de buren of plaats ze maar in zee,

“As long as people are not or
insufficiently aware of the
necessity of the energy
transition, they will not be open
to possible solutions. You can
ask local communities where
they want windmills or solar
parks, but as long as the
seriousness of the problem is
not recognized, the answer will
often be that they do not want
them at all, leading to the
often-heard response 'put them

RES 2030
Outlook

Desire for energy transition
lacking in society according to
the PARK
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maar niet in mijn (achter)tuin”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“Het is de vraag of de RES de
aanvankelijke ambitie, het
ontwikkelen van draagvlak, heeft
waargemaakt. Ik constateer dat
alle inspanningen ten spijt het
enthousiasme, ook bij de lokale
samenlevingen, nog immer nihil
is. Wel is de RES er in geslaagd de
locaties met de minste weerstand
te identificeren. Maar het
identificeren van de locaties met
de minste weerstand tegen de
energietransitie is iets anders dan
het verkrijgen van draagvlak”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“In de RES’en lijkt de focus te
hebben gelegen op het realiseren
van de leidende principes ten
aanzien van de kwantiteit, deze
zijn ook het meest meetbaar en
daarmee objectief toetsbaar.
Mogelijk lag het accent zozeer op
de kwantitatieve principes dat
daarmee de leidende principes
ten aanzien van de ruimtelijke
kwaliteit -meervoudig
ruimtegebruik, het koppelen van
energiedoelen aan andere
ruimtelijke ambities, bepalen van
ordeningsprincipes ten aanzien
van ruimtelijke inpassing en
aansluiten bij gebiedseigen
kenmerken- maar beperkt uit de
verf zijn gekomen” (Slabbers,
2021, p.3)
“De koppeling met biodiversiteit,
recreatie, economie,
leefbaarheid,
gebiedsontwikkeling, verbetering
van verbindingen, vernatting
veengebieden komt in de
eindrapportages niet of slechts
summier aan de orde. Dat is een
opmerkelijk verzuim ten opzichte
van de aanpak als bij aanvang in
de startnotitie vastgelegd”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.3)
“In de RES’en ligt de focus op het
identificeren van
ontwikkellocaties en krijgt het
aspect van de landschappelijke
inpassing van deze locaties
weinig aandacht” (Slabbers,
2021, p.3)
“Men had in dit stadium op zijn
minst de noodzaak van
ruimtelijke inpassing en de
voorwaarden waar deze aan
moet voldoen (versterken
biodiversiteit, verruimen van de
recreatieve

with the neighbours or put
them in the sea, but NIBY”
“The question is whether the
RES has achieved its initial
ambition of developing support.
I note that, despite all efforts,
the enthusiasm, also among the
local societies, is still nil.
However, the RES has
succeeded in identifying the
locations with the least
resistance. But identifying the
locations with the least
resistance to the energy
transition is different from
gaining support”

RES 2030
Outlook

Desire for energy transition
lacking in society according to
the PARK

“In the RESs, the focus seems to
have been on realizing the
guiding principles with regard
to quantity, these are also the
most measurable and therefore
objectively verifiable. It is
possible that the emphasis was
so much on the quantitative
principles that the guiding
principles with regard to spatial
quality - multiple use of space,
linking energy targets to other
spatial ambitions, determining
planning principles with regard
to spatial integration and
connecting with area-specific
characteristics - were limited in
scope”

Mixed land-use
possibilities

Quantifying RE generation
and guiding principles
potentially steering
developments in NH

“The link with biodiversity,
recreation, economy, quality of
life, area development,
improvement of connections,
rewetting of peat areas is not
or only briefly discussed in the
final reports. This is a
remarkable omission compared
to the approach laid down in
the initial memorandum at the
outset”

Opportunities
and
compromises

Lack of consideration for
connecting RE with other
spatial claims despite
ambition having been shown
in initial memoranda

“In the RESs, the focus is on
identifying development
locations and little attention is
paid to the aspect of the
landscape integration of these
locations”

Spatial
considerations

Lack of consideration for
integration of RE into
landscape

"At this stage, at the very least,
the need for spatial integration
and the conditions it must meet
(strengthening biodiversity,
expanding recreational outdoor
areas, connecting to area
characteristics such as size and

Spatial
considerations

Lack of consideration for
integration of RE into
landscape
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uitloopmogelijkheden, aansluiten
op gebiedskenmerken als maaten schaal) moeten vastleggen”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.4)
“De beperkte aandacht die aan
de uitwerking van de leidende
ruimtelijke principes is gegeven
illustreert de spagaat die de
startnotitie heeft gecreëerd.
Enerzijds benadrukt de
startnotitie dat het proces van
onderop moet worden
georganiseerd waarbij de regio’s
aan zet zijn. Tegelijkertijd geeft
het wel leidende principes mee.
Wanneer vervolgens blijkt dat die
principes niet door de partij die
aan zet is als leidend worden
herkend sta je alsnog met lege
handen” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4)
“De RES’en zijn ingestoken vanuit
de schaal van deelregio’s. Per
deelregio is bepaald wat voor dat
gebied de meest wenselijke
strategie zal zijn. Het is echter
een misvatting dat de
samenvoeging van de meest
wenselijke strategie per deelregio
ook leidt tot de meest wenselijke
strategie per regio, zoals het ook
geenszins gezegd is dat de
optelling van de meest wenselijke
strategie per regio resulteert in
de meest gewenste strategie op
de schaal van de provincie als
geheel” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4)
“Illustratief in dit verband is de
RES die voor Noord-Holland
Noord is opgesteld. In het
kaartbeeld zijn de contouren van
de drie deelgebieden scherp
herkenbaar. Iedere deelregio
heeft vanuit zijn eigen strategie
gewerkt. De een wilde
nadrukkelijk geen wind, maar
uitsluitend zon en dan alleen
gekoppeld aan infrastructuur, de
ander wilde alleen zon, maar dan
op plekken waar de
grondeigenaren hadden
aangegeven daar wel voor in te
zijn, de derde wilde het vooral
aan de randen van de kernen.
Feitelijk is hier geen sprake van
een regionale energiestrategie,
maar van een bundeling van een
drietal deelregionale strategieën.
De Regionale Energiestrategie
heeft hieraan geen
overkoepelende, deelregio
overstijgende strategie aan toe
weten te voegen” (Slabbers,
2021, p.4)

scale) should have been
established"
“The limited attention given to
the elaboration of the guiding
spatial principles illustrates the
split created by the initial
memorandum. On the one
hand, the initial memorandum
emphasizes that the process
must be organized from the
bottom up, with the regions in
charge. At the same time, it
does provide guiding principles.
If it subsequently turns out that
those principles are not
recognized as leading by the
party whose move it is, you are
still left empty-handed”
“The RESs are based on the
scale of sub-regions. It has been
determined for each sub-region
what the most desirable
strategy will be for that area.
However, it is a misconception
that the combination of the
most desirable strategy per
sub-region also leads to the
most desirable strategy per
region, just as it is by no means
stated that the addition of the
most desirable strategy per
region results in the most
desirable strategy on the scale.
of the province as a whole”

“The RES that has been drawn
up for Noord-Holland Noord is
illustrative in this regard. The
contours of the three sub-areas
are clearly recognizable in the
map image. Each sub-region
has worked from its own
strategy. One explicitly wanted
no wind, but only sun and then
only linked to infrastructure,
the other only wanted sun, but
in places where the landowners
had indicated that they were
interested in it, the third
wanted it mainly on the edges
of the cores. In fact, this is not a
regional energy strategy, but a
bundling of three sub-regional
strategies. The Regional Energy
Strategy has not been able to
add an overarching, subregional strategy to this”
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Process and
trajectory
design

Interesting remark: must
question how bottom-up RES
is

Process and
trajectory
design +
Stakeholder
ambition

Sub-regional energy
transition framework
counterproductive to
reaching energy transition
goals and the most desirable
outcome for everyone

Stakeholder
interaction

Lack of inter-municipal
decision-making has meant
each sub-region has done
what they think is suitable,
without consulting other subregions
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“Het onderverdelen in deelregio’s
en regio’s blijkt ook een
belemmering in het ontwikkelen
van samenhang, vooral doordat
die deelregio’s meer zijn
ingegeven door een bestuurlijke
dan door een ruimtelijke
afbakening” (Slabbers, 2021, p.5)
“Een voorbeeld hiervan doet zich
voor op de overgang van
Zaanstreek-Waterland naar
Amsterdam. Het gebied
benoorden Amsterdam maakt
historisch-geografisch deel uit
van Waterland, maar behoort
bestuurlijk bij Amsterdam. Waar
men in Zaanstreek-Waterland
geen ruimte ziet voor
windturbines houdt men in
Amsterdam deze optie open. Het
gebrek aan samenhang speelt
niet alleen binnen en tussen de
RES’en, maar ook tussen de
provincies” (Slabbers, 2021, p.5)
“Iedere (deel)regio heeft zijn
uiterste best gedaan om aan de
opgelegde taakstelling te
voldoen. Daarvoor hulde! Het is
echter de vraag of daarmee recht
wordt gedaan aan de ruimtelijke
verscheidenheid die NoordHolland kenmerkt. Noord-Holland
kent een uitzonderlijke
verscheidenheid in maat en
schaal, in ruimtelijke dynamiek, in
bewoningsintensiteit, in natuuren cultuurwaarden. Deze
verscheidenheid maakt dat
bepaalde gebieden meer geschikt
zijn voor de oprichting van
energieparken dan anderen”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.5)
“Het werken op de schaal van de
(deel)regio’s maakt dat de
onderlinge afweging nauwelijks
plaats heeft kunnen vinden. Nu is
de opgave gelijkmatig verdeeld
met als resultaat dat ‘overal wat
gebeurt’. Het is een gemis dat de
uitkomsten van het bottom-up
proces niet zijn gespiegeld aan
een visie vanuit het hoger
schaalniveau. Met een dergelijke
spiegeling had kunnen worden
bereikt dat gebieden die zich
daartoe lenen een tandje bij
hadden kunnen zetten teneinde
daarmee meer kwetsbare
gebieden te ontzien” (Slabbers,
2021, p.5)
“Een dergelijke benadering
waarbij een meer geclusterde
ontwikkeling zijn tegenhanger

“The division into sub-regions
and regions also appears to be
an obstacle to the development
of cohesion, especially because
those sub-regions are dictated
more by administrative than by
spatial demarcation”
“An example of this occurs on
the transition from ZaanstreekWaterland to Amsterdam. The
area north of Amsterdam is
historically and geographically
part of Waterland, but
administratively belongs to
Amsterdam. Where there is no
room for wind turbines in
Zaanstreek-Waterland,
Amsterdam is keeping this
option open. The lack of
cohesion is not only an issue
within and between the RESs,
but also between the
provinces”

Stakeholder
interaction

Fragmentation of provincial
landscape from social
perspectives; delineation of
energy regions on
administrative demarcations
problematic?

“Each region or sub-region has
done its utmost to meet the set
targets. Kudos for that!
However, it is questionable
whether this does justice to the
spatial diversity that
characterizes North Holland.
North Holland has an
exceptional diversity in size and
scale, in spatial dynamics, in
habitation intensity, in natural
and cultural values. This
diversity makes certain areas
more suitable for establishing
energy parks than others”

Stakeholder
interaction +
crossjurisdictional
implications

Lack of inter-municipal
decision-making; implications
of Amsterdam’s decisions felt
elsewhere; example of corewind energy landscape
interplay at sub-regional and
municipal spatial scales?

“Working on the scale of the
(sub)regions means that mutual
consideration has hardly been
able to take place. Now the
task is evenly distributed with
the result that 'everything
happens'. It is a lack that the
outcomes of the bottom-up
process are not mirrored to a
vision from a higher scale level.
Such a mirroring could have
achieved those areas that lend
themselves to this could have
stepped up a gear in order to
spare more vulnerable areas”

Process and
trajectory
design +
contiguity and
connectivity

Sub-regional energy
transition framework
counterproductive;
distribution of activities
alluding towards a lack of
steering or need for topdown approach in later
stages of RES

“Such an approach, in which a
more clustered development
finds its counterpart in areas

Process and
trajectory
design +

Desire for clustering of
developments and greater
steering
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vindt in gebieden waar relatief
weinig gebeurt
(‘concentratiegebieden’ naast
‘vides’ als al in 2007 bepleit door
Dirk Sijmons, de eerste
Rijksadviseur voor het landelijk
gebied) vergt een samenspel van
een bottom-up proces en een
visie vanuit het hoger
schaalniveau” (Slabbers, 2021,
p.5)

where relatively little is
happening ('concentration
areas' next to 'voids' as already
advocated in 2007 by Dirk
Sijmons, the first government
advisor for rural areas) requires
an interplay of a bottom-up
process and a vision from a
higher scale level”
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Table 28, Translation & analysis of document 10

Title
Author(s)
Date
Citation

‘PARK-Evaluatie op RES 1.0 Noord-Holland Noord’
Steven Slabbers
April, 2021
Slabbers, S. (2021). PARK-evaluatie op RES 1.0 Noord-Holland Noord.

DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“Positief is ook dat de RES 1.0 de
cultuurhistorische landschappen,
de natuurgebieden, de duinen en
het open landschap koestert en
goeddeels uitsluit van de opwek
van energie uit zon en land”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“In de Kop wordt de aanleg van
energieparken op agrarische
gronden zelfs uitgesloten. Het is
de vraag of dit ruimtelijk en
bedrijfsmatig wenselijk is.
Hiermee worden de
energieparken verbannen naar de
bermen van de grote
infrastructurele elementen,
hetgeen vanuit ruimtelijke
kwaliteit en energie-efficiëntie
niet op voorhand positief is (hier
wordt verderop nader op
ingegaan). Mogelijk wordt
hiermee de boer(in) ook de kans
ontnomen het verdienmodel te
verbreden waarmee het voor
hem/haar mogelijk wordt over te
schakelen naar een
bedrijfsvoering die landouw en
natuur meer met elkaar in balans
brengt” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“Eén van de taken van de
provincie is het voeren van regie
op de ruimtelijke ontwikkelingen,
gericht op het beschermen van de
regionale waarden. Regionale
waarden reiken verder dan de
bijzondere provinciale
landschappen, werelderfgoed en
regionale structuren als
snelwegen, kanalen en kusten. De
regionale waarden hebben ook
betrekking op de herkenbaarheid
van het palet aan landschappen
dat ten grondslag ligt aan de
ruimtelijke verscheidenheid van
Noord-Holland, op het contrast
tussen laag- en hoog-dynamische
gebieden, tussen rust en reuring”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“Maar wat ontbreekt is dat de
verschillende deelgebieden
uitzoomen en over de grenzen
van het eigen zoekgebied kijken
om vanuit dat groter perspectief
nog eens te bezie hoe hun

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

“RES 1.0 cherishes the culturalhistorical landscapes, nature
reserves, the dunes, and the
open landscape, and largely
excludes the generation of
renewables in such areas”

Quality of NH
landscape

Sufficient consideration for
quality of NH landscape
despite prior criticism?

“In the ‘Kop of North-Holland,
the materialisation of energy
landscapes on agricultural
landscapes has even been
excluded. However, the
question remains as to whether
this is desirable. As a result,
energy landscapes are
relegated to the verges of the
large infrastructural elements,
which is not positive in from the
perspective of spatial quality
and energy efficiency. This may
also deprive the farmer of the
opportunity to broaden the
revenue model, making it
possible for him/her to switch
to a business management that
brings a better balance
between agriculture and
nature”

Spatial
considerations

No-go zones for wind energy
landscapes meaning RE is
being pushed to fringe
regions

“One of the tasks of the
province is to direct spatial
developments, aimed at
protecting regional values.
Regional values extend beyond
the special provincial
landscapes, world heritage and
regional structures such as
highways, canals and coasts.
The regional values also relate
to the recognizability of the
palette of landscapes that
underlies the spatial diversity of
North Holland, to the contrast
between low and highly
dynamic areas, between
tranquillity and bustle”

Stakeholder
role + quality of
NH landscape

Duty of province to cherish
and safeguard regional
values; somewhat challenging
however given
decentralisation of activities
and lack of steering from
higher tiers of government in
the context of RES?

“What is missing is that the
various sub-regions need to
zoom out and look beyond the
boundaries of their own search
area to see again from that
larger perspective how their

Process and
trajectory
design + crossjurisdictional
implications

Lack of inter sub-regional
decision-making; crossjurisdictional implications of
RE clear in NH
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energiebod doorwerkt op het
groter geheel” (Slabbers, 2021,
p.1)
“Het eerste dat opvalt in de RES
1.0 Noord-Holland Noord (NHN)
is het grote aantal parken dat
wordt voorgesteld. In totaal
worden 45 locaties aangedragen”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“Zoals ook in mijn eerdere
adviezen aangegeven verdient
vanuit de ruimtelijke kwaliteit
een meer geclusterde
ontwikkeling sterk de voorkeur.
Dat schept ook ruimte om in
gebieden waar het
landschappelijk laadvermogen
dat toelaat een tandje bij te
zetten om meer kwetsbare
gebieden minder te belasten”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“Mijn pleidooi voor meer
concentratie sluit aan bij de
oproep van Liander om projecten
voor duurzame opwek sterker te
clusteren en meer in te zetten op
grootschalige projecten. Het is
makkelijker om eenmalig
aanpassingen te doen in een
groot gebied, dan meerdere
aanpassingen in kleinere
gebieden” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“Het tweede dat opvalt bij de RES
1.0 NHN is het sterke accent op
zon. De concept-RES had al
relatief weinig windzoekgebieden, maar in het
publieke debat zijn andermaal
locaties afgevallen. Van de 45
potentiele locaties die de RES 1.0
NHN identificeert hebben er 38
betrekking op uitsluitend zon, 5
locaties bieden de mogelijkheid
van een gecombineerde
ontwikkeling en slechts 2 (!)
locaties betreffen de ontwikkeling
van één (!) of enkele
windturbines” (Slabbers, 2021,
p.2)
“Daarmee gaat de RES in tegen
de adviezen van zowel het vorige
als het nieuwe College van
Rijksadviseurs (CRa) dat opriep /
oproept terughoudend te zijn met
de ontwikkeling van zonneparken
en vooral energie te steken in de
ontwikkeling van windparken,
ook omdat daarmee een
aanzienlijk hoger resultaat kan
worden gegenereerd” (Slabbers,
2021, p.2)

'energy bid' affects the larger
whole”
“What initially standard out are
the large amount of energy
landscapes that have been
proposed. In total, 45 locations
have been suggested. In such a
way, the image arises that
something is happening
everywhere”

Contiguity &
connectivity

Distribution of activities
alluding towards a lack of
steering or need for topdown approach in later
stages of RES

“From the perspective of spatial
quality, a more clustered
development is strongly
preferred. This also creates
space to changes gears in areas
where the landscape load
capacity allows to reduce the
burden on more vulnerable
areas”

Contiguity &
connectivity

Clustering desirable

“My plea for more
concentration is in line with
Liander's call to cluster projects
for sustainable generation
more strongly and to focus
more on large-scale projects.
It's easier to make one-time
adjustments in a large area
than multiple adjustments in
smaller areas”

Technical
considerations
+ stakeholder
opinion

Again, indication that energy
infrastructure is struggling to
keep up with energy
transition undertakings

“The second thing that stands
out about the RES 1.0 NHN is
the strong emphasis on sun.
The draft RES already had
relatively few wind search
areas, but once again locations
have been dropped in the
public debate. Of the 45
potential locations identified by
the RES 1.0 NHN, 38 relate to
solar only, 5 locations offer the
possibility of combined
development and only 2 (!)
locations concern the
development of one (!) or a few
wind turbines”

Stakeholder
interactions

Lack of search areas for wind
energy landscapes is
problematic

“In doing so, the RES goes
against the advice of both the
previous and the new Board of
Government Advisors (CRa),
which called for / calls for
restraint in the development of
solar parks and, in particular, to
invest energy in the
development of wind parks,
also because this would result
in a considerably higher result
can be generated. The strong

Stakeholder
interactions +
Technical
considerations

Lack of search areas for wind
energy landscapes is
problematic; poor interstakeholder decision-making
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emphasis on the sun also
ignores the wishes of many
energy suppliers, who strive for
a mix of sun and wind, in which
peaks do not coincide but
follow each other, based on
optimal use of the available
capacity of the underlying
system”
“De intensief bewoonde regio
Alkmaar neemt een
verhoudingsgewijs groot deel van
de opgave op zijn schouders. De
keuze van de RES 1.0 om
cultuurhistorische landschappen,
natuurgebieden, duinen en het
open landschap zo beperkt
mogelijk aan te merken als
zoekgebied voor grondgebonden
energieopwekking door
windturbines of zonnepanelen
vertaalt zich in de Regio Alkmaar
in zoekgebieden voor zon (en een
beetje wind) die overwegend
tegen het stedelijk gebied
aanliggen” (Slabbers, 2021, p.34)
“Hierbij ligt een knelpunt op de
loer. De woonopgave is en wordt
tot tenminste 2030 zoveel als
mogelijk binnen bestaand
stedelijk gebied tot een oplossing
gebracht. Dat leidt tot de
ontwikkeling van intensievere
steden als Alkmaar en
Heerhugowaard” (Slabbers, 2021,
p.4)
“Die intensieve stad kan alleen
werken bij de gratie van een goed
bereikbaar en fantastisch
ingericht buitengebied. In deze
corona-tijd is het belang van een
aantrekkelijk buitengebied nabij
de stad andermaal gebleken. Het
concentreren van de
zoekgebieden voor zon (en een
beetje wind) tegen de randen van
het stedelijk gebied staat op
gespannen voet met de snel
toenemende betekenis van het
buitengebied als uitloopgebied,
regenton, koelmotor en
natuurparel van de stad. Als men
dit al wil, dan moeten deze
zonneparken landschappelijk
optimaal worden ingepast en
moet de aanleg van deze parken
bijdragen aan een versterkte
recreatieve bereikbaarheid van
het achterliggend landelijk gebied
en een versterkte recreatieve
toegankelijkheid van het gebied

“The intensively inhabited
region of Alkmaar takes on a
relatively large part of the task.
The choice of the RES 1.0 to
designate cultural-historic
landscapes, nature reserves,
dunes and the open landscape
as limited as possible as a
search area for ground-based
energy generation by wind
turbines or solar panels is
reflected in the Alkmaar Region
in search areas for sun (and a
little wind) that are mainly
adjacent to the urban area”

Contiguity &
connectivity +
Stakeholder
ambition

Alkmaar taking on
responsibility to take on RE
generation

“There is a bottleneck here. The
housing challenge has been and
will be resolved as much as
possible within existing urban
areas until at least 2030. This
leads to the development of
more intensive cities such as
Alkmaar and Heerhugowaard”

Spatial
considerations

Diverse spatial claims making
the finding of space for RE
generation difficult

“This intensive city can only
work by the grace of an easily
accessible and fantastically
designed rural area. In this
corona time, the importance of
an attractive outdoor area near
the city has once again become
apparent. Concentrating the
search areas for sun (and a
little wind) against the edges of
the urban area is at odds with
the rapidly increasing
significance of the outlying area
as a run-out area, rain barrel,
cooling engine and natural gem
of the city. If this is desired at
all, these solar parks must be
optimally integrated into the
landscape and the construction
of these parks must contribute
to enhanced recreational
accessibility of the rural area
behind it and enhanced
recreational accessibility of the
area where these parks are
being built”

Spatial
considerations
+ rural
landscape
significance

Value of ‘periphery’ to
society
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waar deze parken worden
gerealiseer” (Slabbers, 2021, p.4)
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DUTCH MEANING UNIT
“Als eerste moet worden
opgemerkt dat de versie 1.0 ten
opzichte van de RES 0.5 een forse
slag heeft gemaakt die de
ruimtelijke kwaliteit zeer ten
goede komt. Zichtbaar is hoe de
ruimtelijke samenhang -zowel
tussen individuele zoekgebieden
onderling als met hun directe
omgeving- meer aandacht heeft
gekregen” (Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“Ofschoon het doembeeld van
een ‘hagelslag aan initiatieven’
deels lijkt geweken bepleit ik
andermaal een sterkere
concentratie van initiatieven in
gebieden die dat ruimtelijk het
beste kunnen dragen. Het nu
afgevallen concentratiegebied
wind in het zuidelijk deel van de
Haarlemmermeerpolder was
vanuit de ruimtelijke kwaliteit
zeker een optie, omdat daarmee
het beeld dat ‘overal wat
gebeurt’ kan worden voorkomen
en ook meer kwetsbare gebieden
kunnen worden vrijgespeeld”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.1)
“Het gegeven dat de theoretische
potentie binnen de zoekgebieden
(3.2 TWh) groter is dan de
ambitie (2.7 TWh) biedt alsnog
enige ruimte om in de verdere
uitwerking van de plannen het
onderscheid tussen ‘opwekkende
landschappen’ en gebieden waar
de energie-opwek minder
manifest aanwezig is sterker aan
te zetten” (Slabbers, 2021, p.2)
“Bij elke lokale ontwikkeling dient
ook het interessanter maken van
de locatie uitgangspunt te zijn.
De energieopwek moet altijd
vergezeld gaan van een ‘plus’
waar een bredere omgeving van
kan profiteren. Dat draagt ook bij
aan het verwerven van
maatschappelijk draagvlak”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.3)
“Die ‘plus’ kan worden bereikt
door het meekoppelen van
andere opgaven, denk aan het
tegengaan van bodemdaling, het
versterken van biodiversiteit,

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

THEME

TERRITORIALISATION
INTERPRETATION

“First of all, it should be noted
that the 1.0 version has made a
significant step compared to
the RES 0.5, which greatly
improves the spatial quality. It
is visible how spatial coherence
- both between individual
search areas and with their
immediate surroundings - has
received more attention”

RES 2030
Outlook

Strides made to improve
coherence

“Although the doom image of a
'sprinkling of initiatives' seems
to have partly disappeared, I
once again argue for a stronger
concentration of initiatives in
areas that can best support this
spatially. The wind
concentration area in the
southern part of the
Haarlemmermeer polder, which
has now been removed, was
certainly an option from a
spatial quality perspective,
because it would prevent the
image that 'everywhere
happens' and also unlock more
vulnerable areas”

Stakeholder
opinion +
spatial
consideration

Again, desire for clustering of
wind turbines; implications
for contiguity and
connectivity of infrastructure

“The fact that the theoretical
potential within the search
areas (3.2 TWh) is greater than
the ambition (2.7 TWh) still
offers some room in the further
elaboration of the plans to
distinguish between 'energizing
landscapes' and areas where
energy generation is less
manifest. present is stronger”

RES 2030
Outlook

Flexibility for further RES
proceedings; some search
areas will disappear

Opportunities
and
compromises

Opportunities to combine RE
generation with other spatial
claims or striving to improve
the local context

Opportunities
and
compromises

Opportunities to combine RE
generation with other spatial
claims or striving to improve
the local context

“Making the location more
interesting should also be the
starting point for any local
development. Energy
generation must always be
accompanied by a 'plus' that
can benefit a wider
environment. This also
contributes to the acquisition of
social support”
“This 'plus' can be achieved by
linking other tasks, such as
combating subsidence,
strengthening biodiversity,
creating forests, more space for
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bosaanleg, meer ruimte voor
waterberging etc. Wanneer
zichtbaar wordt hoe de
ontwikkeling van het energiepark
tevens leidt tot meer
biodiversiteit, nieuwe recreatieve
uitloopmogelijkheden, herstel van
oorspronkelijke
landschapselementen etc dan
komt dat het maatschappelijk
draagvlak direct ten goede”
(Slabbers, 2021, p.3)
“Vanuit het belang van draagvlak
neigt de provincie er naar
gemeenten de ruimte te geven
om hun locaties vast te stellen. Ik
adviseer hier van meet af aan
stevige voorwaarden ten aanzien
van de landschappelijke inpassing
aan te verbinden” (Slabbers,
2021, p.3)

water storage, etc. When it
becomes clear how the
development of the energy park
also leads to more biodiversity,
new recreational outdoor
areas, restoration of original
landscape elements, etc., then
this directly benefits public
support”

“In the interest of public
support, the province tends to
give municipalities the space to
determine their locations. I
recommend attaching firm
conditions to this from the
outset with regard to landscape
integration. Landscape
integration is not a synonym for
'planting away'”
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Centralisation

Decentralisation of activities
could be reversed with
greater steering from higher
tiers of government

